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"IM PROVED QLri MAX 39

'* We Make 'Em—Sol Works 'Em >>

An "IMPROVED CLIMAX" SOLAR HEATEl? on your

house will furnish hot water from Sunshine alone, winter or sum-

mer, to your bath, sink and laundry trays, without cost, danger or

delay, to your entire satisfaction. Can connect to stove or gas

heater to insure hot water oh rainy days.

IVrite for Agency, Prices and Circular Matter.

cm A D HP \TPD CC\ 3^^ N^^ "^S** ^^" L^^ ANQELES, CAL.
OULnLix IICA I El\ V/LF. a. D. DAVIS. Manager - TELEPHONE 2396

GOLDEN GATE CEMENT

I

Manufactured by

/•Pacific ;tV>^tlahdi' Cement Co.

-—^—^-^^508, 510, 512 Rialto Building

V;br1icr Now'Mo.'\<^o}nerJ'and ivtismcA Street^, Sau Francisco. Cal.

Location of Works: CEMENT, SOLANO CO.. CAL.

Geo. Stone Nathan L. Bell Morris Kind, C. E.

President Vice-President and Secretary Superintendent

Advertisers will be gratified to know where you saw their »A.
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I HE DliA5Y IT

U\TER HEATER
\ V

.manl 1 actlkhks of the
Deasy Co.mbination
Kitchen Boiler and
The Deasy Water
Heater :: •• .•

DI-. \SV WAIKK HEAJHK

HAIN OFFICES AND WARE-
HOUSE:

855 Franklin St., Oakland, Cal.

FACTORY:
xland Tovvnsend Streets, San

Francisco, Cal.
BRANCH OFFICES AND EX-

HIBITION ROOnS:
OAKLAND -O.G., L. cV H.Co

.

];ith and Clay Streets.
* AMEI)A-O.G..L. & H. Co.,

Park Street and Sama-Clara

HFRKELEY-O.G..L. & H.Co.
llo Shattuck Ave

-SAN FRANCISCO-S. F. Gas and
I-lfctric C(i.

VV. VV. Gillespie Co., 322 Post

i.OS ANJQELES-J. D. Hooker Co.
* ^ JOSE -United ( ;as and Elec-

tric Co.. Market Street
SACRAMENTO-S a c r a m e n t o

Llectric, Gas and Railway
Co.

Millt-r, Chapin & Wrieht.
STOCKTON^Stockton Gas and

Klectric Co.
Jackson & F:arl. Main and

Sfitter Streets.
PORTLAND-Grant & Curless, 70

I' irst Street.
SANTA ROSA Santa Rosa Gas

and Electric- Co.

Address all correspondence to
S>) Frank'in St., Oakland Cal.

lioil.l-J^

't

DKASY COMBINATION
HOII.KR

KITCHEN

ni)er>()n l\ (liasc I i

''\m

n^.ijrners and .Mamifactiirers of

urnamental Glass
of Every Description.

CRAFTSMEN in all branches of

CuJi/n 4
'^^'^ ^^^^ STAIXEI) GLASS.

^^J? GLAZIXG IX LEAD. ZINC.
"-•-*' '^^ COPPER AND COMPOSITION

METAL.
Mernonal Windows Treated in Glass EfTect or English Ar.ticiue Stvie ourSpc-c.ahies Prismatic Glass for Illuminating Purposes. The tern -Art- i, con-

"sk^rr mleJior^rK -^ " ^°""'^ "^"'- ''''''' ""^'''^'^'^ "« '^'^'-^ 'han'others

TELEPHONE JAMES 1981

121 New Montgomery St. = San Francisco, Cal.

Adveriisers will be jyatified to know where you saw their ad.
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An "IMPROVED CLIMAX" SOLAR HEATER on your

house will furnish hot water from Sunshine alone, winter or sum-

mer, to your bath, sink and laundry trays, without cost, danger or

delay, to your entire satisfaction. Can connect to stove or gas

heater to insure hot water on rainy days.

Write for Agency, Prices and Circular Matter.

CAl A D HP ATPD C f\ ^33 New High St.. LOS ANQELES. CAL.
oULv/\I\ IIC/\ I dV wV/. A, D. DA\i_-. Manager - TELEPHONE 2396

^ "KM" •** -

r — — -^ •

GOLDEN GATE CEMENT
Manufactured by

/•.Pa<:-fM? ;*»o*tlahd Cement Co.

508^^510, 512, Rialto Building
• • . * * *. '

' t
.' *

• • '
'

*itot\i^ Kew'Mo?\<io}nert' and S^iseicAStteet^ ?an Francisco, Cal.

Location of Works: CEMENT, SOLANO QO., CAL.

Geo. Stone Nathan L. Bell Morris Kind, C. E.

President Vice-President and Secretary Superintendent

Advertisers will be gratified to know where you saw their fl<L
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C o \| p \ \ Y
imanlfactukkrs of the
Deasy Combination
Kitchen Boiler and
The Deasy Water
Heater :: :• .•

OKASY WATER HtAltR

\IN OFFICES AND WARE-
HOUSE:

855 Franklin St., Oakland, Cal.

FACTORY:
3d and Townsend Streets, San

Fr.itinsco, Cal.
i t OFFICES AND EX-

» n ION ROOnS:
!\Ki.A^U u. G., L. & H.Co.,

IjUh and Clay Streets.
M vMEI)A-0. G.. L. & H. Co.,

^ai k Street and Santa Clara

HlRKaEY-O.G..L. & H.Co.
i-'-'5 Shatluck Ave.

* N FRANCISCO-S. F. Gas and
l-:iectric Co.

W. W. Gillespie Co., 322 Post
Street.

H- ANGELES-J. D. Hooker Co.
^ ^N 'ONE—United (Jasand Elec-

.^ Co.. Market Street.
' l^AMENTG—S acramcnto

hlectric, Gas and Railway

Miller, Chapin 8c Wrieht
STOCKTON-Slockton Gas and

Klectric Co.
Jackson & PZarl. Main and

Sutter Streets.
f>ORTLAND-Grant & Curless, 70

First Street.
SANTA ROSA -Santa Rosa Gas

and Electric Co.

Address all correspondence to
H).') Franklin St., Oakland Cal.

EASY
:OM!iI\ATW'

DKASY COMBINATION KITCHEN
BOILER

Fnii^rson 6: Glasci
'^'' '

iiid Manufacturers of

Uriiainental Glass
of Every Description.

CRAFTSMEN in all branches of
ART AND STAINED GLASS.
GLAZING IN LEAD, ZINC,
COPPER AND COMPOSITION
METAL.

Memonal Windows Treated in Glass Effect or-English Artique Stvle ourSpeaalt.es Pr.smat.c Glass for IlIu.nnK.tin^ Purposes. The term -Art- in con-

isic for inkTior"Xk '^
^°''''^^^'>- "^^^'-

.

Prices, however, no higher than others

fNED

TELEPHONE JAMES 1981

121 New Montgomery St. = San Francisco, Cal,

Adver users will be gratified to know where you saw their ad.
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Manufacturers of

All Kinds of Artificial Stones

- ... Ornaments and

Cement Structures __,

Yard and Office Santa Fe Reservation

O. B. OnFS, Manager

P. O. Box 1222 — Fresno, Cal.— "T—' TT

JOHN Mcfll'IfMN & CO.

MECHANICS IN STEEL

AND METAL LATH, FIRE

PROOFING, PARTITIONS

BEAMS, ETC., AND
PLACING CONCRETE
STEEL CONFORMING TO
SPECIFICATIONS : : : : :

.Twenty Years' Experience)

SIDEWALK LIGHTS
(Patent Allowed)

—AND—
WATERPROOF DOORS

(Patent Applied For)

Architects and Contractors can be assured of correct

Dlacine of steel reinforcing: in concrete floor

arched fonndations. etc.. when entrusted to us.

312 HEARST BUILDING

Third and Market Sts., San Francisco

S1L=0
The new and unequalled sound

deadener. Bettkr and cheaper

than any other on the market.

A PERFECT, non-fusible, fire-

proofing material. More effi-

cient and ONE-HALF the cost of

mineral wool, etc.

HYDRATED LIME

A scieniifically prepared and

chemically pure lime. No pop-

ping and pitting on the wall.

Is ready for immediate use—no

two weeks curing. Sets and is

like hardwall plaster but is 25%

less costly.

THE HOL VIL^- LIME CO., Inc.

22 and 24 Sacramento Street. San Francisco.

Phone Main 1303.

TEAMSTERS' RAIN GOODS

BAGS, TENTS, AWNINGS

HAMMOCKS AND

COVERS

as iVl^^RKBT STREET
PHONE BUSH 858

San Francisco - - California
j

Advertisers will be gratified to know where you saw their ad.
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The A rchitect and Engineer ol. Calif arnia^ ;?

c
N ' M'U- > iL-.K'H WALL PI.ASTFP
Fife-Proof ana iuJestrucubic. i^ Elnstic nn ! will not crack or break.

The only Fire-Proof, Hard Wall Plaster that can be put on Wood
Lath successfully. _^

Architects should specify California Wood-Fibre Wall Plaster on all
work and give their customers a chance to get the Best Wall Plaster
in the World.

One ton of our New No. 1 Wood-Fibre Plaster mixed with equal
parts of sand will cover.300 square yards on Wood Lath with SA inch
grounds and make a Hard Fire-proof Wall.

SAMPLES WILL BE FURNISHED TO ARCHITECTS ON APPLICATION.

"^^^i^ California Wood I ibre Plaster Co.
oaklaiNd, cal.

Factory at Emeryville, Cal.

L-

Phone Oakland 6107

I

MANTELS, GKATt dTll'<. jt JR J* *b

Fire Place Fixtures

Mosaic and Ceramic

Tile Floors.

W. W. inONTAOUE & CO.

317 to 319 MARKET STREET
San Francisco = California

n;

Advertisers will be gratified to know where you saw their ad.
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Telephone Hush KM

We?^~^'
"'' Supply Co.

Capitals, Hcts, An Mouldings,

etc, iur \\oo(f Finish

Interior Wood Fiiusu specialties and
Building Specialties

Goods of Merit—Architecturally Correct

Lar^e St»)ck

Soecily by niunher ami style^take no cha.ices

on substitutes

BuildiuK Specialties-"Golden West Roofmg"

Cresolin Shingle Stain, etc., etc.

U7 New MontKomery St. San Francisco

^•-•

\V. JR. Pennison, President

STEWER TERRA

JAMKS H. Bishop, Secretary L. A. Steiger, Manager

n

MANUFACTlKEkS

BRICK MANTELS
TILE MANTELS

URNS AND VASES

ACID JARS

ACID pipp:s

ACID BRICK

RIRE BRICK

LAUNDRY TUBS

KITCHEN SINKS

FLUSH TANKS

fire clay
modeling clay

fire brick dust

f^ire; tile

'r .
- MAIN OFFICE:' 542 Mills Building, San Francisco, Cal.

1

SAN FRANCISCO YARD
- EIGHTEENTH AND DIVISION STS.

*

Phone, Private Exchange 522

FACTORY
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO. San Mateo County

Pierce Hardware Co.
INCORPORATED

FINE BUILDERS' HARDWARE
Agents YALE & TOWNE MFG. CO.

Sporting Goods, Stoves & Ranges, Gas & Electric Fixtures

Phone Main 22 ;
GEO. H. ISMON. Secy. & Mgn

„ ^ . . .
:

OAKLAND, CAL.
1108-1110 Broadway .

Advertisers will be gratified to know where you saw their ad.
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A^"^

IMake

IS A PERFECTLY BALANCED
COMBINATION OF PAINT

PIGMENTS .

p

'inioch
Mi-Ami' roMix.miMAerMtMfo

MOl/S^f¥klJ¥T

Ready for the brush costs less per gallon, less per
pound, less per surface covered, and above all

less per year's wear.

C DISTRIBUTING CO.

316 Sacramento St. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Hhnry T. Scott, President

John F. Davis, Vice-President

F. G. McM.AHON, Manager

John B. Leonard, Engineer

E. M. C. Whitney, Secy.

WESTERN INSPECTION BUREA
Mill, Shop and Field Inspection of Bridg-e, Building and Ship-building Material

Pipe, Boiler-Plate and Railroad Equipment

Chemicaland Physical Tests of Iron, Steel, Concrete, Re-inforced Concrete,

Brick, Stone and Terra Cotta

Formulae, Analysis and Tests of Aggregates for Concrete Work
Consultation and Approval of Plans and Specifications

Inspection and Superintendence of Construction

608 CROSSLFY BUILDING
San I i a.u isco, Cal*

Phone Grant 118

CHICAGO PITrrSBURQH

234 HELLHAN Rf OCK
142 So. Broadway, cor. 2nd

Los Angeles, Cal.

Home Phone 5747

RHIUADEUPHIA

KIIV <& F^ TV
The roofs of the American Steel and Wire Co., the LARGEST.
James Flood Building, the FINEST felt and gravel roofs on the
Pacific Coast. Laid by the Oldest Asphalt Roofers

—

35 POST STREET

Standard Roofing Co.
LARKIN & FLAHERTY

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Advertisers will be gratified to know where you saw their ad.
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N PEERLESS
^^i.

KITCHEN
^^^^F

B I L E R

i „

5afe

Durable
Simple
Economical
Efficient

A bath in 10 minutes

Cost, XYz cents

Connects to range
if desired

SEE IT WORK AT

STREET
(ON IXION SQl AKfc)

H. W. MOFFATT CO., inc.

Sole Agents Pacific Coast

Phone Main ai::(; SXN FRANCISCO

Los .'\n(;elf.s Rkprk^i:stativh

r\r. Geo. R. Ives, 42J W. 7iii St., Los Angeles

Expert Work Done

In Opening and RepairinR

Safes and Locks

Special Styles

of Safes, Boxes, etc.

Built to Order.

WU 17 SAl I: & I Hlk

Engineers and Manufacturers of

THE BEST IN THE WORLD

Fire and Burglar Proof Safes

Time Locks, Bank and Safe Deposit

Work, Etc.

109-111 MAkkET ^11 til

SAN FRANClSrn CAU, U. S. A,

Telephone Main 1946

Cement * I

We sell our trays under guarantee. They
are made from the highest grade

materials and are superior to

any on the market, both in

strength and finisli.

WRITE FOR PRICE LLST

J. F. REILLY & CO.

1

lalifiiriiici Slice! Meiii

JOHN AL C.SliUKl>l:.K, .Manager

MaNUFACTURI RS AND
lOHHFRS OF

"^^it

I r^ "

'%
I || .

' ii

Also Manufacturers of all kinds of Tanks

Estimates Given on Tin and

Slate Roofing, Cornice, Venti-

lators, Skylights, Etc. Jobbing

of all kinds will have our prompt

attention. ::::::::

TEL. MONTGOMERY 1.589

Office and Factory:

23-25 'spen'cer Place. San Francisco, Gal. 537 Howard St., Sail FfailCiSCO

Advertisers will be gravified to know where you taw their ad.
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K'-H.
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xV

^M iiJjIil'UlllW*

Wim^:

O Elevator
are particularly adapted for private residence ^i r ii c,

as with our Improved Push Button System of r^on-

trol a regular attendant is unnecessary, the operating

device being so simple that the younger members

of the family can manage the car with entire safety.

The car is under the perfect control of the passengen

Pacific Coast Dept. Off ice ^rancisco

Telephone Private Exchange 527. branch Coast Oftices LOS ANULLLS, PORTLAND, SEATTLE

Advertisers will be gratified to know where you saw their ad.
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Phone Main IVo

The J. Llewellyn Co.

Successor to 0. W. CLARK CO. of S. F.

. Dealers in

F O R t^i G N-D O M E S T I C

WALU PAPER
Painters an<l Drcorators, Wood Fin-

ishing, P<iint«, Oils and Varnishes,

Picture Moldings, Window
Shades. Art Glass

Decorations

530 Sutter St., above Powell

,.SAN FRANCISCO
Oakland

1325 Broadway, opp. Post Office

(f""^^??*^— '^..=..^d0r\

THE
UNDERWOOD VENTILATING

BUILDING Rl n K

STRENGTH, BEAUTY, DURABILITY

Showing inside corner of wall.

No dead air pockets. Fresh air

currents through the entire wall.

I'hree and Seven-foot Machines,
double and single, for sale with

territorial rights. Very reason-

able.

Underwood tiuildiug ! i k ilawiiine Co.

p. O. Box 598

Los Angeles, Cal.

CORR
i

I '
I II i^ 1^ R

50,000 Lbs. Elastic Limit. Mechanical Bond.

These bars are carried in stock in San Francisco, and can

be furnished in any length up to 30 feet. Designs and Esti-

mates furnished free of charge. Send for Catalogue.

Jno. B. Leonard, C. E., Agent ^
TELEPHONE GRANT 118

608 Crossley Building - - - San Francisco, Cal.

Advertisers will be gratified to know where you saw their ad.

The Arthitect and Engineer of California
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DECORATORS AND DESIGNERS OF BEAUTIFUL INTERIORS
HIGH CLASS WALL PAPERS

Choicest selections of Foreign and Domestic lines. Most complete stock on the Pacific
Coast, from the least expensive to the finest grades. Suggestions regarding

the decoration of your home cheerfully extended. Send for samples.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS FOR FABRIKONA BURLAPS

no GEARY ST 9AV FRANCISCO, CAL. 762 MISSION ST.

-^ i * i i.._i

Manufacturer
I s -^ *

\ 1 I

>m iy
« S S J S I

SPECIFICA I IU^i> J UK LHPIKL MARL) WALL PLASTER
Metal lath three-coat work :

First or scratch coat— ( )ne part Empire hard wall plaster fibred, two parts sharp clean sand f freshwater sand preferahk'). Thoroughly mixed and applied within two hours after mixed.
Second or browning coat—One part Empire hard wall plaster, two parts clean sharp sand floated uneven with grounds. ^
White or putty coat—One part Empire finishing plaster, three parts line putty gaged with hard wall

o'astci.

Sand finish—One part Empire hard wall plaster, two parts clean sharp sand.
Wood lath, two-coat work—One part ICmpire hard wall plaster fibred, two parts clean sharp sand

(fresh-water sand preferable), mixed thoroughly and applied within two hours after mixing.
White coat atid sand finish same as for metal lath.
Finishing coat should be applied within 48 hours after first coat is put on.

1 6th and Harrison Sts. Sc'i fa ill! SCO, Cal.

Office, Builders' Exctiange, 106 Jessie St.
Box 245 Telephone Main 5110

or, Builders' Association, 318 Bush St.
Box 197

The San Francisco A rtificial Stone
Paving' Company

11. i-. I'll 1 llKit-N

Artificial Stone Sidewalks, Concrete Walls, Foundations, Tanks,
Reservoirs, Buildings, Etc,

Residence, 717 Treat Avenue San Francisco, Cal,

-m^

Advertisers will be gratified to know where you saw their ad.
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Phone Main 715

The J. Llewellyn Co.

SocceMor to G. W. CLA.RK CO. of S. F.

Dealers in

F O R E I G N-O O M E S T I G

Painters and Drcoralor«;, Wood Fin-

ishing, Paint«, Oils and Varnishes,

Picture MoldiTiR:s, Window-
Shades. Art Glass

Decorations

530 Sutter St., above Powell
SAN FRANCISCO

Oakland
1325 Broadwav, opp. Post Office

UNDERWOOD VFNTILATING
BUILDING BLUCK

STRENGTH, HRAUTV, DURABIUTY

Showing insKlc corner of wall.

No dead air pockets. Fresii air

currents through the entire wall.

Three and Seven-foot Machines,
double and single, for sale with

territorial rights. Very reason-

able.

I
Underwood MMing t Machine Co.

p. O. Box 598

Los Angeles, Cal.

coRRUGxrii) sri:i:i bar.^
f \ CnNCRI
50,000 Lbs Elastic Limit. Mechanical Bond.

Tliese bars are carried in stock in San Francisco, and can

be furnished in any length up to 30 feet. Designs and Esti-

mates furnished free of charge. Sei:d for Catalogue.

Jno. B. Leonard, C. E., Agent
. TELKPHQNE GRANT 118

608 Crossley Building - - - San Francisco, Cal.

Advcrtifter»^ will be gratified to know where you saw their ad.
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L. I'OZIiR & SON CO. -^

^

DECORATORS AND DE.SKiNERS OF BEAUTIFUL LNTERIORS
HIGH CLASS WALL PAPERS

Choicest selections of Foreign and Domestic lines. Most complete stock on the Pacific
Coast, from the least expensive to the finest grades. Suggestions regarding

the decoration of your home cheerfully extended. Send for samples.

PACIFIC COAST AGENTS FOR FABRIKONA BURLAPS

no r.rAT?v ^T. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. 762 MISSION ST.

4.

8 i 1 1 1

SPECIFICATIONS FOR tilPlRb HARD WALL PLASTER
Metal lath thre^coat work :

First or scratch coat—One part Empire hard wall plaster fibred, two parts sharp clean sand (freshwater sand preferable ). Thoroughly mixed and applied within two hours after mixed.
Second or browning coat—One part Empire hard wall plaster, two parts clean sharp sand floated un

even with grounds. *

White or putty coat—One part Empire finishing plaster, three parts line putty gaged with hard wall
p'aster.

»-.'&& "«»i

Sand finish—One part Empire hard wall plaster, two parts clean sharp sand
Wood lath, two-coat work—One part Empire hard wall plaster fibred, two parts clean sharp sand

(Iresh-water sand preferable), mixed thoroughly and apjilied within two hours after mixing.
White coat atid sand finish same as for metal lath.
Finishing coat should be applied within iH hours after first coat is put on.

16th and Harrison 5ts. Sar iiufiico, Cal.

^^m^

Office, Builders* Exchange, 106 Jessie St.
Box ai5 Telephone Mam 6110

or, Builders' Association, 318 Bush St.

Box ly?

The San Francisco Artificial Stone
Paving Company

H. L. PETERSEN

Artificial Stone Sidewalks, Concrete Walls, Foundations, Tanks,
Reservoirs, Buildings, Etc,

Residence, 717 Treat Avenue San Francisco^ Cal.

Advertisers will be gratified to know where you saw their ad.
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READY I^MKJs, '• ^ - ^i

FOR BUILDINGS LIKE THIS.

MANUFACTURED BY

PIONEER ROLL PAPER CO,

Los Angeles, Cal,

H. & H." Building Paper is the BEST.

I Ij >ii?i:k (inn
.^'"**»'JSfe.

SPECIAL BILLS AND
CARGOES CUT TO ORDER

DEALERS

c.h.Olinger
MA^4AoeR

MAIN OFFICE a YARD
FIRST 8. CLAY STS.

OA K LA N D

PINE AN n 1^1 II »

BR"XNCM YARD
EAST 12^* ST a 17^^ AVE.

EAST OAKLAND

ITO
Frank T Ti->vt Henrv A. Hoyt

Turn dear around as well as

slide up and down, giving

easy access to both surfaces.

They are extensively used in

office buildings and up-to-

date homes, where their con-

venience and simple con-

struction have proved their

economy. *f We make also

the best in Screen Doors and
Window Screens. Send for

our catalogue and booklet

showing Hipolito Windows
in use.

HIPOLITO SCREEN & SASH CO.
(INCORPORATED)

634-638 Maple Avenue, Los Angeles, Cal.

'Phones: - - Home 5190, Sunset 1806

Cottages tiutjuiLiaii !i(aucb<iini v'ui->M-iown Con-

tracts our Specialties. Houses Designed and

Plans Draughted fur Prospective Builders. We
make a specialty of taking contracts, any-

where in California. We are prepared to

give estimates on short notice on work
of any character, summer resort bunga-

lows, country residences and barns,

hotels atresoTts. etc.. etc.

We take pleasure in corresponding with intend-

ing builders and architects anywhere on the coast

relative to building.

SANTA. ROSA, sl.lFORNIA

Bay City Iron Works

Boilers, Tanks, Sheet Iron, Structural

Iron and Steel Work, Blacksmith

Work of all Descriptions, Concrete

Cars, Ore Cars, Coal Cars,

Buckets of all Descriptions.

136-138 MAIN ST.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Advertisers will be gratified to know where you saw their ad.
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Architectural and
Ornamental
Iron Work of

All

Descriptions.

Ralsiiifilriiii

Wiirks, iUi...

222-224 Howard St

,

Sail Franci^Lii

F. STOESSER A. A. DEVOTO

Centra
iirks

Contractors for Structural

I Iron .M '
- f I

WROUGHT AND CAST
IRON STAIRS, FIRE
ESCAPES, ETC.

PHONE niSSION 377

! 631 u » CK*^ i t li>rida Street

I SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

W. B. MORRIS, Vice-Pres. L. J. G VTES, Secy.

*i*«^ >

(INCt.Kt^K % FED)

STRLk.IIUxL iron \\I> blLLL wUMK^iwiUK^
Gas iioiuers, Vauu i^inings, jaiis, Etc. Beams, Channels, Angles

and Steel Wheelbarrows Carried in Stock.

Telephone Main 737

123-125 Beale Street and 120, 122, 124 M N FRANCISCO, CAL.

v>

THE PENi\ LVANIA STEEL CO.
STEELTON, PA.-

ALL STRUCTURES OF STEELAND IRON

br.idge:s, buildings, etc.

Pacific Coast Sales Office:

308 MARKET STREET, Room 18 - SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Advertisers will be gratified to know where you saw their ad.
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W.L.RUSSELL.Pres.

Manufacturers of

STRUCTURAL CAST IRON
OF ALL KINDS

High Grade Machinery Castings in

BRASS and IRON

N. W. Cor. First and Castro Sts., Oakland, CaL

Builders* Exchange, • San Francisco, Cal.

^*
1 1 ! iirfli I 5?55s=.=^Sir

fit
% % 1

i)

(INCORPORATED)

MANUFACTURERS OP^ HIGH-
CLASS ORNAMENTAL IRON

' WORK, BRONZE AND BRASS
ELEVATOR CARS AND EN-
CLOSURES, STAIR WORK,
METAL STORE FRONTS,

BANK GRILL W^ORK,
RAILINGS

TELEPHONE JAMES 1981

121 New Montgomery St. & 117 Minna St.

SA> ^ lUNCf^CO, CA! !FORN!\

IF YOU WANT

STRUCTURAL IRON
Which Will STANH THR TEST

Flack Your Orders With

BEMl©!^ IROIN WORKS
They are also prepared to make to order all kinds of TRUSS AND ANCHOR RODS,

BOLTS, RIVETS and SPECIAL FORGINGS.

Works, BENICIA, CAL. City Office, 519 Mission St., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL^
j

Telephone Main 1730 Office and Works:
South Santa Fe Ave

J. H. Burnett Iron Works

p. 0. ^x 1360

4 Founders and Iron Workers

Architectural Structural Steel, Ornamental Wrought
and Cast Iron.

Fresno, California

Advertisers will be gratified to know where you saw their ad.
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RESIDENCE OF MR. CALVIN BROUGHER.
Clarem6nt District, Berkeley, Cal. Built by the Lindgren-Hicks Co.

I ^..^ i 1 ^ L,.,^ \..J m\_ M...^ k ^ '~ ill \^' 1^. A..3

nii'ineer> and Contractors
I ( t i

' *K I inlofi, ccl Co IK. fi/te niiii

3iiibiiiir\ bli"iK liiiX'^

The building shown in the picture above is constructed with

hollow concrete blocks up to the second story floor line. The

exterior finish is rock face below the moulded water table course,

with rusticated pilasters above. The mouldings and columns

are all finished to architectural detail, and the work is a good

example of what is possible with concrete blocks when

intelligently used.

Write for booklet on "Designing of Reinforced Concrete."

904=906 RIALTO BLDQ., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Advertisers will be gratified to know wli-sre you saw their ad.
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F. E. KNOWLES, Pres. THOMAS BRADBURY, Vice-Prts. ABEL HOSMER, Sec'y*«- \

I CO., Inc.

Contractors and Stone Dealers

Cut, Random and Dimension Stoiu- Supplied

to the Trade

Quarries and Mills:

Sites, Colusa County

( Office and Works, Corner Potrero Ave. and Tenth Street

* . San I'rancisco

Wc furnished the Stone for the magnificent Spreckels Bandstand at Golden Gate Park

W. F. Barnes, President

Building and Equipping; Sand. Lime, Brick and Stoie Plants a Specialty

Veneers, Cottonwood, Spruce and Hardwrod

W. F. BARNES COMM

Telephone Main 215

CO.

Sedro

W. F.

RepreseuUii^

Schwartic System Brick Co.

For Estimates on Face Brick Inquire at Our Office

Exclusive Owners all Patents and Territorial Suite 320 Crossley Build in^

Veneer and Excelsior Co. Rights West of Mississippi River. "Schwarz Mission &Nt\v Montgomtry

Barnes Box & Lumber Co. Scientific System Sand-Lime Brick Making." San Francisco, Cal.

f "^
T %

M. A. MURPHY. General Manager

VITRIFIED BRICK, PAVING BRICK
FIRE BRICK, FIRE TILE, FIRE CLAY
FIRE BRICK DUST, DRAIN TILE
ACID JARS, ACID PIPES, ACID BRICK

Architectural Terra Cotta. Hollow Tile Fire Proofing, Semi-Dry Pressed Brick, Terra

Cotta Chimney Pipe, Brick and Tile Mantels, Fine Linings, Urns and Vases,

Flower Pots. All kinds of Vitrified Salt Glazed Sewer Pipe.

A^ain Offices 3:2S JVIontgomery St., Sari Hrancisco
Pactorys = Tesia, Alameda County, California

Vard-ss
San Hrancisco, Oakland, Berkeley, San *Jose

Advertisers will be gratified to know where vou saw their ad.
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MAIN aee
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San friiticiscc. Ciil.

('or. Second ^"^ fPJnna

$$m. Stmning, Bwelina i

Gold Medal California Midwinter International Exposition, 1894

Grand Silver Medal World's Exposition, Paris, 19<Hi.

Highest Awards Wherever Exhibited.

Pa^iii Coast Art Marble C f I 1 1 *l I !
c t ^ S. I t •

F. J. SCHUSTER. F. MAYER.

AOLIO
WE CHALLENGE THE WORLD. FINEST MARBLE IMITATIONS

SAN FRANCISCO

Advertibers will be gratified to know where you saw their ad.
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^Made by the old Dutch Process)

Will outwear other leads because

it is ground finer and takes more

oil which is the life of paint.

ARCHITECTS UNDER.
STAND THIS FULLYANU
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_ -" MADE BY

Baysidie fife. Company
(Incoi }\. H «.ll\^ViJ

Manufacturers and Jobbers in Paints, Oils,

Varnishes, (ilass. Brushes, Etc.

829=831 East 14th St. Oakland, Cal.
TELEPHOINE BROOK 2S41
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Combination Water Heater

A revolution in water

heating. It Saves Gas.

Economical, Quick,

Safe, Clean.

A BATH FOR

4r:

Thirty (iallons of Water

Heated for XVz cents.

Phone Oakland 3103

OFFICE :

218 Bacon BIdg., Oal<Iand, Cal.
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J
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Natural Woods ur uraiiicii Surfaces
MANUFACTURED BY

TAMM & NOLAN CO.
VARNISH MAKERS

Works: Utah aod Alameda Sts. Office: \\1 Market St.

SAN FRANCISCO
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The Dream of the City

Being a Fable for the Property Owners of San Francisco

By ARTHUR 0. JOHNSON

VX FRANCISCO has been slccpin- a
loni;- tune, ])iU now she is awake. While
sleepiuo- she dreamed that she was CaHfor-
nia's favored ehild. for lier home had, a ( iolden
(late, and in her ii^arden, smiled on by
sunny skies the year round, mrew the most
beautiful dowers in the world. Her garden's
edge was washed by a grand ocean that spread
its waters as far as the eye could reach into
the Western distance. When wild winds tossed
the seas, the hills of her vast estate sheltered
the harbor wherein her boys' ships lav at an-
chor, discharging the large'cargoes of Oriental
goods that she would sell to her less fortunate
sisters.

Iler wealth had grown to such an enormous size that she became lazv
and exorbitant, so much so that the plain Seattle girl, taking a mean* advan-
tage, taught her boys to build ships and stole a good bit of the world's com-
merce from her.

Then that beautiful Los Angeles wopian, by cultivating her gardens had
made them world famous, and by spending all her monev on ornaments had
made herself so attractive that people liked her and came from all over the
world to buy portions of her estate and erect houses thereon.

Dreaming of her rivals made San Francisco so jealous that she tossed
and fretted until she awoke to see standing before her the Goddess of Art, her
hand raised as a signal that she wished to s])eak.

^'^}¥ child," she began, "not many years ago you were voung, uncouth
and smacked of the village. Rough men danced and flirted with vou ; in their
homely way they paid you compliments; they were wild adventurers, how-
ever, and cared more for your mother's^ gold than for your looks. What these
men \vante(l was wealth, and their greed for it made them forget to buy vou
ornaments; consecjuently you grew up a neglected girl.

"Nature- was kind to you in the beginning, giving you a good form and
surroundings and sheltering you from the wild and rough storms that other
and less fortunate children must endure.
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The Dream of the City

Being a Fable for the Property Owners of San Francisco

By ARTHUR 0. JOHNSON

VN FRANCISCO has been sleeping a
long time, but now she is awake. While
sleeping she dr^^amed that she was Califor-
nia's favored child, for her home had a Golden
rate, and in her garden, smiled on by
sunny skies the year round, grew the most
beautiful flowers in the world. Her garden's
edge was washed by a grand ocean that spread
its waters as far as the eye could reach into
the Western distance. When wild winds tossed
the seas, the hills of her vast estate sheltered
the harbor wherein her boys' ships lay at an-
chor, discharging the large cargoes of Oriental
goods that she would sell to her less fortunate
sisters.

Her wealth had grown to such an enormous size that she became lazy
and exorbitant, so much so that the plain Seattle girl, taking a mean advan-
tage, taught her boys to build ships and stole a good bit of the world's com-
merce from her.

Then that beautiful Los Angeles woman, by cultivating her gardens had
made them world famous, and by spending all her monev on ornaments had
made herself so attractive that people liked her and came from all over the
world to buy portions of her estate and erect houses thereon.

Dreaming of her rivals made San Francisco so jealous that she tossed
and fretted until she awoke to see standing before her the Goddess of Art, her
hand raised as a signal that she wished to speak. ^ V

''My child," she began, "not many years a'g^ you were young, uncouth
and smacked of the village. Rough men danced and flirted with you; in their
homely way they paid you compliments; they were wild adventurers, how-
ever, and cared more for your mother's gold than for your looks. What these
men wanted was wealth, and their greed for it made them forget to buy you
ornaments; consequently you grew up a neglected girl.

"Nature was kind to you in the beginning, giving you a good form and
surroundings and sheltering you from the wild and rough storms that other
and less fortunate children must endure.
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The Window-box should be framed with a vine if possible, the box hidden by foliage.
Floral Treatment of House Front From Dra-ving by Fdicard H. Bennett C-317

Showing Front Garden, Window-Box and Balcony
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"When your first children came the rush and whirl of finding, work and

homes for all of them pushed culture into a dark corner, where it lay forgotten

until your grandchildren's need of an education brought it before their parents

eyes. Culture would not budge from its hiding place, however, until you

had built schools (rough schools they were at first, too) ;
but they paved the

way for the magnificent ones you are now erecting.

. "Your reputation is now established throughout the world for the size

of your family; but what good is that? Let me tell you, your family has

brought you wealth and respect ; now make them bring you admiration. Make

your children bedeck you with ornaments that will set off your form to its

best advantage. These, with the culture and wealth you now have, will
^

bring you the lasting admiration you crave.

"You must attract men to you so that they will buy and settle on your

estate; 'this cannot be accomplished by remaining plain. You probably re-

member how my sister Pandora used to bedeck herself that she might beguile

men to her, only to send them away'with ills and troubles. Follow her exam-

ple, but distribute sunshine and wealth to your admirers."

The Goddess paused in her talk and reached for a chair; as she seated

herself she asked: "Have you been doing anything lately toward beautifying

yourself?"
. ,• i

•

• : "I have a few children who think of me," San Francisco replied, in a re-

flective tone. "These children have organized into clubs and have agreed to

make my improvement their life's work. I am pfoud of all of them, for the

work they have accomplished is wonderful, especially when you think of the

obstacles they had to overcome.

"The Merchants' Association is my chief pride, for its members were the

first to think of beautifying me. For eleven years how they have toiled in

my behalf.

"You, as the Goddess of Art, would probably frown on street cleaning as

not being'artistic, but I say that to beautify is an art, and surely the cleaning

of streets is beautifying them.

"About ten years ago the Merchants' Association established my present

street-cleaning system, and followed it with a street-sprinkling system that

keeps the dust from flying in my sons' and daughters' eyes on windy days.

Then they were the means of having my streets studded with brilliant electric

lights. Before these came, dark and lonely places were given a ghastly hue by

feeble gas lamps. Darkness breeds vice and vice destroys beauty. So these

sons made beauty possible by placing electric lights where they would shed

a brilliancv that could only be rivaled by the sun.

"They secured better'pavements for my streets, so that man and l)cast

would have an easier walk than the old style cobble stones afforded them.

"They removed the overhead wires from my business district, and the

objectionable projecting signs that used to be so conspicuous along the prin-

cipal thoroughfares.
, ,

"Then they built an ornamental safety station at my principal street cross-

ing, where every day, as they rushed for a car, my daughters' lives were being

endangered by the numerous passing teams.
, j -f

"In one of my parks they constructed a convenience station, and made it

attractive by planting shrubberv around its entrances. My children have

shown their appreciation by duplicating these stations in other portions of

the municipality.
. , ^

"Just at present they are engaged in trying to improve the car svstem

^'so that transportation to the outlying districts of my large estate wiH be

- quickened. This will cause the building of good houses in what is now thinly

#
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populated districts and prevent my sons emigrating to surrounding estates
not in my possession.

"The Merchants' Association does all within its power to bring homes
to my estate; when homes are gained she stops and lets the Adornment Asso-
ciation step in to beautify them.

"The last-nameu association is an organization of representative soni?
who are trying to promote the beautifying of the streets, public buildings,
parks and squares. They try to create a sentiment of civic pride in my sons, so
that they will improve their private property, making the estate a more agree-
able place in which to live,

"They have employed an architect of world-wide reputation to draft a
plan that will be a guide to my sons in laying out new parks and extending
the old ones; to establish new grades and new roads in, around and out of my
municipality, so that the hills and suburbs will be easier of access; a plan that
would show them how to group future public buildings, and that would
make this the most beautiful estate in the world. They have the plan, and to
tell you of its success would be only a repetition of what you have already
heard.

"Through the efforts of this association property has been acquired for
a new park in the Mission District and a large portion of the property required
to connect Golden Gate Park with the Presidio.

"I am assured that a stately public library will soon adorn my estate,

because a large portion of the site selected has been secured.
"Years ago my boys voted bonds to purchase the land necessary to extend

the Golden Gate Panhandle to Van Ness avenue; but, because a new charter
went into effect a few months later, a High Court decided that proceedings
begun under the old law could not be completed under the new.

"This establishes the fact that bonds voted at the present time would be
legal, and I hope to see this great work accomplished in the near future.

"It is a fact to bedeplored that my children build houses and place them
out on the sidewalk line. This is done, I presume, so that their neighbors will

not cut off their view up and down the street. They do not stop to think
that a view of the street through a vista of shrubbery and bright flowers
would be far more delightful and cheering to them, to say nothing of its

effect on the eye of the passing traveler.

"I have wished so-much that my older and established children would
foUo^w the work of the before-mentioned organizations and beautify their

individual property as the clubs improve my estate.

"I appreciate the work of architects when they design an ornate or stately

building; but I commend both the owner and the architect when the building
is set back from the lot line, making possible a garden front. Of course, I

realize that jn some places land is too valuable, so that setting away from the

lot line is impracticable. Land is never so valuable as to affect a flower shelf's

cost, however; and as I rarely see one of these, I have come to the conclusion
that the majority of my children do not care to see me becomingly garbed.

"I have provided nice parks in all parts of my estate, so that the children

can enjoy the fresh air and rest their tired bodies on a bench or the cool^

refreshing grass.

"The laying out of these parks was left to caretakers or gardeners, and
they have adorned the smaller ones with trees and shrubbery. Flovvers are

rare because some people with no appreciation for the beautiful destroy them.

"Golden Gate Park, the largest one that I own, is famed the world over
for its winding and tree-lined drives that take you from a sun-baked street to

the cool breezes of the ocean; its ever-blooming flowers, the statues that
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greet you with silent majesty as you turn from a tree-shaded corner, its con-

servatory of tropical plants, its deer and buffalo paddocks and its aviary.

"Out on the Pacific Heights my more fortunate children are buildinir

o-rand houses and laving out gardens which show they at least have cultivated

The civic pride so much desired for others by the Adornment Association^

''The Adornment Association's work will soon show itself in a fine hay

Shore Boulevard below the Pacific Heights and along the north shore. Ihe

marine view obtained from such a boulevard could be equalled by no other

city in the world. It will also try to improve my ocean boulevard, to build an

opera house, auditorium, art gallery, aquarium and an observatory on some

prominent hill, sav, for instance, lUiena Vista Park on Haight street.
^

"As far as my public places are concerned, their beauty is assured, My

one great hope is that mv children will improve in their artistic tastes ajid

beautifv their homes. I think this will be accomplished in a few years, so, in

bidding vou farewell, mv dear Goddess, I will extend an invitation to call

again in "the near future; now that you have opened my eyes, I can promise

vou some wonderful results."

Loung^intr Room, San Gabriel

Valley Country Club

Hudson i2f Afunsell,

Archileels

C-318

/^
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San Gabriel Valley Counlrv Cli, Iludsui ,11, Architects Z-'.\V>

A Clever Country Club House

By WILLIAM KNOWLES. Architect

THE solution of the problem to embrace important requirements in a coun-
try clul), both social and athletic, appears to have been solved in a very
clever manner by Messrs. Hudson &Munsell, architects, of Los An-

geles. The generous, low and spreading porches planned by this firm in

sketches of the San ( iabriel V^alley Country Club, at once give a welcoming
effect to the club's members and visitors. The spacious k)unging-room and
dining-room are divided by an immense chimney—a treatment.„that is both
unusual and effective.

The ceiling, with its simple trusses exposed, adds greatly to the charm
of these two rooms and affords an abundance of good air. The kitchen, serv-

ants' quarters -and pantry are well ])laced and well ecjuipped. The buff'et also

is fortunate in its position, being next to the billiard room and den and re-

moved from the dining room and lounging room.
That portion of the building devoted to athletics is in two remote wings,

although easily accessible from the main building. The entrance to the ladies'

lockers is well planned, being screened by a small vestibule, which leads into

a delightful, sunny sitting room. Off this we have the lavatories. Then come
the alcove dressing-rooms and lockers. As the gentlemen were more favored

in the main building regarding minor xomforts, their locker rooms have not

some of the accessories that the ladies possess : in fact, the space is taken up
entirely for lockers and lavatories.

The perspective shows a clever handling of the roof line, the long horizon-

tal lines predominate and give the effect of the low, restful, quiet country life.

The roof over the two locker wings is nicely brought into the main roof with

two minor small gables, which also have their ridges running in the same
direction. The simple, clean sweep of all these parallel lines make an unus-

ually simple but pleasing composition.

4» 4» 4|»

If some men were paid only for what they know they would never possess

more than thirty cents.
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Humboldt Savttigs Bank, San Francisco Meyer & O'Brien, Architects C-348
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The House of Senator Clark—An Arclii-

tectural Aberration

ACASl'AL criticism in a weekly i)ai)cr not lon^- a<^o ()l)scrvc(l that the
Clark house, which has heen standini^- unfinished so I011J4" and invitinj^^

s|)eculation at the corner of Fifth avenue and Seventy-seventh street,

would ha\e been an a|)i)ro])riate residence for the late V. T. IJarnuni. Therein
the casual critic criticised l)etter than he knew, for thereby banjos a tale, liar-

num did build a house. In fact he built two. lUit the later, "Waldmere." was
a decent and inoffensive villa, such as any ])rosi)crous r>ri(l<^e])orter nii.^ht have
erected for himself at the date of its erection without exciting woiuler. Its

predecessor. "Iranistan." was distinctly projected as an advertisement, and
an adjunct t(') the "show l)U>iness. in the interest of which the owner trotted
out an elephant to plow his .t^rounds in sii^bt of the Xew York and Xew Haven
trains, as often as these went by. This ostentatious addiction of the elephant
to agricultural pursuits elicited letters to the owner, incpiirini;- about the ani-

mal's utility, and in i)articular how much he could draw, whereto the i^enial

old luunbu.^- was accustomed to make answer that he calculated the ])low-

elephant would draw twenty thousand ])eople to the show! lUit that is an-

other story. The st(>r\- of the house is that r>arnum's a<^ent went to an archi-

tect in Xew York, then youni^" and strui;'L;"lin.i4". now aqed and eminent, and
explained his ])rincipars desires. The architect, in whose i)rofessi()nal ecpiip-

nient a sense of humor was included, saw at once what the showman desired,

and hilariously determiiTed to ,^i\e it to him.

Ill Xanadu dicj Kul)Ja Kiian

A stately pk'asure dome decree.

Takinj^' his cue from the name he ])rojected an ( )riental l)ip(.' dream of a

sham ])alace, breakini:^ out at top into an extravai^anza of towers and domes
in lath. The client was enchanted When the a5.:^ent showed him the drawini^s,

and the \V(:)rk i)r()cee(led under local sui)erintendence at the site, ^'ears after-

wards the architect ha])pened to be in li rid Report, and tc^ok an excursion to

the result of his own machinations. Accordint:^ to his own report, he found it

ridiculous beyond his most san.j^uine hoi)es and the Me])histopheles within

him sui^ii^ested a call. The door was oi)ened by the showman himself, t(~>

whom the strani^er explained that he had been struck b}- the ])eauty of the

edifice and desired to know the name of the architect. True to his professional

instincts the showman declared that the design of the house had been the

subject of an international competition, and that he had ])aid $1(),(M)() for archi-

tects' fees. At that
—"Xo, you didn't," broke out the indignant visitor, and

with characteristic cpiickness the showman rejoined, "Is your name ?
'

(which it w^as)
—"Come in."

That was the day of small thini^s. Certainly the owner of this latest

piece of showman's architecture has not .c^otten off for the fi.ci'ure to which the

Rarnumic imai^^ination stretched his exi)en(liture for architecture. The com-
mission has served to split an American firm of architects into its constituent

atcjms, and to *'c(^mi)romise" an eminent Frencl^arehitect. The .q:eneral belief

has been that it was the eminent M. Dei^lane who sold the i^old brick to the

Cop])er Kin.G^, and that all the "Johnny-on-the-spot," if we m.^y use so cheap

an ex])ression about so exi)ensive a work, had to do was to superintend the

execution of the imported and imposed desij^n. A recent statement, however,

-which Tra-s the a ir (if Tinthenttcttv. from the locat architect.-rxplains that this

•Si-ZhAi^t ^^"AaSf^Sii£&%
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House of Senator Clark—An ArcKi-

tectural Anerration

A CASUAL criticism in a weekly paper not long ago observed that the
Clark house, which has been standing unfinished so long and inviting
speculation at the corner of Fifth avenue- and Seventy-seventh street,

would have been an appropriate residence for the late P. T. Barnum. Therein
the casual critic criticised better than he knew, for thereby hangs a tale. Bar-
num did build a house. In fact he built two. But the later, "Waldmere," was
a decent and inoffensive villa, such as any prosperous Bridgeporter might have
erected for himself at the date of its erection without exciting wonder. Its

predecessor, "Iranistan," was distinctly projected as an advertisement, and
an adjunct to the "show business, in the interest of which the owner trotted
out an elei)hant to plow his grounds in sight of the New York and New Haven
trains, as often as these went by. This ostentatious addiction of the elephant
to agricultural pursuits elicited letters to the owner, inquiring about the ani-

mal's utility, and in particular how much he could draw, whereto the genial
old humbug was accustomed to make answer that he calculated the plow-
elephant would draw twenty thousand people to the show ! But that is an-
other story. The story of the house is that l>arnum's agent went to an archi-

tect in New York, then young and struggling, now aged and eminent, and
explained his principal's desires. The architect, in whose professionaT equip-
ment a sense of humor was included, saw at once what the showman desired,

and hilariously determined to give it to him.

In XaiKidu did Kiibla Khan
A stately pleasure dome decree.

Taking his cue from the name he projected an Oriental pipe dream of a

sham ])alace, breaking out at top into an extravaganza of towers and domes
in lath. The client was enchanted when the agent showed him the drawings,
and the work proceeded under local superintendence at the site. Years after-

wards .the architect happened to be in Bridgeport, and took an excursion to

the result of his own machinations. According to his own report, he found it

ridiculous beyond his most sanguine hopes and the Mephistopheles within

him suggested a call. The door was opened by the showman himself, to

whom the stranger explained that he had been struck by the beauty of the

edifice and desired to know the name of the architect. True to his professional

instincts the showman declared that the design of the house had been the

subject of an international competition, and that he had paid $10,000 for archi-

tects' fees. At that
—

"No, you didn't," broke out the indignant visitor, and
with characteristic quickness the showman rejoined, *Ts your name ?"

(which it was)
—

''Come in."

That was the day of small things. Certainly the owner of this latest

piece of showman's architecture has not gotten off for the fiV^ure to which the

Barnumic imagination stretched his expenditure for architecture. The com-
mission has served to split an American firm of architects into its constituent

atoms, and to ''compromise" an eminent French architect. The general belief

has been that it was the eminent M. Deglane who sold the gold brick to the

Copper King, and that all the "Johnny-on-the-spot," if we may use so cheap

an expression about so expensive a work, had to do was to superintend the

execution of the imported and imposed design. A recent statement, however,

which has the air of authenticitv, from the local architect, explains that this
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is not the case, and that the only responsibihty M. Deglane had ab^^nt the

actual design was that he "approved" it. To be sure, that responsibihty is

sufficiently heavy. But we knew already that French artists, sculptors as well

as architects, decline to take a very serious view of the artistic requirements

of American millionaires. There is a conspicuous piece of sculpture in Brook-

lyn, modeled by an American, it is true, but evidently under French inlluence,

which bears manifest testimony to this truth. One can almost see the sculptor

at work modeling it, amid the pliudits of his French studio-companions, not

one of wllt)m would bave ventured to propose it for a French municipality, but

who encouraged the sculptor to do it for an American municipality by such

cries of sympathy and encouragement as "Give it to 'em," "Serves 'em right,"

or the equivalent of such expressions in Parisian studio-slang, "Epatez les

bourgeois" par exemple. Similarly, one must assume that the eminent M.

Deglane would not have proposed this structure for a Parisian "particular

hotel," although in truth it would be more seemly there than in the surround-

ings to which it has been transplanted. But that is no reason why he should

not have considered that it served the Yankee owner right.

Wh^t, of course, strikes everybody first about the house is its huge preten-

tiousness—what you might call its rocky cheek. It is, as the cheerful Lawson,

picking his words with his usual success, calls it, the "biggest, boldest, brassi-

est example of American domestic architecture. It is true, and the fact is so

far unredeeming that it also has great massiveness along with its brassiness,

and gives promise of a long endurance. Should its room come to be recognized

> as better than its company, it will be correspondingly costly to demohsh. I'os-

sibly the next most costly house on the avenue is that of Mr. Carnegie,

designed quite on the opposite and British principle of the avoidance of pre-

tense. The "Steel King" is said to have instructed his architects that he

distinctly did not want and would not have "a palace," as he distinctly has not

got one. The Copper—or shall we follow Lawson and say Brass—King seems

to have instructed his that he did not want and would not have anything else,

and they have bettered his instructions. The modesty and retirement of the

Carnegie house are emphasized by the ample foreground of reservation

behind which the mansion shrinks, an enormously costly expedient for pre-

serving comparative privacy, which is characteristically British in the manner

of the British owner who is willing to spend more money to avoid pretensions

than it would cost to have thgn. Nobody vi^uld think of calling the

resulting homeliness beautiful, "but nobody could fail to recognize it as gentle-

manlike. It takes a back place and talks in a low tone, while the other, on

tiptoe at the building line, and "built to the limit," yells, "Come and look

at me !"

"Built to the limit" is not quite true. At the north end of the seventy-five

feet frontage on the avenue, at the east end of the two hundred feet or so of

frontage on the street, the extremities decline and retreat. But this declen-

sion and retreat throw out all the more into the street and the avenue the

central mass which they frame, push it forward like an obtrusive umbrella

into the public eye. That would be well enough, perhaps, if the motive of the

avenue front, the order "distyle in antis," had been merely repeated at the

center of the longer front and its plane. That would have resulted really m
a colorable imitation of the Faubourg St. Germain, in so far as the hotel of

the Faubourg, secluded "entre cour et jardin" can be guessed behind its jeal-

ous screen, instead of being turned out naked into the street, with the effect

of indecent exposure. This efTect is greatly heightened by the bulging of the

central feature on the street front, with no discoverable or imaginable motive

but to force it more unescapably on the public view. One may protrude a

bay to gain a*better and more commanding view for the inmates. But^irPfhat
case one does not proceed to block up and shut out the view by withdrawing
the sides of the bay to the bottoms of reveals as deep as the order, thus nulli-

fying the whole arrangement. It is impossible to attribute to the bulging of
the central feature on the long front any more artistic or creditable motive
than to obtrude it on public notice.

Meanwhile, there is a feature that might be properly protruded, granting
the propriety of its existence at all. That is the steeple, belvidere, or what not,
two-thirds of the way down the side street. The crowning lantern of this and
much of what might be called the belfry stage are visible all over Central
Park, and much of the up-town region, where they "advertise mystery and
invite speculation" upon what sort of meeting-house can possibly have been of
late erected in the region indicated. Nobody could possibly infer from the
size, shape or treatment of this crowning member that it denoted a dwelling
house. But when one comes near the actual site, the steeple is rendered in-

visible by being withdrawn, one might almost say modestly, far behind the
plane of the front, and left without visible means of support. In fact, instead
of the emphatic solid one has the right to expect, if not to demand, as the
basis of such an erection, it is represented, in the plane of the front wall, by
precisely the largest, and, by reason of its treatment, as well of its dimensions,
the weakest void in the whole edifice, the great arched opening which has
at its base the ferociously corbelled balcony projected, at a huge cost in stone
cutting, most ol^viously to carry nothing but itself. A more meaningless and
fatuous feature than this steeple it would be impossible to find, even in the
wildest vagaries of our domestic architecture. It is entirely without architect-

ural relation to anything else in the building. It is devoid of apparent use
as of meaning ori)eauty. No human creature can decently pretend to admire
anything about it.

Justice, it is true, requires the admission that the massiveness is apparent
as well as real. The angle piers are of unusual breadth and power. The rela-

tion of voids and solids gives the sense of openings real framed—a sense which
is worth having, perhaps even at the cost of also having interiors gloomily
dark which practically require lighting from the outside. The treatment, in

the matter of stone cutting, is adapted to promote this sense of massiveness
to promote it to a rivalry in this respect with the fortified ])alazzos of Flor-

ence, let alone the degenerate chateaux of the Ludovican period in France.
The ferocity of the stone cutting is, in fact, so unmitigated that the basement
seems to have had as its prototype rather a log-hoiise than any extant con-
struction of masonry. Justice, again, requires it to be said that the designer
appears to know his style. If he everywhere overbloats his detail and exag-
gerates his scale until the effect is what he might call "gonfie" or "bbmbe,"
yet the esteemed M. Deglane, if his approval was limited to deciding that the
thing was "grammatical," would probably not have,been justified in withhold-
ing that approval. Only, there is not a bit of this detail upon which any
human creature can pretend, again, to look with pleasure. A certified check
to the amount of all this stone carving, hung on the outer wall, would serve
every artistic purpose attained by the carving itself. The comment the spec-

tator is moved to make, and must make, is only the comment of Mrs. Carlyle's

famous house-maid on the Sistine Madonna: "Lor',Mum. How expensive."
Unfortunately, no degree of vulgarity, of "boldness and brassiness" can

make a New York house an "aberration," in the dictionary meaning of "a
deviation from the customary structure or type." Or at least it would not
have done so a few years ago. But the Copper King and his architect seem
unaware that boldness and brassiness are going out of fashion in house build-

«
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ing, and that modesty and a sense of home-like sechision are coming in. The

Clark mansion would have been centrally 'in it" half a dozen years ago, when

it was projected. But it will be hopelessly ''out of it" when^t comes to be

completed, and antiquated and old-fashioned while it is still brand new.

Which will be the most just and severe Nemesis that could possibly overtake

an edifice which could at no time have any better claim upon anybody's at-

tention than that it was in the height of the mode.—Architectural Record.
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Extract from Address of President Richard L. Humphrey before

National Association Cement Users

IT is my pleasure to address you as President of the Association which was
launched So auspiciously at that memorable convention in Indianapolis a
year ago. It would appear particularly fitting- on the first anniversary of

this Association that such an address should dwell on the development in the
uses of cement.

It is an old but true saying that "there is nothing new under the sun,"
and I am taking this opportunity not for the purpose of relating anything new,
but merely to refresh your memory on the facts concerning the increasing uses
of cement, thereby leading up to the story I hope to be able to tell you to-
morrow morning.

The very full programme which had been arranged gives promise of so
much interesting information that I shall endeavor to make these remarks as
brief as possible.

The use of cement is very old. That the ancient Phoenicians and Egypt-
ians understood the use of mortar is attested by the ruins of their massive ma-
sonry structures—the joints of which contained hardened mortar.

It is stated by some writers that there is evidence of the use of mortar as
far back as 4350 B. C. That the Romans made use of mortar at an early date
is shown by the writings of Vitrivius, but we also learn from Pliny that the
mortars were bad, for he tells that "The Cause which makesso many houses
fall in Rome resides in the bad quality of the cement."

From the downfall of the Roman Empire to the beginning of the eigh-
teenth century the manufacture of cement seems to have been discontinued.
Such cement, mortars and concretes as survived the ravages of the elements
had become so hard that Roman cement acquired a reputation for quality
which lead the earlier experimenters of the eighteenth century to seek to re-

cover this lost Roman art.

You are all doubtless familiar with tl^impetus the use of cement received
through the experiments of John Smeaton in 1756, by the patent issued to

Parker for the manufacturing of Roman cement in 1790, and by the experi-

ments of Vicat and Collet-Descotils.

^ Portland cement proper, however, did not receive its birth until 1824,

when John Aspdin received his patent for manufacturing Portland cement,
which he so named from its fancied resemblance to the building stone obtained
from the Isle of Portland.

From this date to 1850 very little progress was made in England. In other

parts of Europe the development from 1855 was steady and continuous.

Natural cement was first manufactured in the country by Canvas White
in 1818 and reached its maximum development in 1899.

It was not until 1872 that American Portland cement was manufactured
by David O. Saylor, in Pennsylvania, in an experimental way. Three years

later he was able to manufacture it successfully, and our first Portland cement
was exhibited at the Centennial Exposition in 1876.

The slow development of this industry was due largely to strong preju-

dice against the American Portland cement.
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The successful introduction of the rotary kiln in 1889-1890 marks the be-

ginning of the rapid and remarkable development both in the production and

consumption of American Portland cement. This is very clearly shown dia-

gramatically, the contrast betwreen the capacity of the first cement plant m this

country and the modern Portland cement plants having capacities of from

2,000 to 10,000 barrels per diem, is just as great as the contrast between a

yearly production of 335,000 barrels in 1890 to the yearly 27,000,000 barrels

produced in 1905. And this development is now not confined to one or two

points, but is spreading over the entire country.

While it is true that the uses of cement in mortars for binding together

masses of masonry or in concretes is very old, its use in the construction of

arches, beams, columns and other structural parts is quite recent, and the re-

markable development in the diverse uses to which it is put is all within the

recollection of the present generation.

These uses may be grouped as follows

:

(1) In mortars, binding together large masses of stone or brick, etc., or

for casting various forms—artificial stone, hollow block, brick, etc.

(2) As concrete in mass or under conditions where it is only subjected to

compressive stresses ; and
:

(3) As reinforced concrete where it is subjected to both tensile and com-

pressive stresses.

For the first part of group 1, it will be sufficient to observe that cement

mortar is rapidly replacing lime and natural cement mortar.

The manufacture of artificial stone is now making progress and is success-

fully competing with cut stone work of ornamental character both in price and

quality. In the manufacture of hollow block there has been very unusual

development. Indeed, it has been so rapid, and has appeared so attractive

as a field for investment that inexperienced persons with insufficient capital and

experience in this new business have rushed into the field, and the result has -

been for poor material which has not be acceptable to the builder, and this

has contributed no little towards retarding the development. This class of

building has come to stay, and it will only be a question of time when matters

will so adjust themselves that first-class material will be uniformly produced

and it will form a very desirable substitute for brick and stone, and in cheap-

ness will eventually compete with wood.

The use of cement has been quite general for many years for sidewalk

work, and pavements of this character are by all odds the best attainable. The

use of concrete for piers, abutments and arched bridges without steel reinforce-

ment is too general to need comments Additional information, however, is

greatly needed as to the proper means for providing for the expansion and con-

traction of concrete in large masses. The first concrete arch bridge was built

in this country in 1870, in Prospect Park, Brooklyn, and to the Erie Railroad

is given the credit of having lined the first tunnel with concrete, namely that

at Bergen, N. J., in 1874.

A notable development in the use of*concrete for bridges is illustrated

in the construction of the. bridge over Rock Creek in Washington. The vois-

soirs for the arches of this bridge are molded separately, are then air-ham-

mered, dressed and then hoisted into position. These blocks being handled

similar to stone holes being cut for the dogs. The spaces between these rings

and the spandrel walls cast in place with concrete. No sand is used in the

concrete for the arch ring, the crushed rock screenings being substituted and

the bluish of the rock produces a marked contrast to the color of the concrete

ones in the spandred walls in which a yellowish sand is used.

Concrete sewers and retaining walls harbor, bulkheads of plain concrete

are also so extensively used that they are no longer a matter of special interest.
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Reinforced concrete, however, is of more recent development. The use of this

form of concrete construction was probably known prior to 1855, for at the
Paris Exposition in that year a system of reinforced concrete was exhibited by
Lambot. In 18G1 Coignet proposed a method of reinforced concrete construc-
tion. The first application of metal reinforcement for concrete by Monier was

^J^)7 in the construction of some very large flower pots. In 1868 Monier ob-

tained his first patent for reinforced concrete, but it was not generally used
until after 1880, although in 1879 he again exhibited at the Antwerp Exposi-

tion a system of reinforced concrete construction.

The first reinforced concrete construction in this countrv is credited to

W. E. Ward, in 1875, who erected in New York City a house having the floors

and columns of reinforced concrete. It should be noted in 187G Thadeus
Hyatt, an American engineer, published his experiments on reinforced con-

crete in the laboratory of Kirkaldy, London, England. The experimental
work of Hy^tt extended from 1870 to 1880. The first Ran some patent was
taken out in 1882, and it was applied in the construction of his first building

in 1884. Between 1891 and 1894 Moeller in Germany, Muensch in Hungary
and Melan in Austria were pioneers in the development of reinforced concrete

construction in Europe. The use of reinforced concrete on a large scale began
in Germany under the system of Moeller in 1893 and Rabits in 1898. Henne-
bique had built reinforced concrete floors as early as 1879. It was not, how-
ever, until 1892 that he obtained a patent for his system of reinforced concrete

construction.

The last ten years has seen a very remarkable development and reinforced

concrete construction. At first reinforced concrete construction was used

largely in the construction of bridges, the first of which was built in this coun-

try over the Pennypacker Creek in Philadelphia in 1893, and for which I had

the honor of inspecting the cement and other materials as well as construc-

tion of this bridge. From this beginning the use of reinforced concrete has

developed rapidly, and we find it is used in almost every conceivable form of

construction—large sewers, water pipes, reservoirs, coal bunkers, pneumatic

dams, chimneys, grain storage bins, bridges, buildings, being some of the

many applications.

Experiments have been made in the Reclamation Service for its appli-

cation in large reinforced concrete pipes of five feet in diameter and capable

of standing upwards of 70 pounds in pressure, while one of the most novel and

recent applications of reinforced concrete is for reinforced crib work, under

the Eraser system, which it is stated costs a little more than timber cribbing,

and which has been used extensively in Canada. Chimneys 350 feet in height

have also been successfully constructed of reinforced concrete. The Harvard

Stadium, the Baseball stand in Cincinnati, and the Stadium of the Washington

University at St. Louis are all novel examples of the use of reinforced con-

crete, while concrete ties reinforced in various ways have been in use for some
time, though they have not been satisfactory. The cost of maintenance, how-

ever, has been found to be reduced to a nominal sum, and the alignment has

been found to be very easily maintained, which greatly ofifsets the first cost.

The rigidity of the roadbed, however, has been a prime objection, and an eflfort

is now being made to introduce an elastic cushion in the tie in order to over-

come this objection.

It is in the erection of office buildings of considerable height that the

- development has been most remarkable. Buildings of eighteen stories in

height are being erected in which the skeleton is of reinforced concrete. Con-

sidering that the use of steel for reinforcing concrete beams was not suggested

until 1882, a developmenl: of this character is certainly remarkable, and we

V
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have reason to pause and consider whether such extreme development is wise.

While visiting a large city recently I had occasion to inspect a building of

' several stories in height in which cinder concrete was being used in the struc-

tural parts. The contractor, in reply to my surprised query, stated that the

building was still standing. This was indeed true, but what was the margin

of safety in this structure? As this concrete had a compressive strength of

about half of what could be expected from a fairly good concrete, the factor

of safety had therefore been cut in half. In further explanation he stated that

"in order to compete with other contractors, he was obliged to use the same

materials which they did. The use of inferior materials should not be per-

mitted in reinforced concrete construction, and the present situation in the
" development of concrete and reinforced concrete is one that should be faced

squarely. That it is possible to erect a sixteen-story building of reinforced

concrete has been demonstrated, but we should have a better knowledge of the

properties of this material before such a practice becomes general. Ten years'

' or less experience with a material in which chemical changes are constantly

going on and which may be affected by the changes produced by expansion

and contraction js hardly sufficient to enable us to obtain a thorough knowl-

edge of its properties.

The American Society of Civil Engineers recognized the vital importance

of this subject and recently appointed a committee on concrete and reinforced

concrete with instructions to affiHate itself in its work with similar committee

of the American Society for Testing Materials, the American Railway Engi-

' neering and Maintenance of Way Association and the Association of Ameri-

can Portland Cement Manufacturers. After over a year's work they have

. found that

—

-' - (1) Thoroughly reliable data upon which they can formulate a report as

to the rules and formula to be used in the design of reinforced concrete struc-

tures does not exist.

(2) That the results of the tests made in laboratories of the various tech-

nological institutions are not sufficiently comparable nor correlated for the

purpose of obtaining this data ; and

(3) That in order to secure the requisite data it will be necessary to con-

duct a complete series of tests in one laboratory where the conditions are as

uniform as it is practical to obtain them and where the personal equation is

reduced to the minimum.
Concrete fills an important and growing field, but it has its weaknesses

and its limitations, and this should be pointed out and recognized squarely

by its advocates. It is evident to any one who devles into the subject that

reliable data for the use in a design of concrete structure is very much needed,

and the work of the Joint Committee on Concrete and Reinforced Concrete

is doing in co-operation with the United States Geological Survey should

receive the encouragement and support of each one present, and I would ask

vou to use every effort in urging upon your Congressman the vital impor-

tance of securing an appropriation for the continuance and completion of

this very important work, for the attainment of reliable and uniform data

for use in the design of structures in concrete and reinforced concrete will

insure a more rapid, safe and successful development in the use of cement.

*t» 4» 4*

Many a man is unable to stancfon his dignity because his wife sits on it.

4* *t» 4»

There would be no labor troubles if every man had a job on Easy street.
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By 0. U. MIRACLE

MR President and Gentlemen of the National Cement Users Convention

:

It certainly would be presumptive on my part to assume to tell you

all the causes of failure or lack of success in the concrete block indus-

try Many theories may be found inefficient when put to practical tests, so

I shall only treat the subject in the light of my own observations in the held,

and shall point out the most glaring dangers which seem to confront us, in

order that we may suggest remedies to overcome them.

It has l)een readily acknowledged on every hand that this great new

industry has taken on a most wonderful and surprising growth, in fact its

strides have far out-reached the fondest hopes of its most ardent advocates

Ini such a rapid growth, ther^ are bound to be some new points developed

aWd it is certainly well for us to pause at this time to examine the structure

/e have reared and see if there is any occasion for repairs, or weak points

Ivhich we may overcome in future work.

f That there has been some failures in this business, we must at once admit

[and it is certainly well for us to view these failures in the glaring limelight of

Ipublicitv and ascertain if possible the causes in order that the proper remedies

may be applied. Some one has said: "It is 'better to be sure than to be

sorrv
" This is certainly an excellent motto for the Concrete Block Manu-

facturer While the financial failures in the business have been compara-

tively few, the moral failures have been many and the latter are bound to

result in financial failures in the end.

So long as a man is human, it will be out of the question to wholly

eliminate the moral failures. So long as building material is made and used

there will be difference in the qualities produced, but by the application of

the principles and facts already envolved, we can certainly very materially

decrease the percentage of failures and not only increase the percentage of

success by this gainSnit by correspondingly improving the quality and

utilitv of this material, greatly add to the profits of the business

In looking over the field I find that these failures are due to a great

variety of causes. Right here, I want to again remind the manufacturers of

Concrete Machinery of the grave responsibility of the position which they

occiipy in this matfer. The field has proven such an interesting one that it

has attracted investments by men in all walks of life. Many have engaged

in thtbSnels whose fund of knowledge on the subject was of necessity

hn ?ed They have largelv depended on their information upon the litera-

ture ut iut by the various machinery manufacturers This information

has in many cases, either through ignorance of the subject, or a desire to

make tie proposition look more attractive than it really was, been very mis-,

leading and fhe instructions given, if followed, would in many cases result

n H?fdtsaster True this was a new field and we all had much to learn

abou it nt now tha we have progressed far enough into the subject to

ascertain certa"n indisputable facts there is no way of getting away from. I

most certainlv urge that the machinery manufacturer, in preparing his litera-

ture, confine himself to these facts.

; Paper read before the National Cement Users' Association in Milwaukee, January 9th.
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Even in the past few weeks I have seen Hterature in circulaticjn from

what 1 consider repntable concerns, advertising certain cement block

and brick machines, which gave the estimated cost of the manufactured pro-

duct, at less than the cement alone required to produce a good article, would

cost. These figures run too ridiculously' low to be wprthy of consideration

or repetition and indicate mixtures varying from I to 6 to 1 to 9 which are

far too lean. While on the other hand, a gentleman who claimed to have

twenty years' experience in contracting and the use of .xement, told me the

other day, that he had about made up hisvmind, to buy a certain type of

machine because the manufacturer told him it pressed the blocks so hard

that they could be laid in the wall the next day after making. Xow with

such inform'ation as this being dealt out at wholesale by men who are sup-

posed to know what they are talking about, isn't it about time for us to

start a little more extensive campaign of education? Isn't it time the public

knew more about this great subject? These rash statements often come from

the over-zealous salesman, but altogether too often from the machinery

manufacturer himself. Their claim of results are often too far out of reason

to be reached even under ideal conditions. Gentlemen. I want to urge upon

you who are in the machinery manufacturing business that for the sake of

the stability and integrity of this great industry, it is important that we unite

in doing away with this great evil. Get down to facts and stay there. We
are all human and capable of errors, but now that we know better, lets don't

commit these same errors over again.

In most all estimates of cost of manufacture, I find that account has been

taken only of the direct expense, no mention whatever is made of indirect

expense, such as advertising, superintendence, interest on the investment,

depreciation, loss from breakage, bad accounts, etc. This is by no means

a ''get-rich-quick" scheme, but one of the best paying and most legitimate

propositions before the investing public to-day, notwithstanding the fact

that some of the literature in circulation is painfully strong in having that

''get-rich-quick" ring to it. There is sufficient profit in the business to place

it on a much higher plan than has been aimed at by many manufacturers.

The facts of the matter are, including all these extra items of expense, there

is still more chance for gain in this business than in the manufacture or

production of any other building material of equal strength and lasting

(jualities. Up to the present time we have been very lame in the lack of

standard specifications for the manufacture of this product. In order to get

this matter on a uniform basis, it was brought up at the meeting of the

cement block manufacturers held in Chicago, last June and as chairman of

a committee appointed for this purpose, 1 hope to have the pleasure of sub-

mitting a progress report, at an early date, and the same will be given due

publicitv.
11 11

•

While we are on this part of the subject, it may be well to call attention

to the fact, that the machinery n\anufacturers, are not alone tc blame for

the placing upon the market a poor material. Many who have engaged in

this business have made verv serious mistakes—mistakes which are expen-

sive but which can be overcome. Within the past week a case has been

brought to my notice, where the party failed absolutely, and his machinery,

plant stock, etc., are now in the hands of the sheriff. This man made serious

mistakes and manv of them. In the first place he did not attempt to secure

any business on merit; he had the idea that he must always be below his.

competitors to get orders. If the other fellows figures on a job were five

hundred or a thousand dollars, he would invariably bid 10 to 2.> per cent

lower on the jobs he j^ecured.
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Under these conditions, what could you expect but inferior material and

poor workmanship—in the end a botch job, and worst of all a dissatisfied

customer, who uses his influence against cement work at every opportunity.

It therefore comes to us most forcibly that you who are furnishing this

product to the public must get together on a basis that will insure uniform

product of no uncertain quality, and it will then command the price of which

it is worthy. So much for the moral failures.

Then we have the man who goes into business with insufficient capital.

Some manufacturer has sold him a machine or partial equipment, simply

because he had the price, or a part of it. He gets qredit of his local dealer to

the extent of the price of a few barrels of cement at a good round price. He
makes a few blocks and sells them while they are yet too green for use, in

order to get funds for his pressing needs. He discovers, on account of his men
being new to business, or for some other reason, that the blocks cost him

much more than he anticipated, or twice as much as the over-anxious salesman

told him they would. He is short on profits and has already established a

selling price at too low a figure. The tendency then is to attempt to make

a profit at the already established price by cutting down the amount of cement

used and correspondingly increase, the amount of sand. The results are too

well known. He is down and out in a short time, condemns the business in

general, and the machine in particular that he bought, and is not slow to dis-

courage others. By the time the report of his failure gets into about the

third or fourth hands, the conditions responsible for the results are lost sight

of, and the report is spread broadcast that the business is a fizzle.

Next we come to the architect. He occupies a very important relative

position in this matter, and his adverse criticism has no doubt proven a stum-

bling block to many of you. The value of his opinion and endorsement have

been too lightly estimated by many. His position has of necessity been one

of great care and caution. He is not willing to depart from fields of well-

known practice for the mere novelty of an experiment. His position must be

secure. In other words, ''He is from Missouri, and has to be shown," but he

has been a very careful student of the concrete block; and where a year or

two years ago he turned a deaf ear to the proposition, he has discovered now

that the material is already established, and he is willing to consider it for

his requirements. But it must fill them. His first and most objectionable is,

lack of quality. Assure him of this, and he is ready to make a beginning. Ikit

he is immediatelv confronted with the question of appearance and utility. His

objection as to the appearance is certainly justified by certain glaring exam-

ples. It is lamentable that a material so easily susceptible to artistic designs

has-been so shamefully treated. Each of you can bring to your own mind a

building of concrete blocks, every one of which is exactly the same size, and

the same style of rock face design, with no sign of an attempt of ornamenta-

tion. There is no legitimate excuse for this neglect, and do you think there is

any wonder that Mr. Architect finds fault with the appearance of this kind of

building? Certainly jiot. He can get the same appearance with the cheapest

kind of boards covered with still cheaper stamped sheet iron. He wants more

variety of designs, and if vou will set about it, there is nothing easier than for

you to give it to him. True, additional designs means added expense, but

you will be placing the business on a higher plane, and your profits will in-

crease correspondingly.

I have visited manv vards where the owners were makmg less than halt

the designs and sizes of block their outfit was capable of turning out. While

it is true there has been a demand for this rock-face block, which, you all make,

I hope the time will soon come when you will get away from this idea entirely.

It is at best but an imitation. As I have said on other occasions, I believe that

^'*i^4rviv«At'. - -' ' -*f-. '*, «*•; l^rWaisXLJiBi
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this material is entitled to a distinct classification' of its own, and a building

made of it should be designed as a concrete building, and not as artificial

stone, as so many call it.

One of the handsomest buildings I have ever seen of concrete was made

of all plain face blocks for the body of the building, with bevel coigns at the

corners and openings, with a few ornamental designs utilized as belt course

and cornice.

Another just objection of the architect is the extreme prosity or lack of

impermeability of many blocks. This, combined with the strength of the

material, is the all important part of this proposition, and these objections are

being rapidly overcome. This comes properly under the subject of manufac-

ture and specifications, and J shall only touch lightly upon it, as so important

a subject is worthy of more lengthy consideration. The results, obtained in

this direction depend upon the five following vital points:

1st—Proper set^ction and proportioning of materials.

2d Careful mixing and complete incorporation of the ingredients.

3rd—Careful and thorough tamping.

4th—Care in curing.
• 5th—Care in laying.

Proper Select^n and Proportions of Materials

Under this subject naturally comes the selection of the cement, sand

and aggregates. The cement should in all cases be a first-class Portland,

guaranteed to stand the tests required by the specifications for Portland

cement, adopted by the American Society for Testing Materials. In the selec-

tion of sand and aggregates the greatest care should also be exercised. 1

maintain that sand should be practically free from clay, loam or other solu-

ble matters, notwithstanding the fact that many tests have shown that a small

proportion of clay is not harmful. I believe it to be a very dangerous prac-

tice to recommend the use of sand containing any perceptible amount of clay,

from the fact that the average worker has no facilities for determining the

percentage found in his material. If possible the sand should be graded in

sizes so as to reduce the voids to the smallest possible amount. The percent-

age of cement used with the sand should be such as to perfectly fill these

voids. For determining the voids, the water test may be employed without

laboratory facilities.
. j • i- ^- ^u

Average sand is found to contain 25 to 35 per cent voids, indicatmg the

necessity of using this percentage of cement to make a perfect sand cement

"^^^
Where aggregates are emploved the voids in the aggregate may be deter-

mined in the same manner as they are in the sand, and an amount of the sand

and cement moisture equal to the amount of voids in the aggregate should

be used to make a perfect stone.

Careful Mixing and Complete Incorporation of the Ingredients

Machine mixing is at all times preferable and invariably produces a

better concrete by at least 10 to 15 per cent, than can be made by hand mix-

ing. The materials should be thoroughly incorporated and mixed until ot

uniform color.
, i i i t. n • ^^

When an aggregate is used, the sand and cement should be well mixed

first then the aggregates and water may be added at the same time.

'l believe that with any of the machines now on the market a much wider

mixture can be used than is generally employed, if proper care is taken of the

face plates The face plates should be kept clean with a wire brush and be

given a coat of oil or shellac as frequently as once a day.
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Careful and Thorough Tamping

The tamping should commence with the placing of the first shovel full

of material in the mold, and should continue until the mold box is full. A
small face tamper should be used, and quick, sharp blows should be struck,

Many unsightly buildings have been put up of blocks which showed

unavenness in their texture on account of careless and uneven tamping.

Care in Curing

No part of the manufacture of concrete blocks is more important than

the curing, and I regret to say that this essential part of the manufacture is

altogether too frequently disregarded. v

Blocks should be kept moist for at least seven days after making. The
water should be applied with a spray or sprinicler immediately after the initial

set has taken place, or as soon as it can be applied without washing the stone.

Another fault that I have discovered in this connection is the fact that

many yards do not carry sufficient stocks of blocks on hand. They wait

until they have secured the contract before making the stone, and they are

in this case rushed into the building too green, and bad results will inevitably

follow.
.

No concrete stone made in the manner above described should be laid in

the wall until it is at least thirty days of age.

Green blocks should never be exposed to the rays of the sun or warm cur-

rents of air during the first seven days, when they are supposed to be kept

moist.

I have seen in the early stages of this business blocks made under an open

shed, immediately placed out on a hillside, exposed to the sun and wind, with

no water applied, except such as was pumped with a common wooden pump

and carried in buckets, and you all know too well the results that come from

this careless haphazard method.

Is it any wonder that blocks made in this manner are porous, or that

they absorb moisture readily?

Many of you have seen buildings of concrete blocks which showed bad

cracks in the wall. A building of this material requires just as solid a founda-

tion as though built of anv other substance, but in nine cases out of ten where

I have found cracked buildings I have found this result came from laying the

blocks in the wall too green. They must have at least thirty days in which to

cure, and they are better if they are sixty days, or even six months old.

Care in Laying

Too great stress cannot be put upon this important part of the business.

A mortar of equal parts of lime and cement to two or three parts of sand

should be used, and all blocks carefully bedded and butted on the ends and the

joints well pointed up. This pointing should be done at the time of the

laying, as if done at some later period the blocks are apt to absorb the moisture

from the mortar, thereby loosening it, so that it will drop out.

Some blocks are provided with small oval openings at the ends for the

reception of a soft cement mortar. After a course of this style of blocks has

been laid in a wall the mason should go along the wall with a measure of

mort/r, sufficiently plastic to pour intr ^hese oval openings. This not only

insures a tight joint but acts as a dowel to tie the wall.

I have seen many jobs completed which were very unsightly on account

of the carelessness of the mason in allowing the blocks to become spattered
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with the mortar. This can easily be avoided, and T have found it in most

cases comes from masons who are prejudiced against the use of concrete

blocks.

"These subjects will be more carefully discussed in the report of the com-

mittee upon Standard Specifications for Concrete blocks, which was appointed

by the Cement lUock Machine Manufacturers, as above referred to.

Summing up, we find that wo have arrived at a very vital and important

point in the progress and development of this business—we have arrived at

the "Parting of the Ways." 11,,
There will be two distinct classes of this material, viz, good and bad—

the latter coming from those lacking experience and knowledge of the busi-

ness; and let us use our united efforts to set them right.

if you have a 'new competitor in your town go to him and tell him how

to make good work, and it will invariably assist in bringing about a uniform

and superior quality of concrete blocks.

There will always be some failures, as there are failures in any business,

but bv united efifort'and care we can reduce these failures to a minimum and

early 'establish this material in the high class to which it belongs, and our

troubles will be reduced to a minimum.
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Reinforced Concrete Tests at tlie University of

Caliiornia

By CHARLES DERLETH, JR., C, E. Associate Professor Structural Engineering

Til ROUCiHOUT the United States and Europe, during the past decade,

the use of concrete as a structural material has been steadily increasing.

Much of this advancement is due to the improvements in the manufac-
ture of Portland cement, and the growth of plants which manufacture

, that material. Much of the surprising development of concrete structures

is due also to the inherent advantages and adaptabiliy of the material.

The combination of concrete with steel produces for certain purposes

a material of still further advantages and favor, and it may properly be •

observed that at the present time, the use of reinforced concrete is becoming
so general that it may be considered almost a fad; everybody wishes, to use

it, whether it be adaj^table or not-, and sometimes even where it is not so

economic as structural steel.

In California during the past few years, reinforced concrete buildings

and reinforced concrete arched bridges have been steadily increasing in num-
bers, liridges of this type of construction are to be found in many different

localities of the State and reinforced buildings, especially in the vicinity of

San Francisco and in Southern California are becoming so common that

they are no longer a novelty. Los Angeles in particular is favoring to the

extreme this method of construction for buildings, and at present sonle struc-

tures of decidedly bold proportions are being built in that city.

The demand for ^^emeu t in California is now unprecedented and local

manufacturers find difficulty in supplying the market. Few tests of concrete

and reinforced concrete construction embodying modern reinforcement and

fire-proofing i)rinciples have been made in this State, and practically none

upon large sized members in which local cement has been used. There

seems to be much need for tests which will throw light u])on the merits of

reinforced concrete, using local cements. To fill this need the Civil Engineer-

ing Department of the State University has arranged to make the investi-

gations. It is a further significant fact that a number of Engineers and

contractors in San Francisco and elsewhere have agreed to assist in the tests

and studies. These outside interests are to furnish materials, labor or money
for the prosecution of the work upon a respectably large scale.

.\ s])ecial building has just been built upon the Campus, at !> Tkeley,

for housing materials, making test specimens and storing them. All types

of deformed bars will be used and also jilain bars. The tests will be arranged

as far as possible in such a manner and of such proportions of test ])ieces as

to give comparable results that mfeiy clearly show the relative merits of

different materials and types of design. At least one brand of Cierman cement

and one of the Eastern standards will be used besides the Pacific Coast brands

which find a market in California. It is intended to use concrete made with

German and Eastern states' Portland, merely to give as far as possibh-,

means of comparison with tests made at other i)laces in order to throw light

upon the merits of California cement as compared to other brands.

The first tQ:>ts will be the usual ones for the examination of the indi-

vidual materials, sand, stone, cemtnt and steel, to determine definitely their

mechanic.'J and chemical ]
rojx-rties. Adhesion tests, concrete to steel, will

be carefullv studied.
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Of lari^^e sized pieces the first will be beams of proportio^ such as are

found in the floors of heavv buildings. It has been decided tcH^t spans of

IG and 20 feet. These studies will be followed by others of slabs and columns.

The programme of, work may, however, be changed much from the above

brief outline as the work progresses.

The Department of Civil Engineering will be greatly indebted- if i)er-

sons, interested in the subject, will oflfer suggestions or criticisms or help,

as the work proceeds. Communications and assistance of any kind will be

very welcome and corres])on(lence with the writer is invited and will be

appreciated.

The President of the University issued a statement relating to these

tests, and that statement is given below:

"Some very im])ortant ex])eriments are about to be made by the Depart-

ment of Civil Engineering of the University -of California. Concrete steel

construction has become a very important factor in structural engineering

work. On the Pacific Coast much of this work is being done. In the ])ast

three years a number of reinforced concrete bridges have been built in

various localities in California. . Reinforced concrete buildings are numerous,

especiallv in San Francisco and Los Angeles. In the latter city, of late, a

number of verv large buildings are being constructed of concrete-steel of

proportions hitherto untried. The Dei)artment of Civil Engineering i)r()poses

to make a series of strength tests of the various materials used in this

style of construction under the direction of Professor Frank Soule and

Associate Professor of Structural Engineering, C. Derleth Jr. The demand

for cement in California is now uni)recedented and local manufacturers find

difficultv in supplying the market. These tests of California cements in

reinforced concrete-steel work will be the first that have been made in the

State and will enable Engineers and Contractors to better a])i)reciate home
products in comparison to those of the East and Euro])e. The proposed

tests will supply a real need and the Department of Civil I^jigineering of the

University of California has, during the past year, received many re(|uests for

information relating to this very important structural ])roblem. A number

of manufacturers and contractors of the State have signified their willing-

ness to furnish to the University free materials and labor for the ])urpose

of making the lests. The Department will treat the subject in a thoroughly

scientific manner. It therefore invites anyone to furnish material and labor,

or moiley, or suggestions, to the department. The results will be in all

probabilitv published as a Department bulletin and distributed to the citizens

of the state for their information. Any one desiring to co-()i)erate with the

Department should address Professor C. Derleth. Jr., Associate Professor of

Structural Engineering, I'niversity of California, Rerkeley."

*^

The Spirit of Art
Nothing so reveals the true life of a people or an ejKxdi as its art. Neither

historv nor religion offers such a sure test of the heights to which the spirit

of an age has risen. \^iew it as you will, art is molded by the forces that en-

viron it, revealing on the one hand the art and soul of its creator, and on the

other hand the heart and soul of his age. However much an artist may think

himself detached from his surroundings, however passionately he may turn

to other ages for inspiration—nay, even though he feels himself gifted with

prophetic prescience, and can project himself into ages yet unborn—still he

can no more throw aside the mantle of his environment than he can escape the

intangible, viewless air which gives him breath and life.—Edwin Wiley.
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Cement and Building Construction

By C. A. p. TURNER. M. Am. Soc. C. E.

THE members of the Cement Users Association may with reason con-'

gratulate the American Portland Cement Manufacturers on the uni-

formity and reliabijity of their ])ro(luct. They have reached this degree

of perfection in their cement only by careful study of n%ethods and materials

used, combined with' systematic tests of the resulting product.

The cement user may well profit by their example and study his methods
in the use oi- cement if he is to produce results at all in keeping wdth the

high grade and possibilities of the material he is using.

In fc>un(lation work Portland Concrete is largely replacing footing

stones, giving a continuous monolithic construction' which where the ground
is soft, may be readily and cheaply reinforced with rods and where the

conditions are still more unfavorable and piling is used, a concrete cap rein-

forced has evi<lent advantages over timber.

In placing the material it may not be amiss to suggest to those who
expect results without attention and care on their part, that failure to prop-

erly mix the materials and depositing the concrete haphazard without con-

solidating it by tami)ing and ])U(l(lling, or allowing mud and sand to flow

around the several shovel-fulls or barrel-fulls deposited, will quite likely

result in a footing of little more value than one the writer was forced to

remove from under a reinforced column carrying five stories. The contractor,

who appeared careless to a reckless extent and thoroughly ' incompetent,

rather than dishonest to this extent, stoutly asserted that the mixture was

according to specifications and the i)ier according to i)lans. When clamps

were put on the columln and the footing removed, bad cement was the

excuse. The idea thaj. bad workmanship and the lack of cement had any-

thing to do with it, seems not to have occurred to him. althcnigh in removing

the material, a pick could be driven into it half the length of the blade and

streaks of sand and clay unmixed with cement could be found in nearly every

exam])le.

In exterior walls of concrete, many depend for finish on a ])laster coat

after the work has hardened up. Wetting the walls thoroughly sometimes

enables a sound coat to be applied, though often there is scaling and chipping

when the work dries too rapidly. Removal of the forms earjy, rubbing down
all inecpialities before the work has hardened and as soon as it has sufficiently

set to stand without forms, will obviate this difficulty.

As a chea])er form of construction, cement brick and concrete blocks

are coming into use. The general i)rejudice against this type of ..construction

amongst architects, can readily be ^accounted Urc. Too many block manu--

facturers believe in mixing their concrete 1 cement to T or S gravel and selling

it for a 1 to '5 mixture. Ilien again through the unfortunate fad of imitating

rock faced stone, our concrete block friends must be credited with the pro-

duction of the most mcMicnonous building material ever placed on the

market.
Too little attention seems to be given to artistic effects that should

readily be obtained in the manufacture of blocks at a conDparatively insig-

nificant increase in cost! The ])ractice of facing with a selected material such

as fine w^hite sand or crushed marble or granite with a rich mixture of

cement seems to have been done only to a very limited extent, while as a

matter of fact, it is ])ractical and comparatively inexpensive. l)y casting the
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faces downward, the facini? iilav l)e made ihin and (jnite dry and the hacking

• wet enouirh so that it will supplv the necessary nioistnre to properly crystal-

l^.e and harden the drver facing. Hie ohject of nv^iking the facing dry is

y,f course so that it can he removed from the mold without sticking to it

and destroying the finished surface/which would he the result using a wet

>xnioist mixture. Wx a dry mixture, the writer does not refer to one which

is mixed without water, hut to one that is not sufficiently wet or rather

moist, to stick to the plates of the machine when tamped.

The writer's ohservation of the manufacture of cement hrick. is that

hy the use of a dry facing of fine white sand mixed in the proportion of i

cement to 2 sand averaging a cpiarter of an inch thick, hacked hy a mixture

of 1 cement to 4 coarse sharp sand made wet enough to stick together

when a sample is placed hetween the thumh and finger, that yery satisfactory

results were obtained and with no trouble in curing. On the other hand,

such a mixture would force the workmen to wipe the division plates of the

- machine every second or third batch and they were too much inclined to

save them.selves this trouble, by using a dryer mixture which could be cured,

if at all, only with difficulty and repeated wetting. Ihe di^erence in lie

amount of moisture in the two cases is slight, but the ditference in he

• product at the end of twelve hours is very marked. At the end of that

period, the brick made with a moist backing would set so that the corner

'

would have an edge sharp enough to cut the skin o the finger if rubbed

alonir it and if the brick were thrown against a hard block it would break in

fragments like a burned brick. On the other hand, in one made with the

drv backing, the corner could be readily sanded out and if the brick were

treated as the other, there would be nothing but sand left of it.

It may be imagined bv some that there would be a plane of cleavage

between the rich facing and the leaner backing, \mi in no case has the writer

been able to break the facing away from the backing, cleavage occurring in

all cases either one side or the other of this plane.

The cement brick the writer has had experience with, unless ot con-

siderable age, do not stand shipment well. Better m^-thods of cufing will

undoubtedly remedy this and seem ecpially applicable to the 1)lock business.

A warm, damp atmosphere is most conducive to the hardening of concrete

and it would seem that a curing chamil)er in which the blocks and bricks

could be placed and subjected to an atmosphere of exhaust steam would be

an ideal arrangement. To properly realize the possibilities in this line o

work evidently reciuires honest and thorough work combined \yith a careiu

study of methods and results and when this is fully realized by those engagec

in this line, we may expect the architect will be ready to avor the material

which you have demonstrated, to be strictly high grade.
1
his demon.-

stration', however, must come from the manufacturer, as he cannot consis-

tently expect the architect to specify something which might be satisfactory

if the work was well executed, with the chances against this being realized.

In interior construction the advantage of concrete properly reinforced,

over timber or steel, lies in its permanence, the perfect protection of the

steel against corrosion or destruction by fire and last, but by no means least,

to the peace of mind of the builder. The avoidance of complicated shoj)

details and the opportunity for the annoying little errors and endless delays

incident to structural iron work.
,

•

,
•. ^„i.i

In treating the subject from the popular stan(li)()int, the writer would

sav a few words as to the reliability of the construction as compared with

steel or timber Ignorant abuse will render dangerous the best material the

enirineer uses,—for example, some months ago the writer was called upon

to inspect some coupler pockets forged out of li4-i"ch by l-ii]ch bars. I hey
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were wortliless, the writer was tohl, and g(jing to the pile and selecting four,

they were placed on the ground and struck cV few sharp blows with the sledge.

A single blow fractured 10 scpiare inches of metal in two cases. In normal

condition this area would carry (;()(),()()() pounds intension. Takinf;: the shank

to a steam hammer, the center was bent fiat on itself without fracture, prov-

ing that the smith had burned the steel in forging until it was worthless at

the bend.

Similar inexcusable ignorance in working concrete, will likewise result

in inferior work, but by no means to such an extent as that instance in the

case of the steel.

While the use of reinforced concrete is older than steel construction,

it is only the low i)rice of Portland Cement that has—brought it rapidly to

the front. During the time that cement was expensive, it was naturally used

sparingly and it is a fact that this custom has had an unfortunate infiuence

in the introduction of reinforced concrete. The use of too weak a mixture

and the consequent failure to secure the requisite adhesion of the steel to

devek)]) the limited strength of this concrete has brought out a number oL
deformed bars, the advocate of each claiming sjK-cial merits.

.

As the writer has secured, as far as he is aware, greater strength in

actual construction with special arrangements of plain bars, than anything

claimed by the advocates of special bars, he is inclined to regard the advan-

tages claimed for them as a somewhat definite (piantity. In designing the

reinforcement of beams and slabs, advantage should be taken of the prin-

ci])les of continuity, since with constant section we have to provide only for

two-thirds of the moment of a simple beam and we have but one-fifth of the

defiection. Further, by i)ro])erly lapi)ing the rods we may double the section

over the support and re(piire theoretically but half the metal necessary for a

sim])le beam the same strength. This system of design calls for the major

section of metal for the flange reinfor(;ement over the support and furnishes

am])le i)royision for shear.

In constructing work in this line, it is well to bear in mind that centering

is a. considerable item and that each additional beam is an extra expense.

This fact led the writer to use larger and larger slabs and finally to advocate

construction of floors with column s])acing KJ to 18 feet centers with no
beams whatever, but simi)ly a plain slab and coliimns. In this connection a

few remarks regarding the theory of reinforced concrete, may not be amiss.

The theory based u])on the elastic proportions of the dual materials, has

been derived from experiments on beams and slabs reinforced in one direction

and agrees fairly well with the results of tests of work involving the con-

ditions considered in this theory. The conditions resulting from reinforce-

ment in a number of directions are, however, not proi)erly considered in any

work that the writer is familiar with. ^Ir. Chas. F. Marsh makes this

statement in his work on reinforced concrete Part S, "Unfortunately it can-

not be said that we have a thorough knowledge of the properties of rein-

forced concrete. It mny be that we are wrong from the commencement in

attem])ting to treat it after the manner of structural iron work and that

although the i)ro])er allowances for the elastic properties of the dual material

is an advancement on the empirical formulae at first employed and used by

many constructors at the present time, yet we may be entirely wrong in

our method of treatment. The molecular theory, that is, the prevention of

'molecular deformation by supplying resistances of the reverse kind to the

stresses on small particles, may prove to be the true method of treatment

for a composite. tnaterial like concrete metal. This theory is the basis of the

Cottancin construction which certainly produces good results and very light

structures, and in Considere's latest researches on hooped concrete are
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somewhat on these hues." As the writer has been able to plaee a test load

• on slabs eciiial to two or two and a half times their fiortired nltnnate strength

by the formulae presented in Mr. Marsh's treatise, without mjurmg the con-

struction nor a'pparentlv developino- more than a third its nltnnate strength,

he is inclined to agree with Mr. Marsh and is in the habit of designmg those

slabs and guaranteeing them not on the basis of text book theories, but by

the known relation of the new slab to the slabs tested as regards the depths

and the moment of the super-imposed load.

As regards the m-aterials for our aggregate, as a matter of economy we

use either crushed stone and sand or sami and screened gravel or where the
"

natural gravel is suitable, the gravel without screening. In crushed stone,

the harder the stone, the stronger our concrete. Vov reinforced work we use

a mixture of about equal parts of sand and crushed stone ranging in size from

a pea to .-s or «>4 inch diameter and about 1 >4 barrels to !>/> barrels of

cement to the cubic vard of concrete. For columns we find it cheaper to

secure the compressive strength by the use of a rich mixture from two barrels

up to two and a half barrels per cubic yard. We can depend on such concrete

showing a crushing strength in cubes upwards of (i.OOO j^ounds per square

inch aiul can readiiv keep the size of our columns to reasonable dimensions

with anvple strength. The svstem of reinforcement that we use, consists of

- a fair percentage of vertical' reinforcements used for columns with riveted

hoops at intervals of the length. Where we do not employ beams, we bend the

vertical reinforcement outward, making an enlarged cantilever top to the

column which is buried in the slab and supports the slab reinforcement and

we reinforce the slab in four directions. Where we employ beams, we prefer

to break the flexor u]) into panels rectangular and if convenient, approximately

square and reinforce our slabs in two or more directions. If we are using

gravel for the aggregate, we sample this carefully and vary the amount ol

cement de])endent uixm the character of the material. If the gravel contains

some clav and considerable finer material, we use a larger percentage of

' ceuTent endeavoring to get i)racticallv the same results regardless of the

composition of the aggregate. Many have the idea that crushed stone has

some peculiar advantage over shingle or the round stones :that we find in

our orravel. The results of a series of .quite C()m])rehensive tests made at

Duhuh by the (ireat Northern Power Co., were kindly furnished the writer

bv Mr D A Reed, their Assistant Chief Engineer. The mixture as I recol-

lect was practicallv a 1—:5— 5. The aggregate was crushed shale rock first

second, crushed Duluth granite and third. Lake gravel. My recollection of

the percentages of these tests is that the crushed granite, which is practicallv

a hard trap rock, onlv showed a little over !)0 per cent of the crushing strength

of the gravel concrete, and that all the results seemed very satisfactory, run-

ning from :^20() to over 4()(M) i)oun(ls per scpiare inch.

"^In mixing the material, encmgh water should be used <i)r reinforced

work so that 'the mixture should have the consistency of brick mortar and

flow slowly to fill the ukjUIs. Xo tami)ing should be reciuired. but even with

this mixture a certain amount of puddling and jarring, or shaking the rein-

forced rods. Is desirable if the best results are ta be secured. Where prac-

ticable as much of the work should be run in at the same time as possible,

since a beam or slab which is spliced will show much less stiffness than one

which is cast at one time, a condition which can be readily accounted for by

the shrinkage strains in the concrete.

A question which is quite frequently raised and concerning which many

architects seem to be worried, is whether reinforced concrete can be suc-

cessfullv executed in winter. In engaging in this line of business, the writer
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will say frankly that this cpiestion gave him some little concern. His previous

experience in building bridge piers when the temperature was at times 25

or 'M) degrees below zero, caused him to consider it practicable to execute

reinforced concrete work in the winter and we are now carrying it on every

day just as we would in summer, except for the slight inconvenience that

we have to keep the snow and ice out of our forn^s until we can fill them

with concrete and are obliged to heat the material that we use. When this

is i)roperly done, freezing does not ai)pear to damage the work as much as

too rai)i(l drying in the hot summer months.

We have here a number of views of work that we have executed, some

showing test loads that have been a])i)lie(l. We have put u]) nearly all kinds

of structures,—office buildings, machine shops, warehouses and paper mills

and the writer has recently designed reinforced concrete floors for a large

power station in which there are to be three of the largest vertical generators

that have been built, having a cai)acity of ?r)()() Kw. with 2.") per cent over-

load. These are to run at the rate of about :5S() revolutions a minute and

are to be supported on a reinforced concrete slab of about 21 feet in span.

<* ^ ^

Cement Block ArcKitecture

By LOUIS H. GIBSON. Architect. Indianapolis, Indiana

ICOl'LI) never have hesitated long in accei)ting the cement-block idea. I

have hesitated long, however, in agreeing to accept cement bkx^ks as at

l)resent manufactured. 1 have recognized the inherent merits of con-

crete construction, and from the beginning have felt that making concrete in

block form was a worthy building and-connnercial enterprise, but as one inter-

ested in architectural work the actual results of concrete manufacture have

been such that, until recently, 1 have felt that 1 could not afford to encourage

and foster th's industry. I am doing it now in this way. not because of any

decided encouragement through s])ecific results, but on account t)f what 1

recognize as a ])ossibility. I know that a worthy cement block can be made

cominercially. My conviction rests ui)on the well-known and well-recognized

merits of concrete as a building material anc] because it is desirable to fabri-

cate it into block form. It is (lifficult to form concrete along pr(^])er architec-

tural lines into structural and decorative shapes, such as monolithic walls, col-

umns and lintels. The construction of forms of wood or other material for

monolithic structures above gravel is very expensive, not readily ])ractical

and bv no means satisfactory for structural and decorative purposes. The

l)lock 'machine is the logical form of concrete for building purposes. 1'hrough

its agencv anv sha])e or form may be made. Concrete will come into struc-

tural and'decorative use largely through the agency of the machine.

( )ur highest and best thoughts may be given permanent and adequate

expression through the medium of the machine and the concrete. But I have

never seen an artistically successful structure executed with cement blocks.

I am i)inning mv faith in concrete blocks to what I know can be done, and as

not resting upon what I hav^^ seen done in a commercial way in a completed

structure. I have not seen one worthy artistic expression through this me-,

dium. Think of it as-vou mav, regard these expressions as sentimental if you

will, say that it is all fol-de-rol, if you feel that way. but bear in mind that the

cem'ent'block industrv will rise or fall, you will make money or you will lose
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it, according as you meet the canons of artistic sentiment. Through the

medium of cement blocks you must be able to do what has been done with
other building material—give expression to the manifold capacities of the

human intellect, with all of its hopes, ambitions and emotional Rights—give

them permanent form in structural material. Few of you will go into business

for art's sake, yet for the dollar's sake you must produce the mediuin of artistic

expression. This you have not done.

There are times when it pays to blurt out the whole truth. This is such

a time, and this is the truth. Architects are unfriendly to the concrete block

as now made. Is this because the architect is unfriendly to concrete? I an-

swer this question by asking another. Who has been more ready to use con-

crete as a structural medium than the architect? The architect wants to use

the cement block. He is always looking for a new medium. The architect

will tell you that when you realize the possibilities of this material he is

ready to use it.

The most successful terra-cotta concern in the world makes the most
artistic forms. They carry out the designs of the architect most faithfully.

The most prosperous pressed brick makers in America make the most artistic

brick. They have certain stock patterns, well designed, which a self-respect-

ing architect is not ashamed to use. They will make what he wants, but if he

hasn't time to wait for the new designs there are often those in stock which
he does not hesitate to employ. The architect uses stone, terra cotta, brick,

and he uses them in block form. He is not using concrete in this form. This

is the. fault of the block maker, and not of the architect. As now made, he is'

afraid of it structurally and decoratively, and doubtful of the general capacity

of the manufacturer to carry out his plans.

There are those among us who will say that the block maker is not am-
bitious to furnish material for the great cathedral, the tall office building, the

impressive public structure or the modern palace ; that he is willing to let this

work go to the quarrymen, the stone cutter or the clay-worker. If the con-

crete block is not for these important buildings it is not for the cottage, the

store or the factory. There is no relative dififerehce in the structural or ideal

of these problems. The $1,500 house is deserving of the same quality of atten-

tion, the same care, as the imjiortant structure.

The block situation is rather unique. Oftentimes in ])lacing a relatively

new product before the people one has to bring the people uj) to his ideals.

The public is demanding a structurally better product, a more highly devel-

oped substance artistically than you are giving them. The opportunity is. a

rare one. It is for you to educate yourselves to meet the public standard. A
"greater opportunity never presented itself to a lot of business men.

Do not imagine for a minute that art needs help fron) you. It is you who
need the help of art, and the foundation of your art is utility. You are not

to be patrons of the arts for art's sakd. You are patrons of art for your own
sake, for your pocketbook's sake. You need art, art does not n.'ed you.

It i's our aesthetic demands which give great v.alue to raw material. The
modern alchemists are the artists, the scientists, the engineer—men who have

ideals and give them j^ractical ex])ression. The modern alchemist mixes the

sand, the cement, gives it form and turns it into gold. This is the key to the

cement-])lock situation to-day.

The modern alchemist who would turn sand and cement into gold must

first learn how to make concrete. Block makers and cement workers generally

are lamentably ignorant in this fundamental operation. The impression has

gotten out that a laborer who is not fit for anything else can mix concrete;

that the cheapest labor that one can employ is good enough to do this w(^rk.
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This part of the world is well saturated with this idea. The (juestion of brains

and the concrete mixer is rarelv considered. Almost the only difficulty in

the physical composition of cement blocks is in the making of concrete. With
this understood and a])i)reciate(l and thoroughly ingrained into the cement
worker, his physical difficulties are well out of the way. The block maker,,

strange as it may api)ear, is the most difficult of all men to interest in the

mixing of concrete. The architect who talks to -the block maker is apt to

meet a dull ear on this question. His auditor thinks that it is the other fellow.

He will acknowledge that the rest of the regiment is out of step on concrete

mixing, but that he is the one man who is in step.

liefore we get through with our block business we are going to grade
our sand, we are going to know that the voids are reduced to a minimum
before the cement is introduced, and we will thoroughly mix the sand and the

cement in the dry before the water is applied. Most cement workers believe

that they are already doing this. Their wrong belief is the source of the phys-

ical trouble. It is the cock-sureness of nearly all that is the real stumbling
block, lilock makers particularly have been educated by the machine sales-

man that any old thing can mix concrete. When we learn to mix concrete

we can hope to make the impervious block. Cement makers, as a class, have

done their work well and scientifically. They have availed themselves of all

of the resources of science, and it appears absurd that this work should have

stopped with the making of the cement. The chemist, the engineer and the

cement maker have joined hands in the mixing of concrete. In the making of

blocks they have ])arted company. We have been floundering around, doping

our blocks or letting the rain pour through them merely because we have not

given the right kind of attention to'a primary step in block making.

We may take lessons from the modern mechanical mortar maker in the

mixing of the aggregate in concrete. He dries his sand and mixes it mechan-

ically. The makers of bituHthic ])avement have reduced the grading process

to a science, and on that account are reaching a large measure of success. We
may study a modern asphalt i)lant with i)rofit.

Sand must be clean. Most cement blocks that 1 know anything about

are made of dirtv sand. All of them were of a muddy tone. If one would
make a clear, crisj), life-colored block he nuist use clean, crisp, sharj), live sand.

Barnyard mixtures make barnyard colors. Most of the blocks that we see

are dull, heavy, lifeless and leaden in color and texture. This can be obviated

by clean sand and a proper proportion of cement of the right kind. The
oolitic stone that we use in our best buildings is almost absolutely pure in its

ingredients. As we ride through the countrv and see the cement block build-

ings, with their dull, leaden color, we may trace it to dirty sand. We may
do whatever we please w^th cement mixtures with respect to color and tex-

ture. We may make a white block, if we will, but we must use white sand

and white cement and must handle it with clean hands and clean tools.

We will mix our aggregate with more water than has been common with

most of us. W^e will experience troubles from crazing, hair-cracking, if we do

not take advantage of our opportunities. The cause of this trouble from

cracking suggests its own remedy. It is the relatively neat cement on the

outside of the block, the difiference between the composition of the surface of

the block and the interior—a difference in contraction. If our blocks are of

the right composition we may wash them and we may cover them with damp
cloths while they are setting. We mav rake them over with a fine-toothed

tool. We may give them a texture with a white wire brush. The man of

resource, keen percej^tion and artistic insight will find many ways of getting

around this difficulty.

The ])r:nciple involving the production of proper texture is not difficult

l!fl
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to iiiulcrstand when we analyze it. We want cement enon^li. certaii>ly not

too much. We know that we want it evenly (Hstril)utecl. The nearer we can

come to exiKxsin^ the sand on the surface, the nearer we can come to having

the view side of the sand, the side that we see, free from cement, the better.

IMiose of us who can remember the lost art of okl-fashioned, hard-finished

wall plaster know what this means. With a brush and water the plasterer

washed out all superHuous lime, and up to a certain ])oint the more lime he

washed out the harder and stronger, brighter and crisper he got his plaster-

ing. This principle may be applied to the surfacing of cement blocks. In one

way or another we shall wash out the neat cement. Unless the proportion of

sand and cement be uniform, the texture will not be uniform. The best brick

that are now made for decorative purposes, for facing, are not- intensely

smooth. They have a grain—a texture, we call it. The surfcacC is gritty. It

has somewhat of a sandpaper quality. It receives the light in a pleasing way.

1liis is what we mean when we say that a surface of stone or brick has good

texture. -
^

I have merely hinted at the possibilities of color work in concrete. We
have not yet reached the stage where it would be very profitable to go into

this. When We know how to mix sand and use clean materials and mix the

cement and water with it, when we know how to handle our blocks, when we

know texture and uniformity, then may'we consider color. It is sufficient to

sav that the liveliest imagination of the Arabian and the peopl e o f tin- ( )rient

may find permanent record and adequate expression in the color, texture and

substance of the cement block. We will have to get out of the backyard and

shed stage of this industry, however, before we can take up cement poly-

chrome.
The immediate task before -#s is to do the best with what we have, with

the men and the brains that we have, with the sand and the cement that we

have. The cement is. ade(piate to our capacities for some time to come. We
can afford to disturb ourselves a whole lot less about cement and a whole lot

more about sand.

An influential cause for the feeling which architects have for the cement

block is the difficulty of having their i)lan exactly carried out. There is tog

much cut-and-try business. The architect or the builder is not going to sub-

mit to compromises in one material that he does not have to submit to in

others. In terra cotta, stone and brick all plans can be carried out to a nicety,

and there are no advantages otherwise in the concrete block which will lead

to a compromise in its favor. The setting plans of a stone cutter and a terra-

cotta worker are marvels of neatness, exactness and accuracy, (ireat build-

ings are built practically without the sound of the hammer. Certainly the

work is fitted before it leaves the cutting shop or the factory. There is no

reason why this should not be done in the same way by the block maker. It

must be done or the block business will not succeed. I recently had an exi)eri-

ence with a block maker who made a setting plan on a shingle and th^Mi lost

the shingle.

Mechanicallv the cement-block industry is in good shape. The work has

been fostered and promoted very largely by machine makers. However, the

industry has been injured by the machine salesman, who has minimized and

at times concealed the difficulties in the way of making a commercial block.

So far as the block itself is concerned, the machine is the least important factor

in its manufacture. A cement block can be made in a wooden box. Any ma-

chine will make a block that is commercially satisfactory if the material is at

hand to put into it, providing there is an opportunity for proper tamping or

compression. The important part which the machine plays in this industry

is in reducing the cost of the block. This work has been w^ell done and little
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need be said about it here. It is well for the block maker to understand, how-

evei;;, that he must be able to so adjit!*t his machine that a block of any size

in any direction within fractions of an inch can be readily made on a commer-

cial basis. The builder, the house owner, the inv^tor can get what he wants

in other materials, and he will not put up with compromises in the block.

The laying out of the work in the shop and the preparation of careful

shop drawings will very largely eliminate the evil of indifferent handicraft,

bad workmanship, and we all know that there is no branch of the building

business that has suffered as much at the hands of the botch as the block

industry.

Concrete, in its nature, suggests a comparison with stone. Hence the

high standard. A part of beauty in a building is color, texture, general de-

sign, but after that there comes the question of detail, of the parts, the mold-

ings, the ornament. On the one hand, there is mere construction, mere

building, and then there is art. In order to have architecture there must be

both building and art. In architecture the two are inseparable. It costs no

mora money to make a beautiful form than it does an ugly one. I would

regard it as an opportunity lost if I did not say here and now in the strongest

terms at my command that there is no excuse for an ugly structure of any

kind in this world. P.e it a building, a bridge, a bit of furniture, a machine

or any other object in which material and labor are brought together, there

is absolutely no excuse for ugliness on any account. There is no excuse for

ugliness on the grounds of cost. Good proportion costs no more than bad

proi)ortion, harmony of color costs no more than inharmony ;
there is no more

expense of material or labor in a well-formed molding than in an ugly one.

Mliere is no more ex])ense attached to grace than to clumsiness, lieauty is a

condition of mind, a condition of heart, of character, and not erne of pocket-

book. Clumsiness and crudeness come out of a crude and clumsy mind. It

takes no more time or material and no more labor to cast a beautifully-formed

block than one uglv in form. 1 do not say that one form may not be more ex-

pensive to cast than another, but I do say that there is no excuse for casting

an ugly one. Evervthing made by man might 1)e beautiful without material

consideration. The're are certain 'standard forms that can be produced and

reproduced as they have been for more than twTuty-five hundred years. The

repetition has had no effect upon their beauty or api)reciation by the i)ublic.

The forms most commonlv in use at this time by architects and artist builders

date from the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. It is from this source that the

ornamental brick makers draw most of their inspiration. It will be necessary

for you to emplov artistic designers who can design for you certain relatively

simple standard designs which may be readily adaptable for various purposes.

This is eminently a practical thing to do, and it must and will be done if the

block business reaches any large measure of commercial success. Hitherto

he has been a great sinner in producing the crude and ugly shapes.

The cement-block machine is a great art democrat. It may produce and

reproduce artistic forms for the masses. It may give us beautifully decorated

structures at a minimum of cost. Art is not for the few any more than educa-

tion is for the few. Art should be for everybody. Art should be democratic,

and the block machine should be a great art democrat. There is an intnnate

relation between this idea and the bank account of the block maker.

There are those among you who will say that these expressions in regard

to the making of concrete, 'the grading of sand, the cleaning or washing of

sand, the fine adjustment of mixtures, the matters related to color, form and

art are ideal. Possibly they are ideal. We progress through idealization. The

cotUge is a man's materialization of a state of mind which seeks somethmg

more than to keep out of the wet and cold. But for the idealization, we would

not quarry or cut stone. W^e would not make brick.
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Reinforced Concrete lUnif^r, Poll&sky— l'ie7i' Sho~,cin^ Reinforcement C-331

Reinforcement in Pollasky Bridge

THE cut shown on this ])aj^c is a view of the forms and corrug^ated steel

bars as used in the Pollasky P>ri(lj2:e. a description of which structure,

accompanied by typical illustrations, a])peared in the last number of

this Journal. The brid^^e as it stands contains about :^,(M)I) yards of concrete

in which !M) tons of Johnson's corruj^ated steel bars were embedded to take

up the tensile stresses i)roduce(l by bendiui^: in the rib and to provide the

necessary resistance for those portions of the si)andrel wall actini>- as beams.

The' corruji:ate(l bar here used is particularly well adai)ted to this class

of work in that it is easilv handled, it is efficient, and, owin^ to its hii^h elastic

limit, it is economic. The patentees for this bar i^uarantee an elastic Inmt of

from r)0.()(M) to ()0,()0() pounds per square inch, and an ultimate tensile resist-

ance of 100,000 pounds per scpiare inch.

The life of the steel in this bridge is indefinitely prolon.e:ed by its pro-

tection from the air.

The type of bar herein mentioned was used throuf^hout for two other

lar^e bridges now in course of construction in California and for one just

com])leted in Nevada, all of which structures were designed by Mr. John !>.

Leonard, of San. Francisco.
^ ^ '*{*' ^

The coat doesn't make the man, but the lawsuit makes the attorney.
«
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Query : Is the poor man who marries a rich grass widow in clover?
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The National Cement Users Convention

By WM. B. GESTER. C. E.

IF ANY feeUni? has existed, that the wonderful new interest in the use of

concrete and manufactured- stone, which has grown up in this country

during the course of the last three or four years, has in any wise ceased its

growth; if anv idea has been engendered, that the ^Mithusiasm and confidence

of the great numbers of wide-awake men who have recently gone into the

business, has in any degree waned; if any belief has been held by ultra-

conservative souls, that the movement is temporary, or in the nature ot

"fad"- such feeling, idea, and belief have received a solar plexus blow in tUe

success of the convention of the National Association of Cement Lsers which

was held in Milwaukee during the week beginning January 9th, tor t^e

meeting was largely attended, the interest and enthusiasm were unabated

much valuable knowledge was disseminated, and finally the incorporation of

a National Association of Cement Users was decided upon and the hrst

board of officers elected.
r. ..t .. ^ "

The first paper on trade subjects, was that read immediately after the tem-

porary organization, by Mr. Sanford E. Thomson coiisulting enguieer, of

Newton, ^lassachusetts, on ^Concrete Aggregates. This was followed by

an address bv Mr. (korge L. Stanley of Ashtabula ( )hio, on the subject

of "Concrete' Streets, Sidewalks, and Floors. Incidentally the matter of

the use of salt in concrete, made and laid in cold weather, was dwelt upon, and

the -results of a number of recent valuable experiments given to the con-

^^"
The address of President Richard L. Humphrey of Philadelphia, which

was illustrated with excellent stereopticon views, was in the nature of a

report of progress and a general resume of the subjects to be touched upon

during the convention. Mr. Humphrey's views were of a technical nature

and were highlv interesting and instructive to the members o the profession

Stereopticon talks were also given by A. L. Johnson civil engineer of St.

Louis, on the subject of '^Steel for Reinforcement, and by Ross I^ 1 ucker

president of the Concrete Association of New York, on " 1 wenty \ ears of

Experience in Concrete Construction."
-

\t the morning session on Wednesday, January 10th, C. A. 1. 1 urner,

civirengineer of Minneapolis, read a paper on ^Cement in lUulding Construc-

tion
"
illustrating it with stereopticon views; followmg which, 1 resident KiLh-

ard L. Humphrev, consulting engineer, Philadelphia, read an interesting paper

telling of investigations of cement mortars and concretes made at St. Louis

also with stereopticon illustrations; R. W. Lesley, a Ihdadelphia cement

manufacturer, clearlv defined the relations which should exist between he

manufacturer and the user; Charles E. Watson, of 1 oronto, chairman of the

committee on art and architecture, concluded the morning session with a com-

mittee report, in which he showed that the use of cement for building puri)oses

had alreadv resulted in a better style of architecture.
,. , . .

At thJ evening session Louis H. Gibson, of Indianapolis, read an interest-

ing paper on cement block architecture, and was followed by S. M Wood-

ward of the l^nited States Department of Agriculture, who showed the many

wivs' in which cement and concrete might profitably be employed upon the

farm taking in manv things the place of wood. One of the most generally

interesting i)ai)ers of'the session, because it was not necessary to treat it from
«

4
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Sho'uitf^ Test of Reitifot ced Concrete in Los Anj^eles liuildiufi C-33_>'

Reinforced Concrete Test
"^

THE following state of a test on reinforced concrete floor in the Hayward
H(jtel J)iiil(linj^. Los Angeles, was prepared by Architect C V. W'liit-

tlcsey :

Size of si)ace loaded. 22^) scjiiare feet.

'J hickness of floor. 4 inches.

Size of j^irders, lOxK) inches.

Size of intermediate beams, ."ixl-") inches.

Distance between centers of beams, o feet 4 inches.

Total load on space. 104.(12.") ])()un(ls, 4()'") i)ounds per s(|uare foot.

Deflection in center of space of com])letion of loading, ^ inches.

Deflection .'^(i liours after loadini^^, ^ inches.

Calculated load re()uired to destroy panel. a])|)roximately J)<sr) p(^imds ]
er

square foot, and in this loadin^^^ the floor would not break suddenly, but would

deflect probably -^s inch, at which ])oint it vyould be^in to show cracks and.

would fail gradually and i^ive ample warning before breakinjj^.

•J*

Xo woman cares to be a silent partner in a matrimonial hrm,

4» < 4»

Don't attempt to belittle others because you feel that they are superior to-

yourself.

J
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a technical i)oint of view and also because of the action taken by the associa-

tion in an afternoon, was one on the value of organization, read by I. S! Mc-

Donald, of Milwaukee.
''This is a much larger convention," said President R. L. Hum])hrey,

"than we had at Indiana])olis. There areHnore exhibits both of machinery and

finished products, more and better i)apeTs, and a much larger attendance, over

SOO having already registered. It was this evidence of growth which made us

consider the matter of incorporating. Our society had grown beyond that

size where it could safely be conducted without any further foundation than

that given by its constitution and bylaws. T certainly am much ])leased that

Milwaukee was chosen for this convention."

Among the interesting papers presented to the convention on Thursday,

the third day's session, were the committee reports on "Machinery for Cement

Users," one on '^Concrete Mixers," by E. B. Kelly, of New York, and one' on

"Pneumatic Tamping and Mechanical Conveying of Concrete Blocks," by

T. P. Sherer, of Milwaukee. The latter was a very interesting address, de-

scribing the most modern, and undoubtedly the most economical methods of

manufacture of the now almost universally used "Hollow P)lock."

Then followed papers on ''Water-proofing," by J. L. Motherhead, of In-

dianapolis; "The Mamifacture and Use of Concrete Piles," by Henry Long-

cope; "Causes of Failure," by O. U. Miracle; a paper describing the causes

leading to the failure of some who have engaged in the concrete block busi-

ness, which will be presented in its entirety in "Architect and Engineer"; also

an address on "The Choice of Cement for Concrete P.locks." by Richard K.

Meade, Chemical Engineer, of Nazareth. Penn.

Mr. S. B. Newberry, of Sandusky, Ohio, in his paper upon "The Manu-

facture of Hollow Concrete Blocks," suggested some improved processes and

tests. He denounced the practice of making blocks in imitaticm of cut stone.

Concrete blocks were stone, he said, and if they were to be cut the cutting

should be done by hand. The lack of individuality, the monotony of appear-

ance, the fact that block-makers tried to force upon them a certain standard

size,' were causes which explained the hostility of architects to concrete

blocks.

The session on Thursday concluded with a i)aper by E. S. Earned, of

Boston, on the "Testing and Use of Cement."

On Friday the programme included an exhaustive re])ort on ''Cement

and Concrete Tests," one on "Laws and Ordinances." and one on ''iMre-

proofing and Insurance." These committee reports served as texts for discus-

sion which was general and very interesting.

Following the reading of the ])ai)er of I. S. McDonald, of Milwalkee, on

Wednesday, on "The \\alue of ( )rganizati(m," the matter having been most

thoroughly discussed, it was decided to incorporate in the District t)f Colum-

bia under'the national law the "National Association of Cement Users."

Charter and by-lays for the incor])oration were ratified by the convention,

and the following officers elected :

President—Richard L. Humphrey, I'hiladelphia.

First \"ce-Presid"nt— Merrill Watson, New York City.

Second Vice-President—J. IF h\dlows, Scranton, Pa.

11iird Vice-President—O. U. Miracle, Minneapolis.

Fourth Vice-President—A. Monsted, Milwaukee.

A resolution was unanimously adopted, addressed to the speaker of the

House of Representatives, imploring Congress to a])i)ro])riate a large sum (^f

money for the continuance of the imi)ortant work being done by the United

States (ieological Survev in the investigation of cement mortars and concretes

and other structural material. The memorial states that the^ association rec-
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oj:i^nizes the nii])(>rtaiicc of this work and ei]i|)hasize(l the need of rcHable in-

formation which will help them in the design of concrete reinforced structures

and the use of cement "generally.

The association was divided into several districts, 'each presided over by a

chairman, who shall be a vice-president of the association. ^

One of the most interesting features of the convention was the display of

all sorts of machinery for the users of cement and concrete.

Fourth street, in front of the Convention Hall/ reseml)led a section of a

State Fair, as a number of concrete mixers with motors or operating engines

were stationed there. During the sessions these were in operation and were

an attraction for hundreds besides the attending delegates.

Every ^vailaWe foot of floor space within the hall, and more than 12,0(Mi

scpiare feet of the main floor of the Frei Gemeinde Hall, one block south on

Fourth street, were utilized by the many exhibitors, lirick-making machines,

mixers, carriers and every other known machine and tool used in the trade

were shown and explained, while many attractive souvenirs were given away

to visitors.

The meeting was an unqualified success. Tt has resulted in a national

organization, an incorporation, which will care for the general interests of the

trades connected with cement and concrete. It will insure future investiga-

tions, scientific and practical tests and the distribution of knowdedge of best

methods and of all improvements, and cannot but hel]) to further and

strengthen the already phenomenal growth of the industry it represents

throughout the whole country.

<f ^ <
t

Has Witlistood tke Test of Time

Nearly ten years ago, or to be exact, in the Spring of 1896, there was

erected at Willow Grove Park, one of Philadelphia's popular resorts, a

handsome fountain. The fountain was placed in a large artificial lake, upon

which pleasure boats i)ly. The fountain is an electric device, said to be

the finest in America. Iielow the fountain proper is a room containing elec-

tric lights and other apparatus, which is back of the window directly in the

center of the fountain. The ceiling of this room is made of boiler plate, and

after it was in place it was found that, on account of the haste to get the

work done in order to open on a certain day, no provision had been made to

form a basin to keep the water from running directly ofif the ])lates when it

fell from the sprays.

It was desired to construct a basin about a foot deep, over the edge of

wdiich the water could flow in a sheet. The engineer decided to use ex-

panded metal, and light iron brackets were bolted to the plates already in

position. These brackets were then covered with expanded metal, forming a

series of eight semi-circular ])alconies, which were plastered in P(^rtland

cement, a layer of the same material being spread over the iron i)lates.

The u])per i)ortion of the eight piers around the outer wall, and which

rise from the water level, was constructed in the same way, at a great saving

over the cost of cut stone, and in a very much less time. The whole job'^v^^

completed in a few days. As stated, the work was done years ago, and up to

date has been entirely satisfactory. The fountain is exposed to heat and

frost but the cement work remains intact.

frf*ij<?^^*'^
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Modern Ventilation
_/^

By F. H. BRYANT

UXTIL quite recently ventilation has been generally regarded as a luxury

rather than as an absolute necessity. The discomfort of a poorly-
— ventilated room has been realized with sufficient vividness, but the

difficulty of substituting for the debilitating atmosphere one that is pure and
invigorating has in many cases been so far beyond the power of ordinary

methods to accomplish that a crowded ai)artment and a vitiated atmosphere

have been looked u])on as insei)aral)le. lUit such an atmosphere is more
than uncomfortable and disagreeable; it is positively and undeniably injurious,

and continued ex])()sure to it is certain to lead to serious consecjuences.

The evil eft'ects of lack of ventilation are made only too evident by such

facts as that *'(leath-rates have been reduced by the introduction of efficient

\entilating systems, in children's hos])itals, from r)0 to .") per cent ; in surgical

wards of general hospitals, from 44 to PJ per cent; in arm hos])itals, from 2o

to () ])er cent."

While such fiirures show directlv traceable results of breathing iminire

air, it is not in these most serious conse(|uences alone that its evil effects

are revealed. A vitiated atmosphere lowers the vitality, increases the susce])-

tibility to and severity of disease, and decreases the ])hysical and mental work-

ing power of the individual, and, while not i)roducing sudden death, never-

theless inevilablv shortens life.

Air. Air being the prime supporter of life, health, and even life itself,

are dependent u])on the composition of cntmos])here. Although simply a me-
chanical mixture, yet certain gases of which it is composed exist in almost

unalterable ])roiK)rtions in the normal atmos])here. ( )xygen and nitrogen,

the ])rinci])al C(Mistituents,. are present in very nearly the pro])()rtion of one

part oxvgen to four parts of nitrogen. Carbonic acid gas, the result of all

coml)Ustion. either slow or ra])id, exists in the very small ])roportion of three

to four parts in ten thousand of air, while the acpieous vapor varies greatly

with the temi)erature and exposure to water. In addition there is generally

present in air in variable but exceedingly small (piantities ammonia, suli)hur-

eted hydrogen, sulphurous acid gas, floating organic and inorganic matter

and local impurities.
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Humidity. The condition of the atmosphere with relation to the amount
of vapor or water which it holds in suspension is expressed by the term
humidity. Actual Humidity relates to the actual weight of water vapor

present in a given unit volume of air, while the term Relative Humidity
expresses the relation between 'the vapor actually present in the air and that

which.it wpuld contain if saturated. Obviously the air is saturated with

moisture when it will hold no more. The actual humidity varies excessively

wnth the temperature ; it is, therefore, evident that a statement of the relative

humidity gives no indicatioii of the exact amount of vapor present unless the

moisture carrying ca])acity of the air at the given temperature.be known.
Carbonic Acid Gas. This gas is of itself only a neutral constituent of the

atmosj^here, like nitrogen, and, contrary to general impressions, its unasso-

ciated i)rcsence in moderately large (piantities—as in soda-water manufac-

tories—i.s neither disagreeable- nor particularly harmful. lUit its presence in

the air provided for respiration decreases the readiness with which the car-

bon of the blood unites with the oxygen of the air to form, in the lungs, further

amounts of carbonic acid. It is evident, therefore, that when ])resent in

sufficient quantity, it may directly bring about n'ot only serious but fatal

results. The true evil of a vitiated atmosphere lies in its other constituent

gases and in the micro-organisms which are produced in the process of

respiration. It is'known, however, that these other impurities exist ifl fixed

proportion to the amount of carbonic acid present in an atmosphere /itiated

by respiration.

IMierefore, af> the relative i)roportion of carbonic acid may be easily

determined by experiment, the fixing of a standfird limit of the amount in

which it may be allowed in ventilated rooms also limits the permissible vitia-

tion of the atmos])here by other impurities. ^

When carbonic acid is present in excess of K) i)arts to 10,000 jxirts of

air, a feeling of weariness and stuffiness, generally accom])anied by a head-

ache, will be experienced, while even with S j^arts in 10,000 parts, a room
would be considered close. For general considerations of ventilation the

limit should be placed at (J to T ])arts in 10,000, thus allowing an increase

of 2 to -^ ])arts jx^r 10,000 Over that j^resent in outdoor air, which may be

considered to contain I i)arts in 10,000 under the ordinary conditions of a

poi)ulous district.

A Long beacK Scliool House

THE school building shown in this num])er was built at Long I)each from

f)lans by Architect J. Lee lUirton, of Los Angeles. It is considered

one of the most up-to-date schqol buildings in Southern California, con-

taining fourteen class rooms on the first and see^id- floors and two Lloyd

rooms in the basement, besides a gymnasium, furnace room, boys and girls'

toilet rooms, bicycle rooms, etc.

The Lloyd rooms have Oregon ])inc floors while the other basement room
floors have concrete floors. Tlicre is a hot air heating plant, with the fan

system to heat all rooms and halls.

The halls are supplied with drinking fountains and stan(li)ipes for fire

purposes. The exterior of the building is Mission design, wnth the roof cov-

ered with cedar shingles with galvanized iron gutter.

The cost of the building w^as $;5(;,000.
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Terra Cofta and B (i-

Bricks Have Made History
By W. E. DENNISON

"T HE world s events have had no more safe deposit than that afforded by
Its brick structures. ^ To their ruins in the worn-out countries, whencecome our classics, are we indebted for an imperishable record of theancient peoples of the earth. I>>ricks have made history. A country whhoutbricks IS one whose history is unwritten, a mere mvth. The brick-makingpeop es have been those whose energies were confined to one locality anddevo ed to the betterment of the race. They have ever been the prog/essive

peoples. \one of them were ever slothful in their vouth or at maturity, and
all have been glorious even in decay.

'

Alan's highest aspirations have ever been to build structures that should
emulate the mountains of his Maker not only in grandeur, but also in endur-
ance. \\ hat a miserable creature is man in a wooden town ! What a here-to-
(lay-and-gone-to-morrow feeling possesses him!

VVho does not remember the days of wooden San Francisco and the
execrable architecture thereof, whose comfortless remnants still cumber our
streets clamoring for the oblivion of a conflagration ?

lUit, happily, we belong to one of the great historv-mal^n^ races and have
at last found time to begin the first chapter of our permanent life bv makingand laying up brick in buildings not to be excelled in any city.

'

4* *f» 4»

Fireproof Theatres
By W. I. PARRY, in Fir^prooX Magazine

npHE theatre fire lesson has been taught so often and with such severityi and vigor that it is questionable whether it does not take first place in
the curriculum of the knowledge bought with bitter experience Its

strenuosity suggests the emphatic method of the old-fashioned schoolmasterwho forcec his lessons into the heads of his pupils with the helpful aid of the
rod or birch driving home truths that went through the anatomv from end to
end and perhaps produced the memorizing effect sought for bv reflex action

Yet, notwithstanding the severe and repeated punishnient inflicted for
disregarding the most palpable causes of disaster, it seems as if all the teach-ing has fallen upon barren soil when the constant repetition of errors in con
struction and the disregarding of attempts at prevention of the fire evil are
considered.

v aic
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AftQr the many sorrowful calamities which the world has experienced,

it would seem that in huildin^^s of this character at least the insistence upon

fireproof or fire preventive characteristics would be almost the first and last

thought of the owners, the architects and particularly of the government au-

thorities. Yet comparatively few consistent efforts have been made to secure

this greatlv desired result—a result not so difficult to attaim if effort, knowl-

edge and experience combined with intelligence and some extra expense are

brought into ])lay.

in the first' place, buildings of this character should be absolutely re-

quired to have streets or wdde alleys on at least three sides, so that easy

methods of egress could be i)rovided, besides serving to prevent the com-

munication to the theatre of a fire in an adjoining .building. With this first

great advantage gained, one of the most serious |)roblems to be considered

is near a solution, and as it is from the lack of facility for the rai)id em])tying

of the living contents of the buihhng that the greatest menace to life and lind)

arises.

As to the construction itself, after this first great advantage has l)een

secured the next step toward the desired end is the complete separation ])y

thick brick and mortar walls of the stage from the auditorium, extending the

stage portion of the building and its Walls above the highest elevation of the

roof of the auditorium and the installation in the stage or proscenium open-

ing of a thoroughly tested fire curtain so arranged that its action wnll be (piick

when the emergency arises. The roof of the stage should be supplied with

skylights or openings that will be open and free should fire occur, acting as

chimnevs for this, the most dangerous portion of ^le building, where fires

most o'ften originate. The flames and smoke are^thus diverted from the

auditorium, where human life in abundance might be their easy prey. A
possible tire would thus be more easily confined to a small space, and there

would be less danger of the audience becoming panic stricken by the sukA'c

permeating the auditorium. Another novel feature which admits of freer

entrance and exit is the automatically closing and revolving seat, which gives

almost unlimited aisle space, and thus helps to remove dangerous obstacles

in cases of fire or i)anic.

The making of the stage itself fireproof, or. at least, fire-conlnning, is not

so difficult as it is likely to be considered. There are now in this country

theatres where the stage itself is built of steel beams and fireproofing. the

bridges on either side and the gridiron al)ove of steel, with fireproof roof

above all thus reducing the fire danger to a minimum, and, in some cases, it

is still further reduced by chemically-treated scenery. If all this is done,

much has been accomplished toward the attainment of our ideal.

So far as the auditorium is concerned, the use of fireproof material can

here be made particularly adaptable, notwithstanding the a])parent absence

of the straight line from its constructive features, and instead, the glorification

of Hogarth's dictum, "The curved line is the line of beauty." Several practical

examples of fireproof construction applied to auditoriums exist in this coun-

try. Among the earliest of these is the little theatre adjoining the Great

Southern Hotel in Columbus, Ohio. Here steel beams were used largely,

and one of the most notable developments was the almost total elimination of

columns for the support of galleries, there being only one at each side of the

building, situated so that they adjoined the two side aisles, these being intro-

duced merely to' reduce the span of the large box girder which supports the

entire gallary. Each gallery is carried by a single deep box girder completely

hidden from. sight. The beams supporting the gallery floors act as canti-

levers, with the girder for a fulcrum, and using the top flange or cover plate

for their sui)i)ort, with light ceiling l)eams framing into their lower flange,

making a Hush ceiling curved back of the girder and producing a better archi-

tectural eff"ect than a straight ceiling. P)y the use of this deep girder construc-

tion, all obstructions to sight and sound ordinarily offered by the columns are

removed, and the whole auditorium has an open effect that is peculiarly at-

tractive. Hie entireceiling or dome of the auditorium is carried by a steel

framework of angles curved to produce the trum])et dome effect, similar to

that of the Chicago Auditorium, with which, doubtless, so many of our

readers are familiar. This ceiling frame is pendant from the lower cords of

the steel trusses which carry the roof. 11ie ''flare-out" from the proscenium

arch, forming the opening of the trumpet, is also made of steel angle framing,

and the proscenium boxes are built up of steel beams and angles.

The parquette floor rests on beams framed to the slopes required. The

support of this floor, as can be readily appreciated, is a comparatively easy

proposition, the girders into which the beams frame being supported by col-

umns which, being in thebasement or cellar of the building, do not interfere

with any arrangement of the seating, seeing or hearing, the main things

sought for in theatre construction.

A theatre on similar lines to this, but very much larger in every way, is

the Xixon, erected in Pittsburg during the last few years. Here the first

great advantage referred to in the early part .of this article is secured. The

building is surrounded by streets or alleys, except at the rear of the stage,

with am])le means of exit,' interior stairways and exterior fire escapes for both

galleries, and, in addition to these methods of egress, there is introduced a

most novel arrangement for the easy handling of crowds. This consists of

gradual slopes or broad aisles on each side of the building, starting from the

front entrance and gradually rising from the first fl(X)r until the level of the

lower balconv or gallery is' reached. These two slopes are of ample width,

and so gradu'al and easy that a crowd should be able to escape from the first

gallary in case of fire or panic, with the danger of accident reduced to a mini-

mum. ,. 1 • 1

In addition to these two slopes, the gallery is also supplied with two

separate flights of stairs wdiich reach the back or highest part. From this

point two easv slopes run dow^n the sides to the front of the gallery, thus

making four separate avenues of exit exclusive of the exterior fire escapes

on each side of the building. The upper gallery is supplied with entirely

separate staircases with entrances and exits on the tw^o side streets or alleys,

and. in addition to these, there are the exterior fire escapes.

The stage building is separated from the auditorium by heavy brick

walls carried above the tQp level of the auditorium roof, so that the stage is,

in. a way, a building by -itself. Beams or steel framing were used for the floor

of the stage as well as for all floors, galleriei>, staircases and slopes in the

auditorium. The roof of the stage building is supplied with skylights which

are opened from the stage below, making complete draught in case of fire.

The galleries are carried by large cantilever trusses 'extending over transverse

girders acting as fulcrums, which in turn are supported by columns. These

columns, however, are reduced to a minimum and so placed that they offer

little, if anv, obstruction to the view. The seating capacity of these galleries

is large and the main lines are so arranged that nearly every seat in the house

commands a complete view of the stage. The entire eft'ect is one of open-

ness and roominess, the aisles being wide and the space between seats permit-

ting easv ingress and egress.

In this article only two existing theatre buildings have been mentioned,

and these only in a very general way as illustrations of the fact that reason-

able construction, consistent with our best knowledge, is attainable and prac-
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ticable. There are several others of comparatively recent construction which
are quite as good as, if not better than the two described, so that sufficient ob-
ject lessons have been given of how such buildings can and should be erected.
This being so, positive action should be taken in every community or state to
cornpel proper care and intelligence in design, conforming to carefully drawn
ordinances, which shall be executed by the authorities and not become simply
a written, inactive dead letter.

The final results from a serious theatre fire may be so serious and wide-
spread that they often reach the magnitude of a ])ublic calamity, like the ter-

rible Chicago holocaust, which is still green in our memorv.
Admitting that such imj^roved construction will materially increase the

cost of the building over that of the usual constructi'^Jn, surely the necessity
for a higher regard for human life more than warrants this extra cost, and,
indeed, is obligatory upon any well-organized community of our modern civ-

ilization. '

.

"^
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The Barossa Concrete Dam
The United States reclamat'on service that is engaged in the work of

reclaiming the arid wastes of the Southwest- by vast systems of irrigation
has taken up a study of the work performed along similar lines in Aus-
tralia, and there the great Ilarossa arched concrete dam is typical of much
that has been accomplished. Concerning this dam, the chief engineer en-
gaged on the work, Alexander B. MoncriefT, has submitted an illustrated

memorandum to the "Transactions" of the Association of Civil Engineers of
Cornell University.

The Barossa dam is used to impound water for the town of Gawler and
its vicinity, and the supply above what is needed for domestic uses is taken
to irrigate the land. The dam is in a gorge 3T0 feet wide at the crest eleva-
t'on. and 94 feet above the ground line at the bottom. The structure is arch-
ed in plan, the radius of the crest being 200 feet. The total length along the
crest is 472^ feet.

^

The San Francisco ol ilie Future
By MR HERBERT E. LAW

IN the September and October issues of the Architect and Engineer there
appeared excellent articles on the Burnham plan for beaufifying San
Francisco, by John F. McCaleb, secretary of the Association for the

Beautification of San Francisco, and Charles Brown, architect. Both papers
were accompanied by illustrations furnished exclusively to this magazine by
Mr. Burnham. The drawings were, in fact, the first to appear in print, after
Mr. Burnham had submitted his report to the Association. In view of the
interest shown in the rei)ort, the following article, written by Mr. Herbert E.
Law and published in the January Craftsman, is interesting in that it takes up
various phases of the plan not previously covered to any extent in the Archi-
tect and Engineer:

"Not to be outdone by her Eastern sister cities, San Francisco, too, is

entering upon a systematic plan of adornment and imj^rovement. She has
had her civic awakening; much of it due to a very active Merchants' Associa-
tion, which (luring the ten years of its existence has not only brought about
many reforms and improvements, but has also stirred up j)ublic s])irit. A sec-
ond organization that has done much good is the Association for the Advance-
ment and beautification of San Frantisco. This organization was formed in

January, B)04, with ex-Mayor James D. Phelan at its head. In the search (or

a mind capable of realizing these high ideals the Association was fortunate
enough to secure the services of Mr. Daniel H. lUirnham, builder of cities.

Ample funds were provided to i)ermit Mr. lUirnham to work unhampered.
Mr. Burnham has developed great enthusiasm over his task. He has expressed
himself to the effect that San Francisco afi^ords unprecedented op])ortunities

for accomplishing great results in city building; that it has one of th'.' noblest

sites of all the cities of the earth.

''The problem, stated in Mr. lUirnham's own words, is this: *It is proposed
to make a comprehensive j^lan of San Francisco, based upon the ])resent

streets, parks and other public places and grounds, which shall interfere as

little as possible with the rectangular street system of the city.' Such subjects

are covered as the direction and length of all the proposed streets, park-ways
and boulevards; the size and the location of proposed places, round points

and playgrounds ; the size, location and broad treatment of {proposed parks.

Plans for a Civic Center form an im])ortant part of the work. There are, more-
over, a number of practical suggestions regarding such subjects as the location

and relation to one another of the several elements of the city^adminis-
trative. industrial and residential ; the control of traffic and of the various pub-'

lie conveniences: the control of domestic and business architecture: the beauti-

fying of streets, sidewalks, etc.

L
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"before detailinj? something of these plans it will be well to point out

j)riefly the topof^raphical peculiarities of San Francisco. Unlilce many East-

ern cities, whose means of communication with the surrounding country are

evenly divided among their radial arteries, San hVancisco is situated at^ the

extremity of a peninsula formino; the northern outlet of the great Santa Clara

Valley A break in the Coast Range Mountains, a little over a mile m width,

has joined the ocean and the bay at (iolden Cate Straits. Down the western

side of the peninsula run the low hills of the Coast Range, its bas^^ lapped by

the Pacific Ocean. To the north and east, the city is b(nmded by San Fran-

cisco F.ay, which follows the i)eninsula southerly on the eastern side for

nearly fifty miles. Thus the city can, in the future, develop only to the south.

*'The other peculiarity is the hilly formation of the city and the manner m
which the streets haye'be'en cut through. San Francisco has been aptly called

the City of a.-Hundred Hills. Whatever the approach, one cannot travel far

without going up hill and down dell and down dell and up hill again. The

whole northern portion is such a succession. The approach by water either

from the north or east gives a vivid idea of this conformation. Also a too

vivid idea of the wav in which the difiiculty of locomotion was overcome l)y

the forthright Anglo-saxons who laid out the city in their impatient way.

They plowed their streets straight u]) and over and down the hills, regardless,

of contour regardless of everything exce])t to "'get there." At first view from

the bay the city looks like a checker-board, marked in every direction by

what seem to be ditches, cut at right angles. These are later seen to be

streets. One of the most difficult things will be the modification of these

rectangular streets, especially in the hilly districts. To this we will return

later.
"

. ,

"The core of the Xew San Francisco is to be the Livic Center, located at

and about the geographical centre of the city—the junction of Van Xess ave-

nue the principal boulevard, running north and south, and Market street, the

city's main artery, extending east and west. About the Civic Center, withm

a radius of a dozen scpiare blocks, will be housed the administrative and intel-

lectual life of the city, including the Post Office,. a new $-2,5<M>.(HH) building just-

comi)lete(l: the City Hall, the grounds of which will be enlarged and co-ordi-

nated with the scheme, and the Public Library. The site has already been

l)urchased—a scpiare block on \'an Xess avenue near Market street. A million

dollar "building;- will be started next year. This, with part of the money pro-

vided by the recent $1S,()0<).()()0 "bond issue. The proposed buildings for the

Civic Center are the (3pera House, the Concert Hall, the Municipal Theatre,

the Academy of Art, the Museum of Art, a Technological and Industrial

School the Museum of Xatural Hi.storv, the Academy of Music, an Exhibition

Hall and an Assembly Hall. Says Mr. lUirnham : 'These buildings, composed

in esthetic and economical relation, should face on the avenue forming the

perimeter of distribution and on the radial arteries within, and in particular,

on the public places formed by their intersection, and should have on all sides

extensive settings, contributing to public rest and recreation* and ada])te(l to

celebrations, etc' As to its architecture: 'it must be vigorous if it is to hold

its own and dominate the exaggerated sky-line of its surroundings. The cli-

mate of San Francisco admits of a bold style of architecture, for the atmos-

phere softens profiles and silhouettes. The column should be freely used as

the governing motif.'

"The acquisition of the land necessary for the Civic Center is still quite

practicable, as the property is residential and moderate in price, covered

mostly with frame buildings. The Civic Center is the hub, from which all

spokes of communication will start and converge. Mr. Rurnham suggests

that a grand vestibule to the city—the Union Railway Station—should be
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placed on the chief radial line from it. Thus located the Tnion Station ^ill

, be not more than ten minutes' ride from the city's center.^

"This chief radial line, strikinj^: south and west from tlie Civic Center, will

be the Mission I'oulevard, to meet the ])ropose(l reconstructed Camino Real,

the old Kino's Hij^hway, which traverses California north and south. As
manv more of these radial arteries are proj^osed as will be necessary for per-

fect inter-communication. They will all lead to the ^rand circular boulevard,

the ''periphervOf communication," which will enclose the circumference of

the city, a distance of thirty miles. Says Mr. Ihirnham : *To this eml)racin^

hig^hwav all streets will lead and access may be had from any one of them
to another lyin^ in a distant section by ^oin^: out to this en.c:irdlin^ boulevard

and follovvino^ it until the street souj^ht opens into it. It should be a broad,

dipiified and continuous dj-iveway. skirting the water edge and passing- com-
pletely around the city. It should wind in and out, following easy contours

and grades. At some points the Tacitic will be disclosed, at others the beau-

tiful Laguna County, \w\th its gemlike water and its boundaries of high hills.^

—like the high driveways beside the sea at Monterey and I>ar Harbor.'

''Golden Gate Park, lying on the city's western edge, conies down on the

east with its 'panhandle' to within fourteen blocks of Van Ness avenue. A
- few years ago I\Eayor Phelan started a movement for the city to purchase this

intervening space, fourteen blocks long and two wide, and to bring the park

bv means of a.panhandle extension down to the junction of Van Ness avenue

and Market street, the heart of the city. Bonds were voted, but declared in-

valid by the Supreme Court on a legal technicality. Mr. lUirnham plans great

things for the Panhandle Extension, and declares it to be of supreme im-

portance. By it Market street 'and the Civip Center will have direct communi-
cation with the city's main park. Bonds have been voted and will be used to

.connect with a boulevard the park and the Presidio (United States Military

Reservation), a beautiful and extensive tract which parallels the park on the

northern boundary of the city. Thence there already exists a fine drive east-

erly, overlooking the water, back to Van Ness avenue, completing the round

trip.

'*Of diagonal roads and streets Mr. Burnham has made ample provision,

always bearing in mind, however, that the rectangular arrangement must be

upset as little as possible. For the hilly districts he has planned a system of

contour roads at various levels, connected by inclined plane at easy grades.

In places too steep for building, he recommends that park space should be

interwoven with the houses; belvederes built, and the summits crowMied w^ith

foliage in the form of gardens or parks. Such treatment would work a verita-

ble transformation in the best residence district and the hills of the -Western

Addition overlooking the bay and ocean.

"The citv is already fairly well su])plied with squares, and more have

been provided for in the recent bond issue. Mr. P)Urnham proposes an in-

creased number to meet future requirements, well distributed so as to cover

the southern and poorer residence district. The exact sites should l)e chosen

with a view to em])hasiz:ng their importance. The treatment should i)e in

accordance with one general ideal, but individuality should nevertheless be

preserved. In addition to the ordinary city squares, there is ])roposed a park

for Telegraph Hill, a noted landmark overlooking the docks and shipping

and the entire bay. Drill grounds are proposed for the Presidio, and a great

terrace on the west, commanding an unrivaled view of the (iolden (iale.

"As to the play-grounds, an ample provision has also been made. Their

location is to be governed by density of population. They should be arranged

for men, women and children, and they must be useful at all times and at all

seasons. The scope of the play-grounds is wide; including social and athletic
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halls, swimming pools, dressing booths, etc. On the northern water front

there are ])lanne(l open bay swimming, recreation piers and yacht harbors.

Thus for the San Franciscan of the next generaticm and his children wdl be

minimized the disadvantage to bodily development that city life entads.

"Mr. Burnham's plans comi)rehen(l a treatment of the many beautiful

eminences, to enhance both their artistic possibilities and their accessibility

"Their tops are to be preserved, as much as possible, in a state of nature, and

their slopes covered with trees and planted verdure. These hdlto]) parks are

to have playgrounds for children, commanding beautiful and extensive views

of the city Mr lUirnham has the fine conception that children playing amid

such surroundings and with such an outlook will thus from their earliest years

receive an unconscious but valuable esthetic training.

"San Francisco is a citv of one street. There is no parallel in the world

where one street has so much importance as Market street, broad and straight

and nearly level, ending abruptly at Twin Peaks. But Mr. Burnham has

conceived the idea of not permitting Market street to stop there. He wil

have it skirt the hills until it reaches the top and thence descend by a broad

boulevard system, with manv beautiful sweeps, past Lake Merced, joinmg

finally the ""reat circular boulevard. The esthetic and practical advantages

of Twin Peaks have been overlooked, perhaps because this emimmce is one

of the most common sights of the city—ever present to those who thtong the

city's thoroughfare. But Mr. P.urnham has much to say of and to do with

Twin Peaks, which will become not only a public park, but a centre for great

public fetes, in which the natural beauties of the city and county would be

the chief attraction.
, . ,

.
,

"Just back of Twin Peaks is a large, natural amphitheatre, amid groves

of trees recalling by location the Stadium in the hills at Delphi. I his is

suitable for horse shows, polo matches, football, etc. Nearby will be located

' an Academv for the accommodation of men in various intellectual and artistic

Diirsuits High in the hills grouped about is a sight for an Athenaeum, which

will receive a few of the city's chief art treasures. The Athenaeum wdl con-

sist of courts, terraces and colonaded shelters.
• -

, rr

"While planning thus for the largest and most beautitul ettects, Mr.

P.urnham has not neglected the smaller and more practical details. He would

have '-rass and the bright-hued dowers which bloom so profusely in San

Francisco i)lanted to hide the ugliness of the fences. He would have small

and suitable evergreen trees planted along the curbs. He says that the

warmth mav be in.creased and the wind and dust decreased by hberal tree

l)lanting which has been hitherto generally neglected, as San branciscans do

not wi^h to cut off anv sun warmth, of which they never have too much.

"
\n Art Commission is ])roposedto have charge of all' matters pertaining

to civic art and a i)artial list of matters for their amtrol is enumerated; 1 ublic

electric and gas poles and lamps, letter and fire alarm boxes, safety stations,

street name plates, electric signs, shop fronts, bill boards, etc. He would also

vest in this commission some control (n'cr domestic architecture, with respect

to the general effect on the unitv of the block. Also the cornice height ot

buildincrs in the business districts; pavements, curbs, signs, monuments, foun-

tains etc The restricticm of heavv traffic is recommended to the care of an-

other special commission, which should also aim at measures to facilitate com-

munication and avoid congestion. Such matters as the location of hospitals

and of the almshouse, the location and arrangement of cemeteries, increased

dockage facilities, etc., are gone into.

"All this which has been sketched is a large contract for even va large city

to undertake. It would mean besides th^ doing of many new things, the more

difficult overturning and undoing of much that has been done imperfectly or
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wrongly. Mr. lUirnhani does not minimize this. He has said: 'll will take

more years than we wiJ-l live ; it will take more millions than we can guess.'

lUit San Francisco is willing—that is the point. She is conscious of a great

futureVShe is willing and ready to tax herself to meet it. Says Mr. lUirnham :

'We ffiiist not forget what San l^>ancisco has hecome in ten years—what it

is still further to hecome. The city looks toward a sure future wherein it will

l)ossess in inhahitants and money many times what it has now\ It folio w^s

that we must not found the scheme on what the city is, so much as on what it

is to be. We must remember that a meagre plan will fall short of ])erfect

achievement, while a great one will yield large results, even if it is never fully

realized. ( )ur ])urpose, therefore, is to sto]) at no line within the limits of

practicability. ( )ur sco])e must embrace the ]K)Ssibilities of development of

the next fiftV vears.' And again: it is not to be supposed that all the work

indicated can or ought to l)e carried out at once, or even in the near future. A
l)lan beautiful and comi)rehensive enough for San Francisco can only be exe-

cuted bv degrees, as the growth of the comnumity demands and as its fmancial

abilitv allows.
• >'
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Cnir Crntrr and Its I anon ^ IJtmrt.ls I) //. lUtntliam. DrsiQHfi C-.'i: '.'

Painting

A(i( )()1) painter will often get better results with a fair i)aini than a poor

workman will get with a praiseworthy one. llie nlethod ()f a])])licati()n is

a])out as important as tlw ((uahty of the paint used, for the reason that

a layer of air and water which it may hold exists upon all surfaces. Hiis layer

of air prevents close adherence of the ])aint to the surface, and it can only be

gotten rid of ])y thoroughly brushing the paint out onto the surface and into the

body of the material underneath. A distinguished liritish i)ainter and author

writes; "The less paint that is i)ut on at each operation, consistently with a

proper covering of the ground, the better will the ultimate result be. Less

])aint and more painting," he imi)resses as a need "to (piite J><) per cent of his

painter students.'* 11ie ])ersonal equation always counts in i:)ainting as it does

in almost everything else. From experiments with an ocular micrometer in

connection with a microscope, we find that single coats of the same paint may
vary in thickness from 1-500 inch to 1-1000 inch. The variations iii thickness

from these extremes and intermediate ])oints are due to the varying pressure

of the brush under the hands of the i)ainter. Much of the poor work done

nowadays results from the quality of the tools purchased by or supplied to the

painters. We insist that a good workman to do good work must have good

tools to work with ; that is, brushes not over 3J^ inches wide and full or thick

with good, stiff bristles. For the highest class of work we prefer what they

call down East "pound brushes"—that is, round brushes with good, stiff

okatka bristles in them, not less than six inches long. With one of these i)rop-

erly bridled, a ])ainter can do more and better work in a day than it is j^ossible

for him to do with the ordinary Hat brush that is usually furnished him, and

which costs little less. The good workman will ahvays ])ay special attention

to the coating of edges, and th(^se ])arts of a structure where water and dirt

will lodge, and to the filling in of all crevices, beads and mouldings to ])revent

the incursion of water. These hidden parts are often the vital ones in bridges

or in buildings of steel-cage construction, and they are those which should

have the most vigilant and constant attention.

The durability of ])aint will be affected by the number of coats applied

— e. g.. two coats of i)aint will wear better than one: three coats of paint

will wear better than two and four coats of ])aint will wear better than three.

The theory ui)on which we design coatings, both for wood and for metal.

is, that the ])rimer or foundation coat should be considered as structural ma-

terial whose function is both to exclude air and moisture from the material

underneath it and to form a receptive surface for subse(|uent coats. It is

further our theory that in the secpience of coats this primer or foundation coat

should drv more (piickly and harder than any one covering it. W here it is

desired to finish a structure in white, or in a light tint composed largely of

a white pigment, we ha^'e reason to irifer that it is wise to limit the number
of coatings applied to three, exclusive of the i)rimer: the reason for this

limitation being that our knowledge includes no inert ])igment which, when
used alone with linseed oil, will have sufficient hiding power to serve as a

satisfactory i)aint pigment. Hie conse(pience is that to ])roduce a good paint

in white or some light tint it is necessary to use pigment.^ like white-lead

or zinc-white that react with the oil and continuously weaken it until its

power as a binder is finally destroyed. With ])aints made from inert i)igments

Extract from a paper by Mr. liouston l.owe read before the Engineers' Society

of Western Pennsylvania.
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and linseed oil it is und(nihte<lly true that, jirovided a sufficient interval be

allowed to elapse after each coat for it to dry and harden, the greater the

nund)er of coats and the greater the total thickness of the layer, the greater

will be the degree of inipernieal)ility to air and moisture, and also the greater

the Iftegree of resistance to atmospheric influences.

Linseed oil in drying takes something from the air—viz., oxygen—and
gives off something to the air—viz., carbon-dioxide and water. Mulder de-

scribs the process beautifully and calls it "the breathing of the drying oils."

The things favorable to the drying of oil paints are light, i)ure, dry air and

moderate artificial heat. The things unfavorable to the drying of all paints

are a humid atmosj)here, darkness, noxious gases and low temperature. The
amount of time which should be allowed to elapj^e between coatings of any

given oil-paint will vary so much with the location of the structure, the kind

and condition of the surface, the (piality of the paint, the atmospheric con-

ditions when the painting is done, and for the first few days after it is done,

that it is obvious no set period of tin1e can be named. However, a painter

who is interested in his work can always determine whether one coating

is fit to receive another by noting its lustre, the time when the ])aint no longer

sticks to the dry skin of the finger, and the time when the layer .cannot be

moved under heavy pressure. lilistering, cracking and peeling of paint are

often due to the fact that under-coats were too elastic when they were painted

over. If a piece of work be painted coat upon coat of oil color before each coat

is-sufficiently dry, the movement and shifting of the under-coats in their effort

to obtain oxygen for their ])roper hardening will either rupture— i. e., crack

—the top coats or lift them u]) in the form of blisters. Pearce, in his ex-

cellent book on painting, says that four days is not too much to allow for the

pro])er .drying of oil color which will nominally dry in twenty-four hours.

The period may be shortened by additional driers ; but a good rule is to allow

all paint t<^ stand four times as long as it takes to arrive at superficial dryness.

C. ly. McCa//, Architect C-MQ
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The Architectural League of America

Announcement of a Competition for a Foreign Traveling Sckblarship.

UPON the result of this competition will be awarded a Scholarship in Ar-
chitecture, allowing the recipient $1,200, to be spent in foreign travel
under conditions outlined below : ^__

A competitor must be under the age of 35 years at the date given for the
preliminary competition.

He must have been a member of one of the architectural organizations
constituting The Architectural League of America for a period of six months
prior to the date of the first competition.

He must not be in the active practice of Architecture either alone or as a
member of a firm at the time of the competition-.^

The fact that a member has once been a practitioner, but has since relin-

quished his practice will not debar him from the competition.

PRELIMINARY COMPETITION.
February 25th, 9 A. M.—9 P. M.

The officers of each club will designate a place in their city where this
competition will be held and will also appoint a jjiember of their club to act
as an officer in charge of the competition.

Competitors will report at the designated place and to the officer in

charge, at the time mentioned, and each will come provided with materials
and instruments necessary to prepare sketches of a problem in design the
subject of which will be given them upon their arrival.

No competitor will be allowed to leave the premises during the twelve
hours given for the completion of his design except that he surrender finally

his drawings to the officer in charge.

Each competitor will on or before the expiration of the twelve hours hand
in his drawingvs, signed with his full name, address and name of club, and these
will be forwarded by the officer in charge to the Secretary of the Architectural
League of America. "

,

A competitor must also keep a complete set of tracings of his design for

his futtire reference.

Drawings to be in the hands of the Secretary of the Architectural League
of America on or before April 24th, IDOCJ.

The competitors in the preliminary competition will develope the design
submitted and present the drawings called for in .the ''Programme of the Com-
petition" given them at the time of the preliminary competition.

These drawings will be signed with the author's full name, address and
name of Club of which he is a- member, and must be accompanied by a sworn
affidavit that they are the unaided work of his own hand.

Each competitor will present with his final drawings an essay of not more
than 2,500 words in which he will state what he considers to be the chief func-

tion of such a scholarship as this one. What advantage he expects to gain

from "it in case he should win it, and what, if any, a^e his special predilections

toward architecture. This essay to be typewritten on manuscript paper.

The drawings submitted in this competition will be judged by three

representative architects selected from diflferent localities. The judges will

be named on the programme.
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' Tn making- out the itinerary the .committee having the competition in

charge will endeavor to consider the personality and inclinations of the winner

in as large a degree as seems to them reasonable and in the best interest of

the scholarship. •
.

In the programme of study the above will also hold true, but the winner

will be required to specially observe and report, as directed, on some subject

which will be designated relating to the improvement of cities.

The member awarded this scholarship must avail himself of its advan-

tages within six months after the award is made, and will be required to

spend not less than one year, nor more than fourteen months in foreign travel,

according to the route laid out for him.

All other necessary information will be contained in the "Programme of

the Competition."
, t. •

, xi at
- Further details are given in the following letter by President iN. Max

Dunning:
, , i

•
i

*

"It is desired to call your attention to the three scholarships above men-

tioned and to lay particular stress at this time upon the great value of the one

scholarship for 'regular standing, to be awarded to that member of I he

Architectural League of America passing the highest entrance examinations

•as hereinafter described.

''It should be made the duty of the officers of each of the clubs constitut-

ing The League to impress upon the younger members the importance of this

scholarship. In doing so it would be well, it seems to me, to either have the

matter brought up and commented upon at one of your meetings, or to ad-

vise your members of the opportunities thus offered, setting forth in your

statement the splendid advantages that this scholarship will provide for ambi-

tious young men desirous of securing an education in architecture.

'Tn presenting this matter to your members, the fact should not be lost

sight of that an opportunity to attend Harvard University means far more

than the mere architectural training a man will receive. He will enjoy an

atmosphere of culture and will have opportunities of attending lectures on

many subjects apart from these included in the curriculum of architecture.

• He will have the use of the splendid libraries and will be thrown among

those influences which make for a greater culture and a more intelligent ap-

preciation of the relation of his future work to wider interests.

"The regular entrance examinations, upon the result of which this

scholarship for "Regular Standing" will be awarded, will take place in June

and September in most of the large cities of the United States.

"Anv member desiring to compete for this scholarship should forward

his name, as a League Membet, to Professor H. Langford Warren, Depart-

ment of Architecture, Harvard University, and also write to Mr. James Lee

Love Secretarv of the Lawrence Scientific School, Cambridge, Mass., who

will forward him a catalogue and all necessary information pertaining to the

requirements for admission and examination.

"You will realize the importance of placing this information before your

members immediately, in order to secure the best results, as a good many of

the yowng men who would be anxious to avail themselves of this opportunity

will require some preparation before they will be ready to take the entrance

examinations in June or September.

"A young man winning this scholarship for regular standing may, at the

discretion of the Architectural Department of Harvard University, at the end

of his first year, be awarded one of the Special Scholarships which would give

him free tuition during the second year. At that time he will be competent

to enter any of the numerous regular scholarships provided by Harvard

University.
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New Art in Decorative Work
*

By C. WALTER TOZER

THE general prosperous condition of the people in general throughout the
whole country is leading them to devote their attention and money to the
subject of interior decoration. The demand for the better grade of goods

is greater than ever before, and this encouragement has compelled the manu-
facturers of Mecorati\;e g(X)ds to put forlh every ert'(jrt to produce the best.
To-day sees some wonderfully beautiful paper-hangings and wall-coverings
being placed on the market. The past few years have brought some radical
changes in the decoration of homes.

A generation ago a highly colored and richly patterned wall paper was
considered all sufficivnt, and the harmony and fitness of color and design were
often of secondary consideration. *

Then came the "tinting and painting" i)eriod, where the exasperating red
hall and green dining room, oc else the green hall and red dining room, were
found in every instance. If the walls were not tinted then the plain ingrain
papers were used instead. In either case there was little or no opportunity
for originality and variety.

Our desire for individuality has been recognized and is being carefully
fostered.

The trend at the present time is away from the brilliant colors to the
soft, rich tones ; away from the set geometrical figures to those with beautiful
flowing lines; away from the hard outlines to those softened by the use of
two or more tones of the same color, and above all, from the small, hard and
fixed repeat to one made as imperceptible as possible by manv devices.
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The methods at our command are now varied for making our p^ioms pe-

cuHar to ourselves. We have the opportunity of dividing up our v^'alls in dif-

ferent ways ; the wainscot, the side-wall and the frieze ;
or we have the lower

two-thirds divided by a plate-rail from the upper third, or the lower third

cut off by the chair rail from the upper two-thirds. The wainscot also ofteri

divides it in halves. Another arrangement very popular is the panel decora-

tion This effect is produced in a great many harmonious combinations, and

w can combine them to suit ourselves and our rooms, having no fear that

our neighbors, confronted with different conditions, will happen to strike the

same combination. ^
, •

i . . <u
* •4-u

There are many interesting designs for the two-thirds treatment, either

in art nouveau trees or vines, the long lines forming panels, their blossoms and

foliage a crown frieze, or naturally growing flowers, their blossoms forming

a crown for a wall of leaves. There is one of these efTects with the poppy as

the motif Long stems, covered with the natural leaf growth, running up four

or five feet above a wainscot. The large, bold poppy blossoms forming a

•crown frieze, and back and above these a faint suggestion of landscape and

skv •
' '

Quite different from these ultra-naturalistic papers and much pleasanter

to live with for more than a brief interval of time, are the conventionalized

papers those embodving the theory that plant forms in their natural state are

not adapted to the oVnamentation of flat surfaces ; that the colors must all be

laid on in flat tones, without the slightest effort at relief. Different rooms

naturally recpiire designs based upon dit-

ferent princi])les. Conventionalized draw-

ings are best suited to libraries, dining

rooms and halls. They come in either

two or three tones of the same color or

in two or three different tones of two or

possibly three contrasting colors. The
two-toned papers are desirable anywhere

and in any proportion ; a whole wall, a half

or a third.

Where the colors, however, are con-

trasting an entire wall is very often too

much. In which case they should be con-

fined to an upper third or frieze treat-

ment. In all cases the use of a design

based upon a very large motif must be

conditional upon the size of the room.

The subject of friezes has becoiHier a

very fascinating one. There are now so

many beautiful friezes upon the mar-

ket. The landscape frieze, with trees

sharply outlined against the sky; then

the soft toned landscapes and marines,

and not the least the many charming

nursery friezes. One of the beautiful

landscape friezes is ^The Survey."

It represents a bit of English scenery

with tall, slim ostrich trees in the fore-

ground. The whole of the picture is

sharply defined with the predominating

tones in olive green. A group of the

\

I

ff-.-

, -!«*.
I

Tfir ''Ebh Tide" Frieze C-341

A Panel Treatment Ca40

trees run about every four feet with low shrubbery at their bases. These are

suggested by broad washes of dull olive. The trunks of the trees are also

washed in the same shade of olive. The foliage at the tops are washed in burnt

orange blended from the olive. There are glimpses of hills and close-cropped

shrubbery in the background, in tones of olive, nile and burnt orange fading

away into tones of gray-purple. The sky is beautifully clouded in wash blends

of pale purplish orange and cream. This frieze could be used to admirable

advantage in any large reception hall, dining-room or living-room, where the

color scheme was carried out in the same tones, or even in a large bedroom
where the ceiling was very high and the wall space broad.

Another very effective frieze is a marine view called the "Ebb Tide." In

the luminous tones of sea and sky and the wavering reflections pf the boats

lying at anchor, the water color effect is very natural, as there is ample op-

portunity for broad masses washed in light transparent tones. It is a very

restful and simi:)le design—only a few fishing boats in the foreground, some ab;

anchor and others with sails set, departing on -their missions. This frieze

comes in several colorings, three of which represent sunrise, noon and sunset.

The most effective, however, for general use is the coloring in soft yellowish

.gfeen. Here the separation of the water and sky lines is hardly perceptible.

In this particular coloring the frieze isappropriate for reception halls, dining-

rooms and libraries, or even bed rooms of good^Hmensions. In the other

colorings, however, its use should be confined to rooms that are not lived in

constantly, such as halls or dining-rooms.

A man who is a friend only to himself has but few friends.

4» ^ 4»

An undertaker never complains that he is worked to death.
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A Panel Treatment L. Tozer & Son Co. C-343
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Ainons! Architects
Information contained in this publication is gathered from the most reliable

sources accessible, but to make it absolutely accurate the publishers urge

the co-operation of the members of the profession :: ".: ::

Architect Henry A. Schulze has been in

the East getting ideas for the proposed
enlargement of the Olympic Club's build-

ing. The structure is to be raised several

stories.

Architect A. Dodge Coplin, . formerly of.

Oakland and later opened an office in thd

James Flood building, San Francisco, has

removed to New^ York City.

Architect A. F. Rosenbaum "of Los An-
geles has been Fast on an important busi-

ness trip.

Arthur Brown, Jr., and Henry A. Schulze

have dissolved partnership, and Mr. Brown
has formed a partnership with John Bake-

well with offices at T.\\ Sutter street.

Architect William Curlett has moved his

offices further west in the Phelan build-

ing where there is more available room.
The offices of the State Board and San
Francisco Chapter, A. I. of A., have not

been changed.

The plans of C. W. Dickey of Oakland
for a $2r)(),00() family hotel to be built at

Claremont h^vve been approved. The hotel

is to be four stories high and will contain

200 rooms. Old English will be the type

of architecture.

It is likely that the new Scottish Rite

Temple to be built iu Oakland from plans

drawn by Architect C. W. Dickey will be

of reinforced concrete. This will be the

first building of any pretentions to be built

of reinforced concrete in Northern Cali-

fornia.

A commission has been appointed to re-

vise the city ordinances in Los Angeles
affecting reinforced concrete construction.

..The commission is composed of Charles F.

Whittlesey, chairman; W. S. Osborne,
Joseph Simons and C. J. Kubach.

The Southern California Chapter of the

American Institute of Architects held its

regular monthly meeting January 9th in

the Cafe Bristol. Besides the regular busi-

ness, the following were elected to member-
ship: Thornton Fitzhugh and N. St. Clair

to be regular members, and P. A. Eisen a

junior member. A committee consisting

of John P. Krempel, Octavius Morgan and

John Parkinson was appointed to consider

the feasibility of acquiring property to

build a home for the Chapter.

Attention is called to the classes being
conducted under the auspices of the San
Francisco Architectural Club. There are

three classes as follows: Pen and Ink Ren-
dering. Beaux Arts and Structural Steel, in-

structed respectively by Mr. A. O. Johnson,
Mr. Charles Peter Weeks and Mr. Charles

F. Archer. Each course is so arranged that

new students may join at any time. The
S. F. A. C. have not spared expense or

trouble in order to make these classes a

success and of benefit to the profession.

Every draughtsman will find some benefit

resulting from his attendance. The in-

structors are practical men and are teaching

these classes the things they encounter in

the course of each day's work.

Certificates were issued at the last meet-

ing of the State Board of Architecture

to A. C. Smith, :U)7 S. Broadway, Los An-
geles, and 11. Alban Reeves. Chamber of

Commerce building, Los Angeles, they hav-

ing qualified to practice architecture in the

State by taking the examinations.
Stone & Smith, architects, in the new

James Flood building, have outgrown their

(laurters and on the- 1st of March will

move to suite 59 at^'809 Market street.

Building Reports

High school, Bakersfield, Cal. Architects,

Stone & Smith. Jas. Flood building. San
Francisco. Cost, $50,000. Owner, City of

Bakersfield. Plans of Stone & Smith.

Sealed bids will be received by the board

of supervisors of Los Angeles county until

2 p. m., February 20th. -for the complete

construction of jail in Newhall, to be built
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in accordance with plans and specifications

on lile in office (^f supervisors, l.os Angeles,
and open to inspection to bidders.

Residence, W.-4rKis Robles avenue, Pasa-
dena. Archifect^.C. W. Buchanan, 99 E.

Colorado street, Pasadena. Owner, John
Jlaynes. l^uilding will be two-story, ten
rooms. Frame andJcobble stone. Balconies
ill front and rear. Will be finished first-

class throughout. l^^xtra line plumbing*?"

Heated with hot air furnace.

Flour inill. Architect, C. W. Buchanan,
99 1^. Colorado street, Pasadena, Cal.

Owner, J. B. Cole. Building will be of

brick, 00x100 feet, three stories and base-
ment under GO feet. Will be fitted wnth
modern llouring machinery. Power not
definitely decided; will be either steam or
electricity.

Residence, S. Pasadena avenue, adjoining
the residence of ex-Gov. K. Markham. Ar-
chitect, C. F. Driscoll, 26 E. Colorado street,

Pasadena." Owiiers, Mrs. M. V. Thayer,
Madison avenue, Pasadena. The building
will be frame, two stories, twelve rooms,
finished first class. Hot air furnace. Con-
tracts are now being figured.

Addition, Columbia building, Los Ange-
les. The lot is G2^ feet front by 155 feet

deep, with a two-story brick business build-

ing at 612-G18 S. Broadway. The walls are
of suftl<5ient strength to sustain the weight
of three additional stories w'hich will soon
be added to the building.

Residence, 1006 Alvarado street, Los An-
geles. Designer, Miss Lillian Tate, 414 O.
T. Johnson building, Los Angeles. Owner,
Mrs. Harris. The building is to be erected
by Abner L. Ross and will be Mission in

style, containing ten rooms; modern equip-
ment throughout.

Cottages, Walton, Cal. Designer, Miss
Lillian Tate, 414 O. T. Johnson building,

Los Angeles. Owner, A. F. Johns. Miss
Tate is preparing designs for six frame cot-
tages, one of which will be used by Mrs.
Johns for residence and will have hot air

furnace.

Residence, Los Angeles. Architect, H.
M. Patterson, 327 O. T. Johnson building,'V

Los Angeles. Owner, Eugene NefT. The
residence will be a one and one-half story
frame building.

Office building, :i43 W. Third street, Los
Angeles. Architects, Dennis & Farwell, .301

Currier building, Los Angeles. Owner W.
S. Collins, 701 O. T. Johnson building. A
five-story office building will be erected on
Third street, the material to be used for the
building not yet definitely decided. It will

be reinforced concrete or steel and brick.

School building, Berkeley. The plans for
a new $50,000 school building at Berkeley,
prepared by W. H. WharfT, have been re-

jected by the trustees and new plans will be

called for. The bids exceeded the amount
authorized by the trustees by several thou-
sand dollars.

Three-story business block, Berkeley.
Architect, A. H. Broad-, Berkeley. Owner,
J. W. Haven. Cost, $25,000. This building
is to replace the one burned on Shattuck
avenue two months ago. No contracts have
been let yet. All the debris has been cleaned
from the site and -the excavating is under
way.

Ten-story office building. Market street,

San Francisco. Architect, William Helbing,
Parrott building, San Fraiw:isco. Owner,
William Helbing. Cost, $400,000. This
building is to be class "A," fireproof, steel

and brick, for stores and offices.

County and City Hospital, San Francisco.
The board of supervisors of, San Francisco
have voted to build a new city and county
hospital, and plans for the same will be pre-
pared immediately by the city architects.

Shea & Shea.

l'>ench fiats, Burlingame. Architects,
Wright & Polk, Sail Francisco. Owner's
name withheld for present. Plans for a
number of beautiful French and Italian flats

to be built in Burlingame are being made
in the oftice of Wright & JPolk. They are
to cost from $5,000 to $10,000.

Apartments, Fifteenth and Magnolia
streets, Los Angeles. Architect, S. Tilden
Norton, L(>s Angeles. Cost, $6,500. Owner,
J. Korn. Contract just let for two frame
apartment buildings, six and seven rooms.

Apartments, 10th and Valencia streets,

Los Angeles. Architect, S. Tilden Norton,
Los Angeles. Cost, $5,000. Owner, H. Q.
Klein. Plans call for two six-room frame
apartment buildings. The contracts are
just let.

Depot, Los Angeles. Cost, $500,000. The
.\rcade depot of Los Angeles will be re-

placed by a Mission style structure for the
use of both the Salt Lake and Southern Pa-
cific railroads. Work is to be begun within
the next thirty days.

Oftice building, Broadway; between Sev-
enth and I^ighth streets, Los Angeles. Ar-
chitects, Morgan & Walls, 234 N. Main
street. Lbs Angeles. Bids are now being
figured and general contract will soon be
let for the New Mark building, a brick and
steel ofBce buildingl

Morgan & Walls are also receiving bids
for the elevators, marble and general inside

work for the building for I. W. Hellman,
corner of Fourth and Main streets. C.

Leonardt is the general contractor.

Stone business block. Mountain View,
-Architects, Wolf & McKenzie, San Jose.

Owner, George Swall, Mountain View.
Cost, $7,000. Building will be two stories,

sandstone front, thr^e stores and offices;

galvanized iron cornice; iron frame. Plans
and specifications ready.

Alterations and addition to State Capi-

tol, Sacramento. Architects, Sutton &
Weeks, San Francisco. Engineers, Breite

& Archer. Bids for the erection of the

building are being received. The contracts

are to be let in seven sections. The total

cost of the improvements is estimated at

$350,000. About 300 tons of iron and steel

are to be used.

Remodeling Hughes Hotel, Fresno, Cal.

Architects, McDougall Bros. Cost, $20,000.

Work to consist of new dining rooms, oftice,

palm court, grill, and remodeling entire sec-

ond floor.

Residence, Fresno, Cal. Architect, E.

Matheson. Cost, about $10,000. Plans are

being made for a two-story, ten-room,

classic style residence, to' be built of con-

crete blocks. ^Ir. F. Osborn, owner.

School house, Red BlufY. Architects,

Stone & Smith, Jas. Flood building, San
Francisco. Cost, $27,000. Bids are now
being taken for two-story and basement
brick and stone building to contain ten

rooms.

Bank building, Haywards. Architect, D.

Franklin Oliver, 909 Jas. Flood building,

San Francisco. Plans are being prepared in

Mr. Oliver's oftice for a substantial three-story

bank building to be erected by the bank at

Haywards.

Postoffice building. Mountain View. Ar-

chitects, Wolf & McKenzie, San Jose. Cost,

$9,000. Owners, Rogers & Rogers, of

Mountain View. Building is to be of brick

with plaster. Mission style, two stories, one

store and postoffice; offices on second floor.

No contracts let yet.

Business building Grant avenue and Post

street, San Francisco. Architect, Hern^an

Barth, Montgomery street, San Francisco.

Owner, I. Magnin & Co. Cost, $100,000.

This building will be of sandstone and will

be for the exclusive use of the owner. It

will be six stories high. The size of the

lot is 60x102 feet.

Freight sheds, San Francisco. Owner,
Santa Fe railroad. Orders have been given

brick building. Date of opening* bids not

known.
Residence, Fresno, Cal., corner of F and

Amador streets. Architect, E. Matheson.
Cost, $6,500. Owner, Dr. Davidson.
Bank, Lindsey, Tulare Co., Cal. Archi-

tects, McDougal Bros., Fresno, Cal. Cost,

$15,000. Contractor, C. J. Lindgren. No-'
tice of building withheld till let. Plans call

for a two-story brick building with base-

ment. Second story to be used for offices.
'' Building to have latest improved fixtures.

Residence, Visalia. Architect, E. Mathe-
*son. Owner, L. Lawrence. Cost, $4,000.

The plans call for a two-&tory frame build-

ing.

Bank building, Sunnyvale. Architects,

Wolf & McKenzie, San Jose. Cost, $6,000.

Owners, Bank of Sunnyvale, W. E. Cross-

man, president. Plans have been finished

and estimates are being taken on a two-

story building to be either of cement blocks,

brick or Mission style.

Residences, Bowdish and Haste streets.

Herkelev. Architect, C W. Cook, Oakland.

Cost, $4,500 each. Owner, J. A. Marshall,

Berkeley. Plans are being made for six

modern houses of ten rooms each; three

will be Mission style, plastered exterior and

tile roofs. Mission oak furniture; others will

be English half timber, oak beam finish in-

terior.

Theater, Ellis street, San Francisco. Ar-

chitects, O'Brien & Werner. Cost, $75,000.

Owner, Marion Leventritt, San Francisco.

Reference to this building was made in

these reports several weeks ago. A number
of architects presented plans, and those of

O'Brien & Werner have just been accepted

and bids will be taken at once. The front

will be of sandstone and granite, the balance

of steel and brick and absolutely fireproof.

The building will cover a lot 72x1371/^ feet.

High school, Willets, Cal. Architects,

Stone & Smith, Jas. Flood Building, San

Francisco. Cost, $30,000. Bids are now be-

ing taken for this building.

The Architects' Directory and Specifica-

tion Index for 1905-1906 is at hand. The
to begin at once the erection of wharfs^ t)ook contains a complete list of the archi

freight sheds and tracks on Kentucky street.
'' -^•.-

^
^

There will be two immense freight sheds,

each 1,200 feet long. Kentucky street will

also be paved by the railroad company.

School. Piedmont avenue, Berkeley. Ar-

chitect, F. D. Voorhees, 1111 James Flood

building, San Francisco. Cost, $3,500. The
building will be of brick and two stories,

six rooms.
Grammar school, Selnia, Cal. Architects,

McDougall Bros., Fresno, Cal. Cost, $20.-

000. The plans now being completed call

for two-story brick building containing six

rooms and an assembly hall.

Business block, Kingsbury, Cal. Archi-

tect, E. Matheson. Owner. J. W. Curie.

Cost, $4,000. Plans will call for two-story

tects of the United States and Canada, clas-

sified by states and towns, indicating those

who are members of the American Insti-

tute of Architects; also the names of the

officers and locations of the different archi-

tectural a.ssociations in the United States.

The book has been prepared with the

greatest care to secure accuracy both in

names and locations. It also contains a

complete list of the landscape and naval

architects of the United States and Canada,
indicating who are members of the Ameri-
can Society of Landscape Ar-chitect§; also,

the Society of Naval Architects and Engi-
neers. Published annually. Seventh edi-

tion. New York: William T. Comstock.
One 8vo. vol.; red cloth, stamped in white.

Price. $2 net.
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EDITORIAL

'J1ic local increasing demands of the
business world for reinforced concrete

struct ures be-
REINFORCED CONCRETE speaks a health-
ON THE PACIFIC COAST, ful condition of

this material in

the West. 'Jlie Pacific Coast during
the past season has seen commenced,
and in some cases carried to comple-
tion, some of the larj^est concrete
structures in existence in the United
States.

The facility of reinforced concrete
for su])i)lying immediate demands, cou-
pled with the economy nearly always
obtained, commends its merits to the
careful consideration of architects and
engineers. To the investor one of its

attractive features is the abilitv to
place a structure in an earning condi-
tion on this Coast in much less time
than can be done with other materials
heretofore used.

Architects and engineers are rapidlv
becoming aware that there is a strong
public feeling tending to\vard the
building of i)ermanent structures.

They are learning that the professional
man who can convince his clients he
is able to give them such a structure
usually finds little or no trouble in se-

curing the required amount for the
small additional first cost that may ex-

ist between it and the more perishable

tyi)es. A proper presentation to the
owner of actual costs, together with
maintenance expenses that must accrue
on less durable materials usually show
the reinforced concrete to possess the

greater economy.
The universal public expressions of

confidence in the durability and
strength of a completed concrete struc-

ture that always occur are most grati-

fying to the designer and tend to con-
vince him that it is soon to become an
inevitable po])ular demand.
The many smaller public demands

that can be supplied in concrete will

enable its merits to become so thor-

oughly understood that it will receiv^e

hearty support in quarters that have
hitherto had but a meager knowledge
of construction in other materials.
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The attempt to improve the condi-

tions of the working classes in many of

the larger; cities of

HOUSES FOR THE the country is strik-

WORKINQ CLASSES, ingly illustrated m
the model homes

which are being erected in New York

City through the munificence of Henry

Phipps, who recently donated a million

dollars for the purpose.

The plans for the first of the series

•of model tenements, which are consid-

ered far ahead of any previously con-

structed, have been prepared ]^y Gros-

venor Atterbury, an architect 6f some

distinction, and call for three units, all

being identical in style and architect-

ure. The buildings will have a com-

bined frontage of 180 feet and a depth

•of 98 feet 9 inches, while the height

will be six stories and basen>ent.
*

The total cost of the three houses

which are first to be erected will be

$225,000, and it is intended to have

them completed and ready for occu-

pancy as early in the present year as

possible. The design embodies many

novel innovations from an intellectual

as well as a sociological standpoint. In

connection with the former it may be

stated that none of the apartments

will open directly on the street, but the

* entrances to the tenements will be

through two large archways, each of

which will measure 32 feet in length,

these leading into two interior court-

yards arranged with plants and play-

ing fountains.

The construction of the buildmgs is

to be fireproof throughout, the materi-

als comprising concrete, brick and

steel. The apartments will be supi)lied

with steam heat, hot and cold water,

a gas range, washtub, sink and toilet

or a shower or tub bath. In the base-

ment of "each of the buildings will be

the lx)ilers and heating appliances,

hygienic laundry and drying rooms,

storage rooms, children's playrooms,' a

kindergarten and a garbage incinerat-

ing plant, the purpose of the latter be-

ing to consume all the refuse fromjhe

different apartments as quickly as it

can be carried to the furnace below.

The front portion of the roof will be

equipped as a roof garden, where two

permanent pavilions for shade an^l pro-

tection will be erected, while the rear

portion of the roof will be devoted to

the drying yards. The number of

rooms alloted to each-^family will run

from two and three to four and five

apiece. Perhaps the most striking in-

novation in connection with these new

model tenements will be the conspicu-

ous absence of the janitor, who will be

superseded by an intelligent and sym-

pathetic matron selected by the trus-

tees, and while practically taking the

place of a janitor her duties will differ

materially in that she will attend to

all the affairs that may be called to her

attention, as well as look after the san-

itary condition of the buildings. The

number of rentable rooms in the en-

tire structure will be 20T, arranged in

70 apartments, of which 25 are two-

room suites, with toilet and shower

bath; 27 are three-room suites, simi-

larly eciuipped ; 14 are four-room suites,

with bathrooms containing toilets and

tubs, and 4 are five-room suites, with

bathrooms.

The San Francisco Architectural

Club is the latest offspring of that na-

tional family of ar-

THE ARCHITECTURAL chitectural c 1 u b s

LEAGUE OF AMERICA, known as the Ar-

chitectural League

of America. This is the kind of news

we are always glad to record, for it

means that our local draughtsmen are

making a strenuous effort toward im-

l)rovement. It is to be hoped that

Eastern ways and methods will soon

invade our architects' workrooms.

They seem to have a knack back there

for turning out neat, accurate and com-

plete working drawings.

llie local club would ai)pear to be

on the right track. What they need

now is encouragement, and it is up to

the architects of San Francisco to fur-

nish this to them.

On another page w^ill be found two

letters from the president of the Archi-

tectural League describing the scholar-

ships in Harvard College and a travel-

ing scholarship in Europe that the

San Francisco Club members intend

to compete for this year.

>
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Vacuum Sweeping Plants for Private
Residences.

Heretofore, in>cr?^kj>f6~\horoiighly dean
carpets it was 'necessary either to have them
taken up and sent to the beaters to have
them beaten by hand, or to call in the ser-
vices of the compressed air and vacuum
cleaning wagons, which are now working
throughout the United States.

The latter method is very satisfactory.
The Sanitary Devices Manufacturing

Company of San Francisco, who manufac-
ture these carpet-cleaning wagons, have
now perfected and put on the market a
vacuum Sweeping plant for residences.
This plant has been specially designed

for economy in space and cheapness of op-
eration.

^
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By referring .to the cut it will be seen

that the motor, pump and dust tanks arc

self-contained on one base.

The cost of operation is about eight cents ^

per hour, and in one hour's time 200 yards

of carpet can be thoroughly cleaned.

Any person can operate this plant. AH
that is necessary is to turn on the electric

current to start the motor. -

An especially designed oiljng system

keeps the entire plant thoroughly lubricated

for at least six (6) months without atten-

tion. .

The wet and dry dust separating tanks

thoroughly cleanse the air. The dry tank,

by means of centrifugal motion and gravity,

separates the heavier particles of dust,

while the wet tank completes the process

by passing the air current through the ato-

mizer and a column of water, leaving the

remaining matter in liquid suspension. The
final removal of the dust is simple and sani-

tary—from the dry tank by a dumping trap-

valve, and from the wet tank by drainage

direct to the sewer.

The dimensions of this plant are: Length,

.5 feet 2 inches; width, 3 feet 4 inches, and

height, () feet 2 inches, so .that there are i^'w

basements that have not space for this ma-

chinery.
All physicians now agree that most dis-

eases are caused by germs. People should

then realize how important it is to dispose

of the dust that enters their homes and set-

tles in their carpets and draperies.

Besides being sanitary, cleaning by va-

cuum process saves carpets from wear. It

is not the travel on a carpet that causes It

to wear out, but the grinding of sand and

particles of dust into the fabric which act

the same as sandpaper would on a rough

surface.

Brooms appear to do good service, but

examine the dust and dirt they collect and

you will find that most of the dust has

been driven into the carpet, and that what

you remove consists of lint, very little dust

and broom straw.

After sweeping, dusting is necessary.

Dusting the furniture moves the dirt back

to the carpets where it remains until again

stirred up by the broom. The broom moves

the dust to your picturesi^ furniture and

hangings. The vacuum swee^^er removes it

and renders dusting unnecessary.

When sweeping by vacuum becomes uni-

versal, the percentage of sickness undoubt-

edly will decrease.

The firm of John McGuigan & Co., whose
card will be found elsewhere in this issue.

are worthy of consideration on account of

their long experience in the line of work

they do.

We find them well-known and enjoying

the confidence and patronage of many of

the leading architects and contractors.

They are a progressive concern, not con-

tent with the single thought of the suffi-

ciency of the present times, but are busy

• \
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Clever Likeness of Admiral Dewey

Worked in Marble Mosaic

F^rom Stnrlin o(

^TNRY (ifcR\ \i

Manufacturer and Contractor of

^

s.
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* * * *
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firanite

Porous Scoria Fire=Proofiflg Material

(Gervais Process)

Office and Factory

1219 HARKET STREET
Bet. 8th and 9th Sts. Phone Howard 2914

San Erancisco
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making improvements in their lines that
will be distinct advances in the part of
building construction in their particular
domain.
We suggest that you have this concern

. consider Fireprooting, Sidewalk Lights, etc.,

with you when in the market for such, and
feel that you will be pleased with them
and their work.
We learn that while they have many pr|)-'

gressive ideas 3^A are competent to make
suggestions wh»e« requested, they make a
main point in their business of adhering
strictly to the specifications for, quoting

' them, "Specihcations are made after mature
, consideration by the architect, and without
question he knows what he wants."

-'\ ^ ^ U

The San Gabriel Valley club house, draw-
ings of which by Architects Hudson and
Munsell are shown in this number, com-
mands a picturesque sitting within sight of
the historic San Gabriel mission. It is an
ideal spot for an ideal country club house
occupying as it^-4Q.es a commanding knoll
in a reservation of 55 acres. Oak trees,^

cactus stockades, placed in position by the
Indians in the early pioneer days, add to
the attractiveness of the place. The golf
links are unsurpassed anywhere in Southern
California, while the tennis courts are the
best that can be provided. A feature of the
club house is the accommodations for baths,
the Improved Climax Solar Water system
being used.

S. W. Marshall & Son of Fresno an-
nounce elsewhere in this number an excep-
tionally fine line of ornamental and fruit

trees which doubtless will interest builders
of new homes who may contemplate plant-
ing trees and shrubbery. The history of
the Mr. Marshall's business dates back to
1888, when ]\lr. S. W. Marshall, the senior
member of the firm, first launched out in

the nursery business, in Fresno. The firm
carries a very complete line of fruit and
ornamental trees, shrubs and vines, roses
and general horticultural requisites, and
visitors desiring to visit and inspect the
stock are shown every courtesy.

The firm of Breite & Archer, structural
engineers, with offices at 508 California
street, has dissolved partnership, C F.
Archer retiring. Both young men are civil

engineers of high standing on the Pacific
Coast,, and since entering the local field to-
gether have made many friends. Mr. W.
W. Breite will continue the business of the
firm, assuming all liabilities and assets.

The San Francisco Architectural Club
has elected officers for the' year 1906 as fol-
lows: President, H. G. Corwin; vice-presi-
dent, W. H. Crim, Jr.; treasurer, A. R.
Johnson; secretary, M. A. Schmedlin.

Directors—Toby Beauwald, E. B. Scott,
W. D. Sherman.

After election a general talk was indulged
in, and as a result the club-rooms have
been renovated and fitted up so that now

•'*"' M ^

PRISM A'l k: «ii \ss
S O M L A L) V A ^ ' A < . E S

ECONOMY—Sa\^^^ ci^vui^ ught and gas
bills. PROFITABLE— It increases the
renting value of property. SAFETY

—

It is a safeguard against fire. HEALTH
— It prevents vitiated air, dirt and black-
ened ceilings.

280 Stex I- 11 St., San Francisco, Cal.
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FOR ALL KINDS OF BUILDINHS
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iod"i4i au. Mam bU, Lo.^ * cics

Ex's 87 Sen 1 lui Catalogue
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MAURICE C. COUCHOT, 22 Building, San Francisco

Used in the following works in 1905:—Bekin's Bldg., Weit MLssion and 13th Sts., San Francisco; S. F. Gas &
Electric Co., Station C, San Francisco; California Gas & Electric Corp., Martin Station, San

Mateo County; Marysvil'e Public Library; Substation Bldg., for Standard
Electric Co., Redwood; Highway Bridge in Stockton.

Plans and Estimates furnished to responsible parties. Best System for Loft
Buildings, Warehouses, Etc.
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P & B BUILDING PAPER- Building paper is now used
very extensively all over the world where modern buildings
are erected. Its continued use during the past twenty-five
years has demonstrated its efficiency as an insulator and the
modern architect now considers it a necessity in construction.

Jiooklcts aud Sa)np/rs Fn r.

\\\i^. Paraf line Paint Conipanv
SATlSFACrORY
ROOr/NGS
5 t\ n Fr

-^ BU/LD/NG PAPERS ^^SPECJA _ . , > . .\ . ^
THAT INSULATE X^ THAT PROTECT

t 1 C- 1 S C O « r T'k I I f o t 1 1 I s

V Rn 11)1

B. C. VAN EMON,
Manager

FV-
Electric Motors of all

kinds. Inspection of mo-

tors and elevators. Elec-

trical repairs a specialty.

Telephone

:

MAIN 5G79

52&60NatomaSt.
Near Second, between Mission

ami Howard Streets

San Francisco, Cal.

Advertisers will be gratified to know where you saw their ad*.

Advertisers will be gratified to know where you mw their ad.
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AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER DID' GOOD
WORK.

The automatic sprinkling system in-

stalled on the Grand Opera House stage

after the Iroquois fire in Chicago prevented

what might have been a bad fire in the the-

ater early yesterday morning. Watchman
McAllister was making his rounds when

he heard a hissing sound, and on the stage

he found water trickling from the sprinkler.

On the left side of the -stage he saw a

tiny tongue of flame that became larger

every moment. He turned in an alarm.

The firemen arrived quickly, but before the

first apparatus came the fire had spread to

a pile of scenery that was banked on the

left side of the stage. This scenery was

fireproof, but it burned.

The more fire there was the better the

automatic sprinkler worked. There was a

sheet of water falling from it when the

firemen arrived. Two alarms were rung

in, for when the first firemen got to the
• theater it looked serious. The sprinkling

apparatus did such good work, however,

that the fire did not spread off the stage,

and the only thing that was really damaged

was about one-third of the scenery of "The

Prodigal Son." --New York Sun.
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C. A. WBTCOl I PAINT CO.

I SE, 5IUN
, . .,11^ PAIN

Dealers in Oils, Mixed Paints, Copper Paint, Sub-

marine Compounds, Marine Paints. Ship

Painting a Specialty.

t
I
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TELEPHONE JAMES 1411

|t;f) p^qf St.. San Francisco, Cal.

, „ » t » I t \ 1
Large Office at *

I I i< Kl .. \ I 2 IS Saasome Street

in uci^ uubiiubb I'ai I of the city. PIxtremely

low rent. Excellent light. Very desirable

for Architect or Engineer. About 1400 sq.

r....t It, r? r, Klin'; Will snbdividc.

iv li l<l i

Union Brick Bonds

-"t

Mafioninglatli.

Both Phones 64.

LOS AIMGELES. C
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IN NEW FAIRMOUNT HOTEL WAS MADE BY

KINICKMAININ & INOCEINTI
ALL WORK FINISHED WITH NATURAL POLISH.

WAINSCOTING, COLUMNS, PILASTERS, PANELS, ETC.,

IMITATION CALN S10NE
Our Pacific Coast representative is the

T. V. OALASSI /VIOHAK^ COiVlPArNY

^ Telephone, Pell Q2 46

FACTORY AND SHOW ROOM, 1121 FELL ST , - SAN FRANCISCO

HOLLOW CONCRETE BUILDING BLOCKS MADE ON A
1906 HERCULES CEMENT STONE MACHINE

J 1 1^ I I CI w LI Iwo i I etc 1 1 1 1 1

C

Es a Complete Plant in itself. It makes a
lari^er variety of designs and sizes than any
machine in the World. It makes all sizes

of stone from two inches to six feet long

No industry offers more Profil Foday
for Small or Large Capital than Cement Blocks

WE Sr: i.i f ilLM
Write for Catalogue aau latormatioa

Pacific Concrete Machinery Co.
manufacturers' agents

Cement and Concrete Machinery

202 California Street, San Francisco

Advertisers will be gratified to know where you saw their ad.
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AUTOMATIC SPRINKLKR DID GOOD
: WORK.

. The automatic sprinkling system in-

stalled on the Grand Opera House stage

after the Iroquois tire in Chicago prevented

what might have been a had lire in the the-

ater early yesterday morning. Watchman
• McAllister 'was making his rounds when

he heard a hissing sdmd. and on the stage

he found water trickling from the sprinkler.

On the left side of the stage he saw a

tiny tongue of flame that became larger

every moment. He turned in an alarm.

The firemen arrived quickly, but before the

first apparatus came the fire had spread to

a pile of scenery that was banked on the

left side of the stage. This scenery was

fireproof, but it burned.

The more fire there was the better the

automatic sprinkler^ worked. There was a

sheet of water falling from it when the

firemen arrived. Two alafms were rung

in. for when the first firemen got to the

theater it looked serious. The sprinklmg

apparatus did such good work, however,

that the fire did not spread off the stage,

and the onlv thing that was really damaged

was about one-third nf the scenery of "The

Prodigal Son." New York Sun.

C.A.WESTCOTT PUNT CO.

*

HOUSE, SIGN AND
SHIP PAINTING

Dealers in Oils, Mixed Paints, Copper Paint, Sub-

marine Compounds, Marine Paints. Ship

Paintinj; a Specialty.

TELKPHOXK JAMES 1411

150 East St., 5an Francisco, Cal.

C/^I> i * *
"~^ Large Office atrUK ^ * ' ^ 215 Saasome Street

In best bu^incsb part of the city. P:xlreinely

low rein. Excellent liKht. Very desirable

for Architect or PInRirieer. About 1400 sq.
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Blue Summit Lime

HERCULES FIBER.

Union Brick Bond

209 San Pedro Street.

Both Phones 64.
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Artificiai MarbiC and bcagiiola

IN NFW FAIRMOUNT HOTEL WAS MADE BY

KINICKMAININ & INOCEINTI
ALL WORK FINLSHED WITH NATURAL POLISH.

\VAINSCOTIN(i, COLUMNS, PILASTERS, PANELS, ETC.,

IMITATION CALN S'lONE

T. V.
Our Pacific Coast representative is the

OAUASSI iMO.*4AIO COiVlPArNY

Telephone, Rell <>2 4e>

FACTORY AND SHOW ROOM, 1121 FELL ST , - SAN FRANCISCO
I
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HOLLOW CONCRETE BUILDING BLOCKS MADE ON A
19(H) HERCULES CEMENT STONH MACHINE

Is a Complete Plant in itself. It makes a

lari^er variety of designs and sizes than any
niacliiue in the ll^orld. It makes all sizes

of stone from two inches to six feet lone

No I nd ust ry () ffe rs more Profit Today
for Small or Lar^e Capital tlian Cement Blocks

WE SELL THEM
Write for Catalogue and Information

Pacific Concrete Machinery Co.
MANIKACTIRERS' A(;E.\TS

Cement and Concrete Machinery

202 California Street, San Francisco

Advertisers will be gratified to know where you saw their ad.
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An Artist's Unique Bill.

An old church in HelRium decided to re-

paint its properties and employed an artist

to touch up a large painting. Upon pre-

senting his bill the committee ni charge re-

fused payment unless the details were

specified, whereupon he presented the items

as follows:

To correcting the Ten Command-
ments $ ri.lS

Embellishing Pontius Pilate and put-

ting new ribbon on his bonnet :5 02

Putting new tail on the rooster of St.

Peter and mending his comb 2.20

Repluming and gilding left wing of

Guardian Angel ^-^^

Washing the servant of the high priest

and putting carmine on his cheeks.

Renewing heaven, adjusting the stars

and cleaning up the moon^.^

:..o:^

14

Touching up purgatory and restoring

lost, souls

Rrightening up the flames of hell, put-

ting new tail on the devil, mending

his left hoof and doing several odd

jobs for the damned
Rebordering the robe of Herod and

adjusting his wig .:, ;

••

Taking the spots off the son of Tobias

Retouching Balaam's ass and putting

one shoe on him
Reautifyiug Adam's lost rib • • • • •

•

Putting a new stone in David's sling,

enlarging the head of Goliath and

extending Saul's leg •
•

Decorating Noah's ark. putting a head

on Shem and cutting Ham'.s^ hair. .

Mending the shirt of the prodigal sun

and cleaning his ear -"^

3.00

7.17

4.00

10.30

5.70

5.26

6.13

4.31

-1^.39

$77.00

l^ ^i

THf: SllRinVANi STEAM HOT BI.^\Nr APPAKAiUS. -

THFhi-(.' .^MiK HMI'MNG .IS .M .AN ..;h r..^A liiKuUWi MtAi.K AM. irMPEKlNG CulL FuK

iiv.i AN^ Culv SYSTEM.

For Heating and Ventilating Churches,

Theatres, Schools and Public lUiildings

. IBNSHAWBI LKL
pacific«^CoaSt Agents

FREMONT AND MISSION STREETS

^ CO,

SAN FRANCISCO
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Est. July 21, 1880 Inc. July 1,1892

A. Kendall, Pres. and Genl. Mgr.
C. G. Bird, Secy. J. A. Park, Treas.

James Tysok, Vice-Pres.

PACIFIC COAST LUMBER
AND MILL CO.

A. X PATTERSON, Mgr. Lumber Dept.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

REDWOOD NE LUMBER,
SASH AND >^-^ AND MILL-
WORK OF DESCRIPTIONS

Cor. Second and Grove Streets. Oakland, Cal

Telephone Main 88 J

ROO
During the past ten years we have covered many of the finest buildings in the city, and our

roofing work is of the very highest grade

Suitable for any kind of building—business block, warehouse, manufactory, flats or dwelling.

Better and lower cost than tin. We will be glad to tell you why.

We also do roof repairing and roof painting, in very best manner, with reasonable charges,

and a guaranty for a term of years.

1 *A
113 New >

f« » i I
, %. J I «

gomery Street - - t>an I rancisco

C^iihl* I C
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;raphite Roof Paints. House and Wagon Paints. Eureka
Sub-Marine Compound. Pacif.c Copper Paint.

Colors in Oil and J.ipan. Pure Linseed Oil Putty. California

and Eastern Glues.

ll:li-l,\

Office in/ Factory 236-238 First St. SAN F/?0 \ I

r a
1 Bell Foundry

LOUIS DE ROMK, Mgr.

Hanufacturers of Bronze Statuary, Cemetery

Work and Art Work of Every Description

Plumbers' Specialties, Flush Piper., Special Valves, Traps
Nickel Plating, Etc.

126-128 Main Street Phone nain 1271 San Francisco, Cal

Advertisers will be gratified to know where you taw their ad.
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I'he McMurtrie Concrete Mixer.

, Manufacturer of \rfifiiiril ^lonr w < » i h \\ -1 r h]iirirj

For Makint; Artificial or Concrete Slotie. FACE-TA VIF ami SlDK-TAMl' MAClllNliS, Adjust-

able to any size. HOLLOW CONCRETE FENCE POST MACHLN'E—The best and cheapest
Concrete Mixer ever offered to the Building Trades. Write for Catalogue.

Factory. 2027 East 9th St. Phone Main 4525. P.O. BOX 861, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

For Comfort and Eronomy,Try Our New

DOMLbiTC HOUSL bLl'i LVAND HEATING SYSTEM
Invented and Controlled by

COWLES & SIMPSON, 1022 K STREET, SACRAMENTO, CAL.
I leating and P.umbing Contract Work a Specialty

Architectural Scilptuke Ar:n Decoration for

Interiors and Exteriors

iVlODEUER

Plaster, Ornament and Cement Work

Phone Jessie 3926

linif and Mantt-I from
Manetta Studio

125-127 TENTH STREET San Francisco

.-
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Advertisers will be gratified to know where you saw their ad.
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Frank Malloye, Manager

Asbestos Materials

Electrical Supplies,

Steam and Hydrau-
lic Packings, Build-

ing Paper, Electric

Railwi^ Supplies,

Fire Extinguishers,
;•.•.•.-. -.Etc. •.•.-.•.•.

127 New Montj^omery St. San Francisco

t I

structural ijigiiK.

ITR

Designs, Details, Specifications and

Estimates for all classes of

Steel Construction.

CONSULTATIONS

508 Californfa St., San Francisco, Cal.

Golden Gate Lawn and
Cement C*».

Professional Laiul- i>c Gardeners

All kinds of Cement Wuik done. We lay out

Parks, Towns. Villages. Etc. Have yoiir honie

beautified by us. We have all new plans; English,

Canadian. American stvles and the best work for

the monev. We work all over the country. If. you

want good work done it will pay you to have us do it.

J. E. LLv\ii> *x C.J. DURRAQH
CONTRACTORS

2500 W. nth St., LOS ANGELES, CAL.

t

Hollow Concrete Building Blocks and Archi-

tectural Stone

CALIFORNIA »."^^ Phones837

CONCRETE
BUILDING

BLOCK
Best of Material at COMPANY

Lowest Prices

I et us *^igure Your Job

Office, 510 Doujr;as BIdg , Los Angeles. Cal.

Alpine Cement Piaster

The Perfectipn of Wall Plasters. Used

on the Pacific Coast for Seventeen Years

Manufactured by

ALPINE PLASTER CO.
525 DOUGLAS BLDG.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Wateriiouse, Price & Co., Agcots

San Francisco, Cai,.

I

ARCHITECTS SPECIFY

FI T I ; I

Improvi V *^ ^ f^^^
'

Best Tray on the Market

i f * 1 1

'

i. N. FURLONG, Manufacturer

1221 Market .Street, SAN FRANCISCO

KD. F. GETTLE C. E. S. DUNLEVY

nilM R\ ^ III ! f I f

Patent C'^unneyH ^»>1 Terra Gotta

Chimneys, riiM i nwn,., Gal-

vanized Iron i ops, htc.

Phone South 955

79 CITY HALL AVE., SAN FRANCISCO

BUILDERS' EXCHANGE, 106 Jessie St.

BUILDERS' ASSN., 318 Bush St.

WIINSOR
California Pottery & Terra Cotta Works

manufacturer and dealer in

Sewer and Chimney Pipes Flue Lining

Terra Cotta Chimney Tops
Flower Pots Bean Pots Drain Tile

Stevens' Patent Chimneys and Top»

PHONE SOUTH 19

No. 10 Larkin Street San Francisco

Advertisers will be gratified to know where you saw their ad.
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* W. W Tucker
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H O U S E

Painting
PAPER
HANGING
AND DEC-
ORATING

4 I

f I

* t

? I

f «

Natural Wood Finishing

a specialty

Office and Shop

^ 14th & Webster Sts. Oakland, Cal.

^t\ Telephone Main 716

^t^f*4^4*4*4*4*4^4*4^4*^^

""^ «= -.**%,.*-

J ^ -A : \

TENAFLY, N. J.

f

* t

' -am'

-.•_ *
0"%

TAPESTROLEA BURLAPS
CANVASES AND OTHER

DECORATIVE TEXTILES
Samples sent upon request

Department 3

Motlel No. -2. $4i(.UU. Model No. 6. $75.00

pAvjii'ik: ! \-pi;\\ i^!Ti:r co^

r*—

«

I' ire escapes on this

building built by

Mimi^lll.Ul'F

*3 I CI II u tl I tl

Works

Constructional
Architectural and
Ornamental Iron

Works.

2168 Market St.

Phone Page 104:^

SAN FRANCISCO
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A ''. i >:» K i,i fi ' liit rt -^ .s 1
tesijfner.

IHE happiest type of modern cottage home suitable

for this climate is the Bungalow. 1 have made a

very careful study of this kind of dwelling, first as

occupying owner, building to suit my own needs,

and later on as builder, studying to supply the best

that the money -could give for intending purchasers.

The style shown here is one of many, each having special

features designed to . meet particular demands as to location,

space and arrangement. Come and look them over if you are

interested in Bungalows and want the best and most up-to-date.

KAt MCKFJ
62=6^ Bacon Building =

Room 5, Nixon Bu ig =

Oakland, Cal.

Qoldfield, Nev.
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JAMES CAHILL & CO.
DEALERS IN

WALL PAPER and

WINDOW SHADES

PAINTERS AND DECORATORS

408 TWELFTH STREET
Bet. Broadway and Franklin St.

Phone Main 1113 OAKLAND, CAL.

Phone West 221 Home 6509

J. E. KLIPPERT
MFGR. OF

FINE ANTIQUE AND MISSION

FURNITURE

1270 Figueroa Street
corner pico LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Home Tel. 310 Sunset, Main 1795

E. D. MOUOI-I

HEATING AND VENTILATING

Special attention given all kinds of

Pipe Work and Repairs

637 SOUTH MAIN STREET

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

THE X-OLITH MFG. CO.
Patent Wood Stone Flooring,

Wainscoting^ and Sanitary Base

A moisture and fire-resisting pro-

I ToniD •)
^^^^ applied with an ordinary paint

ciTOMR" I
^rush, for the protection of wood,
brick and cement surfaces.

ALSO

STONE

(A STONE IN LIQUID FORM)

153 New Montgomery St., San Francisco
PuoNE Main 5840

Telephone Red 6296

H. F

^Y

c Co.

CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS
V

304 Telegraph Ave.

Oakland California

fc»Ai-/\NDED MeTai^ a.>i^ <^ (jt^KLOAinD
Bar Concrete Construction
For Short and Long Spans

EXPANDED METAL LATH
HOME INDUSTRY

Western Expanded Metal and Fire Proofing Co.

Rialto Building, 3d Floor.

New Montgomery and Mission Street*.

COMPLETE POWER, HEATING
AND VENTILATING PLANTS

Designed and Installed

HEATING AND VENTILATING
ENGINEERS

Qlobe Engineering Co., (Inc.)

115 New Montgomery St., S. P., Cal.

I IJAM STANSFIELD
BUILDER AND CONTRACTOR

I make a specialty of high grade
residential work, and am prepared to

furnish designs, plans and specifications.

Ca// and look over our sketches

before building

204 Merchantile Place

Home Thl. 1154 LOS ANGELES. CAL.

Advertisers will be gratified to know where you saw their ad.
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A CALIl OR.MA CI MIM
FOR CALIFORNIA BUILDERS—EVERY BARREL GUARANTEED

GENERAL SALES AGENTS

s

WESTERN FUEL COMPANY
318 California Street

SAN FRANCISCO - - - CALIFORNIA

Advertisers will be gratified to know where you saw their ad.
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Nephi Plaster and

s- j , I I 1 I * I ,-
? , < - 1 t .

r

Ci Buildings

-NEPHI, UTAH-

Manufacturers of all
«

kinds of

PLASTER OF PARIS
AND

WALL PLASTERS

Represented in San Francisco, Cal., by

W. E. LUCAS, 246 San Carlos Avenue

Specialist in Interior

Particular Attention Paid to Taking
Photographic Copies of Legal Docu-

ments and Other Papers.

W. 1 .

Tel. Church 1197. 19 BEAVER ST.

Write to us

for

Price List

and
Discounts

m I, ^

II \ ?

Is made of Asphalt

and Wool Felt. It is

the best prepared roof-

ing ever laid. .' * J>

206 BAT 1 r.

Pacific

Coast

Paper
Co.

SAiN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Advertisers will be gratified to know where you saw their ad.
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M srcjiNt

THE IDEAL BUILDING STONE

FIRE-RESISTANT

MODERATE IN COST

Hade at Black Diamond,
Contra Costa Co., Cal.

1

1

\)M\
oberts M^. Company

San Fra

208 CroMley building

o - Callforni* If;

Kesidciicc Work
a Specialty

I
!

'I f I. I H . n

xj^xfi^'"'^^
'\^J^2fi^^^^X^

Pli
\

i!niiauifriii<r CiMiipaiiv

OF SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA

We do artistic miUwork. Years of experience have demonstrated

the superior quality of our wo. k. We make a specialty of

office fixtures and residence woodwork. Exquisite carvings

from our mill may be found in dozens of

palatial Ca ifornia Homes.

San Francisco Office, 228 Crossley Building

^^ New Montgomery and Mission Streets

XelepHone IVIain -493

—^^^..^tuf^r^

Advertisers will be gratified to know where you saw their ad
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W. H. WORSVVICK F. Bader F. OSBURN

W'^'^^'^HiiK ^IRfll PWING Co.

-iiiiiiii-UiirlMtiiKl i

m

H b- F-it C„ L^ L„fc_S l'_

'<J?^<wf- s=

Triiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiniiiiiii m.

General Contractors for Concrete and Asphalt Work
Reinforced Concrete Constructions

Concrete Building Blocks

Forsyth Building

Tells of' C<\blbrniA and dJI the tar V^e strOne Dollar a Ve.^ t tot iaie by NewideaJer ^
^>«"r>d for Vainplc* Ctipy

ArTKSTIO PlCTURf^5 On Evti^Y Pa.ge>

.SQUTHDKN pAciViC COMPyS^WV
^An Francisco C alif <>»-r\ 1 tv

Fresno. California

For '•'• Mii,'i

flllt^ V- si! Ill: , !.

Scenic l^ine
t:;^Xc LI i "^ io 1 1^

JUST FILL iiiU BILL

Personallj Conducted to iiiw id^t

INO CHAIVae OF? CA.RS

Details—also free books of travel,

handsomely illustrated, may be had of

W. J. SHOTWELL, General Agent
DENVER & RIO GRANDE R. R.

625 MARKET ST. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Advertisers will be gratified to know where you saw their ad.
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^

^WI-^ON SPOT CORD
is warranted free from rough braiding and bad splicing. It will wear

many times longer than common cord. Carried in stock by all dealei s.

bAM>C)X CORDAGE W'OL^k,^,

C. A. MAMiWlA L, Sal«-^ \,:(-fit - - 519 n

4

>4

Warsliall k Son
u kliW 1 .1^ '- a Hi! Ml \

ciu\ \m-\ I \

i I V i

}

i'% I %

Telephone Matv iots

Postoffice Box 161 '
k I > NO, CAL.

.«><A

i-^^
%^'' fe

||A\ I H^n.)\ l:\
! f !

\irisi" DI/RAlil.,

YATES & CO
HAKERS OF

PAINTS, OILS, ETC,

38-40 5teuart St., San Francisco

Architects 4 ^
Recommei
the

IWOKli
\ ^j Underfeed

Hot-Air
Furnaces

-^
{

Pacific Coast Agents:

F. A. QILLEY & CO.

Registered Plumbers, Heating and Ventilating

Engineers and Contractors.

Phone John 31')1

521 HOWARD ST., SAN FRANCISCO

Advertisers will be gratified to know where you saw their ad.
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Reliable and experienced workmen. Superior quality

and lowest prices guaranteed. Call or write

for estimates, which will be fur-

m'shed free of charge.

Inlaid Oak, Mahogany and Maple Floor,

the Proiluct t)f Home Industry.

§22 5titter Street, San Francisco
Factory, ^. U. cor. I»th and Harrison ^ts., S. F.
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'
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25-27 I'-remont SI 'I w,
i »t;4 1 %'

K. I '*H:i

Works at Trenton. N. T.

t raiiciNCo, Cal. I

I

I
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EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL
Estimates Furnished. : : Wire i^o. £.ast i66

HETTV BROS.
126 nnnv sik' SAN .'CISCO, C \ I

I
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I

Sanitary Devices Manufacturing Co
CHICAGO NEW YORK

MANUFACTURERS
OF

VV

COMPRESSED AIR and
VACUUM SWEEPING
PLANTS and DEVICES

LOTZ PATENTS
^

SWEEPING PLANTS OF
ALL DESCRIPTIONS IN-

STALLED IN HOTELS,
APARTMENT HOUSES
AND PRIVATE RESI-

DENCES IN ALL PARTS
OF THE UNITED STATES

^:';rj/^)XxVJ^^i

WRITE FOR CATALOaUE
Main Office 308 Market St., S. F.

^4
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Inlaid Oak, Mahogany and Maple Floor,

the I'roihut of Home Industry.

INLAiU FLOOR CO.
WE ASK ARCHITECTS TO
SPECIFY OUR GOODS AND __
CONTRACTORS TO USE THEM •

Relial)le and experienced workmen. Superior quality

and lowest pricesj^uaranteed. Call or write

for estimates, whicli will be fur-

nished free vA charge.

422 Sutter Street, San Francisco
Factory, S. E. Cor. 18th and Harrison Sts., S. F.
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NATIONAL BLOWER WORKS
Factory Heating Systems

It would be impossible to give a general illustration of the usual hot blast

system as applied to factory heating as each and every building has different

requirements based on the mode of construction and uses to which it is put.

However, where there is no objection to having galvanized iron piping for

distributing the heated air it will be found that this system will give the best

results and will be the most economical in operation. It is sometimes found

advantageous to build brick flues in side walls of building and distribute the

air through registers or openings in the wall, while in other cases the main-

distributing duct is of brick, run under groui!d with galvanized iron risers for

distributing the air. We will be pleased at all times to furnish plans and esti-

mates upon request.

We Furnish Machinery of All Kinds. We Erect and Install

riachlnery. Our Specialty is Complete Plants.

OCCIDENTAL MACHINERY & ENGINEERING CO.
(INCORPORATED)

Hain Office at 401 Mission Street, San Francisco, Cal.

TKe Architect and Engineer
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Issued monflily in flie Interests of flie Architects, Structural Engineers. Contractors and flie

Allied Trades of flie Pacific Coast.
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NATIONAL BLOWER WORKS
I t ory Heating System?

It would be impossible to give a general illustration of the usual hot blast

system as applied to factory heating as each and every building has different

requirements based on the mode of construction and uses to which it is put.

However, where there is no objection to having galvanized iron piping for

distributing the heated air it will be found that this system will give the best

results and will be the most economical in operation. It is sometimes found

ar!\antageous to build brick flues in side walls of building and distribute the

ail ihrough registers or openings in the wall, while in other cases the mairr

distributing duct is of brick, run under ground with galvanized iron risers for

distributing the air. We will be pleased at all times to furnish plans and esti-

mates upon request.

We Furnish Machinery of All Kinds. We Erect and Install

ilachlnery. Our Specialty is Complete Plants.

OCCIDENTAL MACHINERY & ENfilNEERINQ CO.
(INCORPORATED)

riain Office at 401 m^^bm -I t San Francisco, Qal.
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California's Largest Reinforced Concrete

Building
CHAS. F. WHITTLESEY. Architect

THE Aiulitoriiini at Los Aii<;cles has 1)ecn under construction for about

six niontlis, and will be completed July 1st of this year. It occu])ies the

site of the old Hazard's Pavilion, facing Central Park, on the corner of

Fifth and Olive Streets.

The structure is of reinforced concrete from foundation to roof inclusive,

and is probablv, in some resj^ects. the most remarkable building ever erected

of this material.

The building measures Ki.") feet on Fifth street and K5 feet on ()live.

The portion on h'ifth Street, K).") x ().") feet, facing the park, is to be used for

an of^ce building for ])hysicians and dentists above the third story. The cen-

tral section will be nine stories high.

In the middle of the P^ifth street facade is the main entrance to tlu- Audi-

torium. This entrance is .42 feet wide and leads through the office building

to the Auditorium, with a large lobby, ticket offices, elevators, etc.

There is a stage entrance 10 feet wide at the east end of the Fifth-street

facade.

The remainder of the first story of the office building is divided into six

stores.

In the basement is a cafe and banquet hall with seats for nearly Sdii. with

commodious kitchen accommodations, below which, in the sub-basement, is

an engine and machine room of generous proj)ortions, in which will be installed

a complete lighting and ])ower ])lant.

On the second and third floors of the office building is a small clu)ral hall

with a balcr)nv. having a seating caj^acity of S0() and a comi)lete stage equip-

ment. There are also on these floors a lecture hall with balcony, having a

seating capacity of 1,000.

11ie second and third stories also contain the (piarters for the Tem|)le

r.ai)tist Church, of_ which Rev. Robert J. lUirdette is i)astor, consisting <^i

social rooms, i)arlors, Sunday-school and primary school rooms, library, pas-

tor's study, committee and trustees' rooms and a creche or nursery, where

infants can be cared for while their ])arents attend church.

Under the steep roofs of the office building there are large rooms with

high ceilings, for art studios, photographers and lodge halls.

Hie main auditorium, in which the chief interest centers, covers with its

j^age an area of 1(15 x 110 feet, and is the largest theatre west of Chicago. Its

normal seating capacity is 3,500, with provision for seating 5.000 for si)ecial

conventions, etc.

There is a broad foyer extending all around the audience room, with

twelve pairs of wide doors leading out onto Olive street and connected also

I
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California s Largest !<einforced Concrete

Biulaing

CHAS. F. WHITTLESEY. Architect

THE Aiulitoriiini at Los Angeles has been under construction for about

six months, and will be completed July 1st of this year. It occupies the

site of the old Hazard's Pavilion, facing Central Park, on the corner of

Fifth and Olive Streets.

The structure is of reinforced concrete from foundation to roof inclusive,

and is probably, in some respects, the most remarkable building ev.er erected

of this material.

The building measures 165 feet on Fifth street and 175 feet on Olive.

The portion on Fifth Street, 165x65 feet, facing the park, is to be used for

an office building for physicians and dentists above the third story. The cen-

tral section will be nine stories high.

In the middle of the Fifth street facade is the main entrance to the Audi-

torium. This entrance is 42 feet wide and leads through the office building

to the Auditorium, with a large lobby, ticket offices, elevators, etc.

There is a stage entrance 10 feet wide at the east end of the Fifth-street

facade. ^^ _ ,

The remainder of the first story of the office building is divided into six

stores.

In the basement is a cafe and banquet hall with seats for nearly 800, with

commodious kitchen accommodations, below which, in the sub-basement, is

an engine and machine room of generous proportions, in which will be installed

a complete lighting and power plant.

On the second and third floors of the office building is a small choral hall

with a balcony, having a seating capacity of 800 and a complete stage equip-

ment. There are also on these floors a lecture hall with balcony, having a

seating capacity of 1,000.

The second and third stories also contain the quarters for the Temple
Baptist Church, of which Rev. Robert J. Burdette is pastor, consisting of

social rooms, parlors, Sunday-school and primary school rooms, library, pas-

tor's study, committee and trustees' rooms and a creche or nursery, where

infants can be cared for while their parents attend church.

Under the steep roofs of the office building there arc large rooms with

high ceilings, for art studios, photographers and lodge halls.

The main auditorium, in which the chief interest centers, covers with its

stage an area of 165 x 110 feet, and is the largest theatre west of Chicago. Its

normal seating capacity is 3,500, with provision for seating 5.000 for special

conventions, etc.
.

There is a broad foyer extending all around the audience room, with

twelve pairs of wide doors leading out onto Olive street and connected also
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First Floor Plait. Amiitntiutu
rti^t-3''«er' c-a^^

with the main entrance lobby on Fifth street. The isacoustic curve of the

seatingfs in the main floor of the body of the house rises at the rear to such a

height that the seatings Cover entirely the main foyer. There is an enormous

balcony which splits up on both sides into shallow galleries in four tiers, each

of which merges into the main ])alcony without a break in the rows of seats.

This balcony is carried on great cantilevers of reinforced concrete so

that there are no columns in the floor below to obstruct the view from the

seats under the balcony. The great height of this balcony admits of two

stories of foyer for the balcony under the seats. These foyers are accessible

to the balcony through vomitoria. such as w^ere used in the ancient Coliseum

at Rome; so that it is not necessary to climb to the rear of the balcony and

then descend to the seats in the front rows.

The roof over the auditorium will be entirely of reinforced concrete, car-

ried on trusses of the same material, having a clear span of 110 feet. These

trusses are ten feet apart. The vibratory strain on the roof, due to the tones

from the immense organ, which will be installed over the proscenium arch, is

a factor which it is necessary to consider in the calculations for strength.

The unusual size of this room and its stage makes the question of

acoustics very difficult. The farthest seats are much beyond the ordinary

range of the human voice, and therefore the sound wavej^ are assisted by the

air currents of the ventilating system. The air is blown in around and over

f^
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the proscenium arch and exhausted around the side and rear walls of the

auditorium and through the floor.

The ventilating system is arranged to reverse in case of fire, so that the

smoke will be exhausted at the ceiling and the fresh air driven in at the floor

and near the exits.

The stairways and exits are so distributed that the entire house can be
emptied quickly without congestion.
The writer employed Jno. B Leonard of San Francisco as engineer, and

to him were referred the problems involved in fabricating the design of the archi-

tect in reinforced concrete, in accordance with the ])lans submitted in the com-
petitive sketches. Mr. J. G. Rae has been the engineer in charge of the work
in the field.
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Steel Construction

By W. W. BREITE. C. E.

T] IE phenomenal iiicrease in the erection of fire-proof buildings upon this

coast, and the importance of structural steel in this form of construction

requires that the processes of manufacture should be thoroughly under-

stood and investigated so that design and specification be not accidentally or

intentionafly disregarded.

In dealing with this subject it is not the writer's intention to describe the

multitude of ways by which designs are impaired by the slighting of details and
unintelligent workmanship, but to call attention to many ways, where by the

exercise of some common sense and a little precaution, the standard of manu-
facture in this vicinity can be greatly improved and made to compare favorably

with the standards of workmanship of the large steel plants east of the Rocky
Mountains.

That the develoj)ment of the steel industry has been enormous within the

last decade cannot be denied, but that this development has been retarded by the

short-sighted policy of the manufacturers in failing to carry a sufficient variety

in stock to meet the ordinary demands is a well recognized fact. As a rule the

majority of the larger structures are fabricated in the East simply because of

the inability to secure the proper material here. In cases where a structure of

any size is to be fabricated locally (said cases being far too few) it is invariably

necessary that the material must be redesigned so as to fit the odds and ends

carried in stock here.

The policy of the shops here is to bid on a structure irrespective of the fact

whether they have the material called for or not. If they secure the contract

they then go to the architect or engineer with the statement that the material speci-

fied cannot be secured under a certain long period, thereby delaying the structure,

and offer to substitute certain sizes and shapes which they have in stock. In

order to carry on the work permission is almost invariably given to make such

substitution, thereby securing in many cases a poor construction and incur-

ring to the designer numerous worries and additional work. The remedy for

this is simple. A time limit clause with a bonus or penalty rigidly enforced and
a positive insistence upon using material as specified.

The quality of material entering into construction is another matter of grave

importance. Mill tests are seldom if ever, demanded. The consequence is that

much material that would not pass muster and be rejected in eastern shops,

finds its way out upon this coast, to be eventually fabricated and palmed off as

first-class material. The writer knows of a case of a carload of steel rejected

by an eastern shop and sold out here, the quality never being questioned. Other
cases of using old material, iron in place of steel, etc. Putty, lead and paint

' will cover a multitude of imperfections but cannot add to the strength of

material.

The quality of workmanship also admits of great improvements. To a

practiced eye, a glance at the various structures now in course of construction,

is enough to convince whether the work has been fabricated locally or not. While
it is admitted that the shops here are not as well equipped to fabricate first-class

work as those centered in the great iron and steel districts, still it must be ad-

mitted that they can turn out better work than they do, but this will never be

done unless they are compelled to. In a structure under the writer's personal

supervision quite recently, the foreman, being taken to task for a piece of poor

work, replied: "Hell! We always did it that way, and nobody ever kicked

before." That it has "always been done that way" is no reason why it always

should be.

The only safeguard to insure good workmanship is by proper and conscien-

tious shop tests and inspection, the value of which is not fully appreciated until

confronted by the improved quality of workmanship secured by the same. In

one case called to the writer's attention, but ten per cent of shop rivets were

perfect, forty per cent were very poor and the remaining fifty per cent were

absolutely worthless, still as there was no inspector on this work, nothing was

said or done and the material incorporated into the structure as it was. The
owner paid for a first-class job and there was no reaso;i why he should not

have received it.

Few if any of the shops make templates of their work, the usual rule being

to lay out material and connections with a tape or rule and chalk line. The result

of this is easily seen not alone in the shop but in the erection by the reaming,

cutting and drilling necessary to make members fit.

Another evil to be remedied is the making or at least the laclrof making
proper shop details. Proper details should be made for all structures and these

details submitted to the engineer or architects to be checked and approved, so

that the design be economically and properly developed. Material injured or

lost in transit can easily be exactly duplicated if proper shop details are on file.

Weights can be accurately estimated therefrom and form a check on shipments.

Manv cases have come under the writer's notice where th^ strength of details

was less than the strength of design and vice versa. In one case the shop had

adopted a connection for each size beam irrespective of the weight of beam or

carrying capacity and all beams of that certain size whether of heavy or light

section, two feet or forty feet long, or carried one ton or twenty ton received

the same connection. Another case in the fabrication of plate girders a standard

of six-inch spacing from center to center of rivets was used throughout, and

the superintendent could not be made to realize that as the shear towards the

ends of the ijirder increased, the distance from center to center of rivets should

be less and advanced the same argument that, ''He had done it before that way
and it never fell down." It may be true that it "never fell down," but that is no

criterion that it never will and if it ever should it is not the shop who would be

blamed for improperly developed details, but the engineer for poor design.

Wliile it is true that the quantity of cast iron used is far less than steel, it

is also true that the methods and manufacture of such cast iron as is used be

also investigated. Little attention is paid to the making of pr^er patterns and

verv few cases of good workmanship can be met with. vSpecinicns of cast iron

fabricated years ago in this locality, far exceed the workmanship displayed by
work now being manufactured. The poor quality of the metal resulting from

the use of too much scrap, improper facilities for pouring causing unequal cool-

ing and many other points of manufacture admit of great improvement. The
writer has examined columns supposed to contain metal two-inches thick in the

shaft, but which in reality contained three inches on one side and less than one

inch on the other. P)low holes were frequent and in some instance there was
but one-quarter inch of metal. WHiat has been said about shop details of steel

is also applicable to cast iron, and in fact more so. All brackets and connections

should be accurately figured to sustain the loads imposed thereon and not left to

be guessed at by some irresponsible shop superintendent as is often the case.

Another subject of traditional interest is painting. Many private prepara-

tions are on the market and almost any of the leading brands are good. Oil is

also used to a great extent but the practice of using four parts oil to one part

paint when nothing but ])ure paint is specified is a practice to be condemned.
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Paint should be applied to a clean, dry. surface, free from rust or scale and well

brushed out. Good paint improperly applied is worse than poor paint skilfully

used or no ])aint at/ajl.

Many of the rnanufacturers here coiitend that they cannot compete with
Eastern prices. The/sooner the local shops realize that the question of qualit\

of material and workmanship is often a more important factor than the ((ues-

rion of j)rice, the local industry will be better patronized and the work will be
fabricated here where it unquestionably should be.

a
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(ralUrv Floor of Exhibition Room, Natut^al Sciences Buildiug, Stanford University C-362

Main Floor of Exhibition Room, Natural Srimces Building, Stanford University
Henry A. Schulze, Architect C-3<il
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Fire Proofing and Insurance^

By EDWARD T. CAIRNS

THE appointment of this Committee only three months ago was so re-

cent that there has been no time for organized research or experiment

on an extended scale, but the views of the individual members of the

Committee based on their personal experience and investigation, are com-
bined in the following report which is presented as an outline of the most
important work done on the subject up to this date, and acknowledgment
is made at the same time that the subject is very imperfectly covered and that

the members of the Committee have much to learn regarding the fireproof

qualities of cement. Indeed, there is such a scarcity of reliable data, and so

little actual experience with fires in buildings of any form of concrete con-

struction, that, at the present time, any discussion of the subject must of

necessity be largely on a theoretical basis, or, at the best, on the basis of

laboratory experiment, both of which, while valuable and necessary, must be

supported by actual field experience before the subject can be regarded as

properly covered. •

In considering the so-called fireproof qualities of cement or concrete it

will be well to fix in our minds at the outset the proper definition of the word
"Fireproof." In a technical sense there is of course no such thing as a strictly

fireproof building, that is, a building which is absolutely proof against damage
by fire; there a.re, however, many materials which are non-inflammable and
capable of resisting or retarding a fire of ordinary intensity for a sufficient

length of time to allow the extinguishment of the fire with nominal damage
to the structure. Therefore a building properly constructed of such materials

may be entitled to the nominal term fireproof though, as a matter of fact,

*the strictly correct term would be fire resistive. Whether it is practical at

this late day to make any such grammatical distinction of terms is doubtful,

so that perhaps it will be as well for us to recognize the old term ''Fireproof,"

notwithstanding its faults and the fact that in the past it has been the occa-

sion of some misunderstanding and the cause of an over confidence which has

cost many a building owner dearly.

By cement in fireproof construction of course we mean generally, the

Portland cement which forms the vital element in monolithic concrete either

plain or reinforced, or concrete block construction, and since cement is always

used in connection with the other materials making up concrete of some
sort, we may as well use the term Concrete Construction in place of Cement
Construction.

That good concrete is a fireproof material in the above defined sense is

a well established fact, as has been demonstrated in a limited way by tests

in laboratory and field. Most of the laboratory trials have been made with

small buildings ten to fifteen feet square, heated to 1700 or 1800 degrees

with wood or gas fires for two to three hours' time—a test which, while not

calculated to demonstrate the ultimate fire resistance, is thought to approxi-

mate the ordinarily severe fire which may be expected in most kinds of

buildings
;
good concrete has successfully passed these tests and the occa-

sional failure of poor material under the same trial has taught some valuable

lessons.

The field experience is more difficult to summarize. The first case in

mind is generally the great Baltimore fire in which were several small build-

*Report of Special Committee read at Cement Workers Convention Milwaukee.
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ings involving more or less concrete construction, all of which came through

the fire very well, though the conditions were somewhat favorable in that

the fire in each individual building was of short duration and no water was
played on the building while hot. The Iroquois Theatre fire in Chicago was
another case of a concrete building suffering very little damage, but in this

case also the fire was of very short duration and the test therefore very mild.

The Pacific Coast Borax Co. in Bayonne, N. J., suffered a severe fire about

four vears ago in a building all of concrete except the wooden roof. In this

case the test was very severe in th^^ upper part of the structure, and the dam-

age to the concrete very trifling, a good test with remarkably good results.

Other fires of less prominence have occurred with similar results.

Considering first reinforced concrete : In order to be fireproof in the

accepted sense the concrete itself must possess two important qualities, viz.

:

1st. it must be capable of withstanding such disintegration or breaking as

would either diminish its own strength or expose to fire the steel reinforce-

ment; and, 2d, it must effectually insulate the imbedded steel reinforcement

from the heat of a fire even when not broken down.
There are several factors affecting the first of these requirements; the

stone or other aggregate must not lose its strength, or break or fly in pieces

readily. In this particular there is doubtless some difference between the

various aggregates commonly used, though we have only a limited amount
of data bearing on this point. The National Fire Protection Association's

Committee on Cement for Building Construction conducted a series of experi-

ments a few months ago which afforded a comparison between Limestone,

Gravel which contained a considerable proportion of lime. Granite and Cin-

ders. These tests showed practically no breaking or spalling of the concrete,

but the conditions were favorable to such result in that the samples were

rather small and were so arranged in the test furnace that throughout the

tests they were free to expand in all directions and the individual stones of

the aggregates were of small size, not larger than )4"' Analysis of numerous
tests by the New York Building Dept., the British Fire Prevention Bureau,

and other sources, also fails to reveal any decisive difference in fire resistance

of various concretes due to difference in the kind of aggregates in common
use. The latest test of this which has come to our notice was made last

October by the British Fire Prevention Bureau, which included simultaneous

trial of seven small slabs of 1-2-3, concrete of different aggregates described

as Slag, Broken Brick, Coke Breeze, Furnace Clinker, Granite, Burnt Ballast

and Thames Ballast, the relative efficiency from high to low being about in

the order named. Two of these, Furnace Clinker and Thames Ballast, were
quite deficient, but the others did not differ widely and the result was similar

to that obtained in many other tests, that is, some small cracks developed

and in some cases the material was washed off by hose streams to a depth

of an inch or so, but none of the slabs broke down. It is the opinion of many
that Granite or any stone containing a relatively large percentage of water
crystals is most objectionable as it has a tendency to burst as the crystals

are decomposed, this danger being obviously greatest where the individual

stones are of a large size and the use of such stone in concrete is therefore

objectionable.

Limestone has been criticized as an aggregate on the ground that it is

calcined or reduced to powder quickly under high temperature. It is true

that it does lose its strength in this way more easily than most other stones,

but this Committee are of the opinion that the stone does not so weaken
much, if any, before the cement which binds the units together, so its weak-
ness is not really such an important matter as might at first appear. It is

probable that trap rock, a hard dense stone found in some Eastern States,

or silicious graVel, or strictly clean clinker, make the most dt*sirable aggre-

gate from the fireproof view point, tho\igh the latter being practically unob-

tainable in sufficient quantities, makes a recommendation for its general

use unwise.
The kind of sand, or its state of purity or sharpness, is thought to affect

the fireproof qualities of cuncrete only as it aft"ects the normal strength of

the material and therefore the factor of safety upon which the endurance

of the structure under fire largely depends.

It is very evident of course that the integrity of concrete under exposure

to fire, as well as under normal conditions, depends primarily on the cement

which binds the mass together and in this fact lies the most important in-

herent weakness of concrete as a fireproof material. As to the fireproof

qualities of Portland Cement itself, very little data appears to be available.

The Standard Specifications adopted by the Am. So. for testing materials,

the Am. So. of Civil Eng. and others, does not touch on the point at all, pos-

sibly for the reason that some have assumed' that cement which meets the

other requirements as to strength, soundness, etc., cannot vary much in fire

resistance, and perhaps for the reason that a very large part of the cement

for which these specifications are prepared, is used in bridges, embankments,

marine work, etc., where fire resistance is not a factor. Neither do the U. S.

Army Engineers, nor various foreign specifications cover the point, probably

for the same reasons. Cements which conform to the standards above re-

fefred to cannot vary much in the proportion of their chief constituents,

though some of the minor elements do vary considerably, and it is well known

that there is quite a wide difference between various brands as to the quan-

tity of water required for hydration and it may be these differences, especially

the latter, may have an important bearing on the fire resistance. Various

experiments now under way will doubtless settle the question within the

next year or two, but for the present we must assume that all Portland

Cements conforming to the accepted standards in other respects are of

equal fire resistance.

The statement so often rha4e that cement is necessarily fireproof be-

cause in the course of its manufacture it has been burned in a kiln hotter

than any burning building is not true any more than is the same statement

concerning hollow tile or other materials. They both appear in a building

under radically different conditions than obtain in any sort of a kiln, the

important difference in the case of the cement being that when mixed into

a concrete it is combined in a crystalline form with water which is a material

very easily affected bv heat. There is no occasion for discussing here the

intricate question of the chemistry of cement. It is sufficient to say that

the effect of heat is to dehydrate U or separate the water from the cement

and thus reduce it to a condition resembling its original powdered state^.

The temperature at which this dehydration occurs is probably about 1000°

F.—that is, the cement itself must reach that temperature, but concrete bemg

a slow conductor of heat, any considerable mass of the material cannot absorb

that amount of heat for some time after the temperature at its surface has

reached the 1000° or even a very much higher point; hence it is that in a

burning building a temperature of 1000 to 2000 degrees may be applied sud-

denly to the surface of a concrete wall or floor and the result will be an

immediate dehvdration of only a very thin film of cement at the surface and

a very slow progression of dehydration into the interior of the mass. As above

stated, this dehydrated or re-calcined material does not necessary fall away

unless struck bV a stream of water or other object, or unless the rupture

of individual stones in the concrete throws it off, and so long as it remains

in place it acts as a verv efficient insulator for the remaining good concrete
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beneath, so that the penetration of heat into the mass and its coiisequent
dehydration grows slower and slower. If by this process the cement loses

its adhesive strength, of course the concrete is ruined, and in the case of walls
or columns, its crushing strength is reduced in the proportion that the dehy-
dration of the cement has penetrated from the surface, and this is irrespective

of the kind of aggregate used. The logical conclusion of the above is that,

given a cement and aggregate of good quality, the fire resistance of a con-
crete wall or floor is entirely a question of the time of exposure and tem-
perature of the fire. ^'^

Whatever the comparative value of various aggregates or cements may
be, a far more important factor in the strength of concrete under fire as well

as under normal conditions, is the relative proportion of the materials and
the method of combining them. The necessity of a dense, fairly rich con-

crete practically free of voids such as is produced by a wet mixture well

tamped, is well known to all experienced users of the material, and the

troubles occasioned by mixtures containing too little cement, or made too dry,

or not properly tamped, are perhaps too familiar to some of us. This feature

-has a direct bearing on the fire resistance of the structure, as a dense, rich

mixture is much less liable to spalling and disintegration than a poor, porous
concrete; and if the theory is correct that the dehydration of the cement itself

or the driving olT of its water is what weakens the mass, then the richer in

cement the mixture is, and consequently the more water is contained in the

mass, the longer the cement w^ill last because a longer time will be re-

quired to drive off the large amount of water. Furthermore, its factor of

safety above the strength reqiiired for normal conditions is naturally much
greater and that has a most important bearing on the fire resistance feature

;

a structure so built that a considerable proportion of its ultimate strength

may be destroyed by fire without causing a collapse, obviously has a much
greater chance of escaping total loss than one which, though non-inflam-

able, has no great strength above that required for normal conditions, and so

would be subject to collapse on the failure of some one or two of its vital

members. The abnormal strains to which a building is subject during a

fire are always severe and often not to be determined in advance ; the falling

of heavy weights and internal stresses set up by rapid changes of tempera-

ture are severe trials to any building and the structure that contains the

greatest reserve strength above that required for ordinary demands is the

safest. This of course refers to any type of construction as well as to con-

crete, and the disregard of this principle has in many cases cost dearly in case

of fire. In the famous Baltimore conflagration the great weakness of tile and

steel construction was along this very line ; the tile was good enough for its

normal uses but was generally too thin and frail and too poorly secured in

place to withstand the mechanical strains imposed by a severe fire.

As to the second general requirement of insulating quality of concrete

for the steel reinforcement, the importance of this function of the material

is apparent when we remember that in practically all reinforced concrete

construction the steel, of whatever style or system, is designed for the vital

duty of carrying all the tensile strains of the structure and in order to do this

it must be placed as low as possible in the beam or slab ;
in fact, there is no

reason, structurally, for more than barely covering the rods. It is well known
that steel loses its strength very rapidly on exposure to fire, and steel of any

form used as a reinforcement for concrete, is no exception to the rule. Accord-

ing to "Kent" the tensile strength of steel at 670 degrees is only 75% of its

ultimate strength under normal temperature; at 725 degrees, 60% at 770

degrees, 50%; at 860 degrees, 40%; at 1025 degrees, 30%; from which it is

obvious that the reinforcement of a concrete floor beam, slab, column or

t

wall must have some very eilficient insulating material between it and an

ordinary fire if 'its strength is to be retained. It is well known that concrete

is a very slow cAjuctor of heat but there is only a little exact data on the

subject. The tests of the National Fire Protection Association Cornmittee

above referred to were chiefly for the purpose of determining that point and

showed that on an average of eleven sample rods embedded to a depth of

one inch in concrete reached a temperature of G70 degrees where their strength

is reduced 25 % in 59 minutes under average temperature of about 1500 de-

grees at the surface of the samples.

This would appear to afford ample proof that one inch of concrete cover-

ing over steel reinforcement, or about steel I-beams, is not suf^cient for re-

liable fire protection. In many large buildings, particularly of mercantile

or storage occupancy, temperatures of 1800 to 2000 degrees may prevail in

portions of the structure for much more than an hour, in which case 2 inches

or more of protection would be necessary to preserve sufficient strength in

the steel to carry its load. This would be true even if all the concrete were

certain to remain in place during a fire and with the possibility of some

of the material breaking oflf the extra thickness is doubly necessary. As to

the relative value of the various kinds of aggregate as an insulator, none of

the numerous tests referred to indicate a very wide difference, but such

variation as does appear is in favor of the cinder aggregate and most un-

favorable to the granite. Here again the superiority of a rich, dense concrete

appears, as the tests indicate that as between rich, medium and lean mixtures

the richer mixtures were appreciably slower conductors of heat than the

lean ones. • u u
The fire resistance of concrete blocks for wall construction has been

the subject of much anxious inquiry for some months past. The question is

rbeing investigated bv several interests but probably most exhaustively at the

Structural Materials' Testing Laboratory of St. Louis by your President, Mr.

Richard L. Humphrey, under the auspices of a general Advisory Board com-

posed of representatives of a large number of engineering bodies including

this Association, and government officials. The result of this and other in-

vestigations of course cannot be foretold by this Committee, and the actual

field experience with this construction thus far is too limited to afford a basis

for positive conclusions. However, we are confident that most of the fore-

going statements on the subject ot concrete in general are applicable to small

blocks of the same materials. The form in which most of these small blocks

are made, involves a certain weakness under severe temperature which, while

bv no means fatal to the fire resistance, places a limitation on that quality

which must be recognized, viz: It is subject to breakage by unequal expan-

sion under heat, the same as is hollow tile or any other similar hollow

material. Hollow blocks of concrete or tile as set in the walls o Ĵioors of a

building usually present only one surface to the direct attack o fire and the

consequence is that that side or face of the block expands readily and irre-

sistibly under the influence of the heat while the other three sides receiving

r^uch less heat do not expand nearly as rapidly, with the result that the

Sst s?de breaks away from the others. This has been demonstrated in

Sual fires and experimental tests for both concrete -d^de^ Failure rom

this cause would naturallv occur soonest in blocks having a thin shell, inas-

much as the thinner the shell of the block toward the fire, the more quickly

k will heat through and consequently expand. Therefore, if you would have

a block stand a hot fire, make the webs thick.
r ^ .^

This breaking bv unequal expansion has sometimes been referred to

as alS sting duetto pressure of steam or gases generated in the large hollow

space or cell of the block, but a very brief analysis of the conditions will
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easily disprove any such statement. In the first place, there is generally no
means of gettfng water Jnto the interior of a block and no probability of
gases from other sources being introduced therein, but if it were possible to
get gas or steam into the interior space these cells are so continuous in a wall
or floor and have so many vents to the atmosphere at the top of the wall or
through mortar joints that the accumulation of the number of pounds pres-
sure (estimated at 25 to 50 lbs.) necessary to burst an ordinary small block
would be an impossibility ilnder working conditions. In connection with
blocks, we may repeat that as in the case of monolithic concrete, good ma-
terials, plenty of cement, careful curing, and above all intelligent workman-
ship, produce the most fireproof result.

To sum up this matter of the fire resistance of concrete, we may repeat
that, while like all other building materials it has its limitations, it occupies
and will continue to occupy an increasingly important position in the field of
Fire Resistive Construction, and when intelligently used under proper con-
ditions, may be relied on to resist such fires as any ordinarv building may
be expected to experience. Such intelligent use will involve the selection
of good materials, will provide for the correct and uniform proportioning of
them, the thorough mixing by good machinery, adequate thickness of in-
sulation of steel, guarding against freezing, and in the case of blocks, proper
curing and thickness of shell; in short, all the requisites of a building safe
and strong under normal conditions with a liberal factor of safety. It may
be safely assumed that concrete which is the richest, strongest and most dur-
able under normal conditions will develop the highest fire resistance.

The relation of fire insurance to concrete construction is important to
insurance companies and builders alike. The attitude of the companies to-
ward concrete up to this time has been, like that of other interests, neces-
sarily, one of inquiry and investigation largely. They have felt that this type
of construction was in an experimental stage, acknowledged as peculiarly
subject to abuse by incompetent users, and have naturally been somewhat
cautious in indorsing it as fully as its advocates would like. They are now
recognizing, however, that the matter is rapidly approaching a settled and
known basis in the building world and tjiey are at the present time accord-
ing it more recognition in their underwriting than ever before. Insurance
companies are the most earnest advocates of improved construction and are
constantly urging the adoption of the best known methods and materials for
building. They are investigating the whole concrete subject through the
National Fire IVotection Association and other channels and there need be
no doubt that concrete construction will be given full credit in fii^e insurance
rates and classifications for all its good qualities as soon as its record is

established. In the meantime they are giving very liberal credit to so-called
fireproof buildings of concrete construction, pratically the same as are allowed
for other types as a rule. They are not, however, recognizing concrete blocks
as the equivalent of good brick for the reason that such experience as they
have had in laboratory and field does not warrant it. This is no doubt due
partly, if not chiefly, to the fact familiar to us all. that a large proportion
of the blocks made up to this time, have been of an inferior grade made
without due regard to the known requirements of a good product ; and in the
matter of insurance rates as in other respects, good material has been made
to suffer for the failings of th^- too large proportion of poor.

In closing, we cannot too strongly emphasize the fact that the position
concrete is to occupy in the art of fireproof construction will depend very
largely on the degree of intelligence and honesty of its users. It has had
something of a fight to attain its pnesent position. It is not a new proposition.
For years it has been known and for as many years has been criticised as
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being peculiarly- subject to abuse by incompetent contractors, a criticism

which we must admit is altogether too well founded, and for which some"of

its most ardent advocates are partly responsible. There will always be

more or less such criticism, but it can be largely overcome and the art main-

tained on a sound l^asis by the intelligent and persistent following of sound

engineering i)rinciples and good workmanship on the part of its advocates.

The time has not yet arrived for adopting a detailed standard for fire-

proof concrete construction, l)ut we would commend to you a few funda-

mental principles which were laid down by the National Fire Protection Asso-

ciation in their last report as essential to the best results, viz :

1st. The work should invariably be designed and its entire erection

supervised personally by engineers of skill and experience in this particular

line.
r 1 • u

2d. Concrete for fireproof construction should be composed of high

grade tested Portland Cement, clean sand, and broken stone, gravel, slag or

cinders, so proportioned that the cement will completely fill all the voids

in the sand, and the mortar thus formed will a little more than fill the void

in the aggregate.

3d. The materials should be well mixed- by machine with enough water

to make a distinctly 'Svet mixture" and should be tamped down so that no

voids are left.

4th. All steel members of whatever style should be imbedded at least

two inches in the concrete and in the case of important load carrying mem-

bers, three inches.
. . ,

, i
•

t,

5th. No cement work of any kind should be laid in cold weather with-

out being safely guarded against freezing.

^ 4* 4*

Arts and Crafts of Los An^Aes

This society is giving its first annual exhibition in co-operation with the

Ebell Club in the verv attractive building recently erected by the Fbell Club

on S. Figueroa street,' Los Angeles. The exhibition will be open on the 28th,

'>9th 30th and 31st of March. Collections of work belonging to the Colonial-

Spanish and Indian periods will occupy three of the large club rooms on the

second floor, while the whole of the first floor reception hall and rooms will be

devoted to Oriental work. The auditoi^ium will be reserved for the '^\rts and

Crafts," who will assemble a fine exhibition of the handicrafts, not only from

its members of the societv, but also from San Francisco, Santa Barbara, and

- San Diego. There will be examples of work from New York and some loans

Communication is invited and may be addressed to the secretary, W. Carl

Greenfield, 1<5()8 S. Main street, or to the president, R. Mackay Fripp, Mer-

cantile place, Los Angeles.

^ ^ 4»

Servant (delivering message)—Mr. Triplett sends his compliments to Mr.

Gazzam, with the request that he shoot his dog, which is a nuisance m the

neighborhood. ,. ^ . , , i t_-

Gazzam—Give Mr. Gazzam's compliments to Mr. Triplett, and ask him

to kindly poison his daughter or burn up her piano.
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Building and Designing the ''Skyscraper
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By EDWARD S. MAMMATT. Architect.

THE materials of construction of high office buildings may be classed

under three heads—namely, masonry construction, skeleton steel con-

struction and reinforced concrete construction. The first of these

methods, masonry construction, depending on solid walls, is practicable to a

certain limit only. As has been mentioned before, the limit is usually about

ten to twelve stories in height, for the reason that beyond that height too

much valuable space is necessarily sacrificed to walls. According to a table

prepared by Mr. F. E. Kidder, the city ordinance requirements for a 12-story

building in New York is 40 inches thickness for the first story exterior wall.

The building law of Boston requires 36 inches for the same wall; St. Louisi,

34 inches; Denver, 30 inches; while Chicago is satisfied with 28. Truly, a

great variation in the factor-of-safety.

On the basis of the New York requirements, a building 300 feet high

would require a wall 7 feet thick, which' practically puts a limit to masonry-

constructed walls for skyscrapers on a 25-foot lot. So we may dismiss this

method of construction from the skyscraper problem.

The first advance from masonry construction was the use of cast-iron

columns, which were protected with fireproof coverings. But since the possi-

bilities of steel construction became known very little use has been made

of cast iron for columns. One reason for its disuse is the difficulty of making

satisfactory tests of its strength, owing to the possibility of the shifting of

the core in casting. My own experience leads me to be cautious in th-e use

of cast-iron columns. In one instance the usual tests were made for thick-

ness of shell, no defects were apparent, but later the same column fell off

a wagon and broke in two, showing a bad flaw, thus saving my reputation.

When steel columns were first used in high buildings they were merely

to support the floor loads, as in the World Building in New York. This

building is 199 feet to the roof line, with self-sustaining brick walls, faced

with sandstone and terra-coMa, the th'ickness of the wall being 11 feet 4

inches at the bottom and 2 feet at the top. The steel columns were let mto

chases in the wall in tlie lower stories and set free above. The next step

in high building construction was the skeleton steel frame, in which all

floor and wall loads are transmitted directly to the columns and by them

to the foundations. The girders of each floor are calculated to carry the

floor load and exterior curtain-wall for that story, thus eliminating the neces-

sity of exterior wall except for protection from the weather. The thickness

of these walls varies in accordance with the ordinance of different cities, and

in all cases the walls are thicker than is necessary.

The Chicago building-law requires that the curtam-wall of a buildmg

250 feet high shall be 12 inches thick for the first 150 feet from thte top, 1(3

inches for the next 50 feet and 20 inches for the lower 50 feet. Mr. W. H.

Birkmire, the well-known authority on steel construction, recommends lighter

curtain-walls as being safe and reducing expense.
. ,

• . r

Time is saved by adopting skeleton steel construction for this class of

buildings on account of the rapidity with which they can be erected. The

Central Bank Building in New York, 75 by 150 feet, fifteen stories high and

two below the sidewalk, was entirely completed in seven months.

The most essential part of the construction of a skeleton steel frame is

•Extract from a paper read before the Contemporary Club, of Davenport, la.
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the actual support of column. Other parts of the structure may be weak
without causing more than local damage, but when a column fails the entire
structure is liable to fall, and hence the greatest care of architect and
engnieer must be used in calculating stresses and framing columns and their
connections.

There are various shapes of built-up colunms, each with some particu-
lar feature, all suitable for this class of construction and used at will by the
architect, the design de])ending largely on the time limit under which manu-
facturers will agree to fill orders. W^hatever structural shape is used, whether
for columns, girders, floor beams, trusses or braces, '•actual tests have proved
that the burning of the ordinary contents of a room will heat unprotected
steel to a degree that will entail disastrous results when a stream of water
is thrown on the heated metal. This fact renders it absolutely necessary
to encase steel in non-combustible material.

When we speak of a fireproof building we use the term relatively, since
th^ expense of an absolutely fireproof building is too great to admit of general
use. Buildmgs constructed so as to secure a salvage of GO to 80 per cent, are
considered fireproof. It is not necessary to discuss the various fireproof
materials, for the Baltimore fire proved cement is the best fire-resisting
material.

•

,
While concrete has been used in building for centuries, and steel framed

structures have become common, a new method of construction has come
into use by the combination of these two materials, steel and concrete, in
what is known as armored or reinformed concrete. The earliest record of
reinforced concrete mentioned bv Mr. Kidder is the invention of P A J
Alonier, a gardener of Paris, in 1867. In 1869 Francois Coignet, of

*

Paris*
secured a patent on a combination of iron and concrete. In 1875 W S Ward
constructed a building near Portchester, N. Y., in which not oniy all the
exterior and interior walls, cornices and towers were constructed of concrete
but all of the beams and roofs were exclusively made of concrete reinforced
by light iron beams and rods.

European engineers have done more with reinforced concrete than
American engineers, for the reason that our steel plants have produced struc-
tural steel of such excellence, the use of concrete has been neglected until
within the last few years. While reinforced concrete has been used for some
years for bridges and other engineering work, th'e first skyscraper to be
built of this material was the Ingalls building, of Cincinnati, Ohio, begun in
the fall of 1902 and designed by Elzner & Anderson, Architects

T u ^'c^'c
e^Pf7;ients with concrete and steel made by M. Considere, Capt.

John b. Sewcll, U. S. Engineer Corps, and others, and the exhaustive tests atU atertown Arsenal, we learn many interesting facts. One of the latest inves-
tigators, Mr. J. W. Schaub, makes the statement that if a rustv bar of iron is
inserted in concrete mortar for fifteeen to twenty days it will be found free
from rust, due to the iron giving up its oxygen to the cement. He adds : 'The
cement being anhydrous and alkaline in its reaction, will prevent the forma-
tion of rust, so that a coating of cement mortar should be, from a chemical and
])hysical standpoint, an absolute protection against rust."

While engineers are making these and other tests with manv different
assumptions and empirical formula, we are impressed with the lack of uni-
formitv in thk^ factor-of-safety. We are impressed with this lack in all struc-
tural designing. In ordinary construction, such as we have to deal with in a
city of this size, it is the writer's custom to take the average given by avail-
able authorities. This should not be necessarv and could be avoided if all
tests of strength of materials were made and formulated under government
inspection. It has been shown that steel reinforcement prevents shrinkage

C
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of the ^concrete and greatly adds to its tensile and compressive strength.

Further advantages of reinforced concrete are its cheapness of construction in

comparison with- structural steel and its fireproof quality. This last character-

istic was thoroughly tested in the late Baltimore fire. After the fire, interest

centered in a small four-story brick building, with a cast-iron front, the in-

terior of which had been remodeled shortly before the fire, the exterior walls

had been retained while the new columns, girders and floors had been con- -

structed of concrete steel. The exterior walls were found demolished, but th'e

interior walls were intact, except where injured by falling walls, proving

bevond doubt the fireproof qualities of concrete construction. Another ad-

vantage of concrete is that ornaments and other details can be moulded of it.

There are many systems of reinforced conci^\ the variation being due

to the dififerent forms of steel reinforcement. Thatxin the Ingalls Building,

mentioned above, is of cold-twisted square bars,\isedYhroughout. This sys-

tem greatly increases the tensile strength of the |)ary after twisting and in-

creases the mechanical grip of the bar on the concrete. The Ingalls Building

is 50 by 100 feet on the plan, sixteen stories high, 210 feet above and 20 feet

below 'the sidewalk to bottom of foundations. The entire structure is rein-

forced, consisting of steel bars inbedded in concrete with their ends interlaced,

making a concrete monolith. The exterior walls are faced with marble for

the first three stories, glazed gray brick for th'e next eleven and glazed white

terra-cotta for the last story and cornice. The foundations are all of rein-

forced concrete

In New York City, when it is necessary to go to great depths for founda-

tions, the pneumatic process is successfully used. In Chicago a system of gril-

lage, on piles, of I-beams and concrete, has been in use for several years. And

now' that reinforced concrete piles are available, and do not have to be cut

off at the water-line to ])revent decay, we have a fireproof, windproof and

practicallv indestructible building as the result.

In view of the possibilitv of conflagrations liable at any moment to tem-

porarilv jeopardize the business interests of every city, it is necessary that

the requirements for materials and construction of buildings in such districts

shbuld be most rigid. It should be made a criminal ofTensc to erect a build-

ing that is not fireproof in congested business centers.
"

The business interests are not the only interests to be safeguarded.

Thought should be given to the aesthetic side of a city's life and provision

made for it There should be in force in every city laws regulating the height

of buildings. European cities, backed bv centuries of art training, regulate

the height of buildings on purely aesthetic grounds
,u ,- ( ,u.

When we consider the last division of our subject, the aesthetic of the

skyscraper, we must remember that our aesthetic training is based on the

proportions of Classic architecture-the low buildings o the G^ecia"
^^^^^^^

pelago \\'e are appalled at the seeming hopelessness o reconstructing our

aesthetic ideas on 'such a gigantic vertical plane as a ^^'-^P^
-J-j^^^

It may be said that architects have had a vertical problem to deal with before,

in Thlcomc cathedral. That is true, but the conditions are entirely dissim-

ilar th'ere was a proportionate breadth at the architects disposal.

'Manv of the Ikvscrapers are on lots so narrow in comparison -^^h th^^^^^

height that little remains to deal w^ith'
^-^^V^^^^^^^ ,^^^\^^:,f^,',;; have been

an-le of the "Flatiron" or Fuller building of New York Attempts ha^e been

mrde to reduce the apparent height of these buildings by the use of repeat d

horizontal lines. The result of such treatment is seen in pronounced form in

the St Paul Building in New York. Here the designer has grouped t^vo

stories together and piled section on section in monotonous uniforrnity until

the client's monev-limit was nearly reached, when, in a sul)lime effort, thtee
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stones are grouped above a sub-cornice and his attempt is finished—a pro-
cedure, as one writer puts it, ''Quite as sensible as if a man were to thrust
his head through the crown of his hat and wear it below his head in stead of
above it."

^ ,

Various other styles of high office buildings are seen. Few are satisfactorym appearance. Their designers strive for effect by dividing the facades hori-
zontally and vertically. Pretentious detail runs riot. All our architecture
needs restraint, needs a more refined sense of proportion—a more conscien-
tious use of detail.

There are a few skyscrapers which are designed in a rational way, their
architects realizing that the problem is one of vertical design and treat it

accordingly, not even att|j||gft)ting to work out the design in any of its existing
architectural styles. The original Monadnock Building in Chicago, designed
by Mr. John W. Root, is one of the best examples of good design in sky-
scrapers. It is a building of the severest plainness. The necessary strength
of base is secured by a gentler outward curve above the first story, an effect
of batter being secured by champfering up the angles, widening as it rises
several stories in height. The superimposed stories have plain, rectangular
openings. The expanse of blank wall is broken up by shallow oriels, equally
spaced, starting above the outward curve of base, at top of second storv and
extending to the story below the frieze line.

The cornice is formed by repeating the gentle curve of the base. The
proportions of this building are so carefully studied that in spite of its austeritv
it is one of the most pleasing and satisfactory of skyscrapers. The pleasing
effect of the building could have been heightened by using a lighter colored
material, the dark-colored brick and terra-cotta being almost too somber for
such a massive structure.

Among other skyscrapers of successful design there are but two T shall
mention as being exceptionally satisfactory. One is the Schiller Building, of
Chicago, designed bv Mr. Louis H. Sullivan, and the other is the preliminary
sketch for the Times Building, New York, bv Mr. Cyrus L. W. Eidlitz. This
sketch is Gothic and of unusual charm. Unfortunately, the design was modi-
fied in construction.

While we have a few individual examples of fine design the problem of
effective treatment of the skyscraper is one still open to solution.

4» 4» 4»

American Society of Civil Engineers

TTIM American Societv of Civil Engineers assembled in annual convention in

New York on January IT, 1900.

The Board of Directors submitted an interesting report, showing that

there are now 1? honorary members, 2 corresponding members, 1,952 members,
1,021 associate members, i:U associates, 39(1 juniors and 25 fellows, a total of
3,539, or a net increase of 330 during the last year. Local associations of mem-
bers of the Society have been organized in Kansas City, Memphis and San Fran-
cisco. The report also alludes to the extension of the Society house, which has
been accomplished by the purchase of an adjacent lot and building thereon, a
three-story addition. The effect of this addition is to make an enlargement of
50 per cent in all the working rooms of the building. The comfort to members
provided by this extension was amply shown by the method in which the larg-
est attendance at an annual meeting was successfullv handled.

J
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Considerable time was taken up in the discussion of proposed amerHdments

wideniniT the scope of membership and by some change m the description ot re-

ciuired qualifications, and the matter was closed by being referred to a com-

mittee of five corporate members, one associate member and one junior member

to be appointed by the president, with instructions to report at the next annual

''''"''The'' convention was marked by the largest attendance ever presetit at any

of the conventions in New York, and the receipt on the fii^t day, and the smoker

on the evening of the secOnd day fully taxed the increased capacity of the build-

ing Admirable arrangements were in force for the seatmg of all present during

the collation hours, the members being able to enjoy the spread in comfort.

The boat excursion through the Brooklyn Navy Yard and the l>ush term-

inal Company's plant started in rain and fog on a most discouraging morning,

much to the sorrow of some of the less courageous ones who backed out owing

to the bad weather. Those who stayed by the boat had a most enjoyable trip and

returned amid brilliant sunlight.
. , .^ ,. xxr .

Frederic P. Stearns, the well-known engineer of the Metropolitan Water

Board of Boston, was elected President for the year: Onward Bates and Bernard

R Green were elected Vice-Presidents; Joseph M. Knapp was elected Treas-

urer, and Wm. B. Storey, Jr., James M. Johnson, Wynkoop Kiersted, Emil

Swensson, T. Waldo Smith and George Gibbs were elected directors.

Drlnil of First Church of Ch, i.^i, Scientisf, Oafclafid ffr„ry A. Srhu/zr. Archilcrt C-366
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/J. US. GRANT, JR., son of the distinguished general, is to build an im

mense hotel in San Diego that will be unique in that the material to

be used will be reinforced concrete. The hotel will be 200 x 200 feet

and will occupy the site of the old Horton House. Harrison Albright is the

architect.

Above ground the building will be in the form of the letter E, and in

the six stories which comprise this part there will be 400 bedrooms and 200

bathrooms, each bedroom having access to adjoining bedroom and bathroom,

and each bedroom containing clothes closet, lavatory, radiator and long-dis-

tance telephone.

The basement will extend to street curb, and will contain rooms for me-
chanical equipment, consisting of the following plants : Heating, lighting, re-

frigerator and laundry. It will also contain rathskellar, billiard rooms for both

ladies and gentlemen, barber shop and "fifteen commodious well-lighted

sample rooms f()r*the use of commercial men.
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First I'loor Plan, L'. S. Grant Hotfil, San Diego, Cal. c-aey

The central portion of the first floor will be occupied by a lobby (d'o x 1?2
feet, the rear portion of which will be subdivided into office, private office,

telegraph and telephone rooms, news and cigar stand, checkroom, public

lavatory, writing rooms, etc. To the left of the lobby will be the dining-room,

66x100 feet, kitchen, 56x72 feet; steward's office, storerooms, refrigerator

rooms, etc. To the rear of the lobby will be the bakery and dining-rooms for

officers and servants. To the right of the lobby will be a cafe 30 x 90 feet,

barroom 30 x (S(S feet and seven stores, each 20 x Q>(\ feet, all of which will have
entrances from Fourth street and lobby.

The eighth floor will contain ballroom GO x Ci(S feet, adjoining which and
opening therefrom will be lounging, toilet and checkrooms for both ladies

and gentlemen.
The open space on the second floor, between the two wings, 100 x 112 feet,

will be devoted to a palm garden, the entrance being under the great arch

between the ladies' and gentlemen's parlors, both of which overlook the palm
garden, the "Arch of Welcome" at the rear of the palm garden, the Pergola in

the front of it and the fountain in the center are features that will linger long
in the minds of those who visit the hotel.

The footings, columns, girders; floors, walls, etc., will be constructed of

reinforced concrete. The exterior of the building will be faced with cream-
colored glazed terra cotta. The floors of the lobby, cafe, barroom, toilet rooms
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and bathrooms will be Mosaic tile. The floors of the billiard rooms and ball-
room and parlor will be wood Mosaic. The floors of all other rooms and
corridors will be cement, with fastenings for carpets embedded therein. The
walls of all the rooms throughout the entire building will be decorated.

There will be four high-speed passenger elevators, one freight elevator,
two sidewalk lifts, all of which will be operated by electricity.
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Second Floor Plan, V. S. Grant Hotel, San Dief^o, Cal. C-370

Concrete Resists Fire

Reinforced concrete has great fire-resisting qualities.

After the Chicago conflagration a commission investigated the compara-
tive fireproof qualities of materials in the ruins and reported in favor of the
same in the order named—concrete, brick, stone.

The conflagrations in Boston, I'altimore and Rochester swept streets of

granite blocks into ruins more quickly than if they had been of wood. Sheets
of flame spread over ranges of granite warehouses, slate flew into fragments,
iron columns, girders and beams warped and bent, while the granite blocks
cracked, tumbling the so-called fireproof piles into heaps of ruins.

Probably no better and certainly no more expensive and thorough tests

could have been devised than those in Baltimore in connection with the United
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States Fidelity and Guaranty Company's building- and the International Trust

Company's building, both' of which were built entirely of reinforced concrete

under the, Hennebique system.

; In connection with the International ^frust Company's building, the Urst

floor, supported by concrete columns, and the mezzanine floor, extendinc^ only

in the rear, also supported by concrete columns, sustained perfectly tiie fall

of the Adams Express Company's building which adjoined it. The Adams Ex-

press Company's building was six stories high, and the fire having gutted it,

the side walls fell on the large skylight of the International Trust Company's
building, crushing it and reaching the concrete floors with a tremendous force,

but without injuring them. These floors so protected the vaults that their

contents were removed undamaged, and tests of the floors showed that they

had not been weakened by the fire or by the fall of the adjoining building.
• The buildings referred to were in the center of the region of the most in-

tense heat in which granite, stone, brick and tile were entirely destroyed.

They were absolutely fireproof against the fire and are today the best exam-

ples of truly fireproof structures.

.\infh I'loor I'lan ainf Roof\ I'. S. Gtaiit H,>tei, San Diego, Cal. C-371

Reinfot cfd Conrtrte Hridge, Rcmi Lily, .\>7'. John B. I.eonani. Fjigineer C-372

Tlie Reno Ren ?
' Concrete Bridge

By W. P. DAY

WITH the development in the west of reinforced concrete as a structural

material has come its application to the arched bridge, and its adapt-

ability to this type of structure is becoming a recognized fact. With

its use in this connection comes durability, strength and a general pleasing

appearance to the eve', and this latter condition, especially in city bridges of

the type with which' this article intends to treat, is one which must be striven

for bv the successful bridge designer.

While it is true that the first cost of a reinforced, concrete arch is a little

greater than that of a steel bridge for similar conditions, a proper treatment

of maintenance expenses for, and a determination of the life of, a steel bridge,

is convincing evidence of the superiority of masonry construction over that

of steel.

W^ith these facts before them the Reno board having in charge the con-

templated bridge, called for competitive designs for a structure to span the

Truckee river, on Virginia street, in the city of Reno, Nev. After considerable

deliberation the board accepted the design of Mr. Jno. B. Leonard, a consulting

endneer of San Francisco, and with whom the writer had the good fortune
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to be associated. The contract for the construction of Mr. Leonard's design

was awarded to Cotton Bros. & Co., contractors, of Oakland, Cal., and they

have but recently completed the work.
The bridge, as it stands, is composed of two spans of 61 feet 6 inches in

the clear; the center pier is 9 feet wide at the top and 10 feet at the bottom,

resting directly on large boulders packed with gravel. The distance, center

to center of railings, is 80 feet, divided into 12-foot sidewalks, one on each side,

and a roadway of 5() feet. The sidewalks are supported by transverse walls

which, in turn, are supported by the rib itself. The outward thrust of the

earth is taken by light spandrel walls reinforced with }i, ^, and j/2-inch

corrugated bars j^laced horizontally, and ^-inch vertical bars, spaced 2 feet,

the latter of which serve to distribute the stresses upon the former. The span-

drels are held in place by reinforcing each of the walls supporting the side-

walks with three %-inch bars placed diagonally; the transverse walls then

.have two functions—they support the sidewalk slab and act as buttresses

connecting the spandrel walls to the arched rib. The arch rings have a clear

rise of 11 feet, the concrete being 2 feet thick at the crown and 3 feet 6 inches

at the haunches, lioth the extrados and intrados are five centered, the rib

bending in abruptly at the springs. The designer was confronted with the

problem of making as large a waterway as possible, and this condition made^:

necessary the choice of a rib approaching the ellipse in shape.

The reinforcement of ,the arch proper consists of 1-inch bars spaced G

inches near the extrados at the springes, and %-inch bars spaced (j inches near

the extrados at the crown. Near the intrados at the springs 1^-inch bars are

spaced inches and %-inch bars are spaced 6 inches near the intrados at the

crown. These bars are interlaced with ^-inch bars at intervals of 2 feet, both

at the extrados and intrados, and, as in the spandrel walls, the J/2-inch bars

serve to distribute the stresses upon the main reinforcement.

The sidewalk slab is 3J^ inches in thickness and is reinforced with 16

gauge expanded metal. The slab is carried by sidewalk beams resting upon

the buttress walls and reinforced with five %-inch bars and five %-inch bars

respectively. The sidewalk beam nearest the roadway is finished with a

6x4:X}i angle to form a curb, the latter being anchored to the masonry by
^-inch bolts bent into the beams and countersunk in the angle.

The contractor was permitted to use his own devices for supporting the

forms, it being specified only that the maximum fiber stress in bending be

1,400 pounds per square inch; for bearing, 300 pounds per square inch; and

for shear, 100 pounds per square inch.

The concrete for the diflferent i)ortions of the structure was prepared in

the following ratios

:

For the portions of the foundation below the reinforcement members,
500 pounds of cement to 11 cubic feet of sand to 26 cubic feet of stone ; for the

arch spandrels and wing walls in the ratio of 680 pounds of cement to 14 cubic

feet of sand and 21 cubic feet of broken rock. This latter proportion was
used also in the railings and sidewalks, but the maximum dimension of broken

rock for the concrete for these parts was limited to 1 inch. In placing the con-

crete for the abutments, it was considered good construction to use large

boulders, which were easily obtained close by. Golden Gate cement was used

throughout the entire work.
Drainage was provided for by three sets of 4-inch pipes—three to the

set,—extending from the spandrel fill to the inside of the rib.

The Reno bridge is a monolithic structure and contains 2,200 cubic yards

of concrete and 115 tons of steel. The reinforcement throughout consists of

corrugated bars with an elastic limit of 50,000 pounds per square inch. The
architectural features are fullv shown in the illustrations. While manv

bridges of this type have been built in Europe and in the east, the west has

been slow to recognize their adaptability. The successful construction of the

Reno bridge, however, seemed to point out the economy of the more durable

structures, and it was followed in quick succession by three reinforced con-

crete bridges in California, one of which, the Pollasky bridge, was described in

a previous issue of this journal.
^ *l» *j»

Indian ArcKitecture

IN AN article in the Manchester Guardian under this heading, "F. M. S.,"

Professor Simpson says

:

"In Indian architecture the buildings of some races are all hntelled,

whilst others are arched and domed. 'An arch never sleeps,' says the Hindu

proverb, and the Hindu, therefore, doubts its stability and leaves it severely

' alone. He spans his openings by beams—by a single one \i the space be narrow,

by many if it be of considerable width. In the later case the beams are placed

one on top of another, and each in turn projects in front of the next below, like

a bracket. He does not object to the shape of the arch, or at all events he did

not in the past. On the contrary, he used the form frequently when building

in stone. I'^it his arch is not a true arch. He laid his stones, as he laid his beams,

horizontally. Jn the north of India there are many Hindu domes, and one.would

have thought that these would have been built as the Byzantines built them, and

as we build them now. liut no: the same principle of beam on top of beam

—

in this case they cross one another, generally diagonally—is followed, until the

opening at the top is sufficiently small to be closed by a single piece of stone.

The Mahometans built cjuite differently. A 'mos(iue was not a mosque, a tomb

not a tomb, unless it had an arch in it'. For some time they were dependent on

Hindu labor, and their arches, although of Saracenic form, are built in Hindu

fashion. Hut about the middle of the fifteenth century they learned to build more

correctlv, and many of their subsequent arched openings are amongst the largest

and finest in existence. Moreover, they built domes which can hold tlicir ow;i

with anv in Euroj)e. The dome over the tomb of Mahmud at P.ijapur is 135

feet in diameter, practicallv the same width as the dome of Florence Cathedral.

But the Florentine dome and the wall below it are the same in plan, octagonal,

whereas the Indian dome is a circular one placed above a sciuare. The difficul-

ties of construction were thus increased enormously, and the manner in which

they were overcome in both beautiful and ingenious."

Another View of Reinforced Com rete Hridj^e. Reno Citw .\ei'. John H. l,eonard. Engineer €-373 /
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Steel for Reinforcements

By A. L. JOHNSON. M. Am. Soc. C. E.. St. Louis. Mo.

THE history of the origin of reinforced concrete has been pubHshed so often
that the speaker will not enter into this part of the subject further than
to say that he thinks too little credit has been given to Thaddeus Hyatt,

an .American, for the work he did in the year 1870 and 187T in England. He
made numerous tests of reinforced concrete beams at Kirbddy's laboratory,
reinforced with bars of different patterns and arrangements, developing at this

early date the advantages of stirrups, of having them connected to the bar, of
bending bars up at the ends for shearing provision in short beams, ical bond,
though his investigations here did not enable him to learn the criteria for differ-

entiating the efficient from the non-efficient. '

Up to the time of Hyatt very little work in reinforced concrete had been
done abroad, other than in tanks, vases, pots, etc., in which the section was en-
tirely in tension, and in which, therefore, there was little tendency for diiferent

movement on the part of the metal and the concrete, such as occurs in reinforced
concrete beams. Neither had there been anything of consequence in the United
States, about the only instance now known being a building constructed entirely
of reinforced concrete by Ward in ISTT), in the State of New York.

Ransomc made some experiments in San Erancisco on n^nforced concrete
beams, and on Se])tember Ki, ISSl, received a United States patent on a floor

construction of concrete reinforced with s(|uare bars twisted, claiming as advan-
tages over ])lain material an increase in tensile strength and a more secure bond.
Later, he ap]:)lied for and secured a i)atent on a triangular twisted bar, the con-
tention for ])atentability being that tliis bar would not s])lit the concrete ribs in

which the bar was enbedded, owing to the deeper cupping that would be obtained
in the triangular type. Mr. Ransome's theory of the splitting action noticed is

explained in the patent as follows

:

Assuming a Tee beam, or ribbed floor construction, ni which the rib is rein-
forced with a steel bar, when the floor is loaded, the bar being bent up at the
ends, it is as if the ril) were held u]) by the bar, or sitting on the bar. If the floor
is loaded to, say, 400 ])()un(ls ])er s(|uare foot, and the rR^s are, say, :5 feet apart,
then there is a vertical load of l,v?(M) ])ounds on top of the rib for each foot of
length. Hence, the rib acts as a cohnnn, being supported on the bar at the bottom.
As the bar is narrow, there is a tendency for the concrete to flow each side of the
bar. or, in other words, there is a movement of the concrete above the bar, cross-
wise of same. In a plain bar there \\o\\\i\ be no obstruction to the movement.
Tn the square twisted bar there was not, according to Mr. Ransome, sufficient
obstruction to the movement, as the cup])ing was not sufficientlv d<^ep. Hence
the superiority of the triangular type.

The above theory was, of course, fallacious, and th.e type never came into
commercial use. The vertical load on the rib for any given length is carried bv
\ertical shear in the concrete, and the rib is rot acting as a column at all. If it

were, in the case mentioned where the rib carried 1,200 jx^und^- per lineal foot,
supposing the rib to be 4 inches, this would only give a compressive stress in the
rib of 25 ]x)unds per square inch, and would be too small to be noticeable even if

many times this amount.
The ribs do not act as columns, but as beams, lengthening on the bottom and

shortening on top, and it is the movement of the concrete lengthwise of the bar
which the bar must be calculated to resist, and it is in this resistance that it begins
to help carry the load and become an integral part of the structure. To offer
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reliable and satisfactory resistance to this movement of the surrounding concrete

aSngthe bar is necessary for the bar to have on its surface projections, or

Ss ons the sides of which are nearly at right angles to the direction of the

lavement, 'which is to say, to the bar itself It is i^t "---//
^^^^f.^^^^^^^J:!

of these ribs or depressions should be exactly at right angles to the bar to de

vdo this efficiency'however, it being possible to vary therefrom - amount^^^^^^^^^

to the angle of friction between the concrete and the metal, which, on the average,

vvi be between 30 and 45 degrees. But if the surfaces against which the con-

cre e pres rs are nearly parallel to the direction of the movement we have the

same act'oi as when an L is forced into a block of wood, a very hea.y spli ting

coi'nent resulting, which may be many times as great as the direct force itself,

similar to the action of a toggle joint. n i „j

Ofcourse this splittingaction is of little effect unfl after the so-called ad-

hesio, of the concrete to the surface of the metal has bee,; pvercome. Th.s

ad e ion is not reallv adhesion at all in the sense that two pieces of wood may

he imdc to adhere to each other hv means of glue. The appe lat.on has been

^iv n o tLe rs stance of a bar against withdrawal from a block of concrete^ As a

n atter of fact, this resistance is made up of two parts. fr,ct,on and a mechanical

oml caused by the entering of the cement particles n,to •--«-°l-- j;-";^''

the surface cf the metal, which particles have to be sheared off m witl drawing

he bar For short depths of embedment these two forces amount to about 500

nound per square inch of bar surface for bars of ordinary m.U surface and for

goo concrete, where perfect union exists between the cement and the me nl.

Of his. friction coutributes about 25 pounds per sc,uare inch, the remauung 17.

being due to the mechanical bond. There is therefore no reason m advocates of

faiif bar reinforcement decrying mechanical bond, inasmuch as the pla " bar

has really no value not contributed by this same qualitv. The bond, 't tn'e

is of a microscopical nature, but nevertheless its value is considerable, and if it

wmddremahi intact we could design and execute reliable concrete structures

with plain bar reinforcement.
,• . • • u^,,.i r.( tln'c

There are a number of things, however, tending to impair a bond of this

nature amongst which we mav mention the following:
-

,• i i 4^

1 Shocks and vibrations continued through years of service are liable to

injure, if not wholly destroy, the bond, and have done it in cases under the

sneaker's own personal observation.
'P

o Where the concrete is continually wet, the adhesion will be cut down from

50 to f.O per cent, in less than one vear. as in<licated by the experiments of P-meilhe

3 The development of the working stress in the luetal slightly stre ches

same and the cross section is therefore slightly rednce.l. Suppose the metal has

a vo^king stress of 15,000 pounds per square inch, then the proportionate elonga-

dons 000.5. and the decrease in the diameter is with practica exactness one-

half this or 000O.5, a quantity which, though small, could be readily measured by

an ordinary micrometer, and certainly is far from microscopical.

The advisability of reinforcing bar with a more positive grip on the con-

crete than that afforded bv the roughness of the mill surface of a plain bar. which

Lof course, verv slight.is not entirely <lue to the itecessity of mamtaimng con-

linuouTth^ strength of the beam, but also to the necessity of keeping the bars

from beine exposed to the atmosphere.
, , • . r •

We blow now, that in a reinforced concrete beam cracks begin to form in

the concrete on the tension side, at an elongation which gives a stress of from

19 000 to 15.000 pounds per .square inch in the bars, which is at .,ust abo.rt, or

e;en a little below, the working stress usually employed. Tf nlain bars are used

these cracks will be far apart and correspondiugly large^ while if a bar is used

having a positive grip on the concrete for every inch of bar. here can be no ac-

cumufat^on of cracking tendency for a considerable length, but there will be a
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^reat many cracks^ mostly invisible to the naked eye, until the metal has passed
its elastic limit. Such cracks will not be injurious, while the cracks that form
with the plain bars might. They amounted tq considerable in the tests made
about five years ago by Ak Considere, as a result of which he reported the won-
derful strctchability of reinforced concrete that misled us all for some time. In
these tests he bent the beam several hundred times, so that the tension fiber had
been stretched from 15 to 20 times as much as plain concrete would stand, then
cUt a piece 8 inches long out of the middle surrounding the 14-inch round rod
that he used for the reinforcement, and then with great pains and labor cut the
rod out of this 8-inch piece of rectangular section, leaving a hole through same
from end to end. Now this concrete had been stretched, according to M. Con-
sidere, many times as much as plain concrete would endure, but instead of falling
apart when the rod was finally gotten out, it was perfectlv intact, and he put it

on supports, loading it in the middle, and obtained as much carrving capacity as
he could have secured with the same kind of concrete which had iiever been sub-
jected to such severe usage. This seems like proof positive of A[. Considere's
conclusion. But it developed later that he had taken this 8-inch specimen from
between two cracks of considerable size, and that while the rod had undoubtedly
stretched as much as assumed the surrounding concrete had not, the end sections
slipping back and relieving the concrete. In other words, there was a slip be-
tween the rod and the concrete. If the rod he used had been a rod of mechanical
bond, giving a good positive gri]) for every inch of its strength, he would not
have had this slip between the rod and the concrete.

The distance between cracks on the bottom of a reinforced concrete beam
subject to uniform bending moment, may be discussed as follows:
Let rt^=spacing of bars in inches.

^-^^distance from center of bar to surface in inches.
//=tensile strength of the concrete in pounds per square inch.
j=bonding value of bar in pounds per square inch of surface.
/=spacing of cracks in inches.

The cracks will come at such distance apart that the bond of the bar for
the distance equals the tensile strength of the concrete immediately around the
bar, having in this respect a close analogy to the distance apart of the shrinkage
cracks in a retainincr wall.

Then we have for a square bar,

deft=4sl
: deft

or/-

On plain bars with real smooth surfaceTKas been found less than 100 pounds
per square inch, though, as before stated, for the ordinarv rolling mill surface,
with careful embedment, it has a value originally of about 500 pounds per square
inch. Assuming for allowance for ordinary working conditions, and for reduc-
tion due to shrinkage of bar section, an average value of 250 pounds where there
is no vibration of consequence, and where the concrete is not wet, as it would
generally be in open air work, we have,

deft
1=
JOOO

For a mechanical bond bar, such as the corrugated bar. for example, this
value will be in the neighborhood of 750 pounds per square inch, a value also
which will be practically permanent, and for this,

deft
/=

3000
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That is to say, the latter type would give cracks of only one-third the size that

would be the case in the beam reinforced with plain bars, even under the best

average conditions. In the case of open-air structures, subject to vibration for

some years, the disproportion might be very much greater than this.

^lie speaker has often been asked the question, Why is it necessary to use

bars of mechanical bond, when abroad, where their experience is much greater

than ours, they use only plain material ? The question is a very proper one, and

requires an explanation. As before stated, it is only in beam work that the

necessity for absolute bond between the concrete and the metal exists, and in this

line of work the beginning was made in this country in 1882. These structures

were intended for floors, and to carry people and loads of different kinds, and not '

vases, flower pots, etc., of which the foreign work up to that time mainly con-

sisted, all of which was reinforced with plain material. For floors and beam

work in general plain bars did not seem a rational material to use, just as a com-

mon sense proposition ; and the speaker doubts very much whether, if the con-

struction of such work had been presented first abroad, the foreign engineers

would have considered the use of plain bars, either. The natural development

would have been to have used a form of mechanical bond first, and later, if inves-

tigations showed it feasible, come to the simpler and cheaper form of plain

material.

A vear ago last Mav the Prussian government specifications on reinforced

concrete were issued, and, they cut down the safe allowable working stress in

adhesion to about :K) pounds per square inch, recommending at the same time

mechanical bond whenever possible. The above restriction on the working stress

in adhesion made it verv expensive, and in many cases im])ossible to use plam

material, so that the recommendation in favor of mechanical bond was scarcely

necessary. In France, too, much greater care is now taken, the bars being bent

up and down and around about in the effort to obtain a better anchorage, as well

as to provide for shearing stresses.

In specifying bars for reinforcement, there are a few fundamental prmciples

that should be observed. In the matter of elastic limit, Uie general proposition

is that the elastic limit should be as high as is consistent with the ductility required

bv the case in hand, up to sav, 60,000 pounds per square inch. There is no

object in having a higher elastic limit than this unless the modulus, too, could

be raised, which is, at the present time, not feasible. Preference should be given

to more bars of siuall section, rather than to few bars of large section, as it is

desirable to have the metal well distributed through the stretching concrete area.

The bars should not be painted. A slight film of rust is no injury at all, and will

totally disappear after embedment. But if the bars have been ex|)osed long enough

for scale to form, this must be removed before use.

In designing, the factor of safety should, generally speaking, be four at least,

certainly never less than three, which is based upon the elastic limit. That is to

sav the working stress for the actual loads should be only one-fourth of ihe

elastic limit. Manv of the municipal building laws are seriously in orror in

that particular. This will require about three-quarters of 1 per cent, reinforce-

ment for material having an elastic limit of 60,000 pounds per square inch and

1 :M0 for metal having an elastic limit of from 30.000 to l^j.OOO pounds per

sciuare inch. These are the percentages required to develop the full strength of

the section in bending. Short beams, having a ratio of height to span of more

than one-twelfth, will have to have some of the bars turned up at the ends, where

thev are not required for moment, to take care of the shear. This bending is

readilv done on the job cold, unless the bars are exceptionally heavv in section.
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Cost of Laying Concrete Blocks

THE cost of laying concrete blocks, especially of the two piece system in this

city, is a mooted point. The work is claimed by the Masons' Union and
also the I>rick Layers' Union, while, in fact, it is not the work of either, but

should be of a separate and distinct class of men. The lowest bid obtained dur-

ing the last week was 14 cents per square superficial foot, and bids ^ave been
made as high as (iO cents per superficial foot, which would be equivalent to about

$;30 j^er thousand for brick in the wall.

In this respect, rci)lies to letters to various points showing prices paid for

laying concrete blocks, two piece system is pertinent.

The Paragon Plaster Co., of Syracuse, N. Y., writes as follows:

"Replying to your in(|uiry of the 24th, we have nothing to do with the price'

of laying blocks; our business is manufacturing, and we are also material men.
We, however, are not entirely ignorant of what is being done, and we know on
large work that a contractor who is u]) in his business has been able with expert

men to lay what would be ecjuivalcnt to 1,000 brick per man in a day and he
was running a 1 T-inch two-piece concrete block wall. This is certainly three

times what a man would lay if they were running brick work, and we consider

the 12x24 block for 1 T-inch wall is the most difificult block we have to handle.

From information I have ])icked uj) from mason contractors, we believe that

7 to T?/>c per block, mortar included, is a fair price."

The Cuyahoga Concrete Stone Co., Cleveland, ( )., write as follows:

"In rc])ly to your favor of the 2^th inst., would say that we are paying con-
tractors T) cents a cubic foot to lay up blocks. They consider this price sufficient

to give them a fair profit on the work."
Will J. Scout, Agent American Hydraulic Stone Co., writing from Chicago,

January 2r)th, says:

"In this city contracts have been taken for 5 cents per block for laving them
in the wall. Cleveland plant has contracted on different buildings for the com-
plete erection of the building for 5 cents. We have seen the blocks laid in the

walls by masons that were paid 00 cents per hour, each mason having a helper

at a cost for labor of less than 3 cents per block. To this must be added the
cost of helper for jnitting the blocks on the scaffold. This is a very reasonable
price for laying these blocks in the wall, and the contractor that takes the contract
at that figure and^works can make a fair margin of profit."

J. A. Fergison, President of the iXmcrican Hydraulic Stone Co., writes un-
der date of Denver, Colo., January 22d :

"Replying to your esteemed favor of the 19th, a fair average price through-
out the country for laying blocks, including mortar, is from G to 7 cents per
12x24 block."—Exchange.

Warehouse of Concrete Building Blocks Built by Valley At tifictal Stone Works, Fresno C-377

* Brick Making on the Pacific Coast
• - By JOSEPH SIMONS

BRICK making on the Pacific Coast dates back to a very early period, and is,

no doubt, as old as in any section of our country.

The old ruins in part's of our State, where a form of civilization once ex-

isted previous to the arrival of the white man, have their remnants of pottery

and brick. Specimens of the pottery are similar to those found in old Mexico.

The brick are of the unburncd or adobe kind. Since then the clay interests of

the Coast have developed, and we at the present time have every class of ma-

chinery, every kind of kiln and most every contrivance that is known to the clay-

working industry in operation in our State.

Our clays are numerous and composed of various ingredients, a large per

cent having derived their source from the disintegration of our mountains and

hills, where, through ages of time, they have disintegrated and waters have

washed them and . deposited thepi in their present beds. The clays from this

source, owing to a large per cent of oxide of iron, burn red. We also have de-

posits of clav burning white and all intermediate colors. - When the same has

been- carefully selected it makes an excellent brick superior in many respects to

the brick made in Eastern countries. Paving brick are now being made by our

friend, Mr. Frost, which are excelled by none. Of late the attention of the clay

workers is being directed to terra cotta and building tiles.

We also have with us the j)romoter, who derives his livelihood from the rake-

off he gets from the manufacturer of machinery. He makes brick with this or

that process, sets them, burns them and delivers them for less than a dollar a

thousand, but it is all on paper.

Our countrv, like others, is strewn with mistakes and wrecks; i:»eople imai::-

ining that all they need is a machine, power to run it, an engineer at the throttle,

some one to stand around and look wise and brick are made and burned without

any skill whatsoever ; and many are .the sad stories we listen to from such ill-ad-

vised people.

But casting aside our troubles, looking on the bright side, we find in Cali-

fornia manv very prosperous brickmakers. We have many up-to-date and well-

ecpiipped yards. We see the gleam from many an eye that denotes prosperity.

Taking up our Bible and reading of the trials and tribulations of the an-

cients, we find that the children of Israel also had troubles, and one of them

was owing to the making of brick. They were compelled to make brick without

straw, meaning, as T would interpret it, a burned brick. To make the brick with

straw, all that was necessary was to chop up the straw, mix it with clay and sun

dry it. To make brick without straw, they were compelled to rustle the wood

—

* Extracts from Letter read at Brickmakers' Convention, February, '06.
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no doubt from some far mountain—and this made additional labor, and they

being no different from our brickmakers of today went on a strike, and rather

than to make burned brick followed Moses forty years in the wilderness. While
I am interpreting the Scriptures to you I wish to say that my Biblical researches

have convinced me that the feat which Sampson accomplished in breaking the

great columns which wrecked that mighty building was not due to his strength,

but to the fact that the columns which gave to the building its main support were
erected of reinforced concrete or cement blocks, and it only needed a little shove
to push them over.

The writer considers it his duty every year or so to pay a visit to Eastern
cities, and has called on and personally met the representatives of many of the

largest clay working industries of the East, and from them has derived much
information, and he must confess Eastern troubles are our troubles, that Eastern

mistakes are the same as our mistakes, and the same cry of low prices, too much
competition and not enough bricklayers is re-echoed from every State in the Union.

With us the sand lime or mortar brick has come and gone, and the sparrows
now make their nests in the elevator buckets and shoot the chutes on the screens,

and after a loss of many thousands of dollars, the investors in such plants have
learned that carbonate of lime and sand is only mortar, no matter whether it

is dried quickly or slowly, and if they want their building to have an appearance
of sand finish, it is cheaper to plaster it with a coat of lime mortar than to press

the same uito bricks and pay $(5.00 a day for laying them up.

The cement block and reinforced concrete fad is now having its rage. In
dozens of back yards and on back streets can be seen little hollow block plants,

the poor workman, laboring with might and main to tamp sufficiently hard his

one to eight mixture so that it will withstand the slight test imposed upon it.

At the present time an assumingly new class of construction is being re-

vised. T have in my hand a four-column newspaper article written bv one of our
leading promoters of plaster of Paris and twisted bars, saying that he has lately

discovered that the pyramids of Egypt were built of concrete ; and the dome of
the Pantheon in Rome, one hundred and forty feet in diameter, was constructed
of the same material ; that the ancient ( ireeks and Romans used it exclusively,

inferring that the civilized world was in darkness till he received his inspiration.

But we, as manufacturers of burned clay products, are abiding our time
believing that the great builders of the past, who used our material in the struc-

tures which still remain to tell the tale, were not fools, and when twitted bv our
reinforced friends that our business will soon be ruined, we tell them that it is

unnecessary to have any walls or floors at all to a building ; that all you need to do
is to think you have a building and you have one—suggesting Christian or Men-
tal Science for the erection of structures.

lUit it is an ill wind that blows no good. We have receiUlv formed, in the
City of Eos Angeles, an organization of all the burned clay interests, having
about four thousand interested parties connected ; elected officers and are pursu-
ing a campaign of education on such lines as will increase the use of our prod-
net, and must say that within the few weeks that our machinery has been in op-
eration we have accomplished marvels. We find that the manufacturers of all

other products except our own have agents in the field, are writing articles for
papers and using every means to educate the public to use their class of material,
while we. as brick men. were sleeping; but we have been aroused; we have
buckled on our armor ; we have sharpened our swords, and we see victory ahead.

Now a word of suggestion to the brickmakers throughout the United States.
Eorm an organization, employ some good writers, patronize the journals that are
distributed and will be read. Educate the public the same as tTfe cement men
are trying to educate them, the same as the iron men. Do this without delay,
and the star of success will reappear.

Ligliting Fixtures

By JOHN C. ENGLISH

T HE mission of lighting fixtures is

two fold, to illiiniinate, and to

decorate, the latter being by no

means of minor importance," The first

portion of this statement is a self-evident

truth requiring no demonstration as the

very fact of their being demonstrates

their use. The latter portion, however,

has been greatly neglected in resi-

dence lighting, especially where the

occupant has not felt able to expend

sufficient money on his interior decorations and furnishings so as to carry out a

well-defined scheme, or better still treat the various rooms in distinct architectural

periods. In either case the lighting fixtures should be given no small amount of

consideration. This does not mean that they should be the most conspicuous

feature in the room and this should be carefully guarded against, as at night

when fulfilling their office as lighting instruments there is danger of makuig

them too important looking to the disparagement of the balance of the room but

the ideal condition is obtained bv a room being illuminated so that you feel plenti-

fully siioplied with light, but the source of it not calling for special notice, in

other words, when furniture decorations and lighting fixtures are all parts of the

harmonious whole.

Let us consider for a moment the lighting of a living room of generous

proportions such as some of our local architects are designing for the first floor of

our simpler homes or the principal assembly room of the family on the second

floor of more spacious residences. The w^oodwork ger.crally of redwood with a

simple wainscoting 4 or 5 feet high, ceiling height about 9 feet 6 inches with

beam construction. The mantel generally of clinker brick very simple in detail,

walls lined with bookcases here and there to break the monotony of plain sur-

faces as well as to have the favorite book close to hand. Ceiling cream, walls

anv plain color, often brown or green. *

In lighting any living room, two general principals should be considered.

First, General lighting; Second, Special lighting. In the room above referred

to the general illumination could be handled by a ceiling fixture operated by a

switch placed conveniently near the entrance door, and in large rooms it is advis-

able to wire this fixture m two circuits so as to turn on all the lights or a por-

tion of them, the object being to have well in hand the amount of general illumi-

nation required. When this is done it is well to select a design having say 5

lights, 4 arms and one light hanging from the center body so as to use the lower

lieht only without the fact that the other 4 lights are out, being very conspicuous

ill
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(see design.) This ceiling fixture should give all the general illumination neces-

sary and it is one of the instances where low candlepower lights can be used to

advantage. For instance, 5-8 c. p. lamps would give a beautiful effect and burn

no more current than 2-3^ 1(> c. p. lamps. Mica or art glass can be beautifully

employed here especially, using lanterns with o])en or white mica bottoms as the

art glass can be handled to make a harmonious contrast with the ceiling and

beams, and the lanterns being open at the lx)ttom, you sacrifice nothing from a

practical standpoint.

The special lighting can be subdivided into

Urst, reading lights ; second, bookcase lights

;

third, mantel standards ; fourth, brackets. The
reading lam]) should be placed on the principal

table and should receive its current from a floor

])lug directly underneatk; and in wiring, when
the table is not dcfiniteF|\- ])laced, it is advisable

to ])rovide two or three outlets in various por-

tions of the room. Bookcase lights are very use-

ful and they obviate the necessity of turning

on all the lights in the room to read the title of

a book thereby disturbing all the other occu-

pants of the room. The ideal lamp is not dis-

similar in form to the conventional roll-top desk

portable where the light is on a level with the bookcase especially as it will not

interfere with the opening or closing of the doors of the bookcase (see design).

Here also, a lantern or an open shade supplied with a pull-socket will fit in ad-

mirably. Mantel standards should, if possible, express the^ individuality of the

occupant, old candlesticks made over being much more interc^sting than those

made to match the balance of the lighting scheme.
Brackets can be placed here and there, not necessarily in pairs and should

be preferably 2 lights and in this w^ay offer a splendid opportunity for the intro-

duction of emergency gas, or better still, if emergency gas is necessary, place a

bracket gas only, near the center of the room and with the use of the ''Bunsen

Socket Burner" it will look exactly like the electric brackets and when lighted

give an efficiency equal to ten Ifi-c. p. lamps. This efficacy would be greatly

appreciated in such emergencies as the recent destruction of the local electrical

company's power house, where the current was withheld for two or three days.

In general, the subject of lighting fixtures is too often put off until the

eleventh hour, and contracts let on a basis of purely commercial commodity,
while if considered at least before the house is wired many valuable suggestions

could be offered which would be of material advantage, from an artistic, practical,,

and economical standpoint.

•J*

ArcKitectural League of America
The Executive Board of the Architectural League of America, with head-

quarters in the Board of Education Building. St. Louis, has been filled by the

election of the following: President, Ernest J. Russell; Vice-President. Fred-
erick M. Mann; Corresponding Secretary, Wm. B. Tttner; Recording Secre-

tary, Ernest Helfensteller, Jr.; Treasurer, John Q Stephens; Samuel L.

Sherer, Jesse N. Watson. Chairmen of Committees—Publicity and Promo-
tion, John Molitor, Philadelphia; Current Club Work. J. P. Hynes, Toronto;
Education, Newton A. Wells, Urbana, 111. ; Co-operation With the Institute,

Wm. B. Ittner, St. Louis; Civic" Improvement, Frederick S. Lamb, New York;
Foreign Scholarship, N. Max Dunning", Chicago.
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Electric Wiring of Buildings

H(JUSE owners and builders do not appreciate the importance of proper

specifications for wiring buildings for electric light in order to make
it safe and most serviceable. As a rule wnres are used much too small

to carry the necessary current.

This condition is brought about by the ignorance of the public in mat-

ters electrical and the lack of proper specifications for the electric wiring

in the building specifications furnished by the architects to the contractors.

All other work is carefully covered by specificatioiis, but the wiring is

generally passed over as something cpiite unimportant with the mere state-

ment of the number of lights or outlets and the locations of lights to be

"where the gas jets are."

If left to his own devices, says an exchange, the wiring contractor will

invariably use only one size of wire throughout the house, and that the

smallest size allowed at all by the Board of Fire Underwriters, No. 14 wire.

He will almost invariably connect all of the wires together without any

branch cut outs or fuses and depend upon only the main fuse at the point

of entrance to blow in case of trouble with the wiring. Wires should be

proportioned to the number of lights which they are to carry; the same as

water pipes or gas pipes; consequently the main wires should be larger than

the branch wires leading to the fixtures.

Wherever a small wire is to connect to a larger wire there must be a

fuse or "cut out."

It is more convenient, safer and far more sightly to arrange the wiring

so that all "cut outs" and fuses may be installed in a central cabinet box or

panel in the wall. , .

In an' ordinary size residence, one of these cut out cabinets is sufficient

for the whole house, but in the larger residences it is best to arrange the

wiring for a cabinet on each floor.

Where one is used it should be centrally located, ])referably in a hall.

The three main wires lead to this from the main switch and meter, and the

lights in the dififerent rooms should be distributed on several branch circuits

leading out from the cabinet and each protected by a fuse in the cabinet.

The rule is that each branch shall not carry current to exceed GGO watts,

equivalent to about twelve IG-candle-power lights to a circuit.

The advantage of this plan of wiring is that being cut up into small inde-

pendent sections, with a few lights on each, small size wires can be used,

and even if^ie contractor uses the smallest size allowed they will still be of

sufficient cai^city for the number of lights on them, provided distances are

not too g]

Other advantages are;
, , r

•

1 Only a few lights extinguished by the blowing of a branch fuse, in-

stead of all lights out by the blowing of the main fuse, usually located in the

cellar or attic.
.

2 No danger of sockets burning out with explosive noises and sparks,

and in case of wires becoming crossed or grounded onto the gas pipe at the

ceiling the small fuse will be blown quietly before any damage is done to

the ceiling. •

,
• . . u

3 Cut outs being necessarv, it is better and more convenient to have

them located in one place easily accessible for inspection and replacing of

burned out fuses, instead of having a man bring in a tall stepladder to reach

a cut out located on the wall or ceiling, the decorations of which he may
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injure. The following simple specifications will cover most wiring and are

applicable to large and small buildings for concealed waring:

1. Best approved double rubber covered" thinned copper wire must be

used.

2. All joints in wires must be soldered, and after inspection must be

taped.

3. Wiring must be on three-wire system from point of entrance to the

one or more "cut out" cabinets or panels.

4. Cut out cabinets must be arranged for three-wire supply and two-

wire branch circuits.
•

5. Cut outs must have cither Edison screw plugs or inclosed cartridge

type fuses.

6. Loops must be left for meter connection and a smooth board installed

upon which meter will be mounted, at a^ height not exceeding 7 feet above

the floor.

7. A three-pole switch and cut out of ample carrying capacity must be

installed at the point of entrance to the building and on the inside.

8. Wires from entrance to cut out cabinet must be of such size as to

not cause more than 1 per cent, drop or loss in volts when all lights are

lighted.

9. Branch wires from cabinets to outlets must be of such size as not

to have more than 1 per cent, drop or loss in volts when all lights are lighted.

Nor a maximum of 12 16-candle-power lights. No. 14 wire can be used

for branch circuits not exceeding 31 feet in length one way. If distance is

greater No. 12 must be used.

10. All overhead lights to be turned on and off by switches on walls

near the doors of each room.

11. Flush push button switches in steel cases preferred.

12. Wires to be kept free from crosses, grounds and open circuits until

inspected and covered in, and to be guaranteed and kept free from all defects

for one vear.

13. 'wiring must be done in a workmanlike manner and in accordance

with rules of National Board of Fire Underwriters.

14. Contract to include all labor and material, wnre, main line switch

and cut outs, cut out cabinets and cut outs, and any and all other switches

and necessary fittings to make the wiping complete from point of entrance

to each outlet, but not to include any chandliers, brackets, fixtures or port-

able cords.

«f 4* ^

A Building Entirely WitKout Wood -.

THERE is at jiresent nearing completion in the city of B.ridgeport, Conn., a

building which is unique in the fact that it contains no wood whatever

and which will be when finished as nearly fireproof as it is possible to make

it. It is constructed on the cantilever plan, and is supported by foundations of

great strength. The walls are of concrete, the floors are of a composition which

is fireproof, and the doors, window sills and frames are of metal. The staircases

are of the winding type and are made of concrete. The structure is attracting

much attention on the part of engineers and insurance men by reason of the

fact that the building will be absolutely devoid of wood and that every feature of

construction has proved its value, there being no methods employed that are ex-

perimental.

Amount of Air Required for Ventilation

By F. H. BRYANT

UNDER the general conditions of outdoor air, namely 70 degrees tempera-

ture and 70 per cent, of complete saturation, an average adult man, when

sitting at rest as in an audience, makes 16 respirations per minute of 30

cubic inches each, or 480 cubic inches per minute. Under the previously as-

sumed conditions of 70 degrees temperature and 70 per cent humidity, the air

thus inhaled will consist of about 1-5 oxygen and 4-5 nitrogen, together with

about 1 7-10 per cent, aqueous vapor and 4-100 of a per cent carbonic acid. By

the process of respiration the air will, when exhaled, be found to have lost, about

1-5 of its oxygen by the formation of carbonic acid, which will have increased

about 1-100 fdd, thus forming about 4 per cent, while the water vapor will form

about 5 per cent, of the volume. Tn addition, the inhaled air will have been

warmed from 70 to 1)0 degrees, and, notwithstanding the increased proportion

of carbonic acid—which is about one and one half times heavier than air

—

will, owing to the increase of temperature and the levity of the water vapor, be

about 3 per cent, lighter than when inhaled. Thus it will be seen that this

vitiated air will not fall to the ground, as has often been presumed, but will

naturally rise above the level of the breathing line, and the carbonic acid will

immediately diffuse itself into the surrounding air. In addition to the carlx)nic

acid exhaled in the process of respiration, a small amount is given off by the skin.

Furthermore, IJ// to 2^' pounds of water are evaporated daily from the sur-

face of the skin of a person in still life. If the air supply at 70 degrees is as-

sumed to have a humiditv of 70 per cent and to be saturated when it leaves the

body at a higher temperature, then at least 4 cubic feet of air per minute will

be recjuired to carry away this vapor.

Taking into consideration these various factors, it becomes evident that

at least 4>^ cubic feet of fresh air will be required per minute for respiration

and for the absorption of moisture and dilution of carbonic acid gas from the

skin. This, however, is only on the assumption that any given quantity of air

having fulfilled its office, is immediately removed without contamination of the

surrounding atmosphere ; but this condition is impossible, for the spent air from

the lungs, containing abotit 400 parts of carbonic acid gas in 10,000, is immedi-

ately diffused in the atmosphere. The carbonic acid ('oes not fall to the floor

as a separate gas, but is inti-mately mixed with the air and equally distributed

throughout the apartment.

It must then be evident that ventilation is in effect but a process of dilution

and that when the vitiation of the air discharged from the lungs is known and the

degree of vitiation to be maintained in the apartments is decided, the necessary

constant supplv of fresh air to maintain the standard may be very easily de-

termined. For the purpose of calculation, 0.0 cubic feet per hour is accepted

as the average production of carbonic acid by an adult at rest and the proportion

of this gas in the external air is four parts 'in 10,000. If, therefore, the degree

of vitiation of the occupied room be maintained at, sav. G parts in 10,000, there

will be permissible an increment of only two parts jn 10,000 above that of the

normal atmosphere, or 2-10,000—.0002 of a cubic foot of carbonic acid in each

cubic foot of air. The O.G cubic foot of carbonic acid produced per hour by a

single individual will, therefore, require for its dilution to this degree 0.6 divided

by .0002 or 3,000 cubic feet of air per hour. Upon this basis the following table

has been calculated :
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Cubic feet of Air Con-

taining 4 Parts of Car-

bonic Acid in 10,000

Supplied per Person..,

<£>

' Degree of Vitiation of
the Air in tlie Room..

^ c

^ -< o

£-2 -9

100

5

T*<

3000 2400

o
8

(>6.6 60 40 33.3

5.5 6 6.5 7

00 iC

oo

30 28.6 25

7.33 7.5

J

8

20 16.6 9.1

CO

6.2

9 10 15 20

^

3.8

30

The figures indicate absolute relations under the stated conditions, and

are generally applicable to the ventilation of schools, churches, halls of audience

and the like, where the occupants are reasonably healthy and remain at rest.

Rut the absolute air volume to be supplied cannot be specified with certainty in

advance, without a thorough knowledge of all the conditions and modifying

circimistai^ces, in fact, the climate, the construction of the building, the size of

the rooms, the number of occupants, their healthfulness and their activity, to-

gether with the time during which the rooms are occupied, all have their direct

intlucnces. Under all these considerations, it is readily seen that no standard

allowance can be made to suit all circumstances, and results will be satisfactory

only in so far as the designer understandingly, with the knowledge of the various

retiuirements as they have here been given, makes such allowance. The follow-

ing schedule of air'su])ply, in cubic feet per hour, as proiK>sed by Dr. Billings

is here presented as showing relatively the volumes recommended by him in dif-

ferent classes of buildings

:

CUBIC FKKT PER HOUR

Hospitals 3,600 per bed

Legislature Assembly Halls 3,600 per seat

Barracks, Bedrooms and Workshops 3,000 per person

Schools and Churches : 2,400 per person

Theatres and Ordinary Halls of Auditoriums 2,000 per seat

Office Rooms • 1,800 per person

Dining Rooms 1,8(K) per person

These figures are for buildings in which there is no special contamination

of the atmosphere beyond that which their use would indicate. Where smoke,

dust, noxious gases or infectious germs are produced, and above all w^here the

illumination is furiiished by candles, lamps, or gas, additional ])rovision of air

supply must be made. Thus a single 4>4 gas burner demands 15 cubic feet of

air per minute and the resulting carbonic acid gas. unless sufficiently diluted,

or immediately removed, will seriously vitiate the air. The introduction of mod-

ern methods of incandescent electric lighting has done much to simplify and

facilitate the .solution of ])roblems in heating and ventilation.

The air volumes recommeded for ventilation by various investigators of the

past century show a constant increase in their quantity as the years progress.

As good ventilation is only a relative term, depending largely on one's expe-

rience and the possibility of improvement, it must be evident that perfect ventila-

tion in the broadest sense can only be secured in the open air. It is, therefore,

the province of ventilation to ai)])roach as near this perfection as means and

ex])e(liency will permit.

The crystallization of iniblic opinion into statute laws, looking to adequate

methods of ventilation for school, theatre, church and factory, has resulted in

the establishment of a basis or limit which will meet the approval of those upon

whom is placed the res|x>nsibility of enforcing the.se laws. Under the la\y as
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first passed in Massachusetts, the attempt was made to secure 50 cubic feet per

head per minute, but it was soon discovered that such provision would necessitate

the remodeling of practically every building in the State. Therefore, financial

outweighed all other influences, and the limit was dropped to 30 cubic feet, a figure

adopted not because of hygienic deductions but because it appeared upon investi-

gation to be the practical limit attained by existing methods in the common-

wealth.

This basis of 30 cubic feet has been very generally adopted throughout the

country, and is to-dav recognized as the minimum volume to be provided in any

system' of ventilation worthy of the name. As the benefits of good ventilation

are still further recognized and the ability of the fan to provide practically un-

limited volumes of air is better appreciated, this limit will gradually rise until we

may one day witness the compulsory provision of air for the purpose of ventila-

tion in such volumes as to render further improvement of no practical benefit.

4» 4|» ^

Uncle Sam an Art Patron

As a patron of art Uncle Sam is fast a^sutning a place comparable with that

of the Church of Rome subsequent to the Dark Ages, especially as it relates

to architecture. This tendency to indicate the dignity of the nation in the

designs of Federal buildings is more noticeable in recent years than formerly.

There is apparent the sedateness of age, the stability of power, the consciousness

of self-reliance reflected in the new^er edifices erected for the purpose of carrying

on the government of these United States. Leaving out the Capitol in Wash-

ington, the buildings erected in the early period of the government were nonde-

script, inasmuch that they follovyed no consistent design, and it was only as archi-

tectural tastes developed' in this country that any attempt was made to correct

the faults which made glaringly conspictious the early public buildings. With

the creation of the office of the 'government supervising architect there began an

obvrous improvement in the style and design of public buildings. There were a

few notable exceptions, both in the National Capital and in other cities, which

were and still are examples of a purity of style that made them conspicuous. The

present supervising architect, Mr. James Knox Taylor, has held persistently and

consistently to an ideal based on what is opposite in the nature of ptiblic build-

ings. He has been guided in his work of selection by advice or suggestion of

the ablest architects in the country, with the result that the newer buildings sym-

lx)lize the greatness, the solidity and the dignity of the government and nation

which own them. In this the Renaissance and the modernized Grecian styles are

those given the preference. Notable examples of the former are shown in the

new buildings, as the Naval Academy, Annapolis, which are admittedly the finest

aggregation of buildings in the workl, devoted to this purpose. One might travel

Etn-ope from one end to the other, visit the great pubhc buildings in the Old

World capitals without finding anything to approach the impressive grandeur and

beauty of the Congressional Library in Washington. The new Custom PTouse in

New York is another notable example of the government's liberal intention to fos-

ter the best in art and architecture. The new Custom House in Baltimore, while

smaller in magnitude and less elaborate in ornamental detail, is, nevertheless, an

illustration of the same high ideal which clearly dominates the planning of Fed-

eral buildings. America is yet too young to point with pride to historic ruins,

but in the course of ages, shoiild these^ erected today become roofless and tenantless.

the spectator of their crumbling walls will feel that they represented something

to be admired and venerated.—Architects and Builders Journal.
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'Lessons of tlie First Heavy Storms
• By HARRY LARKIN

VISITORS from the East and from Europe laii^c:h at our wood construction,

but it suits us, befits our salubrious climate and our earthquakes, and our

migratory natures. Euroj^ean mechanics laui^h at the way we build loco-

motives and point with pride to their own copper hre-boxes and rii^id frames and

general permanent construction. Americans believe in more flexible and cheaper

construction both for locomotives and buildings, casting them aside when out of

date and adopting improvements as they appear. This princ^"i)le has been the

cause of our remarkable success ; we set the pace and the European follows as

best he can.

We admit certain little weaknesses in wood construction which a little care

and attention will overcome in the building. Siding of any character will admit

water ^luring a heavy storm in spite of the skill used in putting it up. Water-
proof building paper is the means used to prevent its entering the building and it

is the character of this material and the care used in apjilying it that w^ill make
a wall tight. P)uilding pa])er thiat tears in our winds is like money thrown away
when used. A few dollars more spent in getting good paper will save the car-

penter many trips to remedy leaks, after the first heavy storm.

There is no economy in the stiff, brittle papers on the market, although they

are w^ater-proof. A soft, pliable material more in the nature of a saturated felt

will stand the wind, is water-proof, easier to handle and will not crinkle up like

the stiff, high calendered papers do. There are several such sheating papers

on the market, among others the "P & B," "W & P" and Starco asphalt

saturated felts, the Neponset building paper, etc., and recently an asbestos sat-

urated felt has been put on this market by the H. W. Johns-Manville Company
which not only has all the desired qualifications of a good water-proof sheathing,

but also is fire-proof, an item that should command its adoption regardless of cost.

In erecting a building where the roof flashes up in a rustic wall a leak is

bound to show unless the flashings are *'])anned in." This will nor add to the

cost of construction but will save the carpenter, the roofer and the owner a lot

of worry.

While speaking of roofs let us call attention to the importance of examining
the roof, whatever its character, before the first heavy storms. In localities where
high w'inds prevail during the summer, one would be surprised to see the accu-
mulation of dust and rubbish that will gather on a roof. The dread people have
that this rubbish may stop up the sewer, leads them to put screens at the outlets

or in the leader-heads. If the first rains are moderate, no damage will be done,
but if a heavy down-pour comes, water will bank up over the flashings and ruin
the ceilings. The felt and gravel roofs now so generally used have caused owners to

become careless in their attentions to that part of the building, as a result the tin

on the fire-walls and over the cornices receive no attention until they leak and
then they are beyond repair.

A GOOD WOOD BLOCK PAVEMENT.
We (Larkin & Flaherty) had a force of our mechanics at work from T)

P. M. February 21st till 5 A. M. February 23d taking up and re-laying a wood
block pavement in Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Co.'s steel warehouse on Main
street, that was laid by this firnt when the building was built over 20 years ago.

The building is of brick with w'ood joist. The sheathing upon which the
pavement was laid had rotted so that it had to be replaced. The blocks taken up
were in good condition and showed ito evidence of the heavy trafiic they had

4
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carried for these many years. Trucks loaded with iron up to G and 8 tons go over

the pavement dailv, the wheels tracking in a manner that np}other character of

pavement could stand. The surface permits the heavy loads being started with-

out the horses slipping and does not allow the wheels to sink into the pavement

while standing.

A wood block pavement, as laid by us, costs no more than any other

character of niaterial and the service this pavement has given demon-

strates it to be the most economical pavement for such uses. Unfortunately

through the use of asphaltum not adapted to paving, wood block pavements

have in certain instances been failures, but where a conservative firm does the

work, you mav depend upon getting value for your money.
•^ 4» ^

Houses of all Glass

MENTION has been made in these columns heretofore of the proposed glass

houses in Des Moines, Iowa. The Des Moines Savings Bank, as well

as the Methodist Church in that city, are to be built with glass walls, and

a 26-story office building of glass has also been proposed. In structures built

of this material, the ventilating, as well as the lighting, heating and cleanliness,

excel, it is claimed, anvthing of this character ever before attempted.

These buildings were designed by C. E. Eastman, a well-known architect of

Des Moines, whose idea of glass-wall' construction includes the use of milk-white,

opalescent wdre glass one-quarter inch thick, securely fixed in two steel vertical

divisions, which' are parallel and Uiced together for the purpose of stiffening.

These divisions are supported at the floors by brackets riveted to the steel chan-

nels of the floor construction. .
r i i

•

The wall thus consists of two glazed screens separated by a foot of dead air

space, which affords insulation against heat, cold or sound to as great an extent

as would a solid brick wall of the same thickness. The double vertical divisions

are spaced about four feet apart. The two glass screens are translucent to any

degree desired, so that, in cases where windows are not necessary for reviewing

the landscape, thev mav be dispensed with altogether, provided the building would

warrant the installation of mechanical ventilation and heating. The exterior

effect is that of a marble wall with or without windows. If windows are desired,

it is not necessarv to have the regulation two-sash type; but, as the pockets are

already provided,' single-sash metal windows can be used, lifting up into a metal

guide,' into-tbe space of the wall. Onyx and many other kinds of stone can be

imitated with the glass.

The construction ])rovides aiijiroximately an inch for movement at the edges

of the glass sheets, which are about 4 feet by 10 feet in size. This will cause anv

uneveir settlement of the building to be adjusted by itself in the framework and

glass, without becoming evident to the eye.

A glass w^all is of very light weight compared with one of masonry. Fire

damage would be local and easilv repaired, experience showing that the wire glass

prevents the spread of fire, though the glass itself, is shattered. With this con-

struction, however, replacing material is easier than would be the reglazing of a

window of the same size. The expense of a glass wall is some less than that of a

brick wall, and lacks all the disadvantages of the latter, being much lighter in

weight, allowing a soft light to penetrate through, and having a surface which is

self-cleaning in wet weather, and which, in the case of tall buildings in cities, re-

flects light to the lower portions at the sidewalk.

The fact that no windows are necessarily required is one of the chief advan-

tages claimed for this method of the method of construction, since the entrance

of dust, smoke, insects, etc., through such openings, is rendered impossible. When

an outlook is desired, however, plate-glass windows can be inserted.— Paint, Oil

and Drug Review.
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Notes from liie San Fr

Club.

.^co ArcKitectural

On Wednesday evening-, February 7th, Mr. C. F. Archer addressed the
San Francisco Architectural Club on the subject: "Fakes Perpetuated by
Structural Steel Manufacturers."

Mr. Archer's remarks were /juite pertinent, and he commanded the at-

tention of every one present from the time he commenced until the end.

His statements concerning the steel work in a number of San Francisco
buildings were revelations to his audience.

This was the first of a series of talks to be given on the first Wednesday
of every month by the different members of the club. The executive officers

of the club have elected this to be the best scheme for holding the attendance
of the members.

Heretofore the first Wednesday was set aside for the business meeting,
but business matters will take up time and the young minds do not care to

spend their time on such weighty affairs.

Now the business is all transacted by the executive committee on the
last Thursday of each month.

The secretary makes a report of all business transacted at these meetings
and reads it the following Wednesday evening before the club. After this

reading the lecturer of the evening begins, aijd he in turrj is followed by games
and refreshments.

*l» *l» «l»

The class in steel construction Monday nights continues to be one of the
leading attractions at the club. The attendance averages twenty. The problems
have been very interesting, and all seem hard, but the teacher's lucid explana-
tions make them appear like kindergarten topics.

They are wrestling with trusses at present, but any new member who
wishes to begin may start right in and Mr. Archer will see that he can make
up the back work.

4» 4* 4»

The class in pen and ink rendering is rather small at present, but those
attending are doing very satisfactory work under the guidance of Mr. A. O.
Johnson.

Pen and ink rendering does not seem to have the attraction that a knowl-
edge in steel construction does to a young draughtsman.

^ ^ ^ 4»

The first competition for the European Traveling Scholarship of the Ar-
chitectural League of America, under the auspices of the San Francisco Ar-
chitectural Club, w^as held last Sunday in the clubrooms. Competitors were
"required to make their sketches in nine hours, the subject being a "Railway
Station." Five members of the club entered and every one completed his

sketch before leaving the rooms.
Mr. M. A. Schmidlin, the club's secretary, was the officer in charge.

4* 4» 4»

At the convention of the Architectural League of America in New York
City a number of visiting architects were interviewed by a representative of

the New York Herald. August Ci. Headman, a member of the San Francisco
Architectural Club, and who is at'present studying in the L^niversity of Penn-
sylvania, was much impressed by the original manner in which the builders

:
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of structures in the lower part of Manhattan Island had worked out the prob-

lems which had presented themselves.

"In engineering skill, in composition and in general effect," said Mr.

O Headman, "the skyscrapers of New York are wonderful. The skill with v^hich

the smallest plots of ground are made to furnish so much floor spice is in itself

a thing to compel wonder and admiration. The conditions which are

met in such construction were not dreamed of fifty yeafs a']^. The general

effect is, in my opinion, somewhat overdone, especially where the French style

is introduced. In time, however, I think that the architecture of New York

buildings will become plainer and it will be so Americanized that the French

intluence will gradually disappear and styles will prevail which are more in

keeping with the conditions to be met.

'There is often a tendency toward gaudiness, which I observe especially

in the best liotels and other buildings which serve as places of public resort.

This, however, is due to the taste of persons who wish to show their money,

and the buildings are constructed with the same idea. Before long, however,

I think there will be a reaction, and that a less pretentious style of architecture

will prevail with the change of ideals of the people.

"There are here now many fine examples of architecture, among which

midit be mentioned the Stock Fxchange, the New York Public Library,

wliich is now nearing completion, and the Custom House, which is, indeed, a

great work. 1 am inclined to think that a hundred years from now a style of

. architecture will have been developed which will be distinctively American.

"The buildings are not likelv to be any higher unless some new elevator

system is invented which will enable the elevators to be carried to greater

height or there is some other method devised of reaching the upper stories.

It take^ about so manv elevators to carry a certain number of tenants to their

offices, and every building must be considered with regard not only to its

floor space, but also with reference to the amount of room which will be

taken up with an elevator system. When the elevators encroach upon the

tioor space it is not profitable to build the structure higher, and I am inclined

to think that the skvscraper has reached its greatest height, although not for

the reason that as an engineering problem it would not be possible to build

them higher than they are at present."

4» *V 4»

Small Beginnings of Ricli and Famous Americans

Cornelius Vanderbilt ferried his own boat.

John Jacob Astor sold apples in the streets.

lav (jould was a book agent.

"(o'hn D. Rockefeller worked in a machine shop.

A. T. Stewart was a school teacher.

lohn Wanamaker began life at $L2r) a week.

Andrew Carnegie began life at $2.50 a week.

Ijenjamin l^'ranklin was a printer.

Flihu Purritt was a blacksmith.

Abraham Lincoln was a rail-splitter.

Tames T- Hill began as a roustabout.

William A. Clark as a young man was a miner.

Henrv Villard was a reporter.

Thomas Edison began as a telegraph operator.

Thomas F. Rvan was clerk in a dry goods store.

William Lloyd Garrison was a printer's devil.

Daniel Drew began as a cattle trader.

Henrv H. Rogers was a grocer's delivery boy.
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Annual Banquet of the r

Exchange

n rancisco

Two hundred San Francisco craftsmen in the art of construction gathered

'round the festal board at the St. Francis hotel Saturday evening, Feb-

ruary 24th, on the occasion of the annual ban-quet of the San Francisco

Builders' Fxchange. Architects, millmen, plasterers, plumbers, brickmen made
up the cosmopolitan gathering, and the representatives from the organizations

akin to the builders were called on during the evening to speak from their various

view "points.

John D. McGilvray, the man under whose masterly guidance the hotel St.

Francis was constructed, spoke on San Francisco. After reviewing his reasons

for coming from the East to enter the stone-building business in this city, Mr.

McGilvray said

:

**I was fortunate in arriving in San Francisco in the days of her rejuvena-

tion. That was in 1894 and just at the ending of a long period of stagnation

in the building industry in this city. The Union Trust Building was the one

structure of consequence being erected at that time. Now, after the lapse of

twelve vears, look at the San Francisco of to-dav.

''And to whom is the credit for this great change to be given ? I say it shall

go to the architects who planned the buildings and the mechanics who carried

out these plans. We cannot separate the architects from the mechanics and we
do not want to. We have in San Francisco to-day a lot of men designing great

things and you, the builders, are building well.

"We have good reason to work for the beautification of our city. San Fran-

cisco is the natural inlet of Asiatic commerce and this city must not follow others

in building and designing, but must take her place at the head of all such enter-

prise. Our architects must be the men to plan the beautification of this city and

we have the men here who can do it. When we plan and build, let us do so for

all time. We must lay out our city and then leave it to the energy of you men
here to build up and the enterprise of our own citizens to pay for such building.

''There is no city, and I say this because I have traveled about and observed,

that does better building than San Francisco. The people in this city will not

stand for the cheap or the shoddy, and that is a most excellent sign. In build-

ing we must be our own inspectors. Every man must answer to himself for the

class of work he does and if he can honestly answer to himself he can answer

to any inspector that Hves.

"In closing I would remind you that Chicago taught New York how to build,

and now it is up to San Franciso to teach the rest of this nation of ours how to

build beautifully, substantially and honestly."

S. H. Kent, president of the Builders' Exchange, acted as toastmaster, anvl

called c1.n the speakers. Brief remarks were made by Thomas "McKillican of

Oakland. Andrew Wilkie for the millmen, President Anderson for the Builders'

Association, G. A. Buell for the planing millmen, W. S. Barnes for the brick-

men and President H. A. Schulze, President of the San Francisco Chapter,

A. I. of A. James A. Wilson, Secretary of the Builders' Exchange, closed the

banquet on behalf of his organization.

The menu for the banquet was gotten up in the form of a booklet and was
illustrated with cartoons of prominent members of the exchange, and columns

of jokelets entitled, "Material Sounds Heard in the Building."

It was considerably after midnight when the festivities were brought to a

close with the singing of "He's a Jolly Good Fellow," in honor of S. H. Kent,

the venerable and respected President of the Exchange.
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A New Tax on Architects

THE City Council of Oakland has passed an ordinance which levies a tax

on almost all kinds of animals, including architects.

The tax or license on a dog, which latter is a'llowed to run at large,

is fixed at a less sum than the tax on architects, probably because it was
thought that the dog is a more harmless creature than a knight of the T scpiare.

The tax on a stallion, kept for service, or a bull is al)out the same as that

demanded from the poor dumb beast who daily bends his back over a draw-

ing board creating frozen music and other Ruskinisms. Incidentally many
commercial pursuits were also taxed, but no other profession was included.

There is some doubt as to what method will be employed to enforce pay-

ment of this charge. In the Athens of the Pacific they maintain a pound-

master who enforces the tax as far as the genus canus is concerned, but in-

stead of gathering in the taxless dogs by a gigantic buttertiy net, as is the

custom in the civilized parts of the world, they use a lasso with which they

strangle the vagrant cerberus into submission and cast him then into a foul

enclosure from whence he is condemned to .asphyxiation, if his fond owner

does not sally forth to the rescue. No doubt many of the ow^ners for wdiom

the Oakland architects are creating bungalows and "sich like," would gladly

come to the rescue before the lethal chamber stage was reached, but we fear

the shock to the system caused by the rough treatment and the strangulative

lasso of the license collector.
" The patriarchal fathers, when interviewed, informed a committee of

architects that no tax had been levied on doctors or lawyers or dentists be-

cause they were governed by a State law which regulated the practice of their

profession, and seemed very much surprised to know that the architectural

profession was similarly controlled, but, like the Shah of Persia, they could

not revoke what they had decreed, and the law, they said, must stand. They,

however, gave the committee to understand that the carpenter-architect, to

whom the drawing of plans was incidental to his business, and to whom it

was not an exclusive method of earning a livelihood, would not be considered

as taxable, so that the jerry-builder can roam at large without a leather collar

with a brass tag thereon.

Another committee of child-like and innocent knights of the pencil

salaamed before the City Attorney to get his opinion of the legality of the

ordinance, but he was busy trying to find legal reasons why the citizens in

the various wards couldn't' vote on local option, and as the architect doesn't

have a lot of stew-bums and hangers-on ready to vOte as he dictates, he \yas

given the overlook, while the saloon-keepers got the attorney's legal decision

and the architects, like the fellaheen of Egypt, await with fear and trembling

the dreaded coming of the hated tax gatherer.

Another committee went to interview the Mayor, but the Mayor is of

very ample waist proportions and the committee couldn't button-hole him.

as the committee's arms were not long enough to reach over the capacious

paunch of Oakland's Sancho Panzo—the committee, on account of the same

plethoric stomach, was unable to get near enough to get the Mayor to hear

them, and they also returned in sack-cloth and ashes from their fruitless

mission.

It is said that the councilmen contemplate adding an amendment to the

law r<?quiring that the architects wear a leather muzzle during the hot months,

and^he amendment surely ought to pass, for if they are to be taxed the same

as a stray cur, then the treatment should be parallel in all ways. The village
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**Dogbcrrys" who i)assc(l this tomfool legislation gave out as their reason the

fact (?) that the city needed the money. There are not over ten practicing

architects having an ofiftce in the trans-bay sleepy hollow, and a city must

indeed be poor that needs { ?) two hundred a year so badly that it taxes its

professional men for the j^rivilege of earning their bread and butter.

The writer would recommend to the legislative gentlemen before re-

ferred to. that if the city (^f Oakland, which is generally supposed to be ex-

periencing a boom, needs money so very badly, thstt they, the aforesaid legis-

lators, lew a license tax of twenty dollars a year on nurse girls, as there are

a great many more of them than there are architects, and the amount of reve-

nue raised would be greater.

We are sorry for the great (to be) terminal city of the Western Pacific,

and fear that this confession of poverty will not assist in the movement to

effect a consolidation of all the east bay cities into one great metropolis, for

Oakland's neighbor towns must surely look w^ith suspicion on a city that

needs two himdred dollars! A. \\\ SMITH.
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Diinir T> ooms- Overdone and Underdone

By C. WALTER TOZER

HOW often in attractive and pleasing homes do we find the dining-room

the one element of discord in an otherwise harmonious and peaceful

home. It has been said that "His dining-room is the touchstone of a

man's refinement." This does not ai)i)ly to its decoration alone, but the in-

timate philosophy which the architecture and decoration together express.

There is an amiable quality of temperament that governs successful home

decoration generally, and the dining-room in i)articular. Everybody wishes

to express this philosophy without knowing it, perhaps without believing it,

—

that it is the keynote of a dining-room design. Even in dining-rooms which

are distinctly banal and tawdy, we recognize what the owner wishes to express

very well, only they had bad advice about it and did not express it.

Artificiality, stuffiness, tawdiness and lack of harmony was the result.

The pretentioiis dining-room •is naturally left to the decorator of experience

and reputation, but every one has not the means to do this. Our article does

not attempt to deal with this class of dining-rooms, but to the typical dining-

room of mediocre city homes and suburban houses.

Period style of decoration for dining-rooms is all well enough when one

has the monev to expend in making the room correct in all its furnishings and

decorations, but small means can not accomplish this except in a few simple

styles, such as the Mission, Colonial, etc. Anything departing from the Anglo-

Saxon dining-room is not to be recommended in America. The out-and-out

American dining-room is the one that always commends our praise and the one

we can at all times turn to with pleasure and gratification.
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Tieatmrntfor I.ozvry Hall by It'. // . I'lukt'i C-379

Living Room of a San /> ancisco Home
ii'all Pafiets. and Dfcoratini; by Lle-urlyn

C-380
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Simplicity, as a rule, can be utilized to produce a good room of any de-

scription, particularly a good dining-room. But the word ''simplicity " is

not always a safe word by itself for the successful decoration of a home, be-

cause there are a great many people who can not distinguish between good
simplicity and that which is bad,—in fact, positively ugly.

For instance, a dining-roqm may be simple enough to suit any one, yet

the room could not be called a pretty one. The win(iow sills may be either

unduly elevated or else unduly depressed, and the whole room devoid of

features. There may be neither chimney nor fireplace; no cornice, no chair

rail, no wainscot ;—or, in a word, no especial character but simplicity. Thus
we see that simplicity has a meaningless side which is worthless for art pur-

poses. This same room could be made attractive by the use of a wainscot and
cornice; the addition of a chimney and fireplace; and possibly the alteration of

the window sills. The room would still have simplicity, but character as well.

One may be as original as they please in the making of their dining-room,

but the originality must be confined within the iron-bound limits of precedent.

Freaks should be avoided, although sometimes they are in a way artistic

successes. They often, however, produce a room which is not a dining-room.

On the other hand, one should not make his dining-room so strictly a

dining-room as to appear a solecism were one to sit in it at other times than

meal times. This is the ''under-done way of it. One should have some of

the living-room atmosphere about it,—some silent invitation to linger after

the cloth has been removed,, such a very homelike and comfortable all-around

apartment, indeed, that one might wish to tarry at any time with his book or

his writing materials.

Then you have your successful dining-room. Not over-done or under-

done. There is now an increasing demand in California for wdiat is called

cretonne rooms. Rooms having the wall paper exactly matching the hang-

ings have not been very ])lentiful on our Coast, but the demand for such is

increasing very much at the present time.

What is prettier for a restful sleeping-room than a beautiful ''all-over"

floral pattern or a floral striped paper on the walls, with the window drapes,

couch covering, and canopy bed covering all done with a cretonne just match-

ing the wall paper?
The illustration shown represents an especially attractive room. The

treatment is good for a city bedroom, where there is perhaps a scarcity of

airiness as is conveyed by such a decorative scheme. Tt is also equally as fine

on the other hand for a country house, which no doubt has the natural flower

growth without.

Within the last few months a leading firm of decorators in San Francisco

has been commissioned to decorate several rooms in this style, and the effects

have been gratifying, both to the customer and the decorator..

Fabrics exactly matching wall papers are also found in other grades than

cretonnes. There are silks, brocades, and tapestries having papers made to

match them. These also work up well for sleeping-rooms and dining-rooms

respectively. The papers having cretonnes to match are not necessarily ex-

pensive papers and a great many have the domestic cretonnes matching, mak-
ing the cost of a cretonne room very nominal.

The papers range in price from twenty-five cents retail to a couple of dol-

lars' a roll, while the cretonnes can be had in domestic goods from twenty-five

cents a yard upwards and the imported cretonnes from fifty cents up.

The coming season will no doubt see a great deal of this class of work

done in both city and country homes.
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At the last examination of the California

State Board of Architecture the following

were granted certificates to practice :
Robert

Morganried. Henry H. Hedger, of San Fran-

cisco, and Thomas Beck, of Watsonville. The

next examination will be held the latter part of

April, and application should be hied with the

secretary by April 20th.

While in the East last month Mr. Henry

A. Schuize, president of the San Francisco

Chapter A. I. of A. attended the annual con-

vention of the American Institute of Archi-

tects in Washington, D. C. Mr. Schuize was

much impressed by the general prosperity of

the country, but from a building standpoint

California 'is enjoying even greater activity

than some of the larger Easiern centers.

A banquet at which various questions of

interest to the profession will be discussed,

will be held by the San Francisco Chapter A.

I. of A. the latter part of March.

A joint meeting of the Northern and South-

ern Districts of the State Board of Archi-

tecture will be held in Los Angeles April KKh.

The Fairmount Hotel, Reid Bros., archi-

tects, is reported to have been purchased by

Herbert E. Law and his brother. Dr. Law, in

exchange for the Crossley and Rialto office

buildings. There is talk of enlarging the

building by the addition of two stories

An interesting contest was held by the San

Francisco Architectural Club the past month

for a cover design for The Architect and En-

gineer. The first choice was awarded to Mr.

T. Bearwald draughtsman in the office of Sut-

ton & Weeks. The design appears on the

cover of this issue of the magazine. Second

choice went to A. O. Johnson, of Meyers &
Ward's office, and the third prize was awarded

to A. R. Johnson, draughtsman in the office

of Meyer & O'Brien.

At the regular meeting of the Chapter of

Southern California of the American Institute

of Architects, February 13th, Mr. John P.

Krempel reported on behalf of the committee

appointed in the interest of procuring property

for the chapter house, presenting a list of

several available lots within the city limits.

The chapter gave the committee full charge of

the negotiations for the desired property.

A committee consisting of Octavius Morgan,

John P. Krempel and F. D. Hudson, wks ap-

pointed to receive subscriptions for the pur-

chase of the property. .

Building Reports

Bank building, Watsonville, Cal. Architect,

J. Marquis, Santa Cruz. Cost, $20,000. Owner,

Bank of Watsonville. The plans now being

completed call for a two-story brick building,

second story to be used for offices. Bank front

to be of plate glass, marble and bronze.

Brick lodging house, north side of O'Farrell

street, 80 feet west of Leavenworth street, San

Francisco. Architects, Dodge & Dolliver, San

Francisco. Owner, George S. Hill. Cost, $17,-

0(M). The structure will consist of four stories

and basement.
The United Railroads Company will soon

build a car house on the block fronting H
street and Thirteenth avenue.

City Hall, Fresno. Architect, E. Matthew-

son, Fresno. Cost, $75,000. The contract for

this building was to have been awarded two
weeks ago, but it was discovered on the day

that the bids were to be opened that the call

for bids had to be advertised twenty days, in-

stead of ten days, so the Council has voted to

readvertise, and now all bids must be in by

March 20. 1906.

Hotel, Santa Cruz. There are rumors of a

$250,000 tourist hotel to be built in Santa Cruz

this summer by a corporation of Eastern and

California capitalists Mr. Van Cleek, of

Santa Cruz, is one of the prime movers of the

project.

Publishing House. San Francisco. Word
has been received from the East that it has

been decided to replace the present headquar-

ters of the Methodist Book Concern on Market

street with a new and substantial building to

cost $75,000 or more. The concern purchased

a site near the City Hall a year ago. The local

committee which is to have charge of the new
building includes Dr. F. D. Bovard, R. V.

Watt and C. B. Perkins, all of San Francisco.

Business block. Sixteenth street and San

Pablo avenue. Oakland. Owner, Dr. Kahn, of

San Francisco. Co.st, $35,000. Mention of the

purchase of a site for this building was made
in these reports some time ago. Plans are now
being prepared, and they call for a four-story

building, brick and stone, with stores on the

ground floor and offices and apartments above.

Dr. Kahn is a brother of Fred Kahn, the Oak-
land drygoods dealer.

Business block, Twenty-second and Market
streets. Oakland. Owner, W. H. Watkinson.

Cost, $20,000. The owner will build a three-

story building with stores and apartments.

Residence, Bella Vista Park, Oakland. Ar-
chitect, Julia Morgan. Owner, Dwight fhint-
ley. Cost, $0,700. Building will be a frame
affair and two stories. G. W. Flick has the
contract.

Addition to Academy. It is reported that
the Hoffmeyer Academy will spend $5<>,(MM) in

new buildings to be erected in the Claremont
district, near Berkeley.

Flats, Ninth and Grove streets, Oakland.
Architect, A. W. Smith, Oakland. Cost, $7,000.

Owner, George Schultze. Plans for four flats

have just been finished and bids are now taken.
The flats will contain four and live rooms
each : colonial style ; two stories

;
pine interior

finish ; concrete foundations ; electricity.

Hotel, Shaw's Hot Springs, Nevada. Archi-
tect, C. W. Cook, Oakland. Cost, $100,000.
Mr. Cook will be ready to take figures for the
brick work, tile, heating and ventilating on this

job in about six weeks.
Residence, East Oakland. Architect, C. W.

Cook, Oakland. Cost, $3,500. Owner, B. H.
Welch. The plans for this house have just

been finished. It will be colonial style, two
stories, concrete foundation, shingle roof, etc.

Post Office and store building, Monterey.
Designers, T. H. Dean & Co., Monterey. Cost,

$12,000. Owners, Montere""- Mining Company.
Plans have just been finished for a one-story
building, to be Mission style, built of brick.

Bids for this building will be taken March 1st.

Store and apartment building, Monterey.
Architect, W. H. Weeks, Watsonville, Cal.

Owner, Mr. Goldstein Cost, $35,000. The
plans now being completed call for a three-
story brick building with steel frame. Two
upper stories to be used for apartments. This
building will be modern in every respect with
up-to-date fixtures and plumbing.
Masonic Building, San Jose. Cost, $50,000.

It is reported that Architect H. F. Starbuck
and Mr, Page, architect, San Jose, will prepare
the plans for this new structure.

High School, Sonora, Cal. Architects, Stone
& Smith, Flood Building, San Francisco. Cost,

$20,000. Plans are being drawn for a one and
one-half story brick and stone building. A
feature of the structure will be a tin-covered
dome. There will be considerable marble used.

Schoolhouse, Berkeley. Architects, Stone
& Smith, San Francisco. Cost, $50,000. This
is the building for which W. H. Wharff, archi-

tect, of Berkeley, was given the contract, but
whose plans were afterwards rejected because
they called for an expenditure of more than
$50,000.

Clubhouse, Oakland. Cost, $5,000. Archi-
tect, W. H. Weilbye, Oakland. Owner, Ala-
meda County Automobile Club. The house is

to be built on the boulevard between Oakland
and Haywards. For further information, see
Mr. Weilbye, George S. Strong, Dr. Rodolph,
or C. J. Hesseman, all of Oakland.
Tourist Hotel, Alameda. Architects, Cun-

ningham & Politeo, San Franci.sco. Cost, $300,-
000. Owners, Syndicate in which the follow-
ing are largely interested : E. A. Phelps, 1739

Central street, Alameda ; George W. Scott, E.

A. Phelps and W. K. Wettis, all of Alameda.
The hotel is to be built at the corner of Union
and Grand avenues.

School, Twenty-third and Fair Oakes, San
Francisco. Architects, Martins & Coffey,
Flood Building, San Francisco. Cost $25,000.

Owner, Rev. P. R. Lynch, San Francisco. The
same firm has plans for two-story frame flats

to be built on Fillmore street for Andrew J.

Clunie at a cost of $17,000.

Los Angeles (special). The following new
work is being turned out in the office of Ar-
chitect A. F. Rosenheim, Hellman Bldg., Los
Angeles. Residence Arlington avenue, in Win-
chester place. Owner, John Houge, Esq. Cost,

$25,000, including garage. Fourteen rooms,
hardwood finish, sanitary plumbing, tile roof;
all modern conveniences. Contract for general
work let to F. O. Engstrom Co.

Residence, Ocean and Montana avemres,
Santa Monica. Owner, D. A. Hamburger, Esq.
Stable and garage will also be built. House
has fourteen rooms ; Mission style ; cement
plaster exterior; tile roof; hardwood finish;

sanitary plumbing, etc. ; modern in every re-

spect. Cost, $20,000.

Residence, Rampart Heights. Owner, Frank
R. Strong, Esq. Cost, $18,000. Plans are in

preparation for a twelve-room residence, stone
first story, siding second story; tile roof; hard-
wood finish ; all up-to-date conveniences.

Alterations to building at northwest corner
Fourth and Spring streets. Also fixtures, fit-

tings and decorations of store rooms for The
United Cigar Stores Company. Contracts to

be let this week.
Six-story, reinforced concrete building,

Broadway, between Fourth and Fifth streets,

Los Angeles. Architects, Morgan & Walls,
Los Angeles. Owners, The Bumiller Estate.

Plans are now in preparation.

New Civic Center Building, Market and Van
Ness avenue, San Francisco. Cost, $150,000.
Architects, Meyers & Ward. Owner, White
Sewing Machine Company. Reference to this

building has already been made in these reports
Contract for the foundation has been let.

Building will be four stories, built of brick and
terra cotta ; stores and loft ; felt and gravel
roof; elevator.

Fireproof building. Ninth and Mission
streets, San Francisco. Owner, James Conlon,
San Francisco. Cost, |00,000. Mr Conlon
has recently bought the property on the East-
erly line of Ninth street, north from Minna,
and plans will be prepared at once for a five or
six-story brick fireproof building.

Alterations to State Capitol. Sacramento.
Architects, Sutton & Weeks. Plans and speci-

fications for the various improvements and ad-
ditions to the State Capitol are finished and
contractors can see the plans at Sutton &
Weeks's office, 510 Montgomery street, San
Francisco. Bids must be in by March 15th.

The total cost of the improvements will run
close to $1,500,000. All contracts are to be let

separately.
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EDITORIAL

The San Francisco Supervisors again

have shown poor judgment in passing

to print an ordi-

AN UNSATISFACTORY nance which pro-

ORDINANCE vides a general plan

for the construction

of all public buildings erected in

the city. The measure provides,

among other things, that the architect

whose plans are accepted immediately

becomes the consulting architect for

the work. It then calls for the appoint-

ment of a supervising architect by the

lioard of Public Works, who shall be

put in full charge of the construction

of new buildings.

It is hardly to be expected that our

best architects will care to prepare plans

for a public building under such an ordi-

nance. A supervising architect would,

of course, come directly under the con-

trof and dictation of the Board of Pub-

lic Works. The board, if it chose,

could boss the supervising architect,

and the latter, in turn, could boss the

consulting architect or the man who
drew the plans. We doubt if the aver-

age reputable architect would care to

thus lower his professional dignity by

being called upon to follow the dictates

of some one perhaps less competent

than himself.

A still more unsatisfactory feature of

the new ordinance is the section pro-

viding comi^ensation for the consulting

and supervising architects. To quote

:

''The consulting architects shall re-

ceive three (3) per cent of the cost of

the building for which he shall have

been appointed such consulting archi-

tect, and the general supervising archi-

tect two (2) per cent of such cost,

where the cost of such building shall

be $100,000 or less. Where the cost of

such building shall be over $100,000,

the consulting architect and the gen-

eral supervising architect shall each re-

ceive two and one-half (2>4) per cent

of such cost. The payments herein

provided for shall be in full and com-

plete payment of all services rendered

by such architects in anywise in or

about the plans or construction of such

buildings.'
>>
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Again we seriously question whether
our best architects would care to

seek this public work when the com-
pensation is only about half of the

commission he gets for general work.
Jtist why the city should not be will-

ing to pay as much as the private

builder to get the maximum of good
results is not quite clear. The ordi-

nance ought to be repealed.

The prospects are that the time is

not far distant when people who live

in glass houses may
GLASS HOUSES throw all the stones
ARE COMING they care to without

fear of consequences to

their own domiciles, as there are strong
indications that the glass house may be

a reality before many years have rolled

by. It is a possibility now, but would
be rather expensive. Glass paving
bricks have been successfully used. Hol-
low glass house bricks are made ; glass

foundations are more durable than stone

;

and there is glass roofing, glass gas
pipes, glass kitchen and bathroom equip-

ments, and glass furniture.

Owing to the smallness of commis-
sions and the great expense of main-

taining an office, archi-

COMPETITIONS tects should take the

matter of competitions
under very serious consideration. The
cost of maintaining an architect's office

has increased materially in the past few
years—rents are higher, draughtsmen de-

mand better wages, better results in

beauty and practicability require more
time for study, and yet the fees are no
greater than they were several years ago.

This being an established fact, the ques-

tion of adding to these expenses by en-

tering competitions is of vital interest to

all members of the profession.

Competitions waste money.^ If the
non-successful competitors are not
paid, they lose. If they are paid, the
client is paying for something that he
does not get.

Despite these facts, it was the con-
census of opinion of the Institute of

Architects, as expressed at their last

meeting held recently in Washington,
that competitions are a necessary evil,

but which, when held, should be under
circumstances as mitigating as pos-
sible.

That they are an evil is proven by
the experience of such well-known ar-

chitects as Mr. Cass Gilbert, Mr.
George B. Post, "Sir. John M. Carrier
and Mr. Andrews, etc. Their ex-

perience has been that competitions
require an expenditure greatly in ex-

cess of the recompense—Mr. Carrier
stating that he had lost thirty-five out
of forty; that the client rewards the
successful competitor on his ability as

a draughtsman, not as an architect.

This is demonstrated by the well-

known fact that competition drawings
are never built tmtil they are re-drawn
out of all recognition.

Competitions are necessitated by -the

lack of unity among the architects.

This is not to be wondered at when
^'architect" in the United States means
anything from a carpenter to a land-

. scape gardener.

The mitigating circumstances are

well covered by Mr. W. B. Mundie in

his address before the Institute, as fol-

lows :

The American Tnstitutc of Architects
recommends that, wherever possible an archi-

tect be employed without a competition. When
a competition is deemed necessary, the pro-
cedure must be in accordance with the follow-
ing code.

Form of Competition.— (A) The competi-
tion must be limited to a certain number of
architects, each of whom is invited to take
part.

(B) Each competitor to receive a certain

sum of money to reimburse him for the ex-
pense incurred, this sum to be agreed upon
between competitors and prospective client,

and this sum to be paid to each competitor
other than the one awarded the commission,
or a prize, as prizes are agreed upon.

(C) The author of the design receiving the
first mention by the jury must be employed to

design and superintend the erection of the
building.

Jury of Azi'ard.—The jury of award must
consist of not less than three members and
a majority of the jury mqst be members in

good standing in the American Institute of
Architects, and the entire jury of award is to

be agreed upon between competitors and pros-
pective client.
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Programme.—The nrogramme must be

drawn so as to form a contract and be signed

by all competitors and by the prospective

client.

Rules of Conduet.— (A) AW designs must

be siened by the name; of the competitors sub-

mitting designs. *

(B) No member of the American Institute

of Architects shall enter a second competition

for the '^ame building unless he was a com-

petitor in the first competition.

(C) No change or deviation from this code

shall be permissible until such change shall

receive the sanction of the executive commit-

tee of the Institute.

(D) It shall be deemed unprofessional for

any member of the American Institute to vio-

late anv of the provisions of this code.

(E) It shall be deemed unprofessional for

any member of the American Institute to enter

anv comnetition based upon this code with any

competitor who has once been censured for

unprofessional conduct in competitions con-

ducted under this code.

Remember that the members of the Insti-

tute are not to be governed by the actions of

the Institute. It is purely a dice-box, black-

and-red game, and not a gentleman's game. We
do not say you shall never have competition.

We say that "Wherever possible, an architect

be employed without a competition." An
owner does not want that.

"The competition must be limited to a cer-

tain number of architects, each of whom is

invited to take part." A possible criticism of

that is that a young man would never get a

chance. But what he has to do is to wait a

little lonp-er. If he has it in him, he will get

his chance. There is room at the top.

"liach competitor to receive a certain sum

of money to reimburse him for the expense

incurred, this sum to be agreed upon between

comoetitors and prospective client, and this

sum to be paid to each competitor other than

the one awarded the commission, or a prize."

That brings it down to a business ba.sis. "The

author of the design receiving the first men-

tion bv the jury must be employed to design

and sunerintend the erectioir'of the building."

Any owner who will not agree to that has a

sinister motive for wanting a competition.

"The jury of award must consist of not less

than three members and a majority of the jury

must be members in good standing in the

American Institute of Architects, and the en-

tire Hiry of award to be agreed upon between

competitors and prospective client." No one

will differ from that.

"The programme must be drawn so as to

form a contract and be signed bv all competi-

tors and prospective clients"—that from a busi-

ness standpoint nobody could object to.

"All designs must be signed by the name of

the comnetitors submitting designs." You may
say \vhy, then, they will know who the com-

petitors are. Certainly. Why should they not?

It is an insult to an intelligent juror on the

face of it, for it implies that they would have

favor for their friends. At the Carnegie Insti-

tute, for example, the pictures are signed and

the jury are mainly artists, but no one thinks

that the jury are swayed by the knowledge of

who the competitors are.

"No member of the American Institute of

Architects shall enter a second competition for

the same building unless he was a competitor

in the first competition." That will prohibit the

annuling of the competition where an award

is made to someone whom the owner does not

favor. He is then put into a position of pick-

ing the man. An owner under this code or-

ganizes the competition ; if he is not satisfied,

he can pick his man.
The rest of this is purely on unprofessional

conduct. We have to arrange our laws so that

the cure will apply and annly quickly, and not

appear in the convention poceedings two years

afterwards when nobody knows anything

about it.

If competitions must be held, let it

be under the above conditions, but it

would be well for the architect and the

client if they could realize that com-
petitions only show the architect's

skill and do not solve the problem

;

that the architect's skill is much better

shown by his work than by his draw-

ings, and that they are both undergo-

ing a useless expense.
Charles Pp:ter Wef ks.

TEST FOR DRAUGHTSMAN.
The United States Civil Service Commission

announces an examination on March 21-22,

lyuti, at the places mentioned in the accompa-

nying list, to secure eligibles from which to

make certification to fill vacancies as they may
occur in the position of topographic drafts-

man in the Post-Office Department, at $!><<•

per annum.
As the Commission has experienced consid-

erable difficulty in securing eligibles for this

position, none having been secured as the

result of the examination held on January 3-4,

qualified persons are urged to enter this exam-
ination.

"House Hints for Those Who Build, Buy,

Improve or Rent," is the title of a very inter-

esting^ book, bv Architect C. E. Schermerhorii

of 1 hiladelphia. It is a practical treatise de-

scriptive of every essential detail nertaining to

site, location, arrangements, construction, plas-

tering, heating, plumbing, lighting, decorating

and furnishing of the house and should prove

a valuable help to the house-builder. Address

House Hints Publishing Company, Philadel-

phia.

THE MAN WORTH WHILE.
It's easy enough to be pleasant

When life flows along like a song,

But the man worth while

Is the one who can smile

When everyilaing goes dead wrong.
—Exchange. ,

THESE MEN OWN THEIR JOBS.

In these days of trusts and combinations of

great aggregation of wealth, and autocratic in-

dustrial power in the hands of a few, it is

actually refreshing to happen upon a manufac-
turing enterprise proceeding in the opposite

direction.

The above picture shows a group of me-
chanics who legally and actually "own their

own jobs." Instead of being dictated to by a

boss, they themselves elect a manager, and his

policy conforms to their ideas and wishes.

Such a plan is a startling innovation to the

average business man. It will also sound
strange to many professional men. We arc

accustomed to the prevailing industrial

methods where the proprietor or manager de-

cides all important matters and issues orders to

subordinates. It is not often that we see in

America a successful co-operative manufactur-

ing enterprise. It is indeed quite surprising to

find one in a comparatively new part of the

world, where opportunities for individual ef-

fort are supposed to abound.
The group in the picture is a part of the

stockholders of the Inlaid Floor Company, or-

ganized at San Francisco in 1897. There were

but five at the beginning, and the combined
capital of them all was less than $2,000. But
bv their skill and industry and honorable deal-

ing these five won the respect and confidence

of the building trade and the appreciation of

every patron. As the field enlarged new mem-
bers w-ere gradually added to the list of stock-

holders from among the employees of the com-
pany, until now the investment is over $35,000.

No stock has been sold by the company to

any one not actively engaged in the business,

and none has ever been offered to any one but

an employee who has by service demonstrated

his fitness as a mechanic to take his place on

an equality with the others. No one is sold

more than a limited amount of stock, that the

original idea of equality shall be preserved.

To-day the Inlaid Floor Company, owning

a well-equipped factory free from incumbrance,

with offices at Portland and Seattle, stands as

an example of what workingmen can do in the

business world.

Since 1897 the standard of work maintained

at San Francisco and surrounding cities in

the hardwood floor line by the Inlaid Floor

Company is not excelled anywhere in the

United States. It is doubtful whether its

record has ever been equaled anywhere. And

3
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during" tliis period tlie prices of hardwood floor

work at San Francisco have been no more and
even less than is obtained for the same work
on the Atlantic seaboard.

The secret o| this uniform success, finan-

cially, as well as the well-earned reputation of

the Inlaid Floor Company, lies in its co-ope-
rative make up. Previous to its formation
every one who engaged in this line of business
at San Francisco failed to make it successful.

It is probably within the truth also to say that

no where else in the United States has any in-

dividual enterprise in the same line of busi-

ness during the same period equaled the record
of this co-operative venture of working men.

Direct dealing from the mechtmic, the manu-
facturer in fact to the actual consumer, the
elimination of highly paid ofHccrs, and the

modest expectations of the promoters, have all

contributed to the success of this company.
But probably the greatest source of the com-
pany's progress has been its bringing into di-

rect contact with patrons an actual member of
the firm competent to execute the vvork de-
sired and careful to promote the conmion in-

terest.

The original incorporators have ambitious
plans to organize under their banner branches
in other large cities. They keep open the door
oi opportunity to all who are regularly em-
ployed to join them, and hope thus to aid

other workingmen in the march of labor to
better conditions.

The manager of the company believes in the
"spirit of service," as he calls it, as the hap-
pier philosophy of life. His idea of serving
his fellow man best is to see to it that they ac-
tually and legally "own their jobs."

It is difficult to see how such an institution

can fail to have satisfactory results to both
the mechanic and the consumer. The mechan-
ics are selected by men of their own trade
who know who are the fittest. The good
workmen who are steady are all given an op-
portunity, after sufiicient time of service, to

become part owners in the industry on equal
terms with the original promoters.
The patrons of the Inlaid Floor Company

can thus rely upon having the attention of re-

sponsible and first-class workmen. That the
co-operative plan has been a success from the
consumers' standpoint is manifested more
clearly by the many letters of commendation
which have voluntarily been sent to the man-
ager and by the further fact that the Inlaid
Floor Company has a most excellent reputa-
tion among the architects and builders, and
references galore in and out of town among
those owning fine residences.

Ten years ago Mr. J. H. Burnett commenced
his career in Fresno as foreman of a small iron

foundry. By earnest effort and constant in-

dustry he has built himself up until he now
owns one of the largest and best equipped
plants in the San Joaquin Valley. The enter-

prise is known as the J. H. Bunvett Iron
Works. It employs an average of twenty men
the year around, pays out a small fortune in

wages annually and makes a fine line of wotls.

from steel, iron and cast iron. It has done so

well that it is soon to be enlarged with a new-

foundry, having two cupolas and a large trav-

eling crane.

Mr. Burnett manufactures architectural and
structural steel, including ornamental iron

works of all kinds. He will also undertake
work in wrought and cast iron, and all kinds
of castings are made to order.

Structural and machine castings are a spe-

cialty in his works. In fact, this is a well-

equipped iron plant, haying facilities to handle
promptly any kind of orders in the lines men-
tioned, or that may be called for.

It is entirely reasonable and probable that in

the near future Mr. l^urnett will maintain at

Fresno one of the largest and most prosperous
plants on the Pacific Coast.

He has been a valuable citizen of Fresno
countv for twenty-seven years.

The cement or concrete fence post is re-

ceiving more attention now than ever before.

In an interview T. A. McMurtrie of Los An-
geles expressed his views on the concrete post

as follows :

"I believe there is room for improvement in

the construction of concrete posts as manufac-
tured at present. The solid post, if made the

usual size of fence posts, would be heavy and
apt to lean over in soft ground. I notice some
manufacturers of concrete fence posts recom-
mend the use of twisted wire or gas pipe for

reinforcement. I have been making some ex-

periments along this line at our works in Los
Angeles. The solid post I reinforced with

^>4-inch gas pipe the full length of the post.

The hollow post I reinforced with four strips

of galvanized iron ^4 oi an inch in width,

placing one near each corner of the post, both

being CxG inches at the lower end and 3x3
inches at the top. The hole in the hollow post

was 3x3 inches at the lower end and Ixl inch

near the top.

"M'^ experiments have demonstrated the su-

periority of the hollow post. I have noticed

some tests made of fence posts by dropping a

heavy weight upon the post a sufficient distance

to break the post, then testing a wooden post

of the same size in a like manner.
"This I do not regard as a fair test of the

concrete post, the density of the two materials

being widely different. A better and a fairer

test would be to place a gradual strain, such a"-

would be required in a fence. The hollow con-

crete fence post can be made at a cost that

would compare very favorably with a good
wooden post. One important thing in manu-
facture of artificial stone, particularly a long

piece, such as a fence post, is that it should be

made on a smooth level floor or on a straight

thick plank. Remove the mold or form from
the fence post and allow it to remain undis-

turbed until thoroughly hardened. This will

avoid cracking, as would necessarily occur in

handling or moving the newly made product.

Thorough mixing and tamping of the material

into the forms is, of course, of great import-

ance."
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One of the latest artificial building blocks

to be turned out has recently been placed on

the market by Reed & Kimball, of Antioch.

It is known as the Economy Artificial Building

Stone, and has six complete ' surfaces and a

perfect bond between each. It has a hard,

durable surface, and can be made in any form
or color. The surface of this block is fur-

nished with any required design of contour or

coloring, to suit the parties interested in the

structure to be erected. The bearing surfaces,

top and bottom, are complete, giving full and

perfect (as "though wholly solid) support to

the next course of blocks above each tier. The
interior of the block is a system of cylindrical

arches which are as capable to support the

overlaying weight as the same volume of the

original composite. By this means we can

give, to illustrate, any block being of a .solid

and having a tensile value of 18,000 pounds to

the square inch ; the same tensile value and

same carrying surface for less than one-half

the material; that is, to wit: A block 18xl6x

14--4,032 cubic inches of solid granite, marble

or concrete ; Economy artificial stone has the

same tensile value for 1698-45.100 cubic inches

of material used.

Kimball & Reed would be glad to furnish es-

timates on the cost of any kind of artificial

stone work, and any communications to the

firm should be addressed to Antioch, Cal.

r'*—
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To the Pacific Stone Company, Crossley

Building, this city, has been awarded the con-

tract for furnishing the material chosen for

the facing of the exterior of the basement
walls of the Fairmount Hotel. This material

is a manufactured concrete stone, made under

the Stevens patents, and known to the trade

in the East as Litholite or Roman Stone. It is

a poured concrete cast stone, composed of ma-
terials selected for qualities that make it a

very valuable and a very beautiful building

material. It is made in any form and dimen-

sion required by architects, and in various fin-

ishes. The Roman Stone for the above work
at the Fairmount Hotel is to have a granite

finish to match the natural granite of the first

story of Mrs. Oelrich's beautiful building.

The Pacific Stone Company has also secured

the contract, and will at once begin the con-

struction of a factory building at Black Dia-

mond, Contra Costa County, for the Redwood
Manufacturers' Company, which latter com-
pany is increasing the size and capacity of its

already immense plant at that point. The new
building will be constructed of concrete stone,

on the "hollow block" plan, and will be "200

feet long by 80 feet wide. The features of

strength, durability, fire resistance and econ-

omy of construction decided by the Redwood
Manufacturers' Company in its choice of the

material offered by the Pacific Stone Company,
and the selection is but another indication of

the great favor into which concrete construc-

tion, in all its forms, is growing on the Pacific

Coast.
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A good example of the modern concrete

block building is found in the Oluf Warehouse,

just completed in Fresno. The buildmg is

owned by Mr. O. B. Olufs, who is secretary

and one of the owners of the Valley Artificial

Stone and Cement Works, whose blocks were

used in the construction of the warehouse.

The building covers 14,000 square feet, and

is"" absolutely fire-proof, having a cement floor

and a concrete vault with accommodations for

an immense quantity of goods. Not only is the

warehouse fireproof, but it is very nearly cold

storage. There are ten entrances. It took

3,500 building blocks to complete the structure.

It was built and designed by the owner at a

cost of $6,000. It is probably the most substan-

tial warehouse of the kind in the West. It is

within easv reach of the business center of

Fresno and close to the Santa Fe raijroad

tracks.

The works of the Valley Stone Company

are close by, and a good sized force of men

is kept busy most of the time turning out ma-

terial for a growing industry.

THE BUILDING OF A CITY

BEAUTIFUL.

A unique experiment, the creation of an

ideal residence section, is being undertaken in

Claremont, Berkeley's most desirable suburb.

Claremont was chosen as the seat of this en-

terprise because of its proximity to the State's

great institution of learning, its fog-and-wind-

free climate, its short distance in point of time

from both San Francisco and Oakland, and

the natural loveliness of its rolling hills and

oakshaded canyons.

In order that it might absolutely control the

character of a definite section, the Claremont

Park Company has there purchased nearly two

hundred and fifty acres of land. Famous ar-

chitects and landscape gardeners were called in

to create a comprehensive scheme of improve-

ment. Under their direction wide avenues

have been laid out, large areas parked, street

trees planted, sewer, water and gas systems in-

stalled and massive stone gateways and bridges

built.

Following this development work the organ-

izers of the Claremont Park Company set to

work upon a hotel enterprise, and have only

recently selected the plans of C W. Dickey, of

Oakland, which involve an expenditure of

nearly $300,000. They have also made ar-

rangement for the extension of the Key Route

service to the entrance of their property, which

brings it within thirty-five minutes of the San

P'rancisco ferries.

Wise building restrictions guard against the

erection of undesirable houses and flats.

Apartment houses and business of every kind

are barred. When the work of development

is completed, Claremont will merit more than

any other residence section "The City Beauti-

ful."

San Francisco, Cal.
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I
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Fred Jurgewitz, whose advertisement will be

found in this number of The Architect and

Engineer, is fast gaining an enviable reputa-

tion in the manufacture of staff and stucco

work and plaster ornaments for both interior

and exterior decoration. Hh plant at No. 1017

East Sixteenth street, East Oakland,' is one of

the most complete of its kind on the Coast.

Mr. Jurgewitz carries in stock a large number

of new and original designs in plaster orna-

ments. For those wishing their material made
to order ample facilities are at hand for filling

the order, no matter how portentous it may be.

The plaster ornaments include mantles, ceil-

ings, cornices, centerpieces, mouldings, brack-

ets, gables, friezes, carved panels and capitals.

Mr. Jurgewitz has spent ten years in this

line of business, and in that time some of the

largest and costliest buildings in Alameda
County have been beautified with work from
his studio. Mr. Jurgewitz's reputation, in

fact, extends outside of Alameda County, San
Francisco and other large cities in the state

sharing with Oakland the fruits of this well-

known artist's etTorts. Some of Mr, Jurge-

witz's work in which he takes more than com-
mon pride is the exterior of Mr. J. R. (ilas-

cock's residence at the corner of Walworths
and Monte Vista avenue, the Hodge Building

at the corner of Fairview and Adeline streets,

Lorin, and the entrance of the Park Theatre,

in Alameda.

Los Angeles
W '%
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One of the finest electrical salesrooms in the

State outside of San Francisco can be seen in

Monterey at the Globe Electrical Company,
232 Alvarado street. The company recently

moved because of an increase in its business,

and in fitting: up its new salesroom spared no

expense. This has been decorated and fitted

under the direction of Mr. W. H. McConnell,

the manager and president of the company.

The stock of electrical supplies carried by

the Globe Electrical Company is as complete

as can be found anywhere in the State, and

the prices offered are as low. With these con-

ditions in the trade in Monterey there is no

reason for outsiders to go abroad to purchase

their furnishings.

The firm carries everything in the electric

line from a doorbell to a dynamo, and is pre-

pared to give figures on all kinds of electrical

work.

The Redwood Manufacturers' Company of

Oakland announce in this number that they

have in stock at the present time an exception-

ally large number of handsome panel doors in

pine and redwood. This company is making
a specialty of doors and windows, as well as

outside and inside finish and millwork in either

redwood or pine. The company's lumber yard
is at Black Diamond and is one of the largest

in the world. Mr. W. A. Boscow is the popular

manager of the Oakland office, to whom all

communications should be addressed.

Home Tel 6052

CLAYTON LEWIS
Consuitin; Eaginetr in Mechanics and Electricity

419 Byrne Building Los Anyeles, Cal.
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Heating water (luickly and cheaply for

household purposes has long been and may

long continue to be a vexing problem to the

inventor. The Roberts heater, a cut of which

appears on page 1(1 of this magazine, represents

a long stride on the road to perfection in tlfat

line. (

In this heater are combined a nu^iber of

the features generally sought by buiUl/rs, viz:

Simplicity of construction, safety fr^m explo-

sion and effectiveness in heating water. The

main feature of the heater consists of a hollow

cast iron disc placed under an i)rdinary stock

boiler and over a strong Runson tiame. The

water passes down from the center of the

boiler into the disc, over and around the tlame.

out at the side and through a pipe up the out-

side of the boiler to the top; so as to allow free

and continuous circulation. The boiler and

tlame are enclosed in a double asbestos lin^^d,

Russia iron casing.

In the Roberts heater the water is given the

greatest heating surface practicable in a heater

which can be sold at a reasonable price. The

circulation of the water, though free, is not

so rapid that it interferes with thorough heat-

This machine is maT<ing a favorable impres-

sion and is well worth investigating.
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San Francisco An Historical Sketch

By JAMES D. PHELAN

ForiHcr Mayor Jauirs J). Phclau has icrittcn jjfi cxtieuiely inffrestino historical

sketch of San trancis'co for piihlicatiou in the official "reffort of the D. II. J>urnhatH plan.

Advance sheets of Mr rhelan s report 7cere furnished this maii^azine and they are published

here'cvith, to^i^ether with a feh' pertinent illustratiotis of San Pra)icisco—past and present,

oenerously loaned by the publisher of the Merchants' Association America'. Mr. Phelan is

presidenf of the Association for the luiprovonoil and Ador>itnent of San P rancisco. If is

the fond hope of the former tnayor that he live to see realized, at least a fair bej^innino- of this

splendid enterprise.

SAX FRANCISCO has been greatly praised for the beauty of its situation,

but apart from that, its site was a wind swept and sandy peninsula, and it

required much labor, not always well directed, to make it a habitable

place. James liryce in his "American Commonwealth," written in 1889, says:

"Few cities in the world can vie with San Francisco either in the beauty or in

the natural advantages of her situation; indeed there are only two places in

[r^irope—Constantinople and Gibraltar—that combine an equally perfect land-

scape with what may be called an equally imperial position ;" but Don Pedro

de Al];erni reporting, in July, ITIX), to the Viceroy of Spain, states that there

i> link' wood on the ])eninsula of San Francisco; no water nor arable lands,

and that, therefore, in his opinion it is the "worst i)lace or situation in Cali-

fornia for the establishment of such a villa as is proposed by the Senor Con-

tador. Don Jose M. lieltrani." (Dwinell's Colonial Ilistory. Addenda p. 18.)

I he location of cities is not determined, however, by selection so much
as bv events. Yerba P)Uena, the original name of the port of San Francisco,

was located in a sheltered cove, between Telegraj)!! and Rincon Hills, with

deej) water off shore, convenient to the ( iolden date, or narrow entranee from

the sea; but the only back country was the stretch of land between the ocean

and the bay extending southerly into Santa Clara Valley.

It can be well understood how many ])ioneer settlers, among them (~Ienera!

W. r. Sherman and Thomas O. Parkin. United States Consul at Monterey,

believed that the principal city on San Francisco bay would spring up at the

head waters of navigation near the contUiencc of the great rivers of the

Sacramento and San Joaquin which debouch into the bay at or near Renicia.

Rack of P)enicia was the richest mining country, and river navigation was the

familiar means of transportation.

Rut Renicia. auspiciously begun, has made no ])rogress m half a century

and is still a mere village, while vSan Francisco is a world city of commanding
importance—the chief port of the L^nited States on the greatest of the world's

oceans.
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San Francisco An Historical Sketcli

By JAMES D. PHELAN

Former Mayor James D. Phelan has ivriften an extreviely interesting historical

sketch of Sail hrancis'co for publication in the official report of the I). //. Burnham plan.

Advance sheets of Mr Phelan' s report ivere furnished this magazine and they are published

herewith, together with a feiv pertinent illustrations of San Francisco—past and present,

generously loaned by the publisher of the Merchants' Association Revieic. Mr. Phelan is

president of the Association for the Improvement and Adornment of San Francisco. It is

the fond hope of the former mayor that he live to see realized, at least a fair beginning of this

splendid enterprise.

SAN FRANCISCO has been greatly praised for the beauty of its situation,

but apart from that, its site was a wind swept and sandy peninsula, and it

required much labor, not always well directed, to make it a habitable

place. James Bryce in his ^'American ^Commonwealth," written in 1889, says:

"Few cities in the world can vie with San Francisco either in the beauty or in

the natural advantages of her situation; indeed there are only two places in

Ei^ii-ope—Constantinople and Gibraltar—that combine an equally perfect land-

scape with what may be called an equally imperial position ;" but Don Pedro

de Alberni reporting, in July, 1796, to the Viceroy of Spain, states that there

is little wood on the peninsula of San Francisco, no water nor arable lands,

and that, therefore, in his opinion it is the 'Svorst place or situation in Cali-

fornia for the establishment of such a villa as is proposed by the Senor Con-

tador, Don Jose M. Beltram." (Dwinell's Colonial History. Addenda p. 18.)

The location of cities is not determined, however, by selection so much
as by events. Yerba Buena, the original name of the port of San Francisco,

was located in a sheltered cove, between Telegraph and Rincon Hills, with

deep water off shore, convenient to the Golden Gate, or narrow entrance from

the sea; but the only back country was the stretch of land between the ocean

and the bay extending southerly into Santa Clara Valley.

It can be well understood how many pioneer settlers, among them General

W. T. Sherman and Thomas O. Larkin, United States Consul at Monterey,

believed that the principal city on San Francisco bay would spring up at the

head waters of navigation near the confluence of the great rivers of the

Sacramento and San Joaquin which debouch into the bay at or near Benicia.

Back of Benicia was' the richest mining country, and river navigation was the

familiar means of transportation.

But Benicia, auspiciously begun, has made no progress in half a century

and is still a mere village, while San Francisco is a world city of commanding
importance—the chief port of the United States on the greatest of the world's

oceans.
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Why the one was preferred over the other shall never be known—suf-

ficient to say, San Francisco found favor in the eyes of the men of commerce

and trade before the days of railroads; had, however, the western railroads

been under way at that period (they did not come until 1867) there might have

been a"" different story to narrate, for San Francisco, for the most part, is

accessible to transcontinental lines from the mainland shore of the bay only

by means of ferries—usually an impediment to traffic. But some cities,

predestined to greatness, overcome all impediments and so prove their neces-

sity and fitness. _ _ , .

General Sherman tells in his Memoirs (p. 55) how Dr. Semple and

others, in 1847, believed that the great city of the Bay of San Francisco would

rise on Carquinez Straits; how General Vallejo gave them title to a league of

land on condition that the city should bear the name of Vallejo's wife, Fran-

cisca; how, soon after the name of Yerba Buena was changed to the City

of San Francisco, by Alcalde Bartlett, in order to checkmate the founders

of Francisca, thus forcing them to rename their town site, Benicia, the

second baptismal name of the Senora Vallejo. Now, this is what General

Sherman says: *'I am convinced that this little circumstance was big with

consequences. That Benicia was the best natural site for a commercial city

I am satisfied; and had half the money and half the labor since bestowed

on San Francisco been expended at Benicia, we should have at this day a city

of palaces on the Carquinez Straits. The name of *San Francisco' fixed the

city where it now is, for every ship in 1848-49, which cleared from any part of

the world, Jcnew the name of San Francisco not Yerba Buena or Benicia, and

consequently ships consigned to California came pouring in with their con-

tents and were anchored in front of Yerba Buena, the first town."

General Sherman understood surveying and might have attained the

first rank as a ''builder of cities" if his ''bump of location" were rnore pro-

nounced. He confesses to surveying Colonel J. D. Stevenson's newly

projected city "New York of the Pacific," situated at the mouth of the San

Joaquin river, for which he received $500, and ten or fifteen lots, enough of

/which he sold to make up another $500, and abandoned the balance. This

city met the fate of numberless other projects about the bay. (Memoirs p. 74.)

There must be some magnet in the site of San Francisco. As Bret Harte

sang of the metropolis:
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^- "Thou drawest all things small or great,

To thee beside the western gate."

San Francisco (when R. H. Dana, Jr., looked upon it in 1835) was a hilly

and barren waste. The pioneer in city building had something to subdue.

By him the sand dunes were dumped into the cove below Battery and Market

and Montgomery and Washington streets, making a new shore line, reclaim-

ing many acres of land from the bay and giving deep water for the wharves

;

But the conspicuous fault of the men at that time was perhaps a lack of

esthetic sense, for instead of circling the hills with roads, rectangular blocks

were laid out on their slopes. Furthermore, the city suffered from the con-

fusion arising out of land litigation. When California was ceded by Mexico

to the United States, existing property rights had to be respected, but these

rights were hard to determine. It was the practice of Spain to settle its

Pacific colonies by the establishment of missions, representing the religious

branch ;
presidios, the military authority, and pueblos, (limited to four square

leagues) the town or civil government. The pueblo lands of the city were
sacred, and it has been decided that they were "held in trust for the inhabit-

_ants," so after squatters and judgment creditors against the city had taken

possession of much public property, they were finally compelled to compro-
mise their alleged claims by the assertion of the city's pueblo rights. (Harte

vs. Burnett, 15 Cal. reports; U. S. Supreme Court, Townsend vs. Greely,

1866.) In 1856 and in 1865 the city was given the "Van Ness Ordinance"
and other municipal enactments by which the public parks, places, school

and fire lots and streets were finally confirmed to the people out of the public

domain. But first, what is the history of Spanish and Mexican dominion?
After conferring plenary powers on viceroys and "presidents of my

royal audiences" to sell uncultivated lands, the Spanish King, in 1754, added
this wholesome and provident restriction, to which is due the little that the

city inherited in the way of public lands: "But in regard to lands of com-
munity, and those granted to towns for pasturage and commons, no change
shall be made; the towns shall still be maintained in possession of them."

(Wheeler's Land Titles, p. 4.) They were inalienable. (Ibid.) By the laws

of the Indies it appears that Spain was wise and liberal in its policy respecting

the founding and planning of towns. "The viceroys and governors, being

thereto authorized, shall lay out foi* each town or village the lands and lots

which they may want." * * * "^s the mission settlements are hereafter

to become cities, care should be taken in their foundation that the houses

be built in line with wide streets and good market squares, etc." Power was
granted to commandants to designate common lands. (Ibid.)

After the acquisition of California by Mexico in 1821, the ayuntamiento,

(the council which Spain set up in its municipalities) was authorized by the

Territorial Assembly to grant lots 200 varas back from the beach, a restriction

designed to save the harbor front for the common benefit.

Jacob P. Lesse, who left Los Angeles for better commercial prospects in

San Francisco, built in 1836 the first house erected by an American on the

west line of the present Dupont street. An Englishman, W. A. Richardson,

however, had preceded him by one year, but had built a mere shanty. The
cove of Yerba Buena had not at that time been surveyed but was used as a

landing place by ships trading in grain, hides and tallow—20,000 hides and
2.000,000 pounds of tallow having been exported in one year. Exclusive of

the Indians, there were but sixty persons living at the Mission (founded

October 9, 1776) and fifteen soldiers at the Presidio.

This Mission was called San Francisco de Assis, or, sometimes, de

Dolores. The Mission fathers of the Franciscan order, who gave the name
of San Francisco to the bay in 1769, which they had discovered from the land,

and to which they believed they were led by the patron of their order, St.

Francis, converted the native Indians to Christianity. The Indian population

in 1802, according to the authority of Humboldt was, male and female, 814.

They were as low as any known race in the scale of humanity, but they were
patiently taught useful arts. The Mission accumulated surprisingly large

flocks of sheep, herds of cattle, horses and grains. In 1825 it was credited

with 76,000 head of cattle and 79,000 sheep, and there was a village at the

Mission which Captain Benjamin Morrell estimated to contain 500f inhabit-

ants. The Indians were dispersed and disappeared after the secularization of

the missions by Mexico in 1833, and the lands and property of the fathers

were confiscated to be regranted to settlers.

In 1837 a law was promulgated for the government of pueblos which
remained in force until July 7, 1846, when California was taken by Com-
modore John D. Sloat. Two days later the American flag was raised in

the old plaza of Yerba Buena, now called Portsmouth Square, in honor
of the United States ship, then commanded by Captain J. B. Montgomery, the

flag-raiser, whose name was given to the principal thoroughfare.
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. It was as early as the spring of 1839. however, that
f'^yX^n^^enrand

direeted the Alcalde. Franeiseo Haro, to make a survey of
^f ^J^'

IJ"'^"!^
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in the fall of the same year I nan Vioget, a surveyor, made the hrst regular

survey and plan of what is now San Francisco. That survey merely covered

the area between Pacific, Sacramento, Montgomery and Dupont streets It

mav be nientioned in passing that in 1835. W. A Richardson c amis to have

made a rough plan of a small area by offical authority. (The Un ted States

vs lose Y Umantour. Transcript of record p. 21 et seq ) But it is grati

fyini to note, even at this period, in the midst of confusion, that the germ

S aftisUc planning was not foreign to the minds of the 7"d<.rs althoi^h

it did not bear abundant fruit. In making grants of house lots it was ordered

that "they shall be in as good order and arrangement as possible and as the

situation of the place mav require, in order that the streets and P^zas which

may be formed may have, from the beginning, proper uniformity and har-

"'°"The wagon road to Verba Buena from the Mission was built in 1838.

Then the village slumbered until awakened by the guns saluting the flag and.

a little later, bv the clarion cry of "Eureka!"
. ,j r».,^r^l

In Marcli 1847, nine months before the discovery of gold, General

S W Kearnv.' after whom Kearny street is named, then Military Governor

of California,' ordered the sale at auction of beach and water ots, excepting

those reserved bv the Federal Government, "for the benefit of the town

of San Francisco." Taspar O'Farrell, a surveyor, was employed to 'ay them

out which he did to'the number of 444, between Rincon and Telegraph Hill,

in size 45 feet 10 inches by 137 feet 6 inches. These lots were desig-

nated on the official map made by Wm. M. Eddy, city surveyor.

Another survey was subsequently made of 328 more lots by O Farrell,

who in trying to reconcile his work with that of Vioget experienced consider-

able difficulty. Vioget's lots had angles, obtuse and acute, which had

to be brought into the uniform plan so that streets would cross each other

ii '^:^-

'^.>..,r -x-.

^ ' ->y. ^

.'V"

--.fW-.-^'*'^

r^-k\.
'*M f

a£^^%'?»7isi v'-^-- ^-'utm.'
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at right angles. O'Farrell proposed to widen Dupont and Kearny

streets, laid out by Vioget, but the expense was considered too great. Many
years later these streets were widened at a large cost, the burden falling on

the property one-half block distant east and west from the line of the improved

street. Kearny street was widened from 45 to 75 feet, the 30 feet having been

taken from the west side at a cost of $579,000. Damages and benefits were

assessed by a commission. Dupont street was widened in 1878 in the same

manner and renamed Grant avenue. Montgomery street was opened to

Howard street, and Montgomery avenue, a great diagonal thoroughfare, was

cut from Montgomery and Washington streets northwesterly to the bay—the

cost of which has never been met on account of fundamental irregularity in

the issuance of the bonds. None of these expenses were assumed by the city

but were expressly made a district charge and the property of the district

was made liable, under a prescribed procedure. It is unjust to put the whole

burden of such improvements on a small district where the city is also a large

beneficiary.

The scandal arising out of the Dupont street and Montgomery avenue

widening and extension bonds has been an injury to the city's credit, and

yet the city is not responsible, and before the bonds were issued it expressly

disavowed responsibility. The bond buyers were obliged to look to the

regularity of the proceedings of the commissioners charged with the duty

of issuing the indebtedness.

Jaspar O'Farrell also delineated Market street—an avenue which is

unique among city streets in that it seems, like a great river, whose flow

is augmented by many tributaries, to drain all other streets. It was given

its direction by the respective locations of the town and the Mission, which

it practically connected. The survey made south of Market street bore but

little relation to that on the north. The historian, John S. Hittell, says

that "O'Farrell correctly appreciated the importance of making the main

streets in the southern part of the town agree in general direction with a route

i
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followed by people going from Yerba Buena Cove to the Mission." That was

well enough, no doubt, for his period, but since then the south side has

developed on independent lines, irrespective of the Mission, and it is necessary

to connect it more intimately with the north side by opening new streets and

diagonals.

At the period of the O'Farrell surveys the population of San Francisco

was shown by a census to be four hundred and fifty-nine. This number did

. not include soldiers nor the inhabitants of the Mission-village of Dolores.

Then came the discovery of gold in January, 1848. The population in-

creased by leaps and bounds. O'Farrell's lots were all sold, and, in October

1849, the ayuntamiento ordered Eddy to extend the survey to Larkin street

north of Post street and south of Post to Leavenworth and Eighth streets.

One hundred-vara lots sold for $500, and fifty-vara lots for $200.

In 1850 a franchise was granted for a plank wagon road from California

and Kearny to Fifteenth street, by way of Mission street to the Mission

Dolores. Mission was favored over Market street because the-iatter from

Second to Fifth streets was covered by a high ridge of sand. There was a deep

cut in the sand hills at Kearny and Post streets where tolls were collected.

This road did not become free until 1858.

In 1851,' Congress created the land commission to settle land claims

in California. In taking the country, Commodore Sloat had proclaimed that

' persons in peaceable possession under "color of right" should be protected in

their holdings. This promise was ignored by the Act and the result was that

_ squatters entered upon lands in and about the city and became a political

power. The native California rancheros lost half their holdings to the

lawyers and the other half in living during the litigation, and awaiting for a

patent issue—and so the Noe, Bernal, de Haro and other grants in or near

San Francisco were dissipated. Just as the time limit set for the filing of

claims before the commission was about to expire, in March, 1858, the Li-

mantour, Santillan and Sherrebeck claims were filed for nearly all the property

south of California street and west of Second, which after long litigation,

were rejected; and Dr. Peter Smith, for medical services to the city, had a

sheriff's deed following a judgment for much city property, which ultimately

was invalidated by the courts in so far as it affected pueblo lands; but other

properties were confirmed to him.

The boundary line of the City of San Francisco, as fixed by the act of the

legislature, approved April 15, 1851, reincorporating the city, was as follows:

On the south by a line parallel with Clay street, two and one-half miles

distant, in a southerly direction, from the center of Portsmouth Square, on

the west by a line parallel with Kearny street, two miles distant, in a westerly

direction, from the center of Portsmouth Square. Its northern and eastern

boundaries shall be coincident with those of the County of San Francisco (i.e.

the bay).

The westerly boundary line so fixed coincided, nearly, with what is now
Devisadero street, and the southerly line with Twenty-first street.

By an act of the legislature, passed March 11, 1858, Ordinance No. 822,

passed by the Common Council of the City of San Francisco, June 20, 1855,

was ratified and confirmed. By this ordinance the city relinquished all claims

to lands west of Larkin and Johnston (Ninth) streets, and within the boun-

dary line, as fixed by the act of 1851, to those persons, and their successors,

who had been in actual possession thereof from January 1, 1855, to June 30,

1855, and as to those lands lying east of said streets and above high-water

mark, to those persons who deraigned title from grants made by the alcaldes

or municipal authorities of the former pueblo.

By section 5 of the ordinance the city reserved the right to select and
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reserve such parts of the lands lying west of Larkin and Ninth streets, and

within said boundary line, as might be necessary for public purposes, such as

** school houses, engine houses and squares, and in pursuance of such plan

another ordinance. No. 845, was passed September 27, 1855, and likewise rati-

fied by said legislative act, providing for a commission to prepare a plan

of streets, squares and public building lots within this portion of the city.

Such a map was accordingly prepared (since known as the Van Ness

map), and by another ordinance, No. 846, passed October 15, 1856, likewise

ratified by said legislative act, it was "declared to be the plan of the city, in

respect to the location and establishment of streets and avenues, and the

reservation of squares and lots for public purposes in that portion of the city

lying west of Larkin street and southwest of Johnston (Ninth) street,' as

defined by the charter of 1851.

By an act of Congress, approved July 1, 1864, such ordinances, and the act

of the legislature ratifying them, were referred to and approved, and the

United States relinquished all claims to the lands delineated on said map for

the uses therein respectively designated.

The rights of the city to its public reservations thereby became fixed and

determined, so far as that portion of the city lying east of Devisadero and

north of Twenty-first streets was concerned.

As to the lands outside of the charter line of 1851 (i. e. west of Devisa-

dero street and south of Twenty-first street), no action was taken by the city.

in the matter of confirming the title of private persons or making reservations

of land for public purposes until 1868, when Ordinance No. 800, approved

January 14, 1868, was passed by the supervisors. This ordinance, which was

confirmed by an act of the legislature approved March 27, 1868, provided

that the supervisors should immediately proceed to subdivide into blocks

such portions of the city and county lying outside of the charter line of 1851

as they might deem expedient, and to make necessary reservations of lands

for public building sites, squares and a park. In pursuance of this plan, the

Committee on Outside Lands of the Supervisors caused to be prepared a

map of that portion of said lands lying north of the Rancho Laguna de la

Merced and the San Miguel rancho and of Islais creek not reserved by the

United States, whereon were delineated streets, and reservations for school

houses, engine houses, a cemetery, public squares, a city and county hospital

and Golden Gate Park. Such map, so prepared, was finally approved and

adopted by the supervisors as the city map by Ordinance No. 823, approved

July 24, 1868, and has since been known as the Humphreys map.

By said Ordinance No. 800 the title of the city to lands outside the charter

line of 1851, and not embraced in Spanish grants, such as the San Miguel

rancho, nor reserved by the United States, nor by the city for public use, was

relinquished to such persons who were in actual possession thereof on March

8, 1866, and had paid taxes thereon for five years next preceding July 1, 1866

The title to this territory was thereby settled and fixed, and the right of

the city to public property lying therein determined.

All of the other lands lying outside of the charter line of 1851 are embraced

within what were originallv Spanish ranchos, the title to which was

derived directly by grant 'from the Spanish or Mexican governments,

namely, the Rancho Laguna de la Merced, San Miguel Rancho, Rancho Rin-

con de las Salinas y Potrero Viejo, and the Rancho Canada Guadalupe Rodeo

Viejo y Visitacion. Various persons and corporations deraigning title

through these diflferent grants at diflferent times filed and recorded maps of

tracts lying within their boundaries, whereby the streets thereon delineated

were dedicated to the city, the most prominent of these being the Horner's

addition, O'Neil and Haley tract, and the South San Francisco Homestead

Association.
*

*•
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I quote John S. Hittell on the disposition of public lands which pre-

sented the greatest opportunity the city has ever had to make every

reservation necessary for its park system and civic uses, and although

the question was discussed and, even, a Park plan procured from the

greatest of American landscape gardeners, Frederick Law Olmstead, the

city council, to a great degree, may be said to have been remiss. It did

make reservations, including the Golden Gate Park, which should probably

mitigate one's final judgment. The criticism seems to lie against the fact

that the council did not reach the possibilities of the occasion to make a city

unparalleled in beauty, with boulevards, public places, parks and play-

grounds, proper sites for museums, libraries and other utilities, which were
well within its grasp. Mr. Hittell tells the interesting story thus:

'/The title of the city to about four thousand acres of land west of Larkin

street having been perfected, ordinances were passed to convey it to the parties

in possession and to give them deeds for it. In 1853, the city as successor of

the pueblo of Yerba Buena, presented its claims to the federal land com-
mission for four square leagues, about seventeen thousand acres, under the

Mexican law, giving so much for common or other public purposes to every

pueblo or town. The claim was confirmed in 1854 by the land commission for

about ten thousand acres, including all that part of the peninsula north of

the Vallejo line, which started near the intersection of Fifth and Brannan
streets and ran through the summit of Lone Mountain to the ocean. Both
parties, the city on one side and the land agent of the federal government
on the other, appealed from this decision, and in course of time the case

reached the Federal Circuit Court, which on the eighteenth of May, 1865, filed

a decree confirming the claim to the city to four square leagues above high

water mark, 'for the benefit of the lot-holders under grants from the pueblo,

town or city of San Francisco, or other competent authority, and as to any
residue, in trust for the use and benefit of the inhabitants of the city.*

''An appeal was taken from this decision on behalf of the federal govern-

ment to the United States Supreme Court; but on the eighth of March, 1866,

congress passed an act confirming the decree, and granting to the city all the

title of the United States to the tract described in the decision of the Circuit

Court, with the exception of lands needed for federal reservations, subject

to the conditions that all of this land not needed for public purposes, or not

previously disposed of, should be conveyed to the persons in possession. The
only opposition to the city claim recognized by the law was that by the United
States, and when congress granted the federal title to San Francisco, there was
no basis for litigation, so the United States Supreme Court dismissed the

appeal, and the decree of the Circuit Court stood as the true basis of the title.

That decision gave the land not already disposed of *in trust for the use and
benefit of the inhabitants of the city'; the act of congress gave it for the

benefit of 'the parties in the bona fide actual possession thereof.' The in-

habitants were many; the people in possession were few, but they had
money, political influence, organization, and the legislature passed an act

providing that everybody in possession of not more than one hundred and
sixty acres, should keep it all. The supervisors passed the Clement ordinance

recognizing the ownership of the people in possession, and the McCoppin
ordinance, giving deeds to them. Thus a domain which might have been sold

for millions of dollars, or given in small lots to ten thousand poor citizens,

anxious to secure homes, was bestowed upon a few. The giving of such large

areas was not in harmony with the town system of Mexico, and the possessory

titles within the limits of the Pueblo claim were void under the American
law; nor was their recognition consistent with sound public policy, but it

received the sanction of the legislatures, councils and courts. The city out

1 *• » _., ...
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of all this vast domain reserved a park of one thousand acres, mostly drifting

sand, and some lots for public squares and buildings."

Lafayette Park, for instance, was designated and delineated as a public

square, and by legislative acts was irrevocably dedicated to such purpose.

The land so selected had been in possession of its claimant as far back as 1855,

before the Van Ness map was made. On December 17, 1864, he commenced
an action in the 4th District Court against the City and County of San
Francisco to quiet his title to certain designated portions of said square, and
final judgment was rendered in his favor, December 25, 1867, the principle

upon which the decision was based being that it was not within the powers
of the commission, which prepared the Van Ness map, to set apart for public

use more than one-twentieth of the land in possession of any one person,

which was done in this case. The Supreme Court held that this judgment,
while erroneous in point of law, was binding upon the city under the principle

of res adjudicata, not having been appealed from. (76 Cal., p. 18, and 93 Cal.,

p. 251.)

The situation as to the Hospital lot, so called, now in part, Duboce Park,

and Mission Plaza, now wholly in private ownership, is practically the same,
legally, as that of Lafayette Square, similar judgments having been rendered
in each case. (See Opinions of City and County Attorney Creswell, pp. 325,

and 423.) In other words, the neglect of city attorneys in the earlier days
lost to the city much valuable property. They failed to put in an appearance
and allowed judgments to go by default.

Even the harbor of San Francisco was in 1861 awarded by a corrupt
legislature to a private corporation to collect wharf tolls for fifty years, but
the measure was vetoed by the then Governor Downey as Governor Purdy
before him had prevented the extension of the wharf privileges then in private

hands.
The "outside land" reservations referred to comprise 1,347.46 acres out of

a total acreage of 8,400 distributed as follows:

Golden Gate Park ......' 1,013.00 acres

Buena Vista Park 36.22 acres
Public Squares 35.46 acres

Other Reservations 21.25 acres
Cemetery 200.00 acres
91 School lots ' 30.13 acres
32 Engine lots 2.31 acres

The miscellaneous reservations were for lots for such purposes as the
Academy of Sciences, Foundling Asylum, City Hall and Library, County
Jail, Home for Inebriates, Home for Veteran Soldiers, Hospital and L^ies'
Relief Society, all beyond Devisadero street west.

There was practically no dispute among the members of the Board of

Supervisors as to the minor reservations, but the question of a greater or
smaller park, its dimensions, direction and form, divided the board.

The majority of the outside lands committee favored a 1000-acre park
which should unite the city and the ocean beach, but they opposed the
extension eastward farther than Stanyan, and later Baker street (where the
entrance now is), because in their opinion, the cemeteries to the north could
"never be cut by a street" and the government reservation, they said,

"obstructs traffic and the park, if extended citywards, would be a further
obstruction to cross-town travel." They had no conception of a boulevard or
park drive. It was either park or street in their view and hence the city lost

the Panhandle extension at the time when it should have been made.
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The Board of Supervisors were importuned in vain by certain sagacious

citizens to carry the great park down to Verba Buena Park, where now stands

the City Hall, but at a critical moment they lacked the necessary judgment

and foresight. The press (see Bulletin of January 27, 1867) advocated a

bell-shaped park comprising the ocean front on the west and extending like a

"handle of the bell," by a broad avenue to Market and Larkin streets, where

the city owned the Yerba Buena property.

Frederick Law Olmstead's report was before the board at this time, but,

except as to landscape features, it seems to have been ignored. One com-

mittee refers to the "artificial way" proposed by him, meaning no doubt his

treatment of V^an Ness avenue, but it quotes approvingly from his report as

follows, which is a justification for the Panhandle or Bell-handle extension of

the park, citywards, in order to cultivate its convenient use and give it a

worthy entrance—a park in truth stretching from the city to the sea: "The
entrance to it (meaning any park) should be practicable and no great dis-

tance from that part of the town already built up ; that it should extend in the

direction in which the city is likely to advance or should be so arranged, that

an agreeable extension can be readily made in that direction hereafter."

(Municipal Reports 1867-68.)

What was Olmstead's plan? He did not possess the prevision of the

future nor properly estimate the possible fertility of San Francisco's sandy

soil, so he confined his recommendations to the region extending from the

present German Hospital's lands, near Duboce Park, by way of Van Ness
avenue to Fort Mason (Black Point). He parked Van Ness avenue and
suggested a boulevard eastward on Eddy street as far as Market, and from
Van Ness avenue and Eddy street diagonal avenues running to Yerba
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Biiena Park and to Duboce Park (now so called), and in the valley

at this point he recommended extensive park grounds. Van Ness avenue was
to be widened to a width of 390 feet and parked and the center sunken for

the creation of a sheltered mall 20 feet deep with sloping sides, crossed by
artistic bridges. This feature was no doubt suggested by the winds of sum-
mer and he had mistakenly satisfied himself that sheltering trees could not be

made to grow, as in other places. In the light of subsequent development
this part of his report possesses curious interest. He says: *Tt must, I

believe, be acknowledged, that neither in beauty of green sward, nor in great

umbrageous trees, do these special conditions of the topography, soil and
,

climate of San Francisco allow us to hope that any pleasure ground it can

acquire will ever compare in the most distant degree with those of New York
or London. There is not a full grown tree of beautiful proportions near San
Francisco nor have I seen an^ young trees that promised fairly, except, per-

haps, of a certain compact, clumpy forms of evergreens, wholly wanting in

grace and cheerfulness. It would not be wise nor safe to undertake to form
a park upon any plan which assumed as a certainty that trees which would
delight the eye can be made to grow near San Francisco by any advantages
whatever which it might be proposed to oflFer them. It is perhaps true that

the certainty of failure remains to be proved, that success is not entirely out of

the question, and it may be urged that experiments on a small scale should be

set on foot at once, to determine the question for the benefit of future gene-

rations; but, however this may be, it is unquestionably certain that the success

of such experiments cannot safely be taken for granted in any general scheme
that may, at this time, be offered for the improvement of the city.".

He adds San Francisco could form a park ''peculiar to itself," but, of

course, unlike others elsewhere. All of Mr. Olmstead's suggestions were
excellent, (excepting his misconception of the growth of trees in sandy soil

and his sunken mall, predicated on this misconception) and if followed, as sup-

plementary to the creation of Golden Gate Park, which he failed to suggest—

a

remarkable oversight—would have created and adorned an inner circle of

drives—or perimeter of distribution—and, at a small expenditure of public

funds, would have given to San Francisco the very improvements it craves

for to-day—forty years later. The city has a great park—a possession to

which he would have led the city ultimately—for he spoke of future expan-

sion ; but he dwelt particularly on the need of smaller parks, open spaces,

parkways and ornamental avenues near the populous centers for the actual

use and benefit of the people.

In spite of mistakes, unhappily made, San Francisco has grown, but it has

grown on the original lines which had been laid down by the pioneers; the

rectangular blocks on the hills have become fixed and difficult of modification :

the great park, however, has developed into the finest pleasure ground in

the world, due not only to its careful cultivation but to its superb termination

on the shores of the Pacific; the Presidio government reservation has become
really an auxiliarv park containing 1500 acres of forested lands overlooking

the Golden Gate, and the city, by the recent acquisition of seven blocks, has

united the two great bodies of land. By the issuance of seventeen million

dollars of bonds in 190."), the only outstanding municipal indebtedness, the

city is now about to acquire the following utilities: Hospital, $1,000,000;

Sewers, $7,200,000; Schools, $3,500,000; Street Pavements, $l,r)21,000; Jails,

$r)97,000; Librarv, site and building, $1,647,000; Golden Gate Park and'Pre-
sidio extension, $330,000; Children's play-grounds, $741,000; Mission Park,

$293,000.

All the improvements contemplated by this bond issue will accommodate
themselves to the new plan of the city.
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The capacity of the' city to borrow by the authorization of a bonded

indebtedness, two-thirds of its citizens voting therefor, is fifteen per cent of the

assessed value of all its property, which now (1906) is five hundred and

twenty-four millions of dollars, which represents an increase of two hundred

millions in the past decade. The limit of indebtedness therefore, is about

eighty millions with a possible decennial expansion of thirty millions. The

city's population is estimated at nearly 500,000. The commercial and indus-

trial greatness which had been predicted for San Francisco from the earliest

times has been fulfilled, and, as in older communities, a love of the true and

the beautiful, a craving for artistic betterments and a sense of public duty

have succeeded the hard struggle to tame the wild earth, explore its secrets,

raze the forest, build the city and command the sea.

San Francisco gave itself in 1900 a new charter, by which responsibility

is fixed, power given, home rule assured and a limit of one dollar is estab-

lished for taxation, exclusive, however, of provisions necessary for park main-

tenance and the interest and sinking funds for bonds—in other words, no

limit is imposed for public improvements, but every safeguard is exacted

against operating extravagance. Under this charter the bonds have been

issued and declared valid by the courts.

In 1904, Daniel H. Burnham was invited by the Association for the

Improvement and Adornment of San Francisco to prepare a plan, and, in

September, 1905, he, ably assisted by Edward H. Bennett, completed it, and it

was accepted by ^ayor Eugene E. Schmitz, after formal ceremonies of

presentation by' Vice-president Wm. Greer Harrison, at a special session

of the Board of Supervisors, which gave it official recognition by ordering

it printed as a municipal publication.

San Francisco, on account of its equable climate and its unparalleled

natural advantages, located as it is, on bay and ocean, and seated upon many
picturesque hills, is destined to be great not only commercially, but great

artistically. Its peculiar metropolitan capacity to serve as a hospitable

place of entertainment, yielding the most amount of comfort and of pleasure

to its inhabitants, increasing their number and holding them by ties of

interest and affection, has given it unique distinction.

In these latter years the city has wisely become conscious of its former

self-neglect, and a strong sentiment pervades the community that improve-

ment and adornment should be bravely begun, first, by the adoption of a com-

prehensive plan, which has just been accomplished, and then, by putting its

recommendations into effect. That is the work which is now before the citi-

zens of San Francisco.

What the people have needed is an ideal with which to nourish their

imagination and to give them a goal towards which to labor with confidence.

That they have in the Burnham plan.

4» 4» 4»

"My dear Jane," said the mistress of a household, "you have served us

now faithfully for twenty-five years. We shall henceforth regard you as a

member of our family. You will receive no wages !"

(f-*<«52^^ %^22Sil^^^
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Bungal(Kc Hotne of tlie Author C-ottT

I
: THE making of homes there is in America no truer expression of the

i individual taste and needs of the people than the bungalows of California.

In fact, an art connoisseur of wide reputation who recently visited Cali-

fornia waxed so enthusiastic that he declared it to be the most simple and

beautiful type of the American home. Its evolution is interesting and its

simplicity is responsible for its beauty. The same hypersensitive intellect-

uality that it takes to write a beautiful poem or to paint a beautiful picture,

must be brought to bear in the making of a home if it would be beautiful.

There must be a feeling for line, and, above all, for color. The very ground

on which it grows needs be selected with forethought—the background of

the home! Many things work together for the making of delightful small

homes in California. There is the climate, allowing great possibilities, the

material in vast variety, and, most of all, it is the mecca for artists, writers,

thinkers,—for beautv-loving people, as is the south of Italy.

Artistic people 'are frequently not money-getting people. And these

bungalow homes have not to do with money, speaking in the comparative

sense. They have been thought out with the direct purpose of saving money.

A beautiful' home with the least possible expenditure has been the motto.

To begin with, some independent soul bought an out-of-the-way plot of

ground, built a low, rambling house in keeping with the location, made it in

color to harmonize with the grass, the trees, the flowers—called it a bunga-

low, and lo! a new era of home-making was upon us. Others who loved the

beautiful saw that there were possibilities outside of regulation lots and con-

ventional houses, and they began thinking out the particular house suited to

their needs, and of making it their own rather than copying th-eir neighbor s.

The California bungalows stand for emancipation in home building.

They have been designed with no previous custom in mind. Ground that in
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" The Patio '' of the Bungalow in the Arroyo Seco {Idah Meacham Strobridge) Los Atigeles, Califnrtiia C-388

no wise would do for the ordinary house, as square as a dice and so high it

threatens to topple, has been made a good setting for a house designed es-

pecially to suit it. Success in many instances tempted other would-be home-

makers to try their originality in home-making, until California to-day is

famous for her picturesque and original, as well as economical, homes.

This simple form of architecture has found favor with people, who, like

the man on being asked what kind of ^ house he lived in, exclaimed laconi-

cally, ''In a barn; but, thank Heaven, I know my own front door." The
marked originality of these bungalow homes is due to the fact that they have

in every instance been designed for individual tastes and needs. There is

no postage-stamp repetition about them. They vary in size, character, and

general construction, as they vary in location, being ubiquitous along the

Pacific Coast, from San Diego to San Francisco, and even farther north. A
delightful cosmopolitanism prevails about them—for while traditions for the

most part have been left behind by the wayfaring Californian of to-day, yet,

unconsciously or subconsciously, there creeps into this unconventional west-

ern home a suggestion of the elements in a home he has loved best elsewhere.

Undoubtedly the native Californian has been- more influenced by the Spanish

adobe than any other form of architecture, though the days of adobe are past,

unfortunately, for picturesque house-buildings, and fortunately for hygienic and

practical reasons. But the early Spaniards and Mexicans instinctively

had a feeling for good lines as people who live near to nature

and are not hampered by other people's ideas usually have. There

was no ornament, useless or otherwise, about their houses, and these

are the watchwords of the good present-day small house. Here is one of the

cardinal points in which it diflfers from the cottage. The cottage, generally

speaking, makes pretensions^it sets up airs in keeping with larger and more

elegant places of residence. Then, too, the number of rooms in a cottage is

-^
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entirely out of proportion with its area. There is the hall with fussy hat-

racks,—the parlor, if you please, often furnished in white and gold—the key-

note of Louis XVI. drawing-rooms, and a dining-room that opens from this

parlor, as if you would put together two pine boxes and then cut a hole be-

tween them. Nor would it be in keeping with the canons laid down for these

houses to let so much as a mite of real construction show. And if, perchance,

a half-dozen people by any prearrangement or mere coincidence happen to

appear at one of these houses at the same time, each and every one must have
the feeling that he is a human sardine being packed in a box, alive.

All cottages are not bad any more than all bungalows are good ; however,
the one is the antithesis of the other. The bungalow decries ornament, and
at least is free from pretensions. Its claims to beauty rest not only on its

simplicity, but on its adaptability to its environment, its careful proportions,

good lines, and its outdoor features, as well as its real construction, which
is usually in evidence.

The illustration of "A Bungalow in the Arroyo Seco" pictures one of the

most perfect of these Southland homes—a veritable chef-d'oeuvre. There
are two hundred and fifty running feet of wide porches, screened in, where
the family live, besides a patio, around which the house is built. There is.

a

long veranda on the front, which is cool in summer with the breeze from the

sea; another divides the house in twain, and there is still another running

the length of the house on the patio side. Here, if you are so fortunate as

to be asked to dine, you may listen to birds and to the falling leaves of the

.sycamore trees, as white in the light as the cloth on the board. There are

wide couches, palms, easy chairs, comfort, beauty, everywhere. The woman
who planned its every detail will open 'the front door to you if you should

knock there. She has not slept in the house for years, and she can tell you
of the real joy of living in California. There are homes which we all know,
costing thousands, that do not approximate this one in point of real beauty

—

"A low roof with green trees half-concealed," it has, soft brown color and,

most of all, an air of home. N.o one ever built one just like it before—it is

individual in every particular.

Many of these bungalow houses are simply boarded up inside and out

and battened, and with few exceptions the front door opens into the living

room, which is very large, being living room, reception room, library, and

den in one, and frequently one end of these large rooms is used for dining-

room, a screen or heavy curtain dividing it from the main part, making it

as exclusive as need be. To be sure, a dining-room is more desirable, but

where the money is not sufficient to build other than a small house, one

splendid room is preferable to two small ones, both from the point of etTect-

iveness and as comfort.

The kitchen and pantry arrangements of these houses are planned to

save work, and the sleeping rooms are sufficient for the family use—there

is seldom especial provision for guests.

One or two of the illustrations show houses which were designed wrong-

side out—with the studding on the inside and between these the plaster, the

lathing having beefl done on the outside, and rough boards nailed over. The
joists show overhead, and everywhere the construction is evident. The liv-

ing room is of goodly proportion, being long and narrow, with one end used

for a dining-room. You enter through an old-fashioned Dutch door, the

author of this house having had a penchant for this sort of door ''back East."

The front door of nearly all of these houses receives particular consideration

—being large, and designed with special regard to the hospitality they open

to you. The fireplace in this room is a huge one of clinker brick. This brick

has found favor with a vast majority of bungalow builders. It is rustic in

eflfect, excellent in color, and lends itself to both exteriors and interiors. The

y^
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Screen l'eranda, where the family dine throughout the year, showing

a corner of patio and hunga/orc. Idah Mem ham Strobridge
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windows in this room are so many as to make one imagine he is lookmg

through a spider's eye, and have small panes and casements that swmg out.

The windows of the small house are of most importance—the bungalow here

takes issue with the cottage. The bungalow is never guilty of plate glass, an

item to be set down in *its favor. Cottages have a liking for picture wmdows.

which are apt to make a small house look like a little bug with big eyes.

The boarded-up bungalow, of which there is a picture, belongs to the

scion of one of California's oldest and best-known Spanish families. Its loca-

tion is superb—among the. oaks, with a panoramic view of the mountams

extending for miles around. The patio is in front, where flowers bloom

perennially. French doors open into this countyard from every room that

is in sense a living room, even the bedrooms. The house rambles to suit its

will, and there is plentv of ground, so that the wings of the house do not

elbow each other. There never was seen a more splendid fireplace in any

house of its kind. It is of cobblestone, in the center of the long side of an

immense room, with big stones at the bottom, gradually growing smaller

towards the top, with one huge stone on the hearth for a seat. There is

about the bungalow the old-time simj^licity of the adobe, an aroma of hos-

pitality and romance that must have been wafted from the ancestral home,

set as' this is in God's green acre.
x. i / i u

There are so many ways of making these houses. Rough boards—the

rougluT the better—put on lengthwise, are rustic enough in appearance to

pass muster in the ranks where surfaced materials are prohibited. Plaster

is not tabooed entirely, though it must be rough, and used in connection with
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up and down, inside and out, with a patio in front
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plenty of wood, but wall paper is not quite appropriate. Burlap, however,

both natural and colored, is looked upon with favor, and rightly, for its rough

surface makes a pleasing combination with rustic effects. Canvas, too, is

very good, and there is one little bungalow, hidden away under the branches

of a live 'oak tree where khaki has been used above a wainscot of pme,

stained brown ; it curtains a door that leads to a stairway and hangs at French

windows, opening upon a hillside. This soft, tan-brown comes in line with

the green outside, and no one would guess its real texture.

The California redwood is a boon to builders of houses where every man

wishes to make his house his own. It has more possibilities than any wood

obtainable, since it takes so manv different stains with so many difterent

results. If left natural with white lead rubbed into its surface, it retains the

fresh pinkish color that it shows when first sawed, combining beautifully with

green in the same scale of color. Where a dark effect is desired, a little green

used with a mahogany stain gives it the most wonderful coppery look. Even

the outside creosote stains mav be used on the redwood ;
in fact, there is no

end to the ways of treating it.' Shasta pine is the best wood to stain brown

or green- in brown, especiallv, it allows a range of shades, from the natural

color to the almost black of the English oak. There are burned effects to be

gotten, and various ways of treating the wood with chemicals, resulting in

some good tones of gray, all suitable to the interior finish of the houses under

discussion. These experiments in house stains are interesting in the extreme

to the person who has a little of leisure and is responsive to color.

The furnishing of these homes is much more difficult than one might

suppose, for the simplicity and rusticity of the bungalow puts rather careful
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restrictions on its furnishings. The coloring, to begin with, must be strong,

never with any suggestion of daintiness, for color alone may give a feeling

of weakness or of strength. The colors of the woods are best suited to

them—greens, browns and the dark, dull reds of autumn. And if blues ever

creep in, they must be in small proportion and used with another color. The
blue of the eucalyptus combined with its green, for instance, illustrates the

meaning.
When it comes to the actual furniture, the so-called Mission style, which

varies in design, as do the houses, is for the most part quite appropriate. It

may be stained to match the wood, and many a man who has built his own
house has been able to construct his furniture as well from these models,

patience being the main tool used in its making, along with careful measure-

ments and well-seasoned wood. Collectors of Indian baskets, curios and
rugs have found a fitting background for their collections in these houses

built with head and hand. The bright blankets, which are too strong in

color to suit the ordinary cut-and-dried house, are admirable on the floor of

a rustic bungalow, and Indian baskets make a frieze that is not only interest-

ing, but beautiful in color against a dark-beamed ceiling. These, along with

the pottery used for wild flowers, will make a surprisingly good room. Quaint
things from Mexico you find if you peep into a few fortunate homes, though
they are infrequently found, as few are fortunate in possessing these treas-

ures, since the people in the part of the world from whence they come do

not so often part with their treasures, as we transitory, money-loving
Americanos. Old furniture that has seen passage on high seas, and been

held captive about the Horn, has found its way into California in surprising

quantities. "Bungalites" have been keen after it for years, and if one should

judge from appearances, it finds a congenial home in the California bungalow.

The inadequacy of suitable floor covering for rustic houses is responsible

for the revival of an old industry—that of weaving rags into rugs. A few
years ago one could no more find a weaving establishment than one could find

bricks of gold in the streets—now it is surprising, not only the number of

places where rugs are made, but the beauty of the rugs as well. They are

made of either wool or cotton, and usually some of the material has been

dipped in the dye-pot in order to create the right coloring. When one con-

siders the actual rugs permissible, the list is short. Those made of grass

will do, and Oriental rugs, which are good anywhere under the sun, are

perfectly suitable, providing they are not new and garish. The floor cover-

ings popular for Colonial cottages are not suitable for the bungalow, and
they constitute one of the problems of furnishing.
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Even hardware and fixtures must have their own individuality and belong

to'this or that house, and can never be bought at random at the shop. They

had better be congenial spirits with the light fixtures—made by the black-

smith or metal worker, as they frequently are, and in one house where hand-

wrought things were not to be thought of, common japanned hardware was

bought and soaked in lye, taking off the paint, and, after weathering, as it

were, they had the appearance of something hand made.

So that when the California bungalows are noted collectively, individu-

ally and carefully, it will be seen that they are not stereotyped homes, but

have been studied out as a whole from the standpoint of general effect, and

then as to the nicety of detail. Some of the prettiest of them are so mex-

pensive as to be called, by their modest owners, shacks. Taste has been

substituted for money. Money alone can no more make a beautiful home

than taste alone can rear a palace. Even the very flowers that grow about

their doors have been planted with a purpose. They do not bloom m a not

of color that offends the sensitive eye, but have been selected with a care as

regards the proximity of their various colors. You will not see the gor-

geous bougainvillea planted next a flaming red geranium any more than you

will see one of these well-considered houses stained a green that declares

war with the green of the grass about it. Stain is used rather than pamt,

always for the exteriors, unless a little is admitted of in the trim about the

wiiidows, shiny surfaces being held in light regard.

There are those overburdened with conscience, out of all proportion with

the subject, who question the adoption by California of the Anglo-Indian

word, bungalow, because they are not exactly like the Indian bungalows. The

California bungalows vary in many essentials from the mother bungalows of

India, but the term is worthy of expansion, and seems best suited to our one-

story,' rambling and most original of dwellings, in no wise cottages, which

are better described bv this word than any other.

An astonishing amount of artistic ability has been called forth in the

making of these homes, and the California bungalow affords to many not

only a beautiful and dignified home, but illustrates the possibilities of results

when heart and head and hand work together for good.

EDiTOit's NoTE.-Reprinted from " The Pacific Monthly" by special permission of the publishers.

4» 4* *t»

Surprised His Wife

A STORY is told of a Pennsylvania farmer who wore his old suit until

every one was tired of it, and his estimable wife was almost ashamed of

the hustling man who had been inside it so long. But one day he went

to town to sell his produce, and while there he determined to buy a new suit

and—happy thought—surprise Eliza. So he bundled a new suit into the

wagon and drove homeward.
It was after night as he hurried homeward, and at a bridge over a river

he stood up on the wagon and ''peeled" and threw the despised old suit into

the river Then he reached for his new clothes. They were gone—had jolted

out of the wagon. The night was cold and his teeth chattered as he hurried

home. But he sure did surprise Eliza.
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THE Boston Transcript translates the following article by M. Joseph Galtier

which appeared recently in Le Temps: 'T have lately heard talk of a

scheme that seems to me genuinely noteworthy. Certain well-known

Parisian artists, painters, architects and men of letters are about to found a city.

Apparently they are actuated less by the rare pleasure of founding somethmg

than they 'are by the conscious need of escaping the excitement and promiscuity

of the great centers of modern life. They dream of a quiet nook to which they

can go to find shelter from the exactions and vulgarities of the social hurly-

burly. They want to found their city as carefully as they would found a club.

They want to make it a close corporation. Nobody will be allowed to live in

it unless he has a clear title to citizenship in the Republic of Letters and x\rts.

"The idea is certainly attractive, nor is there anything especially surprising

about it What more natural than that victims of our decrepit civilization should

look back wistfully to the days when youthful tribes ceased their wandering at

pleasure to fix their dwelling in a land of their choice? What moro alluring than

to quit the smoky, horizonless metropolis and enter the land of sunshine and

there—with one's own hands, so to speak—to build an ideal home in a city

peopled only by one's chosen friends? For these impassioned builders all have

the same tastes, the same aspirations. \
'They're as madly in love with their future city, I imagine, as Horace was

with his villa Thev make it the svmbol of their independence and the guaranty

of their repose. No one will work in the future city, say thev. It will be purely

a citv of rest Its people will never be disturbed by anxietv for the future. They

will bask in the present like shrewd epicureans and evoke from the past its most

endearing memories. With no ambition save that of tasting the sweets of

existence with artistic delight, time will pass altogether deliciously. And time

will be infinitely valuable, for nobody will think of setting a price upon it and

declaring it to be 'money.' Time will be loved for its own sake only.

''We shall have fled far, indeed, from the current ideas of living. We shall

have returned to the olden ages that knew nothing whatever of the complicated

machinorv that stamps human existence with incessant trepidation and an ever

increasino- feverishness. Our founders don't intend to put all the resources of

recent inventions at the service of their enterprise. Their city won't be the last

word on «;cientific perfection. It won't, in the least resemble a roaring Anglo-

Saxon town. Rudyard Kipling will never chant its charms. ^ Its serene graces

would be better celebrated by a John Ruskin. who would admire this return to

simplicitv, quietude and the worship of nature.

"The site of the future citv has already been chosen, and attests the aesthetic

taste of those who—to-morrow, perhaps—will be its first inhabitants. Like all

famous cities—those mothers of civiHzation-the city will rise ^", the basin of

the Mediterranean. P»v the shore of that sounding sea which crac.les the child-

hood dreams of our race, upon a site that possesses the harmonious lines of

Greece and the luxuriant verdure of the Orient, and at the head of a gulf with

shores drawn gracefullv in broad curves like those of the acanthus leaf-there

vou will one day find the new citv. It will rest upon French soil. Ihe chosen

spot lies hidden awav on the Cote d'Azur in a nook quite remote from the regions

pre-empted by fashion. It is just behind the islands of Hyeres. M. Sardou

already owns a hillside holding there.
, .

i ,

"Pronerly speaking, the location has not been discovered; it has been re-

discovered Opr ancestors knew it well and valued it so highly that they built

a city there and named it Heraclee. The new Heraclee will accord.mgly replace
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the ancient one. Still upborn, it boasts a hi^h and noble lineage, and it will link

its future to an illustrious past. Heraclee de Gaule flourished during the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries of our era, and had many lovely villas belong-

ing to merchants from Marseilles and wrealthy Ligurians.

''Otn- artists are pleased to place the resuscitated city under the protection

of Hercules—just as it was in the olden times. They doubtless expect that their

propitiatory worship will yield them a sound and sane repose, for they don't

attribute too precise a significance to this idea of patronage or seek to make a

dozen illustrious works the prerequisite for admission. That would be alto-

gether too aristocratic a conception. And yet one foresees that upstarts won't

find it easv to enter the promised land. Heraclee will be a place tor those upon

whom Fortune has deigned to smile. Only proud mortals with handsome in-

comes will stroll its streets. Heraclee will be an object-lesson full of encour-

agement for future generations.

"Will Heraclee ever exist? Will the project whose charms I have just ex-

hibited ever be realized? Is it anything more than a poetic dream? I hastened

to hunt down all the Heracleans 'l could hear of, and when I catight up with

the first of them—a man still young and vigoroiis—he showed me two large

photographs that lay on the sofa in his study.
" 'Here are two views of the chosen spot. You see we are not merely build-

ing air castles. It's a lovely place ! The valley is rich in tall palms, while the

]iiils_as clegantlv outlined as the Tuscan mountains—are covered with pines.

The sea forms a bay with magnificent curves, and the Manres Mountains shelter

the whole region from the awful blasts of the mistral. It's a wonder it's been left

uninhabited. The glitter of fashion has never visited it. It's alm.ost like a little

island. The thought of one day going to live there is a sure cure for ennui,

and the sicrht of that exquisite bav, where I can already see my cottage, con-

soles me for the rains and fogs of' Paris. Even now I take refuge in Heraclee

in my leisure moments. I could wish that I might have nothing but leisure

moments.
" 'The supreme charm of Heraclee is the centainty that tasteless houses

won't be tolerated there, or sumptuous villas or pretence of any sort. Everv new

building must first be approved bv the ''citizens," and they'll see to it that the

site isn^t dishonored. I'esides, M. Nenot, the celebrated architect, has already

made us some drawings, and he will be regularly consulted so as to check the

canrices of propertv-holders.'
*

'T took pains to call upon this M. Nenot, who was so thoroughly qualified,

according to the Heraclean. to tell me about Heraclee. The architect of the

Sorbonnc, who i)erfectly understands the value of proportions, has reduced those

of the famous scheme to their just measure.
*• Tt is true that we want to found a sort of colony—a group of villas for

a corterie of friends—on the Cote d'Azur, behind the islands of Hyrere. For

my own part. I could wish that we might remain a little colony all by ourselves.

Don't speak of such a thing as a wholesale invasion. Nothing could be more

unfortunate than that!
" The thing we must especiallv avoid at Heraclee is architecture. \\ e want

no columns, no pediments, no lintels. I recommend very simple houses, in the

antique stvle, in keeping with the landscape and the climate. I forbid the Nor-

man, which is whollv out of place on those sunnv shores. T should be pleased

by the adoption of the picturesque and comfortable rustic houses of Capri or of

the little Creek cities; white walls with well-placed window-openings and no

balconies ; terraces, as in the Orient, before the entrance, and a pergola in the

Italian style. The rooms should be spacious, not too high, and with a friendly

look of hominess. The walls should be thick, so as to temper the rigor of the

seasons. Finally the houses should be homogeneous. I have drawn the plans

for mv own house and that of a friend of mine.
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'I don't want telephones or electricity. The railroad is about two miles

and a half away ; I hope it will stay there. We shall not be tempted to hurry at

Heraclee. We shall live for the sake of living.

'' T shall spend by declining years there, and there I shall lay me down to

die. Like the old men in 'Taust," we shall watch the ships sail past ; but, happier

than they, as we gaze upon the all but Grecian blue of the sea, we shall fancy that

now and then we're catching sight of Ulysses's white sails.

"'At present the surroundings of Heraclee are an unbroken desert; you may

walk twenty miles along the beaches without meeting a living soul. The whole

district is abandoned, and you would never imagine that a city flourished there

in the twelfth century. And yet it was a favorite watering-place, like Baise, in

the days of the Empire, and land was then as dear as in the Boulevard des

Italiens. costing 4,000 francs a metre.
'' *On the site of my future house are the remains of a Roman villa. I in-

tend to excavate them. As for that, a good gentleman from Lyons has got

^lead of me; he touched off a dynamite cartridge under the soil and the

explosion strewed the surface v^ith coins and medals. He made presents of

them to all his friends—except me!
" 'The land is rich in memories ; also in fertility. The varied vegetation

proves that conclusively.
" 'Now, you see, we've nothing to do but build our villas. The city will

come lat^r. I shall make my plans for it on the spot, and in the sunshine of

that lovely shore. Like the villas, the city will be of the Midi style of archi-

tecture—without ornament. Everything will be sacrificed to comfort and

simplicity. The streets and avenues will avoid the right-angle regularity of

modern thoroughfares and their graceful curves will be a delight to the eye.'

"Rejecting the gifts of civilization, the Heracleans will return to the

primitive life of peoples more artistic than scientific. A city without railroads,

without electricity, without telephones and without automobiles will be so

absolutely exceptional that—if ever it is built—the whole world will want to

visit it. Our artists will no longer have it all to themselves. Will they raise

an army to defend their gates? In our day the founding of a city involves

numberless unforeseen difficulties. And I may add that the project ^^ncounters

a lot of scepticism. A clever friend of mine, to whom I had described it, ex-

claimed : 'A city!—a city of artists!—and probably a city of old artists! But

such folks can't keep peace among themselves for the space of a good dinner !'
"

-- ^ ^ ^

Relative Cost of Brick and Frame Structures

THE subject of comparative cost of erecting the walls of dwellings of brick

and of lumber has developed no little discussion in the past and the

topic coming up in course of conversation with a builder who was en-

gaged in erecting a brick structure, he was asked his opinion as to the cost of

the two forms of construction. He replied that he had figured it out very care-

fully before deciding what material he would use in the construction of the

building upon which he was then at work and his figures showed that the

cost for lumber to frame his walls, sheathing, building paper, weather board-

ing, etc., and the lath on the inside footed up more than it would cost for brick

to build the same walls. After the walls were erected, however, he found it

cost more to put up the walls than it would to have employed carpenters and

erected frame walls, the difference in the cost of doing the work wiping out

the saving in the cost of material by using brick. This, it might be remarked,

was in a clay section of the country, where brick are produced at a very low

figure.
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Cofta anci Brick

Different Kinds of Brick

By W. E. DENNISON. President SteJger Terra Cotta Works

BRICKS have had so much to do with permanently marking the promon-

tories that carry the beacon lights of history, their very name has be-

come a synonym of strength, endurance, security and confidence. They

have proclaimed these attributes to the music of the trowel through all the

ages and to so many different races as to suggest their classification, not ac-

cording to shape or composition, but with reference to their language.

Even as no man's education is considered complete without some mas-

tery of the tongues no longer spoken, so to-day few buildings designed for

permanent use and enjoyment are constructed without the main protection

afforded by the classic common brick. Tenacious as the early geographers

were in their belief that the earth was flat, bounded by a limitless ocean, and

-the eloquent African astronomer in his dictum that "the sun do move, so we

moderns are confirmed in the belief that the car of progress was never more

impressively paraded than by us. We seldom now allow the classic common

brick to be seen in our best structures. Even as the literature of to-day banks

the somber tones of Homer and Herodotus behind the brilliant covers of Ben

Hur and The Light of Asia do we hide the common brick with creations such

as are illustrated in this and the January number of Terra Cotta Topics.

And this brings us to consideration of the bricks which record more and

more perfectly the architectural thoughts of to-day. More than this, they

speak a various language. To the clay worker they bring with impressive

introduction the genius of modern invention and forever relegate to the dust

of oblivion the wooden moulds of Pharoah's workman.

The term Pressed Brick is used to distinguisH^all clay bricks used for the

facing and finishing of the building from the common bricks used for the

backing. They may be either plain square or moulded shapes Ihey are

made by two processes, one known as the mud and the other the semi-dry

process. Whether the manufacturer employs one or the other process he

must observe the same rules to a certain point, which are as follows
:

i he

clavs must be dug and stored under cover in open sheds from one to two

vears before use if the best results are to be obtained. They thus go through

the weathering process. They are then blended with sand and other niaterials

in proportions varying according to the color and texture of brick to be made

and ground in a dry pan or other mill suitable for thorough pulverization The

dry pan is circular, about nine feet in diameter and one foot deep. Its bottom

consists of an outer band of slotted steel screens surrounding an inner circle

of solid steel plates upon which roll two large steel-rimmed wheels or mullers
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supported on arms extending from a shaft standing uj)right in the center of

the pan. This shaft engages, driving gears at the top, causing it to revolve
and drive the mullers rapidly around the inner circle of the pan, thus crushing
the materials thrown into the pan. As soon as the material is of the requisite

fineness it drops through the screens into a hollow space, called the ''boot,"

under the pan, whence it is picked up by a bucket elevator and carried to

overhead bins and there held until needed.
At this point the methods of the mud and semi-dry process diverge. We

will follow the mud process first. The pulverized clay from the storage bin

is dropped through a chute into a large mixer which can best be described
by likening it to a giant sausage machine. An attendant allows a jet of

water to pour into the machine and mix with the clay which is violently agi-

tated by steel knives placed propeller-blade fashion on a horizontally revolv-

ing shaft. The clay properly tempered is forced out through a die on the end
of the machine in a square column and is carried along a table composed of

wooden rollers closely placed together. A few feet from the discharge end
of the auger machine is placed the cutting table which is a frame carrying
tightly strung piano-steel wires so spaced that when the frame is made to

descend suddenly by hand power or automatically by steam power the wires
pass through the clay column cutting it into brick dimensions. These green
bricks are placed on wooden pallets and stacked up to dry for a day or two,
according to the temper of the material, for the purpose of so stififening the

bricks that when they are placed in the power-driven machine known as the

re-press, there will be no tendency for the clay to squash out of the steel

moulds when the heavy pressure is applied. In the re-press the mud brick

manufacturer gives his brick its final shape, finish and whatever impress he
desires. From the re-press he must again remove his brick on pallets and
stadc them up to dry until ready for the kiln.

In the semi-dry process the pulverized clay is conveyed automatically to

a steaming chamber where it passes over screens accomplishing minute sepa-

ration and a slight accumulation of moisture. Thence it falls through a chute

to an automatic press of such heavy construction and compounded leverage

as to deliver a pressure of over 25 tons to each brick. The material, if taken

from the chute as it is being delivered to the moulds of this press looks like

meal and the moisture in it is scarcely perceptible, yet when it is thrust onto
the delivery table of the press as a finished brick its density is such as to give

to the face of the brick a lustre of glass. The bricks thus made have such a

minimum amount of moisture that they do not have to be taken to a dry room
to be cured, but are borne on spring-bearing trucks directly to the kiln and
set ready for the firing.

In the modern art of brick making where cheapness, perfection and the

maximum output are desired either one or the other of these processes is

employed. Hand-made bricks are but a memory in this country, than which
no country in the world to-day can show greater advancement. All common
brick are made by the mud process. There are two kinds, called the "soft"

and "stiff," the former using more water than the latter. A few of the

manufacturers of face or ornamental pressed brick still cling to the stiflF mud
process, but a large majority, we believe, use the semi-dry process because
of its obvious advantages.

If the reader would become more familiar with this modern art whose
epoch has not yet seen more than thirty years of life and is destined to leave

a greater impress upon the world's architecture than the combined efforts of

all the clay workers from the time of Asychius down to the centennial of

America, let him visit a first-class brick plant operating the semi-dry pro-

cess and see the range of colors produced by fire in its action on the various

blends of California clays. He will see a few of the first letters of that myriad
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alphabet of colors which spells the doom of every brick relying upon any mor-

dant other than fire to fix its particular shade.

As the physicist looks through his glass prism at a beam of light produced

by a color and the prism separates or spreads out in order, according to their

refrangibility, all of the different colors of which the beam is composed, so the

scientific clay-worker of to-day is able to see the spectra of his clays through

the scope of his kiln fires and to produce any color of brick that the architect

may desire.

<f *i» 4»

Hollow Terra Cotta for Country Buildings

By GEORGE E. WALSH, in Carpentry and Building

1 ; UILDING laws of our cities demand more or less fire proof construction

? ^ of houses, so that the use of brick, terra cotta, concrete and steel skele-

ton frame work have become the chief materials for architects and

builders ; but in the country frame houses of wood are not only permissible,

but the most popular. Nevertheless, owing to the great fire losses and high,

insurance rates, the tendency to build with fire proof materials is rapidly

growing even in the rural districts. This movement limits the use of wood
more to the interior trim and for such exterior ornament as piazzas, pergolas

and similar features of the modern country home.

The questions of cost and artistic eflfects have always been potent in de-

ciding the general nature of house construction. Formerly the cost of fire

proof construction was so much in excess of wooden frame construction that

it had little chance to compete with it, but this difficulty has been largely re-

moved in recent years by the reduction in the cost of fire proof bricks, hollow

terra cotta building blocks, concrete building blocks and other structural ma-

terials. Lumber has advanced in price in almost direct proportion to the

cheapening of fire proof materials. This fact has driven many to consider the

value of the new construction materials.

Architects who formerly found it easier to work in wood have demon-

strated their ability to design country homes of great beauty and artistic ef-

fects with fire proof materials. It is no longer considered impossible to pro-

duce a country home of brick, stone and terra cotta in perfect harmony with

rural surroundings; and types of this class of houses are multiplying in all

parts of the country. The remarkable popularity of hollow concrete building

blocks is typical of the new movement. Thousands of country houses are

being constructed of concrete blocks, with only such use of wood as deemed
necessary to give a perfect finish to the interior and exterior.

The use of hollow terra cotta building blocks is older in our cities than

concrete blocks, and most of the large hotels, apartment houses, skyscrapers

and public buildings are composed of this material. With iron skeleton frame

work to carry the load up to almost any height desired the work of protecting

it inside and outside with porous hollow terra cotta blocks has been simple

and efTectiye. A fire originating inside or outside of such a building has little

chance of warping the metal or spreading from one room to another.

The adaption of this form of construction to isolated country homes
marks a comparatively new departure. While recognizing the value of fire

proof clay for building purposes, architects and builders have met with the

obstacle that a good deal of iron frame work is needed to give the buildings

strength and rigidity. This so materially added to the cost of the country
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buildings that few cared to undertake the work. Not until a type of houses

could l^e designed which could be built without the iron skeleton work was

it possible for burnt clay tiles, bricks and blocks to become popular.

The development and improvement of building materials in this particu-

lar have largely removed this objection. It is possible to use terra cotta ma-

terials and hollow burnt clay blocks so that country homes can be put up at

little more cost than for a wooden structure, and without the use of iron frame

work A number of structures of this type arc springing up in many parts of

the country and a studv of some of their features is particularly valuable.

Walls, partitions, roofs and ceilings are constructed of terra cotta blocks, so

that the houses are not onlv fire proof but well protected from vibration, ver-

min and excessive changes in temperature. They are more durable than al-

most any other class of structures erected, and, like the skyscrai)ers of our

cities, thcv promise to last for centuries without any great deterioration.

They possess certain other advantages, such as proof against the action of

weather, and thus need no painting and periodic repairs, and much cheaper to

insure against fire.
, , -, ,- •

i i x:

One of the most recent illustrations of the modern buildings m which hre

proof materials are used without iron skeleton work for su])porting floors

and roofs is the new Madison Avenue Presbyterian Church. 11ie walls of this

structure are of brick and hollow terra cotta blocks, and the roof consists of

a o'reat dome over 50 feet in diameter which springs from the Walls without

metal support of anv kind. The arched dome is built up of fire i)roof clay tiles

averao-ing 0x12 inches, laid in courses of cement, and designed so that the

keystone of the arch carries the whole load. There is not a particle of metal

used for sustaining this great dome, and yet it is so perfectly fire ])roof that

no interior fire could damage the roof or affect it in any way.

The modern terra cotta or clav tiles are burnt in kilns to a temi)erature

~of from 2000 to 2500 degrees F.. and as a result of this form of manufacture it

is impossible for them to be affected by the hottest fire that is likely to rage

in a building, even when fed by highly inflammable material. I'p to this high

temperature the tiles or blocks do not warp, crack or sag. Consequentlv

when used as floors, roofs, partitions or ceilings they restrain the spread of

an interior fire. ,
i i i

The question of strength is the next important consideration tor a huikler

or architect. Tn building the new domes and arches of fire proof tiles the co-^

hesive strength or resistance to shearing of two hard tiles cemented together

with good Portland cement is equal to 121 pounds to the square inch. The

tiles are made as hard as the cement, and when made into the form of an arch

the two become a homogeneous whole. P.ut the arches are built up of several

courses, so that resistance of over 2«iOO |)oun(ls to the square inch is obtained.

Put the modern fire proof tile arch is not of so much value to the l)Uilcler

of the country house as the flat arches made of hollow terra cotta tiles rein-

forced with steel wires inbedded in the materials. 11ie wire reinforcements

carry the load and the floor or ceiling of tiles is laid on top of it. The basis of

the flooring is formed of large steel wires transversely interwoven with still

larger wires j^laced 1 inches apart. Over and through these wires the cement

is placed and the tiles set longitudinallv until a complete monolith or homo-

geneous floor is formed. The wire truss reinforcement is cut according to

measurements and shipped in reels, so that a builder or contractor can easily

put it in position. Everv part of the metal is protected by cement mortar or

fire proof clav tiles from anv exposure to fire. The result is a perfect floor

or ceiling is 'formed without the use of steel frame work, which in case of

fire wouid resist high temperatures as much as a floor of a modern fire proof

skyscraper in our cities.
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buildings that few cared to undertake the work. Not until a type of houses

could be designed which could be built without the iron skeleton work was

it possible for burnt clay tiles, bricks and blocks to become popular.

The development and improvement of building materials in this particu-

lar have largely removed this objection. It is possible to use terra cotta ma-

terials and hollow burnt clay blocks so that country homes can be put up at

little more cost than for a wooden structure, and without the use of iron frame

work A number of structures of this type are springing up in many parts of

the country and a study of some of their features is particularly valuable.

Walls partitions, roofs and ceilings are constructed of terra cotta blocks, so

that the houses are not only fire proof but well protected from vibration, ver-

min and excessive changes in temperature. They are more durable than al-

most any other class of structures erected, and, like the skyscrapers of our

cities, they promise to last for centuries without any great deterioration.

They possess certain other advantages, such as proof against the action of

weather, and thus need no painting and periodic repairs, and much cheaper to

insure against fire.
i , ., i-
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One of the most recent illustrations of the modern buildings in which hre

proof materials are used without iron skeleton work for supporting floors

and roofs is the new Madison Avenue Presbyterian Church. The walls of this

structure are of brick and hollow terra cotta blocks, and the roof consists of

a great dome over 50 feet in diameter which springs from the walls without

metal support of any kind. The arched dome is built up of fire proof clay tiles

averaging 6x12 inches, laid in courses of cement, and designed so that the

keystone of the arch carries the whole load. There is not a particle of metal

used for sustaining this great dome, and yet it is so perfectly fire proof that

no interior fire could damage the roof or affect it in any way.

The modern terra cotta or clay tiles are burnt in kilns to a temperature

of from 2000 to 2500 degrees F., and as a result of this form of manufacture it

is impossible for them to be aflfected by the hottest fire that is likely to i:age

in a building, even when fed by highly inflammable material. Up to this high

temperature the tiles or blocks do not warp, crack or sag. Consequently

when used as floors, roofs, partitions or ceilings they restrain the spread of

an interior fire.
•
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The question of strength is the next important consideration tor a builder

or architect. In building the new domes and arches of fire proof tiles the co-

hesive strength or resistance to shearing of two hard tiles cemented together

with good Portland cement is equal to 124 pounds to the square inch. The

tiles are made as hard as the cement, and when made into the form of an arch

the two become a homogeneous whole. But the arches are built up of several

courses, so that resistance of over 2000 pounds to the square inch is obtained.

But the modern fire proof tile arch is not of so much value to the builder

of the country house as the flat arches made of hollow terra cotta tiles rein-

forced with steel wires inbedded in the materials. The wire reinforcements

carry the load and the floor or ceiling of tiles is laid on top of it. The basis of

the flooring is formed of large steel wires transversely interwoven with still

larger wires placed 4 inches apart. Over and through these wires the cement

is placed and the tiles set longitudinally until a complete monolith or homo-

geneous floor is formed. The wire truss reinforcement is cut according to

measurements and shipped in reels, so that a builder or contractor can easily

put it in position. Every part of the metal is protected by cement mortar or

fire proof clav tiles from any exposure to fire. The result is a perfect floor

or ceiling is 'formed without the use of steel frame work, which in case of

fire would resist high temperatures as much as a floor of a modern fire proof

skyscraper in our cities.
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Relative Strength of Spans.

The relative strength of such floor spans is greater than ever required

for ordinary houses, and the span can extend to 25 and more feet by increasing

the tile and reinforcement. In tests with live loads a span of 16 feet between

girders has carried 733 pounds to the square foot, or a total of 187,G80 pounds

on the whole floor. By dispensing with steel beams a great saving is obtained.

This method of building has been adopted in many city structures, notably

the Chicago Post Office, where heavy loads must be carried. The metal is

so imbedded in the cement mortar that it is impossible for it to rust and

deteriorate, and its life is as long as the building materials which it supports.

With the flooring or ceiling once formed, the finish can be made in wood,

tile or mosaic work or gravel, with suitable roofing material. Wooden beams
can be laid on top of the tiles and wooden floors nailed to them in the old

way, or plastic materials which give a firm, hard, fire proof floor can be em-
ployed. The ceiling can be finished in the ordinary way or with stamped
metal ceilings. Even should the latter be warped and melted by a hot interior

fire it would not affect the strength of the floor, for the latter is built inde-

pendent of it, and with every part of the metal inclosed in cement at least 1

inch thick.

. The walls of such a building are composed of 8, 10 or 12 inch hollow tile

blocks. The metal reinforcements are imbedded in the outside brick walls, so

that almost any requirement of a house can be met. Where mills, factories

or storage houses use this system of floors iron columns are employed for at-

taching the reinforcements, but an ordinary country house demands no such

strength in its floors. The walls of the house are built of any desirable bricks,

plain or faced, and one course of plain hollow terra cotta blocks inside of the

walls for fire resisting purposes. This course of hollow blocks meets with and
is joined to the blocks of the floors and partitions. In this way each room be-

comes a fire proof box, in which any interior fire could be confined. The
hollow tiles for interior of walls are made with rough faces for wall furring,

so that the ordinary plaster can be used.

Ordinary terra cotta partitions can be laid by the bricklayer, but the best

Portland cement must be used, so that when it hardens it will be as firm and
fire resisting as the tiles or blocks. The porous terra cotta blocks are manu-
factured for interior use, so that nails can be driven in them. By means of

this the interior trim of wood can be nailed to the walls or base. The interior

of the porous blocks is furred for receiving plaster or left smooth for paint

and whitewash or enamel. Enameled and tinted fire proof clay tiles for in-

terior decoration have been employed in the m-ain ceilings of the first floors

of the new Tiffany and Gorham buildings in New York and their effect is very
striking. They illustrate a new departure in this use of tiles. The colors and
glazing are burnt into the tiles after designs made by the architects, and no
amount of dirt, grease or smoke can injure them. An annual washing is all

that will be required to keep them in a perfectly fresh and sanitary condition.

Similarly in country homes such tiles can be exposed for artistic as well as

useful effects.

Partition Tiles.

The terra cotta tiles used for partitions are usually 8 x 8 or 12 x 12 inches,

with the thickness adjusted to suit special cases. The partitions are usually
3 to 4 inches thick. The blocks are set up on end, except the top course, which
is placed on the side to give a finish. In some of the higher priced country
homes of this character the brick walls are lined with fire proof clay tiles in-

side and outside. The outside course is of more dense material than the inside
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and is hard burned, with smooth surface. The protection of the bricks from

disintegrating effects of weather is thus so great as to increase the durability

of the building from 10 to 20 per cent.

There is another Use of hollow fire proof clay products that has many
advantages. They are sometimes laid on wooden beams which are strung

across from brick walls to carry the load. A 3 or 4 inch course of hollow

blocks protects the wood from fire up to a temperature of nearly 1000 degrees.

After that, in spite of the nonconducting qualities of the terra cotta, the wooden
beams might char and fall. The under parts of the beams are protected by

2-inch ceiling blocks secured by means of screws and washers. In this case

the fire can cause no damage until the metal screws and washers melt or warp
and thus loosen the blocks. This method of structure has been approved by

many city building commissioners, so that walls and ceilings are rendered

comparatively fire proof.

Fire proof clay building blocks and tiles are the lightest of all materials

of this class, and the additional load which they give to a floor supported by

wooden beams is very inconsiderable. A cubic foot of terra cotta hollow tile

weighs about 40 pounds, while the lightest cinder concrete suitable for floors

and arches weighs upward of 90 pounds. A wooden floor composed of thin

maple strips of flooring, spruce sleepers and plastering would weigh nearly

half as much as a floor composed of wooden beams with an under course of

hollow tile blocks and an upper one of the same material. Wliere reinforced

metal trusses are used the difference in the weight is slightly increased.

The whole question of adapting burnt clay products to house construction

in the country is one of cost, durability, strength and beauty. The cost has

been so materially reduced in recent years by the introduction of labor saving

machinery that it is almost on a par with wooden construction. In special

localities fire proof clay tile houses have been built at the same estimated cost

demanded for wooden frame structures. There is no question about the

greater durability of the terra cotta house nor any doubt about its fire proof

advantages. The strength of floors and arches without the use of iron beams
and girders has likewise been satisfactorily solved in the last few years. The
tests given have been made to meet requirements of city laws, which are much
more stringent than those in the country districts.

4» 4» ^

TKe Universal Bnildmg Material
*

By F. W. FITZPATRICK

FROM time immemorial has gold been the standard of value, the basis of

monetary system, the most precious and esteemed of metals in ordinary

use in all civilized nations; so has burnt clay generally represented the

highest standard, the perfection of the craftsman's art of building, and so is

it generally accepted as the most indubitable, authentic and best preserved

record of the history of past times. True, patriots—misguided or otherwise

—

have tampered with this standard, too, have sought to put baser materials on

a par with it, have endeavored to write history on stone and marble, and, even

for long periods, have they succeeded in placing the art of clay modeling and

baking in the limbo of oblivion ; but, phoenix-like—to use a much hackneyed

term—it has always risen, not from its ashes, because you cannot reduce it

to ashes, but from the ''slough of despond'' as it were, in a glorious renaissance,

to its own high natural and legitimate estate.

Read at the Brick makers' Convention. January, 'C<>.
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We find sun-baked brieks in E,e:ypt, Assyria and the older towns of India
that must be at least :),0()() years old. Ai\(l year by year new excavations re-

veal to us that brickniakin!L;- was know lon^e: 'ere that period. In the ruins of
Babylonia we find kiln baked brick of most excellent make and sha])e. even
enameled and ornamented. Rome built much of brick and introduced the art
into Eng^land. Flemish workmen continued the work bei^un there bv-tht^
Romans, but we find no record of brick beini^ made by the proverbially slow
but sure Eni^lishman prior to 12()0. Xaturally brickmakin.q- reached its ])er-

fection in lands where stone was imcommon.
As naturally, in far remote times, where it was at all procurable, tind^er

was mostly used in buildinc: the rude shelters of men ; then stone was rouehlv
shaped and made to do duty, there wdiere .i^reat permanency was desired, for

the parts that had formerly been of wood, and there, for instance, we have the
orig-in of the column and the lintel. In ])laces where stone was difficult t<>

secure, and possibly tind)er, too. brickmakin.c: was resorted to, at first as a

mere substitute for stone, and later as a preferable medium of expression and
construction. Tt w^as found that the parts, the units beini;- small, were easilv
handled and constituted a buildin^- material far more adaptable to the neces-
sities, the varyinir i)ur])oses. i)articidarly of peo])le peacefid in their ways and
not blessed or cursed wdth slave labor. Ornamenting- the surfaces, enameling-
in beautiful colors, were natural stei)s in the development of the art that
was brouiL^ht to very hi|Lih ])erfection in Assyria and Persia.

The Christians borrowed that art and a]:)idied it with success in their new
capital in Ryzantium. where, under the Km])eror Ih'azil, it reached its very
apoiifce. Eater still, the followers of Mahomet, at first, rude barbarian.s and
despoilers of everything: artistic, little by little fell under the swa\' of oriental
art and bc^^an to use burnt cla\- in all its varied forms themselves. With Vvr-
sian artists in their midst. Constantinople their headquarters. India, their store-
house, and fresh art treasures and libraries and masters fallin,!:^- into their hands
every day, they could not lon.q- withstand the ])ressure. h>om brutal barbaritv
they became protectors, defenders, patrons, nay. xery masters of the arts and
sciences! Persian art then became Arabian art—by rij^ht of concpiest. The
followers of Mahomet still carried, the sword and ruled by it; but then, the
hic:hest civilization was also carried alonq- bv them and we ha\e them to thank
tor the preservation of the ceramic art to our time.

T say "preservation" of the art ad\isedly. The\ i.i:a\ e us store-houses of
it. as it were, for it has been ])reserved in that sense alone. It has been shelved
for a.cfes. or. if used at all. merelv as a plavthinq- and onlv to-daV is it beincf
really re\ived and a])i)lie(l larfj^elv, comini^ into its own ai^ain and taking- its

place anion f^ the jc^reatest works of man.
Tn En.c:lan<l l)rick. terra cotta and i)ottery and tile were cpiite a little in

voo^ue in the bej^^innin^^ of the ei^T^hteenth century, but after Oueen Anne, there
was a reversion to baser forms; wood and plaster predominated, and e\en in

this country we still see perpetrations, awful ni.u^ht mares, doin.o- dutv under
the s^uise of "Queen Anne" cotta,c:es. a synonym for anythini^- that is t<M. u.c:lv

to have any other name.
Here in the United States we ha\ e ne\er had what miiiht be called an era

of burnt clay. We have only comparatively recentK- aCfjuired ^reat skill in

that art. I'p to a very short time a.i^o. men built here with anvthinp: theV
could ,c:et easily and cheaply. We ha\e had a .qaKanized iron era. a c^inq-er-

bread wooden work era, concrete block crazes and all that sort of thini::.

but the popular preiudice has always been that when a man could afi"ord to
set ri.e^id economy aside, then .erranite. marble and stone were the proper expres-
sions for his buildin.^-. Those materials exemi)lified. typified wealth, taste and
culture. Prick and terra cotta were used where cheai)er substitutes became
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We find sun-baked bricks in E^ypt, Assyria and the older towns of India
that must be at least 3,000 years old. And year by year new excavations re-

veal to us that brickmaking- was know long^ 'ere that period. In theVuins of
Bab}donia we find kiln baked brick of most excellent make and shape, even
enameled and ornamented. Rome built much of brick and introduced the art

into England. Flemish workmen continued the work begun there by the
Romans, but we find no record of brick bein^ made by the proverbially slow
but sure Englishman prior to 12G0. Naturally Brickmaking reached its per-
fection in lands where stone was uncommon.

As naturally, in far remote times, where it was at all procurable, timber
was mostly used in building the rude shelters of men ; then stone was roughly
shaped and made to do duty, there where great permanency was desired, for

the parts that had formerly been of wood, and there, for instance, we have the
origin of the column and the lintel. In places where stone was difficult to
secure, and possibly timber, too, brickmaking was resorted to, at first as a
mere substitute for stone, and later as a preferable medium of expression and
construction. It was found that thp parts, the units being small, were easily
handled and constituted a building material far more adaptable to the neces-
sities, the varying purposes, particularly of people peaceful in their ways and
not blessed or cursed with slave labor. Ornamenting the surfaces, enameling
in beautiful colors, wera natural steps in the development of the art that
was brought to very higlT perfection in Assyria and Persia.

The Christians borrowed that art and applied it with success in their new
capital in Byzantium, where, under the Emperor Brazil, it reaclTecl its very
apogee. Later still, the followers of Mahomet, at first, rude barbarians and
despoilers of everything artistic, little by little fell under the sway of oriental
art and began to use burnt clay in all its varied forms themselves. With Per-
sian artists in their midst, Constantinople their headquarters, India, their store-
house, and fresh art treasures and libraries and masters falling into their hands
every day, they could not long withstand the pressure. From brutal barbarity
they became protectors, defenders, patrons, nay, very masters of the arts and
sciences! Persian art then became Arabian art—by right of conquest. The
followers of Mahomet still carried the sword and ruled by it; but then, the
highest civilization was also carried along by them and we have them to thank
for the preservation of the ceramic art to our time.

I say "preservation" of the art advisedly. They gave us store-houses of
it, as it were, for it has been preserved in that sense alone. It has been shelved
for ages, or, if used at all, merely as a plaything and only to-day is it being
really revived and applied largelv, coming into its own again and taking its

place among the greatest works of man.
In England brick, terra cotta and pottery and tile were quite a little in

vogue in the beginning of the eighteenth century, but after Queen Anne, there
was a reversion to baser forms; wood and plaster predominated, and even in

this country we still see perpetrations, awful nightmares, doing duty under
the guise of ''Queen Anne" cottages, a synonym for anything that is too ugly
to have any other name.

Here in the United States we have never had what might be called an era
of burnt clay. We have only comparatively recentlv acquired great skill in

that art. Up to a very short time ago, men built here with anything they
could get easily and cheaply. We have had a galvanized iron era, a ginger-
bread wooden work era, concrete block crazes and all that sort of thing,
but the popular prejudice has always been that when a man could afTord to
set rigid economy aside, then granite, marble and stone were the proper expres-
sions for his building. Those materials exemplified, typified wealth, taste and
culture. Brick and terra cotta were used where cheaper substitutes became
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necessary! Only .now are our people beginning to realize the mfinite pos-

sibilities of burnt clay and that it has a character all its very own, a distinct

personality, an exalted one, and typifies th^t which is the most per ect, the

most durable and yet the most elegant, plastic and yieldmg materia known

to the builders' craft. To-day, at last, rich men use it as a matter of course,

because they want it and appreciate it, not as did those of yesterday, merely

because it does cost less money than granite or stone.
u a '^

And vet, with us, must as we know about it and however well we do it,

that art is in its very infancy. Its possibilities are endless, the field before us

absolutely unlimited. ^u ^ . tv,^
When I say that the art is in its '^infancy," I must qualify that term. The

infant is, indeed, a lusty one. We have made wonderful strides and, unlike

most infants, we have profited by the experience of other countries and other

times Though we admit our extreme youth, we have picked up the art and

are continuing it from where others left ofif, and we are not gomg over the

whole process of growth, as most infants do. No country on earth makes bet-

ter or handsomer bricks than we do ; our enameled bricks are the equal ot

any • our terra cotta surpasses in beauty and perfection that made by any other

people at any other time. Why, the Winkle exhibit at the St. Louis Expo-

sition taken alone, without considering any of the other beautiful works there,

was sufficient to place us in the foremost rank of modelers and craftsmen,

shoulder to shoulder with the makers of terra cotta m any other time or

clime It spelled perfection. Let the dust and mellowing influences of time

touch it here and there and you will have people raving over it as they do

now over Delia Robia. And our pottery cannot be classified far down the line

Another thing this country has done in the matter of burnt clay of which

we are justly proud. Here, some thirty years ago, was devised the first hollow

tile building block for floor and partition construction. It came as an experi-

ment but in the thirty years that have followed it has not fallen short of the

promise made for it then. It has stood the brunt of crushing strain and ter-

rible fire, and that it has made a place for itself and is an accepted factor, not

only in the art of burning clay, but is a most important and essential factor in

modern construction, is proven by the fact that there are already 700,000,000

square feet of it in place in this country to-day

!

r •
t ^

Just now there is being waged something of a puny warfare against burnt

clay in all its forms by the advocates of concrete construction. Now, no man

is a firmer believer in concrete—in its proper place—than I, and, few, indeed,

have used more of the material, but I tell you some engineers and the pro-

ducers of cement have gone concrete-crazy. They advocate it as a penace^a

for all ills the one material to be used under all conditions and to the ab-

solute elim'ination of all else. They gabble to us to-day about hollow concrete

blocks for exterior work, slab concrete floors and partitions for interior work,

concrete everywhere. And they tell us that it is but a revival of the old Roman

construction that was so perfect and that has stood so long. You will hear

the learned engineers constantly prating about the splendid dome of the

Pantheon at Rome, the greatest piece of vaulting that was ever done, as the

apotheosis of concrete construction. Bless you, the main ribs of that magnifi-

cent vault are built, not of concrete, not of stone, not of steel but of a far more

perfect material, BRICK. The whole thing is essentially a brick construction

with concrete filling between those brick ribs merely forming the sunken

panels of the ceiling. The Romans did do some very important concrete work,

however. They certainly used very wide spans in their floor construction.

In that respect our concrete friends of to-day, with all their vaunted engineer-

ing ability, are far more modest than were their predecessors under the Ro-

man Emperors. But, then, conditions of our civilization would not permit
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of the old time temerity. We wouldn't stand for the loss of life that was quite

permissible in those times. To-day great commotion is made whenever there

is a concrete collapse in which one or two poor workmen are killed, and

Heaven knows such collapses are frequent enough. In the time of the Em-
perors slave labor was used, and a few hundred poor devils, more or less, was
not a matter of grave importance, though we do find it recorded that Vitruvius,

the famed military engineer of Augustus' first epoch, protested vigorously to

his Emperor against the practice of building with concrete on account of the

resulting accidents to and deaths of a great number of slaves, and he recom-

mended the use of brick, in part or entirely, in place of concrete, as a better

material and as far more merciful to humanity.

One of the theories advanced by our concrete friends in support of their

concrete blocks and other forms of construction is that it is cheaper than burnt

clay. One way to make it cheaper is to use, as nine-tenths of them do, un-

skilled labor. It is the contest between rude material and unskilled labor, with

masses of greater volume and weight on one side, and on the other selected

material and skilled labor, with masses of less volume and less weight, fake

your choice.

There are a thousand legitimate ways of using concrete. It is admirable

for foundations of buildings, fillings of piers, railroad work, bridges, sub-

aqueous work, anywhere used in compression and in masses, and where it is

not exposed to intense heat. But when you come to use a thin slab of it twenty

feet or more in span, for flooring purposes, you are incurring great peril indeed.

'Tis no better than a slab of stone the same size, and a flaw in it is just as

possible as in the stone; more so, for less skillful artificers have fashioned it,

and where there is a flaw there is weakness, and the whole is but as strong

as its weakest part ; the folly of building of large units and using unskilled

labor to make them! Folly? I call it a crime.

One-half the trouble is that the cement producers are ravenously clamor-

ing for a new market and care not one whit how cement be used, provided they

can sell it. There is danger that they will work out the construction of a

most useful material by abusing it and incurring popular disfavor.

They claim for the construction that it is essentially ''fire proof." The
highest authorities tell us, and our everyday experience proves to us the in-

correctness of the statement, that even when Portland cement is properly

made its fire-resisting qualities may be considered to 600 degrees, but when
subjected to subsequent drenching, the result is disastrous. Why, 600 degrees

is no heat at all for a fire. At extremely high temperatures concrete will dis-

integrate, just the same as will limestone, or granite, or marble. And yet they

wish to put those materials in comparison with brick as fire-resisting! Did

you ever hear and see granite and limestone and marble in a fire? It all

steams and pops and explodes and goes to pieces in a Fourth-of-July like cele-

bration. Concrete makes less noise about its disintegration, particularly if

water be thrown upon it, is far more insidious and is just as complete. The
worst feature about it is that they persist in exploiting ''cinder" concrete,

naturally because it is cheaper, and "cinders," the country over, is a mere

synonym for ashes, and when mixed with cement is just so much mud.
What was it that stood the test of the Baltimore fire, was it grajiite, or

stone, or concrete? What has become of three little and much-vaunted ex-

amples of concrete construction there? No, it was the tall brick and tile fire-

proof structures that withstood that awful test. And they were only commer-
cially fire-proof at that, built at the minimum cost and, in most cases, years

ago when comparatively little was known about fire-proof construction, yet

those are the structures which stood up, that suffered only 7 to 10% in their

structural parts and that literally saved Baltimore, for had it not been for that

"\
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splendid bulwark of brick buildings the fire would surely have had a clean

sweep for miles. Aye, and perhaps the entire city might have been laid m
ashes
- They are giving us hollow concrete blocks as something new. They were

quite commonly used forty years ago and were then, as now, called "fire-

proof " But the Chicago fire of '71 demonstrated beyond peradventure the

inefficiency of concrete as fire-proofing and clearly established the superiority

of burnt clay over all known structural materials. And Baltimore but cor-

roborates that experience. Burnt clay has stood the test of time and fire and

water, and since the era of tall buildings it has been used in over 90% of

them You seldom hear even a concrete man offering any criticisms of burnt

clav No he but loudly proclaims that he has something cheaper, and, if he

is very daring, "equally as good." The very best of concrete is made with

Portland cement, slag, crushed clinkers, or real, completely corbonized, stem

cinders, or broken bricks or tile, and in such amalgamation, and in sufficient

quantities and with sufficient steel to act as a good floor or wall construction,

and made by skilled artificers, it is not as cheap as burnt clay and never will

be as fire-proof.
. i r t -u-

One objection the concrete people cite against burnt clay for building

construction is that in using brick or hollow tile for floor arches, rolled steel

members have also to be used, and that there is frequently great delay in pro-

curing that steel. Thanks to Mr. E. V. Johnson, the son of the first really

scientific adaptor, if not the inventor, of hollow block tile flooring, we can

now put up a building entirely of brick and terra cotta, without any steel beams

for the floors or steel rods for tying purposes, or steel or iron columns,- an

absolutely all-burnt-clay building. The same gentleman has also made it

possible to use burnt clay products in lofty grain elevator bins, smoke-stacks,

and that sort of construction where heavy brick walls are not possible. In-

deed, we must credit him with many improvements connected with the art of

clay burning.
.

Much ado is generally made about Underwriters requirements and

methods. Whatever the insurance people do in the way of construction is

looked upon by the masses, and with some reason, as being the perfection of

construction, a model to go by. The Underwriters some time ago decided to

erect a model building in Chicago as a testing laboratory. All sorts of things

were at first proposed. Alleged "slow-burning" wood construction (that has

long been a pet foible of the insurance folks), concrete and whatnot. But

thanks mostly to Mr. Johnson, the Underwriters, this time at least, built per-

fectly, and their laboratorv in Chicago stands as a model of what ought to

be done. It is built of brick and tile and terra cotta, a full-fledged, thoroughly

fire-proof, one may say, all-burnt-clay building.

The National Fire Proofing Company, of which Mr. Johnson is Western

Manager also maintains a very fine laboratory in Chicago. There they test

not only their own products, but concrete and everything that comes to hand.

Experiments in all classes of construction and all classes of material are con-

stantly being made on a large scale, and the work being done scientifically

and thoroughly is of the utmost benefit to the building trades and should re-

ceive their hearty support and co-operation. I know that the Company will

be very glad to test anything in the way of new shapes of bricks, etc., that you

gentlemen might wish to send them. There is no better equipped laboratory

in the country, both as to testing apparatus and skilled physicists, engineers

and chemists. ^'

Speaking of laboratories and tests, that is one point about which I wish

to take the brickmakers to task. You are making splendid products, but this

is a progressive age. Perfect as is anything you may have, it is, in the ver-

nacular "up to you" to strive to do still better. I believe that our brickmakers

are too well satisfied. We are using the shapes and molds that our fathers

did We have Roman shapes, Flemish shapes, and the molds of a time when

Romanesque and crude classic forms were in vogue, and all that sort of

thing, but it strikes me that we should go beyond all that and study the exact

needs that our modern problems present, and then strive to put upon the

market something that will exactly fit those requirements, and not try to beat

the requirements into shape to fit what you are now supplying. Take molded

brick, for instance, the accepted possibilities of ornamentation in that medium

are indeed limited. We should experiment and design and work and fail and

try again till we get shapes and ornaments that will fit almost anything an

architect 'can design. We should make bricks, not only the enameled, but

ordinary face brick, of any color and surface. It wouldn't take long for

architects to rise to the possibilities of such things and give us splendid chro-

matic effects instead of the monotonous fronts we see all about us in our

cities I am sick of red' buildings, of buff buildings, and of gray buildings.

Give us some other key to the gamut of colors. Most of us Americans

are veritable cowards when it comes to color. Why, it would pay you thou-

sands per cent, to have some really capable designer, an artist, not mere drafts-

man, give his whole time and attention to the possibilities of brick, to devis-

ing forms of cornices, string courses, sills, window caps, panels, fashioned

out of brick and susceptible, by merely interchanging, of endless and most

beautiful combinations. The things that you have under the guise of orna-

mental brick to-day, gentlemen, are not worthy of you. Well as we all think

you have done, you could, with your splendid American ingenuity, skill and

indomitable courage, do ten thousand times better.

And so, too, with terra cotta. I said we did splendid work in that mate-

rial, and we do. Beautiful modeling, mechanically perfect assemblage. But

we have fallen into the way of accepting certain limitations as absolute. I

am not unaware of the difficulties there are in making terra cotta, but I also

know that to us Americans, difficulties simply mean things that must be

surmounted. Well, then, architects very frequently object to terra cotta solely

for the reason that its parts, or units, have to be comparatively small. They

have been used to cornices of stone for instance, where they use lengths of six,

or ten feet or even more; they are accustomed to thinking that sort of thing

massive and impressive by reason of that fact. Then why on earth not give

them the same thing in terra cotta, columns in one piece instead of cutting

them up in short drums, wide lengths of cornices? Oh, yes, I know the ob-

jections; big pieces warp and twist and shrink and the wastage is enormous.

But go ahead and experiment ! Spend some of your surplus in trying new

ways of handling and burning vour clay ; it's worth it. The man who discovers

how to do it will not only make a fortune for himself,1)ut will pass down to

posterity as one of the great inventors of this inventive time. And that indeed,

is honor We have electricitv, whv cannot, by some means of metal bands or

coils in the core, heat be uniformly applied to all parts of the clay form at once

and of equal temperature? There is some way of doing it. If I knew how I

would tell you. Or, if you cannot possibly make long pieces, then try and

fix up the joints so they are not so conspicuous. Something can surely be done.

You are not going to supinely give in and admit that they can do in stone or

concrete or galvanized iron that which you cannot. Try to at least go one

better. Work at it, experiment, and if you fail, why, try again! As the

French say the "game is well worth the candle."

Building constitutes to-day one of the most important functions of man.

Countless billions of money are being spent in construction. The work calls

for the brightest and best intellects. There is no room at the top for torpor
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and complacency. The Motto must be *'On and Up." The place occupied by
burnt clay to-day is a lofty one. That is recognized and conceded even by
those most violently opposed to it, and is what hurts them most. It has

reached that exalted position largely by its intrinsic merits, true, but it has

taken good, hard, intelligent, earnest work to have those merits recognized,

to put those very inherent qualities in tangible form, to make them of practi-

cable utility. We must not relax in those efforts. We must not sit down
and say work has been well done, we are pleased with it and will now
rest. The thing is to be up and at it, hammer and tongs, shoulder to

shoulder, in an earnest, persevering, well-directed effort to not only keep
burnt clay in that splendid place it has reached, but to force it ever upward, by
every legitimate means in our power, until it becomes in fact what we believe

and know it ought by rights to be, the UNIVERSAL BUILDING MATE-
RIAL!

-fi^^

I Am a Brick

By W. E. DENNISON

What am I,

That I should see my maker's clay

Within my walls entombed to-day.

And know full well a century hence
Naught else shall live to show his sense?

I am a brick.

What am I,

That men should strive on Babel's tower
To lay me up to show their power;
Displeasing God, laid down their tools

;

Dispersed as history's banner fools?

I am a brick.

What am I,

Though formed of clay, have seen the end
Of countless reigns, and yet defend
My title to the oldest place

Qn scroll of deeds of human race?
I am a brick.

»

What am I,

That I should take a lowly seat,

Or sit at anybody's feet.

When I compose the pyramid?
Of would-be doers I'm still the/'Did."

I am a brick.

Scene along the California Northwestern Railroad C-399

California s Garden Spol

o

THE approach of the vacation season starts one to thinkmg where he shall

spend a^week or more of pleasant idleness. One of the attractive spots

in California is along the picturesque route of the California North-

western in Marin, Sonoma, Mendocino and Lake counties. Valleys large and

small, rolling foothills, and hills of moderate ranges well wooded, nunierous

creeks and rivers and lakes, fresh-water springs everywhere, and a salubrious

climate, combine to make this territory an ideal agricultural one.

Along the western side of Sonoma and Mendocino counties lies an im-

mense forest of redwood trees, whose towering size represents the sublimity

of growth in nature.
, i r i ^

The "Garden Spot" is reached from San Francisco, by large ferry-boats,

which transport you from depot, foot of Market street, across the bay to

Tiburon, a distance of six and a half miles; thence by trains of the California

Northwestern Railway.
"

r .oo -i

From Tiburon the main line extends to Willits, a distance of 138 miles

from San Francisco, passing through San Rafael, Petaluma, Santa Rosa,

Healdsburg, Geyserville, Cloverdale, Hopland, and Ukiah. From Ignacio, 23

miles from San Francisco, a branch runs through the historic and beautiful

Sonoma Valley, and reaches Glen Ellen, 49 miles from San Francisco. From

Santa Rosa, 52 miles from San Francisco, a branch 6 miles long runs to

Sebastopol, 58 miles from San Francisco, tapping the Green Valley and Gold

Ridge fruit countrv. Still another branch, 16 miles long, paralleling the

Russian River, and tapping the "Vine Hill country," runs from Fulton, 4

miles north of Santa Rosa and 56 miles from San Francisco, to Guerneville,

72 miles from San Francisco.

i^}.^pf\ffm
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Chamber of Commerce Building, Saci amenta R. A. Heinld, At chitect C-400

Marshall Primary School, Sacratnento C. ir Dailey, Builder C-401
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Remodeled Capitol Hotel. Sacramento

Cornice Work bv Sinclair Cr" Bessev

Siller Bros., Builders C-402

r. J. Pennish, Plaster Work

^ ne Savidmento ArcKitecture

DURING the five years that R. A. Heroic! has been engaged in the

practice of his profession in the city of Sacramento, there has been

developed a long-needed reform in its architecture. The change is

due as much, if not more, to the efforts of Mr. Herold as to the work of

any other single builder or architect. To him Sacramento is indebted for

the plans of the first modern of^ce building, a creation that marks a new

-

era in the citv's development. His appointment by the Legislature to

prepare estimates for the improvement of the State Capitol and his study of the

building have made him an authority on this very important subject. JMr. Herold,

although but 35 years of age, has spent half of that time in the study and practice

of the profession of which he is so competent an exponent. He began his prepar-

ation in San Francisco, and later spent three years, devoted to study and re-

search in the capitals of Europe. Five years ago he established his office in

this city, and during this brief period has brought about almost a transforma-

tion in Sacramento's appearance.

His talent has attracted to him the patronage of bankers and financiers, of the

largest corporations in the city, and of the State and Municipal Governments. His

manner of handling large subjects has furnished him a clientele from beyond

the boundaries of the county, notably in the case of the High School at

Auburn, Placer Countv.
Mr. Herold's plans for the Sacramento High School were most exactly fitted

to the citv's needs in this respect, and the completion of the building will assure him

a lasting monument in the public opinion. His efforts to provide the business

section with structures in keeping with the wealth and dignity of the State Capital

have won for him a warm place in the estimation of the more progressive citizens,

^who still cherish hopes of a city beautiful on the broad river that marks its western

^ limits.

The illustrations of buildings in Sacramento shown in this number are by Mr. Herold, and embrace practically

ever>- type of building from a church to a residence, and an office building to a livtry stable.
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Sacramento Odd Fellows' Temple

Cornice IP'ork by Sinclair (2f Bessey

Siller Bros., Builders C-40a

' -«

L

Keyes Residence, Sacramento Hook (2f Son, Builders

Elect* ical Work by Electrical Supply Coi

C-105

I

S

Corner in Living-Room of Keyes Residence, Sacramento C-40r)

Stable for Buffalo Breiving Company, Sacramento C-4()4
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Carney in Ltviuj>-Room of Kcyrs Rt'sideticf, Saci amento c-4{x;

Stahlr for Buffalo /irrivini^ Company, Sacramento C-W\
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System of Ventilation and Heating

Edited by F. H. BRYANT

THE normal internal temperature of the human body is very near 100°,

independent of the temperature of the surrounding air. By respiration

the continuous process of slow combustion is kept up,—the oxygen

of the air, uniting with the carbon of the blood passing through the lungs,

to form carbonic acid. As in any case of combustion, overheating takes place

unless provision is made for the distril)ution of the heat generated, so the body
is kept at its normal temperature only by the abstraction of heat from it. The
actual heating of the body is not the ultimate object of heating; but in reality,

provision is made for the abstraction of heat generated by the vital functions

without making too great a demand upon the physical endurance of the

individual.

Means of Dispersion of Heat.—Three means are provided for the health-

ful dispersion of heat from the hunian body. First, by radiation to the air

and surrounding objects. Second, by conducting, principally to the air imme-
diately in contact with the body. Third, by evai)oration of moisture from the

lungs, throat and skin. Under the conditions of summer air, the last two are

generally about equal, but the greater part of the heat is dissipated by the

first means. Air is a nearly perfect non-conductor of heat, but radiation takes

])lace through it readily. \\q may enter a room having a temperature of 75°,

with Willis at 50°, and feel chilled, simply because heat is rapidly radiated

from the body through the air to the colder walls. In comparatively dry air

equality of temperature is kept up by a steady but imperceptible evaporation

from the skin. In moist air this rapid evaporation is prevented and the water

is deposited as perspiration, the air being too heavily laden to take it up. On
the other hand, when the air is in motion it increases both evaporation and

conduction by the constant bringing of fresh air to take the place of that

already moistened or heated. If, under any circumstances, one of these three

means fails to abstract heat rapidly enough, the removal by the pther means
is increased, and equilibrium of temperature kept up.

High humidity has the eflfect of modifying very materially the tempera-

ture at which comfort may be secured. The excessive humidity of the atmos-

phere of the west and south of England has, owing to the reduced evaporation

from the bodv, the effect of making a temperature of 56° in that country

equallv as comfortable as 80° in the dryer climate of Canada or Minnesota.

In this country, where some means of heating is usually required during

about seven months of the year, the amount of heat necessary and the

economv exercised in supplying it are vital questions. As will appear in

what follows, convenience and economy can best be assured by an intelligent

union of the heating and ventilating systems.
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Storag^e Building. Buffalo Bre7L>ing Company, Sacramento C-408

System of Ventilation and Heating

Edited by F. H. BRYANT

THE normal internal temperature of the human body is very near 100°,

independent of the temperature of the surrounding air. By respiration

the continuous process of slow combustion is kept up,—the oxygen
of the air, uniting with the carbon of the blood passing through the lungs,

to form carbonic acid. As in any case of combustion, overheating takes place

unless provision is made for the distribution of the heat generated, so the body
is kept at its normal temperature only by the abstraction of heat from it. The
actual heating of the body is not the ultimate object of heating; but in re<ility,

provision is made for the abstraction of heat generated by the vital functions

without making too great a demand upon the physical endurance of the

individual.

Means of Dispersion of Heat.—Three means are provided for the health-

ful dispersion of heat from the human body. First, by radiation to the air

and surrounding objects. Second, by conducting, principally to the air imme-
diately in contact with the body. Third, by evaporation of moisture from the

lungs, throat and skin. Under the conditions of summer air, the last two are

generally about equal, but the greater part of the heat is dissipated by the

first means. Air is a nearly perfect non-conductor of heat, but radiation takes

place through it readily. We may enj:er a room having a temperature of 75°,

with walls at 50°, and feel chilled, simply because heat is rapidly radiated

from the body through the air to the colder walls. In comparatively dry air

equality of temperature is kept up by a steady but imperceptible evaporation

from the skin. In moist air this rapid evaporation is prevented and the water

is deposited as perspiration, the air being too heavily laden to take it up. On
the other hand, when the air is in motion it increases both evaporation and
conduction by the constant bringing of fresh air to take the place of that

already moistened or heated. If, under any circumstances, one of these three

means fails to abstract heat rapidly enough, the removal by thepther means
is increased, and equilibrium of temperature kept up.

High humidity has the efTect of modifying very materially the tempera-

ture at which comfort may be secured. The excessive humidity of the atmos-

phere of the west and south of England has, owing to the reduced evaporation

from the body, the effect of making a temperature of 56° in that country

equally as comfortable as 80° in the dryer climate of Canada or Minnesota.

In this country, where some means of heating is usually required during

about seven months of the year, the amount of heat necessary and the

economy exercised in supplying it are vital questions. As will appear in

what follows, convenience and economy can best be assured by an intelligent

union of the heating and ventilating systems.
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A Chapel at Sacramento C-409

Natural Methods.—The requirements of good ventilation and heating

being understood, the choice of the best methods for carrying out such re-

quirements presents itself. While the principles have been generally under-

stood, their application has proved to be the stumbling-block over which many
an architect and engineer has tripped. Natural agencies, as apparently the

least expensive, have usually been first called upon to produce such currents

and move such volumes of air as might be required. But it will be universally

admitted that all systems of so-called "natural ventilation" have proved them-

selves inadequate to fulfill all requirements. A dependence upon windows
and doors for ventilation cannot with propriety be called a system of

ventilation for the supply is ordinarily spasmodic, and without ques-

tion, disagreeable, except in so far as a cold draught of fresh air from

an open window may be preferable to the vitiated and odorous air of a con-

fined apartn^ent. Excellent results may continue for a number of days during

the employment of a method of ventilation dependent upon natural agencies,

but a change in the temperature or humidity, or in the direction and force of

the wind, may exactly reverse the action of the system. Flues which were

designed to furnish fresh air will be found to be actionless, while foul-air

ducts may be bringing the foul air from other rooms. For a crowded or con-

tinuously occupied apartment, such arrangements are utterly inadequate and

are certain to prove entirely unequal to the task of supplying air in such

quantity as has been shown to be required,—above all, they are not positive.

Ventilation by Aspiration.—Somewhat more positive results may be

obtained by warming the air within the vent flues. Gas jets, steam heated sur-

faces and the smoke flues from steam or hot air furnaces are employed for

this purpose. But as the results attained are due to a lessened density of the

The Architect and En (^ineer "of California (M

air within the flue, and as the heat applied for thus warming and rarifying

this air serves no other useful purpose, but is dissipated in the atmosphere,
the method proves to be excessively expensive when the power, as measured
in heat units, required to develop this movement is taken into account.

Forced Circulation.—In the system of forced circulation by means of

that universally adopted machine—a fan or blower—the action is absolute

and positive. The whole matter cannot be better expressed than in words of

the late Robert Briggs, a man of large experience in practical ventilation and
heating: *Tt will not be attempted at this time to argue fully the advantages
of the method of supplying air for ventilation by impulse through mechanical
means,—the superiority of forced ventilation, as it is called. This mooted
question will be found to have been discussed, argued and combatted on all

sides^, in numerous publications, but the conclusion of all is, that if air is

wanted in any particular place, at any particular time, it must be put there,

not allowed to go. Other methods will give results at certain times or sea-

sons, or under certain conditions. One method will work p^erfectly with cer-

tain differences of internal and external temperatures, while another method
succeeds only when other differences exist. One method reaches to relative

success whenever a wind can render a cowl efficient. Another method re-

mains perfect as a system if no malicious person opens a door or window. No
other method than that of impelling air by direct means with a fan is equally

independent of accidental natural conditions, equally efficient for a desired

result, or equally controllable to suit the demands of those who are ventilated."

Efficiency of the Fan.
—

'Tn all mechanical appliances that is simplest

which most positively and directly effects the purpose in view ; and in this

matter of supplying air, it may be claimed that the process of impelling it

when and where wanted is at once the most certain and efficient, and that the

fan (in its forms of a rotating wheel with vanes for large uses) is the simplest

and readiest machine for impelling air. It will not be attempted at this time
to discuss the theory of rotary fans. The fan itself will simply be accepted
as one of the recognized appliances in the construction of ventilating appa-
ratuses available with other mechanisms in established forms and defined

types of American practice."

After showing the enormous expense of moving air by allowing it to pass
over steam-heated surfaces (thus creating a difference in pressure due to a

difference in temperature) compared with the expense of moving equal quan-
tities of air by means of a fan, among the many mechanical devices for the

movement of air through channels, none are so economical of power and
convenient in use as the fan.

A practical illustration will best serve to prove the force of this statement.
A vent flue, one square foot in cross sectional area and 40 feet high, is ar-

ranged to withdraw air from a room having a temperature of 70°, while the

outdoor air is at 20°
; the flue being provided with an accelerating coil, which

heats the air within to 90°. By the ordinary methods of calculation it may
be shown that the theoretical velocity of the air thus produced in the flue

will be 1,149.4 feet per minute, and that there will be expended for its move-
ment 394.6 heat units. A fan, on the other hand, would theoretically require,

to produce the same air movement, only .703 units of heat. But these figures

are purely theoretical, and the efficiency of the two methods must enter to

give the true relation.

Assuming for the flue an average efficiency of 60 per cent, there will

actually be required for this method 657.7 units of heat. On the other hand,
making the fair assumptions that of the heat units in the fuel 70 per cent is
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Fox Residence, Sacramento John W. Haley, Brickwork C-412
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delivered in the form of steam, that this steam is utilized in an engine having

an efficiency of only 10 per cent, while the fan driven thereby turns into

useful work only 25 per cent of the power delivered to it by the engine, the

combined efficiency of the system will be reduced to 1.75 per cent, calling for

a heat expenditure of 40.17 units. Even under this practical condition it ap-

pears that the movement of air by aspiration still requires 16.37 times as

much heat (which is simply a measure of the coal bill), as a fan producing

the same results. Of course a change in the conditions will affect this rela-

tion to a reasonable extent, but it is certainly evident that the thermal or

aspiration system requires more fuel than the fan under all practical con-

ditions as they exist in any system of heating and ventilation.

4|» ^ ^

No Evidence of Insanity

IT IS to be regretted that the poor lady who bequeathed her property for the

erection of a Gothic structure in a central part of London (which was to

be a joy forever) was declared to be of unlsound mind, memory and under-

standing. It is of such rare occurrence for any one to dream of creating a

work of the kind, if the will had been carried out in a satisfactory manner other

people might be disposed to imitate the testatrix. Miss Lina Beatrice Clayton-

Browne, whose will came before the courts on Saturday last, died on March

24, 1904, in her thirty-second year. In August, 1900, she had a will drawn up

while staying in Windsor. In it she directed that after the payment of an

annuity "the whole of the trust fund and the accumulations of income thereof

were to be applied in the erection, without buying land, of an ornamental

structure of Gothic design, such as a market-cross or street-crossing refuge

in the style of a market-cross, tall clock, street-lamp stand, or all combined,

in a central part of London, the plan whereof shall be oflfered for open com-

petition and ultimately decided upon by the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects, and I especially desire that no inscription of my name shall be placed

on such erection. In connection with the construction of the said Gothic

erection I would wish that no large masses of dark metal, such as dark bronze

or cast-iron, or of dead white marble or alabaster should be used, whether as

statutes or otherwise, as I consider the effect of such large masses to be tone-

less and blurred, particularly in a moist climate. I should also like no pigment

to be used upon any but an absolutely flat surface, and tHen but sparingly.

In deciding upon the merits of the designs, I should like particular value to

be laid upon the general outline as seen from a good distance. I should like

to be inscribed upon the structure in letters of a different tincture to that of

the ground, such as bronze letters in marble or stone, the following inscrip-

tion : 'Many and munificent are the gifts ministering to the ills of the flesh,

therefore is this structure dedicated merely to the more neglected gladdening

of the eye.' 'A thing of beauty is a joy forever.' . . ." If the words were

not those of the lady herself, there is no question that her intentions were

expressed in it, for the solicitor stated she gave him instructions in an ex-

ceedingly sensible manner. The value of the estate was about £12,500. Va-

rious acts were proved which were sufficient to show that on other occasions

the lady's mind was affected. The President of the Probate Court was satis-

fied, from the evidence, that he must pronounce against the will, and a central

part of London has therefore lost an ornament.—The Architect.
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Damp Resisting Compounds

By HARRY LARKIN

THE tendency of brick, terra cotta and certain characters of stone to

absorb water is the cause of considerable annoyance and has led to the

introduction of a number of compounds claimed to prevent entrance of

dampness through walls built of these materials. ' The question of dampness

entering a wall is of vital importance now that steel is so largely used to carry

the weights. The walls of all steel framed-buildings are built light and unless

some provision is made to keep the dampness away from the structural steel,

there is sure to be trouble in time that will cause our sky-scrapers to wilt

away. As an illustration, the Alto Building, at Bush and Kearny streets, was

erected three years ago and the southerly wall was coated with three coats

of a white paint on the outside in hopes of making the wall water-tight.

Last winter the writer was called in to pass judgment on the matter and

found the painted walls of the halls along-side the southerly wall blistered

from the dampness and the position of each steel column in the wall was

indicated by rust marks from the ceilings to the floors. When the winter was

over, the outside of this southerly wall was coated with 'Tabco."

The building occupied by the Cordes Furniture Company on Geary

street is solid brick walls, without structural steel, but dampness has entered

at the various floors to such an extent that the tinting is ruined from the roof

down.
All of these recently introduced damp proof compounds are claimed to

leave a surface that will hold plaster. If such is the case, it will be a simple

matter to coat exposed walls and plaster over the damp proof course in order

to cover the objectionable color. Coating the back side of face brick would in

a great measure keep water from entering the wall. ^
Asphaltum is the base of all effective damp proof compounds, so where

there is important work in the water-proofing line to be done, it is best to rely

upon the original material itself and not pay for some fancy name or take the

chances of adulteration. Straight asphaltum can be adapted to any work a

damp proof compound is claimed to do and accomplish the result without

question of permanency. Nothing is saved in the cost by plastering directly

on to brick walls coated with a damp proof compound in the interior of a

building. To be sure the furring and lathing is done away with, but thQ

carpenter is put to great additional expense in securing his casings, base and

wainscot. Besides there is grave question as to whether the plaster will bond

itself sufficiently to be permanent. It does not stand to reason that a com-

pound will not absorb water and still make a bond with plaster. Even plast-

ering onto rough brick surfaces is- none too secure a job, with all the close

adhesion of the two materials. However, if these compounds do make the

bond they claim, they are invaluable in brick construction. But in my opinion

it will take a few years' time, together with a few of our earthquakes, to fully

demonstrate the question.

STREET PAVEMENTS.

No one disputes the fact of improvement made in changing the pavement

of Third street to basalt blocks set on a concrete foundation and grouted with

asphaltum and gravel. There is a question whether any other character of

wearing surface would stand the heavy usage this street has, and the noise

is noticeably less than on the old style basalt pavement. Improvements have
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been made in each job of this character that have been laid and the wear the

pavements on parts of Fourth street and the length of Third street have
stood, demonstrates that a suitable pavement has been found to fit the condi-

tions in the business section of the city.

Bituminous Rock pavements, laid with reasonable care, give good service

in the residence districts where the grades are moderate. Laying the center

of the street with basalt blocks and the edges with bitumen, provides a means
of ascending a considerable grade that bitumen would not permit.

The asphalt mastic pavements, so common in other cities, will never
come into general use in San Francisco, on account of there being no suffi-

cient supply of sharp sand and gravel needed in laying them. Los Angeles
and Portland are two cities on this Coast particularly blessed with an ample
supply of sand, grit and gravel and as a consequence have pavements of

asphalt mastic giving excellent service, as well as being clean and sanitary.

*l» *l» *j»

Signing ArcKitecture

WHATEVER may be the case in the old world, which gives a thought too

much regard to graphic artists, in this country, in fact, on this continent,

the architect is the leading figure. The names of prominent architects

are well known, not in their own city only, but throughout their own country

and beyond it. It is questionable whether any architect in the history of the

world has ever been so widely known, in his own generation, to a general public,

as is, at the present moment, Mr. Daniel H. Burnham. This is partly due to the

widening of the architects' sphere, and in Mr. Burnham's case, to a celebrity

gained by his successful conduct of the building operations of the Chicago Exhi-
bition, continued by his connection with the Washington improvements proje(!:t,

and bv the frequency with which he is applied to now tor advice by cities that

are devising improvements in their plan. But while these large dealings natu-

rally attract attention, so that the newspapers mention Mr. Burnham's name with

the same simplicity as they would a general's, in full confidence that every one
will know who he is, there are architects who are not architects of cities

but only of buildings, who are almost, if not quite, equally well

known. Building is, in fact, going large nowadays ; a single structure may
be an important addition to any city, and this importance naturally gives the

architect a new interest for the public. The interest spreads to the smaller de-

signers, partly as members of the same profession but partly for another reason

—

the new importance that is attached by the mass of the people to their houses,

since it has become as easy to own as to rent. Indeed, in some places in Canada
it is more easy to own than to rent ; for speculative builders build only to sell

and will not rent. This state of affairs has brought about a widely spread domes-
tic sentiment which is acting a^ a wholesome counteragent to the idea that life

in a flat, without housekeeping or other responsibilities, is the American woman's
due. The use in the United States of the pregnant word **home" instead of the

simple word "house," irritating as it is when used on all occasions, marks how
this sentiment has grown and how (which is our present object in noting it), the

interest taken in small houses has become attached, to their architects.

Even the press is not without signs of abandoning its tradition of ignoring
the architect in its notice of buildings. The editors of the daily papers are still

as sensitive to a ''free ad." as they are to a typographical error, yet the names
of the architects of projected buildings are always mentioned under the cuts of
the buildings which are so frequently inserted now in the newspapers.
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This growing interest in architects is a mark of awakening recognition that

architecture is an art^ This—it being the truth—is a good thing to have rec-

ognized. It is to the advantage of everybody that the recognition should be fur-

thered in every possible way ; and one way which has been frequently proposed

is that architects should sign their buildings. In speaking of it recently, in a

presidential address to the Architectural Association, Mr. Guy Dawber said that

the signature of buildings is a custom on the continent. That it is not unknown
in England may be seen on the terra-cotta face of a hotel building in Piccadilly,

where the signature of Messrs. Ernest George and Peto, architects, appears as a

conspicuous corner decoration. When one sees a signature, placed thus in a

prominent position, one becomes seriously aware that it does not make for benefit

to the architect unless he has done well. The proceeding clearly has a double

side—both working for good ; iwaX the art of architecture should be exalted in the

eyes of the public, and that the architect's sense of responsibility should be kept

alert. When an architect did his work under a cloud of oblivion
;
paired ofT

with the plumber in building operations, as equally undesirable and only not so

necessary ; it required stout and enduring character and conscience not sometimes

to sink into a state of indifTerence and compromise. It is hard to uphold the

fine thing against its neglect. It is hard to uphold an art alone. Indeed—as

art that is alive always gets its living quality by expressing the life of its time,

and only pedantry or eccentricity comes from the secluded artists—the more the

architect is in touch with the world the better for his art.

The growing interest in architecture and architects is wholesome, and if it

is assisted by a movement towards signing buildings it will be a good thing. It is

quite likely that no formal assistance will be needed to such a movement, but

that a custom so much in accordance with the general feeling of this time of Re-

naissance will arise, as customs do arise, all at once, everybody apparently follow-

ing everybody else.—Canadian Architect and Builder.

4» *t» 4*

Apartment-House Construction

ONE of the most remarkable features of the building operations in Chicago

for the past year is the amount of apartment-house or flat constriuition,

which has been carried on on a scale of unprecedented magnitude. """

It had been thought that flat building in Chicago was overdone, and

when in 1904 the totafof the year's operations reached over $14,000,000 com-

pared with $7,000,000 for 1903, it was expected by many that a slump would

surely come and the figures for 1905 would show a considerable falling ofT.

So far, however, from that being the case, the figures of the past year show

the remarkable total of nearly $22,000,000, taking into account only building

permits of $5,000 and upwards. It is true that these figures include buildings

of the combination chafacter, containing both flats and stores, but these

form only a small proportion of the total.

It is evident from these figures that the people of Chicago are inclining

more and more to residence in flats. The total of house construction, including

only permits above $5,000, amounted for the year 1905 to less than $3,000,000,

the greatest percentage of house building having been in the northwest sec-

tion of the city.

It might be thought that, in view of the rapidity with which flat build-

ings have been constructed during the year, it would be difficult to fill them,

but the contrary is the case, and all reports from owners, builders and agents

agree that rents are well maintained, which is a sure evidence of the fact

that the supply has by no means outstripped the demand.
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A Palatial Country Home
ARCHITECT WILLIS POLK has prepared plans for a palatial country

residence for Mr. Eugene J. de Sabla, Jr., millionaire. The house will

be unique in that it will be the first large country house on the Pacific

Coast constructed entirely of brick and stone. It will be built at San Mateo.
The house will be the first example on this Coast of English renaissance

of the Tudor period. Its mullion windows and Jacobean ornament and its

arcaded loggia and vaulted vestibule will all be in harmony with the best
examples to be found in any of the old English country places. The structure
will be surrounded by a broad terrace, affording ample space for the much-
sought-after outdoor country life of this section. The interior will contain a
typical Old English hallway, with oak wainscoting and large chimney place.

The main staircase will also be a feature of Elizabethian decoration.
The site of the mansion is that of the famous Howard homestead, El

Cerrita. The latter was originally laid out by W. D. M. Howard and the first

portion of it was brought around Cape Horn in the early '50's. Since that time
it has been added to, and it is probably the most interesting of all California's
country homes, many architects having been employed in its construction.
After Mrs. Bowie's death, the house was occupied by some of the younger
members of the Jloward family, then by Charles A. Baldwin, the Tobins and
others and finally passed into the possession of Walter S. Martin, who made
extensive alterations and redecoraJ:ed it throughout.

Mr. de Sabla recently bought the place, and will retain only the most
modern part of the old buildings. The additions that he is now constructing
are of the most permanent character.

4» 4» ^

To Build Fine Art Gallery

THE Southern California Chapter of American Institute of Architects has
purchased the lot fronting 50 feet on the east side of Alvarado, between
Sixth and Orange streets, directly opposite Westlake Park, having a depth

of 177 feet.

The purpose is to ultimately put up an art gallery, that will be more parti-
cularly devoted to architecture and permanent exhibits of casts, so that students
may have the best examples before them, and to provide lecture halls and assembly
rooms where all interested in architecture may have an opportunity to meet and
study, and where architectural and drawing classes can meet. The building will
also be made the headquarters for the architectural profession in Southern
California where opportunities can be given for the development of all that is

best in art and architecture. ^
At present a small building will be erected on the rear 'of the lot, that will

be used as an assembly hall and sketch studio which will be the nucleus of the
completed institution.

^ *|* 4* ^^

Auctioneer—"Going! Going! Gone! Here, sir, it's yours. Great bargain,
sir. The frame alone is worth the price." Connoisseur (ripping out the pic-
ture)—"The frame was what I wanted."—New York Weekly.

4» 4» 4»

Customer (in restaurant)—"Waiter, I wish you would bring mc a
medium-done porterhouse steak smothered in mushrooms."

Waiter (to cook)—"Choke one with the toadstool !"—Milwaukee ^entinel.

y

A

first Church of Christ, Scientist John Galen Horvard, Architect C-420
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Design for Suhurbatt Depot R. A. Hi-rold, Architect C-i21

Another Design for Suburban Depot R. A. Herold, Architect C-422

Reinforced Concrete Construction in tke Marys-

ville Public Library
By M. C. COUCHOT. C. E.*

THE Marysvi'lle Public Library is the gift of C. Q. Packard, Esq., to the

city of Marysville, and is a beautiful stone building, 75 x 75 in plan, set

on a large lot on the corner of Fourth and D streets, where it will al-

ways be surrounded by a large lawn, which will always insure plenty of light

and its prominent individuality. The plans are from William Curlett, archi-

tect. The exterior walls are of Colusa sandstone. The roof is of red tile. All

the interior construction, including floors, beams, girders, lintel and parts of

roof slabs are of reinforced concrete, built on the Kahn system of reinforce-

ment.
The columns in the basement are 16 inches in diameter and 10 feet high

and in the first floor, supporting the mezzanine and second f^oor, are 22 inches

in diameter and 22 feet high and reinforced with eight J/^-inch vertical rods and

a continuous y^-mQ\\ wire helix, 2>^-inch pitch, according to the method of

Mr. Considere.

The main girders over the main room are 18 x 32 inches, 32-foot span, and

are reinforced with three lj4-inch and two 1-inch Kahn bars.

All the main slabs in the building proper are of the hollow tile construc-

tion, 8, 10 and 12 inches in depth, set 16 inches on centers, giving a 4-inch

space in which a ^-inch Kahn bar is set and concrete poured in, making

really a number of concrete joists 16 inches on centers. The spans are about

12 feet to 20 feet for this construction and are very rigid, sound-proof and fire-

proof.

The work was erected during the hottest months of the year—July, Au-

gust and September—and the greatest care had to be used in doing this con-

crete work, necessitating the material to be mixed* dry below and taken up in

the building to be wet right at the place where it was going to be put in, as

it would not stand the transportation without taking initial set.

The results were very satisfactory. The hollow tile construction is par-

ticularly well adapted for this class of building, as well as for hospital, schools,

theatres and office buildings, where large, clear spans are desired, as spans as

high as 30 feet can be had very easily.

The use of reinforced concrete is progressing rather slowly in California,

where the climatic conditions are ideal for this form of construction and where

all the materials are easily obtainable. But present indications show that the

architects, owners and builders are taking cognition of the merits of this con-

struction and that we may expect a decided increase in the number of build-

ings of this type, as in the Eastern States.

•Associate Member American Society of Civil Engineers, 604 Mission Street, San Francisco.
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Marysville Public Library William Curlett, Architect C-423

Maurice C. Couchol, Engineer

yie7t' Shozving Tile Construction, Basement Marysville Public Library C-425

r 11 r nr^^(^' Rlocki

View Showing Mezzanine Floor and j2-/oot Span Girders,

Marysville Public Library
C-424

JR.
WHITE, of Elnloruk, Neb., writes in Municipal Engineering, about a

method of curing cement blocks, which is a cheap and practical way for

the operation of small works. He says: ''We have made a practical use

of it this summer and find it very satisfactory. We have racks built and
covered with lumber four deep, two racks with a 4-foot alley between them
with enough projections of roof to shade both sides. Each rack is wide enough
for two tiers, so we use both sides. We set blocks out on these for twenty-

four hours without any water (unless the heat or wind is rather severe, when
we will sprinkle lightly a time or two as judgment dictates). Then we
remove to the yards for further curing, where we can stack them three or

four blocks high. When the day's work of yesterday is thus stacked, we
give a thorough wetting, after which we cover them with some old hay,

covering all ends and sides as thoroughly as possible. Then we keep the hay
thoroughly wet from ten days to two weeks. The blocks cure nicely and
practically evenly this way, and I believe that it will equal any system that

is used to-day. I think that any manufacturer can use this method. If

the old hay should be in the way, a good way would be to take burlap and
make mattresses out of it. Excelsior is also good, the theory being to keep
dampness on the outside of the block. We have cured something over 10,000

blocks this year in this way and are well pleased with the result."

4» 4» 4»

"I know, old chappie," said Dobbs, "she has her faults, and a temper, and
all that ; but I—I love her and can't live without her."

"Just so," calmly replied his friend ; "but the question isn't that. Can you
live with her?"
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Paper Mill on tKe Pacific Coast of Reinforced

Concrete

EARLY in Vdi):) the \\'illanictte Pulp and Paper Company, of Oregon City,

Oregon, presented plans to the Pacific Construction Company for a very

large paper mill building to be erected in the city named.

The plans called for a brick and steel building, but l)y advice of F. A.

Koetitz, chief engineer and vice-president, and F. ^1. lUitler, secretary of the

Pacific Construction Company, the plans were changed so as to call for rein-

forced concrete in place of brick.

The advice upon which this change was based was given for several reasons.

In the first place, the Willamette Pulp and Paper Company were in haste to

have their building built, and it was shown that much time could be saved by

using reinforced concrete in place of brick.

Another principal reason was the conditions that would naturally sur-

round a building erected in this special location, and devoted to the special

purpose of pulp and paper manufacturing. The climate of Oregon City is a

very rainy one, and the making of pulp and paper at the same time necessitates

the use of a great deal of w^ater ; consequently, a building so located and so

employed would be subjected to much moisture, both from without and

within.

The ])a])cr mill building is at Oregon City, and is the largest of the kind

on tire Pacific sloj^e. It is ;330 feet long, 02 feet wide, and its walls are 50 feet

high. It has a basement and two floors at the ''beater" rofun end. and a base-

ment and single floor in the machine-room end, with 20 feet between floors.

The foundation was laid upon a bed of heavy bowlders from the river.

Trenches for the foundation walls were dug in the- bowlders, and footings five

feet wide put in.

On the top of these walls, and reaching up to the sills of the basement

windows, the walls of the superstructure were made 2<S inches thick : while the

main walls of the building were made 12 inches thick, buttressed by :J-foot

])ilasters. IG feet on centers, the pilasters being 20 inches thick. These
pilasters are reinforced by corrugated steel bars, six bars' being iml)ed(led in

each pilaster, and held in place by bands of 5/1(1 round iron, one foot apart.

Through the main walls, both above and beneath the window openings, and

extending the entire length of the walls, corrugated steel bars w^ere also used.

Supporting the floors are concrete columns 20x24 inches in size and 1(1

feet apart lengthwise of the building, and at varying distances crosswise of

the building, the distances being regulated to accommodate the machinery,

and there being four lines of columns.
The main girders running lengthwise of the building are 20x30 inches,

and the cross beams connecting thereto are 14x20 inches. The colunms
are reinforced by corrugated steel bars, four in each column, connected

and held in place by 5/10 round iron. The beams are reinforced by both

Kahn and corrugated bars. The floors comprise concrete slabs (^f an average

thickness of six inches, which are reinforced by expanded metal. The top is fin-

ished wnth the usual sidewalk finish. In the basement story are also placed

numerous piers for carrying the weight of the line shafts and paper mill

machinery, all being reinforced by the same material as used in the beams.
For setting the heavy paper machinery and handling the product a

traveling 00-ft. crane was furnished. This crane moves on a track of I-beams,
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Paper Mill on tke Pacific Coast of Reinforced

Concrete

EARLY in 1905 the Willamette Pulp and Paper Company, of Oregon City,

Oregon, presented plans to the Pacific Construction Company for a very

large paper mill building to be erected in the city named.

The plans called for a brick and steel building, but by advice of F. A.

Koetitz, chief engineer and vice-president, and F. M. Butler, secretary of the

Pacific Construction Company, the plans v^ere changed so as to call for rein-

forced concrete in place of brick.

The advice upon which this change was based was given for several reasons.

In the first place, the Willamette Pulp and Paper Company were in haste to

have their building built, and it was shown that much time could be saved by

using reinforced concrete in place of brick.

Another principal reason was the conditions that would naturally sur-

round a building erected in this special location, and devoted to the special

purpose of pulp and paper manufacturing. The climate of Oregon City is a

very rainy one, and the making of pulp and paper at the same time necessitates

the use of a great deal of water; consequently, a building so located and so

employed would be subjected to much moisture, both from without and

within.

The paper mill building is at Oregon City, and is the largest of the kind

on the Pacific slope. It is 339 feet long, 92 feet wide, and its walls are 56 feet

high. It has a basement and two floors at the ''beater" room end, and a base-

ment and single floor in the machine-room end, with 20 feet between floors.

The foundation was laid upon a bed of heavy bowlders from the river.

Trenches for the foundation walls were dug in the bowlders, and footings five

feet wide put in.

On the top of these walls, and reaching up to the sills of the basement
windows, the walls of the superstructure were made 28 inches thick ; while the

main walls of the building were made 12 inches thick, buttressed by 3-foot

pilasters, 16 feet on centers, the pilasters being 20 inches thick. These
pilasters are reinforced by corrugated steel bars, six bars being imbedded in

each pilaster, and held in place by bands of 5/16 round iron, one foot apart.

Through the main walls, both above and beneath the window openings, and

extending the entire length of the walls, corrugated steel bars were also used.

Supporting the floors are concrete columns 20x24 inches in size and 16

feet apart lengthwise of the building, and at varying distances crosswise of

the building, the distances being regulated to accommodate the machinery,

and there being four lines of columns.
The main girders running lengthwise of the building are 20x30 inches,

and the cross beams connecting thereto are 14x26 inches. The columns
are reinforced by corrugated ' steel bars, four in each column, connected

and held in place by 5/16 round iron. The beams are reinforced by both

Kahn and corrugated bars. The floors comprise concrete slabs of an average

thickness of six inches, which are reinforced by expanded metal. The top is fin-

ished with the usual sidewalk finish. In the basement story are also placed

numerous piers for carrying the weight of the line shafts and paper mill

machinery, all being reinforced by the same material as used in the beams.
For setting the heavy paper machinery and handling the product a

traveling 90-ft. crane was furnished. This crane moves on a track of I-beams,
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which are carried on concrete projections or brackets, which are a part of each
pilaster. These brackets were reinforced with corrugated bars.

The materials used in the manufacture of the concrete consisted of local

Willamette River gravel and Columbia River sand mixed with Teutonia
cement. Mixture, 1-2 and 4.

The form sheathing was beveled 1x6 surfaced boards.

The roof trusses are steel girders spanning the whole 92 feet width of the
building, and the roof covering is of wood felt with graveled top.

The materials entering into the manufacture of the concrete were landed
upon the bank of the river near the site of the building, loaded into cars with
an electric derrick, and the cars were then run to the mixer hopper.

After passing through the mixer the material was delivered into wheel-
barrows, and the loaded wheelbarrows were rai$^ed to the required height by
electric elevators. \^

The floor system in this building was designed for a 400-lb. per foot load,

and has been repeatedly tested during the placing of the machinery up to
800 lbs. without any possible sign of failure. It is a model in design for a mill

building, and a credit to the owners and builders.

The saiiie contractors are now erecting for the Bowers Rubber Works,
near Black Diamond, California, a large mill building, which will be of nearly
the same design as this Oregon building.

""

*>

Educating the Public

WHEN we talk about educating the public up to certain ideas of construc-
tion, the term '^public" should be made to include the architects as well
as the plain people. I mean no slight upon our brothers in the profes-

sion, but very many of them, and men of experience, too, don't seem to have
the proper appreciation of the necessity of good construction. Then they blame
people for insisting upon having an engineer look after the work. They think
altogether too much ado is made over engineering, and often complain that
people do not fully appreciate the architect's part of the work. It is clearly

up to him, the architect, to pay more attention to construction if he does not
want the engineer to carry off the best plums on the building tree. I have
before me the specification of quite an important building and it, the specifi-

cation, is a fair sample of what I have to revise day after day. This particu-

lar specification is for a hotel building involving an outlay of probably
$350,000. The cutting of the stone, how it shall be dressed, just how the
moldings shall be and all that sort of thing takes up 420 lines; the interior

woodwork is covered by 28G lines; the painting and glazing 170; the decora-
tive marble work 308 ; and the structure, the skeleton, its fireproofing, the

very'in'ards of the whole structure, is all described in just 16J/ lines! Of
course, there is a general clause that says all cements for concrete, steel work
and so on, shall be subject to tests and inspection and the approval of the

architect, but under this particular specification, if I were a contractor and
inclined to be tricky, I know that I could figure on building that building, as

far as the structure goes, just about as I pleased. The architects certainly

have no one to blame but themselves if people feel that they have to call in

engineers and experts to see that their buildings are properly designed as to

their structure. Owners have gotten into the notion that they themselves can
plan the essentials of a building, the little cupboards and things, that an en-

gineer will fix them up a structure and that all the architect is good for is

to put on a little prettiness outside and detail the beautiful hardwood, cabinet

mantels, spindle stairways, etc., inside.—F. W. Fitzpatrick in Fireproof

Magazine.
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which are carried on concrete projections or brackets, which are a part of each
pilaster. These brackets were reinforced with corrugated bars.

The materials used in the manufacture of the concrete consisted of local

Willamette River gravel and Columbia River sand mixed with Teutonia
cement. Mixture, 1-2 and 4.

The form sheathing was beveled 1x6 surfaced boards.

The roof trusses are steel girders spanning the whole 92 feet width of the
building, and the roof covering is of wood felt with graveled top.

The materials entering into the manufacture of the concrete were landed
upon the bank of the river near the site of the building, loaded into cars with
an electric derrick, and the cars were then run to the mixer hopper.

After passing through the mixer the material was delivered into wheel-
barrows, and the loaded wheelbarrows were raised to the required height by
electric elevators.

The floor system in this building was designed for a 400-lb. per foot load,

and has been repeatedly tested during the placing of the machinery up to

800 lbs. without any possible sign of failure. It is a model in design for a mill

building, and a credit to the owners and builders.

The same contractors are now erecting for the Bowers Rubber Works,
near Black Diamond, California, a large mill building, which will be of nearly
the same design as this Oregon building.

4» ^ ^

Educating tlie Piililic

WHEN we talk about educating the public up to certain ideas of construc-
tion, the term ''public" should be made to include the architects as well
as the plain people. I mean no slight upon our brothers in the profes-

sion, but very many of them, and men of experience, too, don't seem to have
the proper appreciation of the necessity of good construction. Then they blame
people for insisting upon having an engineer look after the work. They think
altogether too much ado is made over engineering, and often complain that

people do not fully appreciate the architect's part of the work. It is clearly

up to him, the architect, to pay more attention to construction if he does not
want the engineer to carry off the best plums on the building tree. I have

'"before me the specification of quite an important building and it, the specifi-

cation, is a fair sample of what I have to revise day after day. This particu-

lar specification is for a hotel building involving an outlay of probably
$350,000. The cutting of the stone, how it shall be dressed, just how the
moldings shall be and all that sort of thing takes up 420 lines; the interior

woodwork is covered by 286 lines; the painting and glazing 170; the decora-

tive marble work 308 ; and the structure, the skeleton, its fireproofing, the

very in'ards of the whole structure, is all described in just 16 j^ lines! Of
course, there is a general clause that says all cements for concrete, steel work
and so on, shall be subject to tests and inspection and the approval of the

architect, but under this particular specification, if I were a contractor and
inclined to be tricky, I know that I could figure on building that building, as

far as the structure goes, just about as I pleased. The architects certainly

have no one to blame but themselves if people feel that they have to call in

engineers and experts to see that their buildings are properly designed as to

their structure. Owners have gotten into the notion that they themselves can
plan the essentials of a building, the little cupboards and things, that an en-

gineer will fix them up a structure and that all the architect is good for is

to put on a little prettiness outside and detail the beautiful hardwood, cabinet

mantels, spindle stairways, etc., inside.—F. W. Fitzpatrick in Fireproof

Magazine.
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Tnterior Decoration
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The Living-i<oom
By C. WALTER TOZER

THE liviiiG-room has come to stay, and is now rep^arded as the most important

room of the house. A large and simply furnished living-room, where the

business of the home life mav be carried on freely with pleasure, may well

occupy all the space ordinarily divided ofT into small rooms, conventionally plan-

ned to meet supposed requirements.
, , , . .^

'^

^ -}

The living-room is the executive chamber of the household where the family

life centers and it is the place where work is to be done, and it is also the

haven of rest for the workers. It is the place to which a man comes when his

dav's work is done, and where he wishes to find himself comtortable and at ease

in -surroundings that are in complete harmony with his daily life, thoughts and

pursuits The conventional parlor, which has been so common until recently, lias

been replaced by the living-room. Although we have gotten nd, to a great extent,

of the odious word '^parlor," and when it seems too pretentious to say drawing-

room" we sav ''living-room" instead, still the science of turnishing and decorat-

ing the apartment, so difficult to describe, appears to be even more difticult, judg-

ing from even our latest endeavor.
r •

, ,

^

If an American be prosperous in money matters, he is so apt to furnish ancl

decorate his living-room in verv bad taste. His furniture will no doubt be ot

bad design while the decorations will neither be those for a living-room nor those

for a reception-room, but just an incongruous mixture.
,

• , r 1

To decorate the living-room, which should always have some kind of doors

to make it distinct and separate from the hall, avoid "piano-top" effects, except

for the piano itself, for all highlv varnished surfaces tend to defeat the purposes

of everv dav usage ; at least thev make us feel uncomfortable, even if we have the

means 'to revarnish again, for scratches are always unsightly and disorderly.

Choose the dull waxed finishes for your living-room; as with the dining-room, do

not effect a severely pronounced stvle. That is the underdone way of decorating.
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TKe Living-Room
By C. WALTER TOZER

THE living-room has come to stay, and is now regarded as the most important

room of the house. A large and simply furnished living-room, where the

business of the home life may be carried on freely with pleasure, may well

occupy all the space ordinarily divided off into small rooms, conventionally plan-

ned to meet supposed requirements.
, i^ t. .u t \

The living-room is the executive chamber of the household where the family

life centers and it is the place where work is to be done, and it is also the

haven of rest for the workers. It is the place to which a man comes when his

day's work is done, and where he wishes to find himself comfortable and at ease

in surroundings that are in complete harmony with his daily life, thoughts and

pursuits The conventional parlor, which has been so common until recently, has

been replaced by the living-room. Although we have gotten rid, to a great extent,

of the odious word "parlor," and when it seems too pretentious to say drawing-

room" we say ''living-room" instead, still the science of furnishing and decorat-

ing the apartment, so difficult to describe, appears to be even more difficult, judg-

ing from even our latest endeavor.
r

•

i ^
If an American be prosperous in money matters, he is so apt to nu-nish and

decorate his living-room in very bad taste. His furniture will no doubt be of

bad design while the decorations will neither be those for a living-room nor those

for a reception-room, but just an incongruous mixture.

To decorate the living-room, which should always have some kind of doors

to make it distinct and separate from the hall, avoid "piano-top" effects, except

for the piano itself, for all highly varnished surfaces tend to defeat the purposes

of every dav usage ; at least they make us feel uncomfortable, even if we have the

means to revarnish again, for scratches are always unsightly and disorderly.

Choose the dull waxed finishes for your living-room; as with the dining-room, do

not effect a severely pronounced style. That is the underdone way of decorating.

• »
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And do not go in too much for the latest cult, such as we have in Mission furniture,
so called. Mission furniture, while good in many respects, has been vulgarized

i by fashion. Do not try to have the furniture all match. Really good, historical

pieces of furniture rarely clash with one another. On the other hand do not
select a number of inharmonious things. Better err upon the other side, and have
too few things, even to a sense of emptiness ; for nothing is more fatal to a suc-
cessful living-room than crowding and confusion.

The living-room must be, above all things, homelike. Reds and browns and
soft tapestry greens appearing in the wall paper, the floor covering and the
draperies will help toward this result, and the furniture should be of the com-
fortable, rather than the ornate variety. A fireplace, when possible, is a wonderful
addition, and a reading lamp makes the room look far more inviting at night than
gas or electric chandeliers. There are a great many styles of wall paper and
wall hangings that can be used to very good advantage in the living-room. The
soft fabric effects are excellent for the walls, with a preference for quiet pat-
terns if there are many pictures. The landscape frieze, of which there are so
many beautiful ones, is also very effective. Nothing too obtrusive in either
pattern or coloring should be used in this room. The restful and homelike ef-

fect should prevail, and this cannot be obtained with highly colored and bold
patterned wall hangings.

^ 4» 4»

Taste in Househoid ! ation
THE great requirement in household furnishings is taste. It is, of course,

thoroughly delightful to have as much money to spend on a house as
one wishes to, and to be indifferent, so far as the money goes, as to how

much is spent; but it is much more important, as to results, to have only good
things, disposed in a good way, charming wall papers, refined ornaments,
exquisite combinations. These are the elements which go to make an artistic

interior, not the mere amount of money paid for them.

^
The price of an article is no criterion of its merit, except that high priced

articles should have greater art value than low priced goods. Art, real art, is

costly, because much time and effort goes into its production. The genuine
artist works slowly; if he belongs to the first rank he will produce but one or
two masterpieces a year, perhaps not more than one in several years. He will

.- use costly raw materials, because he knows his use of them will result in a
fine production. He will apply to his task the knowledge and experience
gained by many years of effort, possibly years of unremunerative effort. And
in the meanwhile he has lived and must live, and he expects to be recouped for
his expenses. All these things make his prices large, although his profits may
be very small.

On general grounds, therefore, good art is expensive. So also is bad art.

Very high prices are often charged for very bad objects, and, which is very
much vvorse, obtained for them. The result is much more disastrous than
being simply a bad purchase, for many people are fascinated by high prices,
and will pay large sums for false works of art which not only have no right
place in a house, but which destroy the effect of whatever symmetry and
harmony and beauty may have been obtained by artistic effort.

Nothing so completely destroys the effect of any room so much as the
introduction of a gaudy, conspicuous, unartistic object which has no right
place in any well designed and artistically arranged home. It is bad enough
when such things are given to one ; it is scarcely short of a crime to delibe-
rately purchase them under the singular notion that something of genuine
art value is being obtained. It is bad in every sense. It shows that the
possessor has no real taste herself, and it encourages the production of fake
art objects, which would quickly disappear from the shops were there no
market for them.

^^1^^
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Information contained in this publication is gathered from the most reliable

sources accessible, but to make it absolutely accurate the nublishers urge

the co-operation of the members of the profession :: :: "

Goes to Paris.

A. Dodge Coplin, in a letter to the Ar-

chitect and Engineer of California, writes

as follows:
Washington, D. C, March 19, 1906.—

Now which one of you, in a late issue of

your magazine, said that I had removed to

New York permanently? To be sure, I did

remove to New York, but likewise to Bos-

ton, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washing-
ton, but only for a brief sojourn, brothers,

therefore temper the statement in your col-

umns and instead credit the writer with

temporary absence while en route through

the East and Europe. Am even now leav-

ing for a brush with the March Atlantic

storms, and hope in a few days to be in

Pans.
A great deal of large and heavy work is

progressing in all parts of our country, and

here in Washington are a round dozen ot

undertakings quite collossal in size.

Senator Clark, who has recently spent

large sums in a Fifth avenue, New York,

residence, and which your journal recently

illustrated, has invaded the Capital with the

same desire, and is already having beautiful

dwellings in a whole block razed to give

way to another architectural dream for his

Washington abode. (And we trust it will

be more consistent than the Fifth avenue

one.)

The classic beauty of several of the old

government buildings, still chaste in line

and proportions, is quite gratifying to look

upon. The White House, also still retain-

ing its colonial quiet splendor, remains

planted on an undulating stretch of nature's

common, reflecting the modesty of our form

of government. Yet, on the other hand, a

visit to the wings of the Capitol, and a bent

ear to a few days' debate by the oratorical

stars of our commonwealth, soon assures

the visitor that things here are not quite as

quiet as they seem. The roll and tumble

of political strife and destiny surges by

—

but largely "underground." for things here

flow deep and the game flies high.

Noting the rapid advance of steel in gen-

eral construction repainds one of the close

affinity the architect and engineer of the fu-

ture must have for each other. In fact, I

see some architects use both names to des-

ignate their professional card. So it seems

that the name "Architect and Engineer" is

above criticism as a title to an architectural

publication. And may all continued success

come to this publication and profession in

general throughout the Pacific Coast.

A. DODGE COPLIN.

Concrete Reservoir.

The Quartermaster's Dept., U. S. A., has

accepted the plans and bids for a reinforced

concrete reservoir for Fort Miley. The de-

sign, which was submitted by Cotton Bros,

with their bid was made by Jno. B. Leon-

ard, C. E. There were several bids for a

less amount than the one accepted.

The members of San Francisco Chapter,

American Institute of Architects, enjoyed a

banquet at the St. Francis Hotel the night

of March 31st. Reinforced concrete was

discussed informally, among those parti-

cipating in the debate being William Cur-

litt, Clinton Day and President Henry A.

Schulze.

The firm of Wright & Polk, architects,

at 124 Sansome street, San Francisco, has

dissolved partnership, Mr Polk retaining

the old offices while Mr. Wright has moved
to 604 Montgomery street.

Building Reports

Malt House, Sacramento. Architect, R.

A. Herald, Sacramento. Cost. $175,000.

Owner, BuflFalo Brewing Company. The
plans call for a four-story brick building,

105x80 feet, with iron and steel frame.

Elks' Building, San Diego. Owner, Elks'

Building Association, San Diego. Cost,

$50,000. Plans have been drawn for a brick

and stone building, fire-proof, three stories

and classic style. There will be stores on
the ground floor, apartments on the second

floor and lodge rooms on the top floor. The
building will occupy the northwest corner

of Second and D streets.

Residence, N street, bet.ween 17th and

18th, Sacramento. Architects, Seadler &
Hoen, Sacramento. Cost. $8,000. Owner,

James Elliott, Sacramento. Figures are

now being taken for this house, which will

be two stories, cement foundation and built

of mahogany and oak.
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Red Men's Hall, Sacramento. Owner,
Sacramento Tribe of Red Men. Cost, $50,-

000. The plans have been finished by a San
Francisco architect and may be seen at the
Red Men's Wigwam, Sacramento. The
plans call for a four-story brick building,
with concrete block foundations, electric

elevator, etc. Will be built on Tenth street,

between I and J. Part of the contracts have
already been let.

Fruit Cannery, Oakland, Cal. Land has
been sold in Fruitvale on which it is stated
there is to be erected a concrete and brick
building for a fruit cannery.

Library, Gilroy, Cal. Andrew Carnegie
has agreed to donate $10,000 for a public
library building in Gilroy.

.Bank Building, Sebastopol, Cal. The di-

rectors of the Bank of Sebastopol are con-
sidering plans for the erection of their new
building, to be on the corner of Main street
and Santa Rosa avenue.

Apartment House, Fillmore and Geary
streets, San Francisco. Architects, Reid
Bros., Claus Spreckels Building, San Fran-
cisco. Cost, $40,000. Owner, Mrs. Emma
Butler. The plans, which are now being
drawn, call for a unique colonial design,
three stories, and stone foundation.

Three-story Building, Gough and Page
streets, San Francisco. Architect, T. Pat-
terson Ross. Cost, $35,000. Owner, S. F.
Pumbers' Association. Building will be of
brick and terra cotta.

High School, Sacramento. Architect, R.
A. Herold. Cost. $150,000. The plans .of
Mr. Herold have been accepted. The build-
ing is to be of brick, three stories, with
large dome; stone trimmings.

Flats, Van Ness avenue, San Francisco.
Architects, Koenig & Pettigrew, Parrott
Building. San Francisco. Cost, $45,000.
Owner. Deaner & Stetson. The building
will be four stories, with basement and
frame construction.

Hotel. San Francisco. .Architect, W. H.
Armitaee. Cost, $85,000. Marv Jane Daniell
of London will erect a five-storv building, to
be built of iron, steel, brick and terra cotta,
on oile foundations, at the junction of Clay,
Fast and Merchant streets, opposite the
Ferry Building.

Hotel. Seattle, Wash. President Moritz
Thomsen of the Centennial Milling Com-
pany and A. M. Springer, a heavy Seattle

property owner, are to erect a fourteen-

story steel hotel building at the northeast
corner of Sixth avenue south and Jackson
street. The hotel will be 120x120 feet and
will cost $500,000.

Residence. Santa Cruz. Architect. Wil-
liam Knowles, Post street, San Francisco.

Owner, name withheld for present. Cost,

$12,000. The house will overlook the ocean
^nd will be one of the most picturesque
residences in this famous watering plac^.

The exterior will be of wood and plaster.

The drawings are now being made.

Summer Residence, Menlo Park. Archi-
tect, William Knowles, Post street, San
Francisco. Cost, $6,500. Owner, Dr. Carl

Wilson, San Francisco. The house will be
a shingled bungalow.

Masonic Temple, First street, San Jose.

Architects, H. F. Starbuck, 206 Sansome
street, San Francisco, and W. G. Page, San
Jose. Cost, $50,000. Owners, Masonic
Temple Building Association, San Jose.

Plans by the two architects have been ap-

proved by the building committee and bids

will be taken soon. Three stories; stone
front; stores on ground floor; two halls;

stained glass windows; elevators, etc.

The contract for building the new High
School at Bakersfield, Stone & Smith, ar-

chitects, has been let to the Lindgren-Hicks
Co. for $50,000. The building is to be of

brick.

City Hall, Reno, Nev. Plans have just

been approved by the Reno, Nev., City
Council for the erection of a new City Hall
of brick and stone, to cost $75,000. The fea-

ture will be a 90-foot tower.

Alterations, Potomac Building, Los An-
geles. Architects, Morgan & Walls, Los
Angeles. Llewellyn Iron Works have taken
the contract for removing the division wall
between the Wetherby & North store, re-

move front walls and main entrance to

building and put in new columns and gird-

ers and lintels, to carry front. Cost, $13,-

580. The wiring, plumbing, etc., for the

building will be let later, under separate
contracts.

Church, Fruitvale. The committee of the
Episjcopal Mission has selected a lot at the
southeast corner of Nicol avenue and Capp
street and work on the church edifice will

soon begin.

Apartment Houses, Oakand. C. H. Mc-
Gregor, contractor, is arrangmg to build

two large apartment houses on northeast
corner of Third avenue and East Sixteenth
streets, one block from the car barns of the
Oakland Traction Company. This will be
for the convenience of the employes of the
company.

Electric Lighting Station, Jessie street,

San Francisco. Architect, Willis Polk, San-
some street, San Francisco. Cost $100,000.
Owner, San Francisco Gas & Electric Light
Company. The new building will replace
the one recently destroyed by fire. It will

be of brick outside, while the interior will

be of glazed white terra cotta.

Hotel addition, Market street, San Fran-

cisco. Owner, Palace Hotel Company.
Cost, $200,000. It has been decided to add

two stories to the Palace Hotel and plans

'are now being prepared. For additional in-

formation see Colonel Kirkpatrick, manager
of the hotel.

Hotel, Berkeley. Architect, C. M. Cook,

Oakland. Owner, J. A. Marshall, Berkeley.

Cost, $65,000. Plans are being prepared for

a five-story hotel building to be of brick

and terra cotta.

Apartment House, Ocean avenue and Elm
street. Long Beach. Architects, Train &
Williams, Long Beach. Cost, $25,000.

Owners, J. H. Mulnholland & Son. Plans

call for a three-story building, plastered

frame. To be Mission style.

Board of Trade Building, Salinas, Cal.

The Salinas Board of Trade has instructed

its President to communicate with Archi-

tect Weeks of Watsonville, in regard to

plans for their new building.

College Building, Spokane, Wash. Four

new buildings, instead of one, are planned

for the Spokane College, which is to be

built in Manito Park by the Norwegian
Lutherans of America, assisted by the citi-

zens of the Inland Empire. It is expected

that the main building will be completed

this year and opened for students. It will

cost in the neighborhood of $35,000.

Fire-proof building, Los Angeles, Cal.

John C. Austin and Frederick C. Brown are

preparing working drawings for the ten-

story fire-proof building to be erected by
Wright & Callender at Fourth and Hill

streets. It will cost $200,000.

Fire-proof building, Los Angeles. Work
will begin May 2d on the ten-story Central

Block at Fifth and Springs streets. Carl

Leonardt has the principal contract at

$299,000. The building will cost $800,000.

It will be occupied by the Security Savings

Bank and offices.

Library, Monrovia. Cal. The Board has

accepted plans and specifications for the

new Carnegie Library, prepared by W. J.

Bleisner.

Telephone Building, San Bernardino, Cal.

The Sunset Telephone & Telegraph Com-
pany will at once build a modern exchange
building of brick and stone, place wires

underground and make other improvements
in the service at a cost of more than $30,000.

Stores and flats. Fifty-third and Market
streets, Oakland. Architect, C. M. Cook.

Owner, E. L. Coryell. Cost, $7,500. The
building will be two stories having two tile

roof towers. Wood and plaster exterior.

Mission style. There will be two stores

and the same number of flats.

Telephone Building, Franklin street, Oak-
land. Architect, Walter Mathews, Oakland.

Owner, Home Telephone Company. Cost,

$25,000. The plans for this building are now
being completed. Basement and part of

first floor will be of s^imlstone, the remaind-
er of the building, wkjch is to be three

stories high, will be of brick and terra cotta.

Club House, Cedar street, Berkeley.

Architects, Maybeck & White, San Fran-
cisco. Owner, Hillside Club Association.

Cost, $5,700. Nelson & Boldt have just been
awarded the general contract for the erec-

tion of this building.

Club House, Harrison near Fourteenth
street, Oakland. Architect, A. W. Smith,
Oakland. Owner, Ebell Club. Cost $25,000.

The preliminary plans have just been ap-

proved and the architect has been instructed

to proceed with the detail drawings. The
building will be Old English in style. Three
stories; frame construction and besides the

various club rooms will contain a hall and
theatre.

Office Building, Union Square avenue and
Stockton streets, San Francisco. Architects,

Cunningham & Politeo, San Francisco.

Owner, Schroth Company. Cost, $300,000.

This building which has been previously
reported in these notices will be eighteen
stories high. The exterior is to be of stone,

frame of steel and all partitions and floors

will be of fire-proof material. The build-

ing will have two basements and will con-
tain 255 offices. There will be three rapid

running elevators.

Residence Ross Vallev. Architect, C. A.

Meussdorffer, Parrott Building, San Fran-
cisco. Owner, Willard O. Waymaire, Ross
Valley. Cost, $8,000. House will be two
stories and basement.

City Hall, Fresno. C. J. Lindgren has
been given the contract for building the

new City Hall at Fresno. His bid was
$60,436.

Residence, Vallejo, near Devisadero
street, San Francisco. Architect, C. A.
Meussdorffer, San Francisco. Owner, C. L.

Clark. Cost, $10,000. House will be two
stories with basement and attic and slate

roof.

The same architect has plans for six flats

for S. Savannah on Hayes street, near Bak-
er, San Francisco, and a residence for Dr.

Perry to be built in Ross Valley.

M. E. Church, corner Fifth and Pacific.

Long Beach, California. Architects, Marsh
& Russell, Los Angeles. Cost, $100,000.

Building will be built of artificial stone.

Theatre, Portland, Oregon. State Sen-
ator C. F. Clay has sold a corner of Third
and Madison streets to the Considine-Sul-

livan Vaudeville syndicate for $235,000. The
theatrical men intend to build as soon as

the street is regraded and widened. Plans
for the theatre show a seating capacity oT

1600 with 12 boxes and two balconies.

^'f^y^f^nr^
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The advent of concrete in house-
building is a matter of concern to all

classes. There has not been
HOUSES OF much of it in California, 6v

CONCRETE on the Pacific Coast for

that matter, up to the pres-

ent time but there is every reason to

believe that this particular mode of

construction will become quite general

in this section before long.

Reinforced concrete for large fire-

proof buildings and bridges is boimd
to be accompanied by concrete house
building. The doubt and prejudice

that once existed with regard to con-

crete construction has almost entirely

subsided and competent engineers and
architects have demonstrated that it is

no longer a problem to build a concrete
house. Up to the present time there

have been so few strictly concrete

houses built on the coast that it would
be difficult to make a comparison, from
the standpoint of cost, with wood,
brick and stone.

The fact that the prices of concrete

construction work are decreasing with
its more extended use in the building

of homes is likely to impress the pros-

pective builder who is looking for the

newest, the best, and the cheapest with
which to accomplish the desired result.

In the East a large number of concrete
houses have been erected at a cost ac-

tually less than that of frame'build-
ings. As a result concrete is rapidly

coming into favor as material for resi-

dence contracts.

Among the advantages claimed by
advocates of the concrete houses are

that being fire-proof, the insurance
rates are necessarily much less; the
house retains warmth, rejects heat, re-

ducing the expense for fuel while the
cost of repairs is little or nothing since

concrete is practically indestructible.

The objection to building a home of
concrete most commonly offered by
architects is that it does not permit of
artistic effort. A concrete home, they
say, looks too cold and bare. It is

believed, however, that in time it will

be possible to make the concrete house
quite as picturesque and artistic as the
mansion of brick, stone or wood.

There are women, no doubt, who
would be guilty of sending their

daughters to a public

A WORD TO gathering, dressed re-

HOME-BI'II DERS spectively in green,

yellow • and red. , Of
the same ilk, says "Good Housekeep-
ing," is the person, man or woman,
who will paint his house yellow next

door to a green one, or build a sea-

shore cottage of native stone and
shingles on a narrow city lot between
Queen Anne and mission houses, or

crowd an architectural monstrosity,

bristling with angles and pinnacles and
jig-saw ornamentation, between two
dignified mansions of a simple and se-

vere type.

Architects have hinted and urged
and exhorted, and still home-builders
in many instances—we might say, a

majority—ignore the manifest require-

ments of space and surrounding archi-

tecture, to the detriment of their own
homes. If we have not attained unto
simplicity and grace in domestic archi-

tecture, we may yet take thought to

the extent of recognizing our surround-
ings.

When, a few years ago. Architect

John C. Pelton sketched a birdseye

view of San Francis-

THE SKYSCRAPER CO, showing numer-
IN CALIFORNIA ous stately buildings

rising well toward
the clouds, the conservative San Fran-
cisco resident was wont to belittle Mr.
Pelton's fanciful dream of the near fu-

ture. It will be a great many years be-

fore the metropolis of the West will

have the number of high buildings

pictured by that architect, the more
skeptical ones argued. But it is less

than five years since Mr. Pelton made
this picture and there are in reality

more towering buildings in San Fran-
cisco to-day than the number shown in

the sketch.

New York and Chicago can no long-

er boast of being without a rival in

fireproof construction. Population

considered, San Francisco can make
quite as creditable a showing in high

buildings as the two Eastern cities.

The showing made by the California

city is all the more remarkable in that

nearly two-thirds of this class of con-
struction has been carried on in the

last four or five years. The year 1906
will probably see the commencement
or completion of no less than a dozen
great structures, among which we
might mention the Humbolt Savings
Bank building, sixteen stories; the

Schroth building, eighteen stories and
shown on the cover of this magazine;
the Head building, fourteen stories ; the
Chronicle building, sixteen stories and
others, not quite so high, like the But-
ler building, the Monadnock building .

and the St. Francis Hotel. The ques-
tion has been asked us if the ''high

building craze is not being overdone."
We answer. No. San Francisco is

growing. Her future prosperity cannot
be overestimated. Ther^ will be no
trouble filling all the big buildings
now under construction or that are be-
ing planned and as many more besides.

Out of a very large number of pat-
ented and unpatented devices for mak-

ing hollow concrete
HOLLOWfBLOCKS, building blocks, and
GOOD AND BAD there are a couple of

hundred of varied de-

signs now being advertised and sold

,

there are a few planned and con-
structed on sound mechanical princi-

ples, which, properly handled, will

turn out most excellent concrete build-
ing material.

During the past year a number of

these have been set up in California,

and some very good, a much larger

quantity of indifferent, and much too
large a proportion of miserably poor
blocks have been manufactured.
The object of this short article is to

state and emphasize the fact that in al-

most no instance can the failure of the
blocks be laid to the machine in which
they were made.
The failures can be ascribed in a

very few instances to the use of un-
sound cementing material, but in the
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majority of cases must be ascribed to

the very evident lack of knowledge or

of carelessness of the makers of the

blocks.

'—To— successfully appeal to those

whose favor must be secured in order

to assure business success, the blocks

must be sound and capable of carrying

wall pressures with the usual margins

of safety required ; they must be rea-

sonably impervious to water, and the

finish must be good. The appearance

must be pleasing to the eye, and the

arras lines must be true, and sharp,

and hard.

These points are absolutely essen-

tial, but the ability to secure them ap-

pears not to be possessed as yet by all

Who have gone into the "hollow block"

business in California. The result is

too large an output of blocks which

must bring harm rather than benefit to

the new industry, and there is no rea-

son for this unfortunate condition.

If the Portland cement used were

properly tested before use. as it should

be by every block manufacturer, the

few cases of failure resulting from un-

sound cement would be eliminated.

A cursory investigation which we
have recently made, however, shows

that in less than one case in ten are the

simplest tests resorted to. That there

is not more failure from this cause is

onlv evidence of the honesty of the

cement manufacturers.

The maker of a fine quality of con-

crete, such as should invariably go into

the making of a building block, who
does not know enough of the funda-

mental principles of concrete manu-
facture as to so proportion the inert

aggregates used as to minimize air

spaces or voids, should not, and indeed

he can not long remain in the busi-

ness. This improper selection of the

various particles of sand, gravel or

stone, is responsible for much of the

porosity for which too many of the

building blocks are rightfully con-

demned. The other reason is, of

course, the unadulterated, downright
stinginess in the matter of incorporat-

ing the Portland cement.

Where large sized stone aggregates

may be used, as in massive abutments

and foundations, and indeed in most
other work, it is possible beyond ques-

tion to manufacture a sufficiently

strong concrete containing but one

part in eight or ten of Portland ce-

ment. But in the manufacture of hol-

low building blocks, whose walls and

webs are but three inches in thickness,

more or less, much finer stone must be

used, and a much larger surface of in-

ert material must be coated with the

cementing material. Concrete for hol-

low building block work should con-

sist of at least 20% of good, sound,

finely ground Portland cement.

Then as to the mechanical part of

the work. Mechanical mixers do in-

finitely better work than can be done
by shovel and hoe, but sufficiently

good work can be done by the shovel

and hoe method, and in many, very

many cases, it is not done, and the

carelessness is inexcusable. The re-

sult is a block spotty in strength, tex-

ture and appearance, a block that will

help to hinder the inevitable growth of

the industry.

Finally, in our opinion, it will be

found advisable to turn out with a ma-
chine and a gang of men 150 well-

tamped, carefully handled, approxi-

mately perfect blocks per day
;
good

honest blocks that will almost sell

themselves, than to feverishly rush out
200 blocks that are not homogeneous
in texture, because of poor tamping,
and with broken or patched corners

that come from injudicious hurry in

the handling.

Make a good block and it will bring
what it is worth. Its inherent quali-

ties, which are really marvelous, will

bring this to pass, and it will help

make a market for others of its kind.

A poor block had better be de-

stroyed, for the enemies of the hollow
block, and it has them, will hold it up
as an example of all blocks. This is

unfair, perhaps, but in this strenuous
age many consider trade but a species

of war, where everything is fair.

WILLIAM B. GESTER, C. E.

u&jsf»

The Publish ' Corner

BOTH ARE HUSTLERS.
C. I. Chubbuck and R. E. Harris have

formed a partnership under the firm name
of Chubbuck & Harris, for the purpose of

handling building materials, and have

opened offices in the Atlas Building, 604

Mission street. They are selHng agents for

the following firms: Winsor's California

Pottery and Terra Cotta Works, the Cali-

fornia Brick and Pottery Company, Lamm
Bros., Antwerp, Belgium (imported ce-

ments), the Baden Brick Company, and the

Bostwick Expanded Metal Company of St.

Louis.
Mr. Chubbuck has for the last five years

been connected with the Steiger Terra Cotta

and Pottery Works, and for two years as

assistant manager and outside salesman.

Mr. Harris was salesman for the Western
Fuel Company until he accepted the selling

agency for the California Brick and Pottery

Company, which he has held up to the pres-

ent time. Both these young men are well

and favorably known among the architects

and contractors of San Francisco, and with

their individual energy, backed up by the

excellent lines they represent, they should

undoubtedly do a very large business.

WHAT X-OLITH IS

To the reader of'^e Architect and En-
gineer: "Let us tell •5^ou in a series of let-

ters about X-Olith, what it is, how it is

made, of what it is made, and its uses.

"X-Olith is a scientific combination of

ground wood and stone—a cement wood-
fiber; made into a plastic cement, laid for a

floor, or wall, for wainscot, or base, and is

particularly valuable where sanitary pre-

cautions are necessary, as in hospitals.

"As X-Olith became better known its uses

expanded until now it is found in: Offices,

schools, dairies, stores, lavatories, billiard-

rooms, kitchens, breweries, natatoriums,
laboratories, refrigerators, pantries, etc.

"The stone makes it outlast any other ma-
terial used for like purposes and the wood-
fiber makes it elastic, footwarm and tenac-

ious, noiseless and cleanly.

"X-Olith is fireproof, damp-proof and san-

itary. It is laid solid, there are no cracks or

crevices for germs. There is a variety of

colors and the center may be of one color

and the border of another.
"Architects and builders are including

X-Olith in specifications in new buildings

and using it in old ones to make them as

good as new. Samples will be cheerfully

sent you upon request." The San Francisco

office is at 153 New Montgomery street.

VACUUM SWEEPING PLANTS.
As time goes by the wants and needs of

civilization are continually being fed by the

inventive genius, and in this century no
invention has been brought before the public

that is daily becoming more and more in

demand than vacuum sweeping plants.

While these plants were at first designed

for hotels, theatres and public buildings,

the manufacturers soon realized that pri-

vate residences had as much need for them
as the larger buildings.

The Sanitary Devices Manufacturing
Company of San Francisco, the manufac-
turers of these plants, after careful experi-

menting, have now put on the market an

especially designed plant for residences,

perfect in every detail.

Bv referring to the cut, one can get an

idea as to its appearance and size. The
dimensions are: Length 5 feet, 2 inches;

width, 3 feet, 4 inches; and height, 6 feet,

2 inches, so that there are but few base-

ments that have not space enough for this

machine.
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The wet and dry dust separating tanks

thoroughly cleanse the air. The dry tank

by means of centrifugal motion and gravity

separates the heavier particles of dust,

while the wet tank completes the process by
passing the air current through the atom-
izer and a column of water, leaving the re-

maining matter in liquid suspension. The
final removal of dust is simple and sanitary

—from the dry tank by dumping trapvalve,

and from the wet tank by drainage direct

to the sewer.
It is so simple in operation that a child

can intelligently operate it, as all that is

necessary is to turn on the electric current

to start the motor.
It is inexpensive, costing only about 8

cents per hour, and in one hour's time 200

yards of carpet can be thoroughly cleaned.

No labor is expended in taking care of it

as an especially designed oiling system
keeps the entire plant thoroughly lubricated

for at least six months without attention.

Medical science has conceded that the ma-
jority of diseases are dijectly caused by
germs. It is a well known fact that dust

is the lurking place of the insidious germ.
The question is how to dispose of dust. It

is true that brooms serve to remove it to

a certain extent, but the atmosphere be-

comes saturated with the finer particles, and
this settles back into the carpets, walls,

hangings, etc. The vacuum sweeper removes
i' thoroughly and renders dusting unneces-
sary.

Aside from the fact that it is sanitary
the process of vacuum cleaning tends to

save carpets from wear. It is not the travel

on a carpet that causes it to wear out, but
the grinding of sand and particles of dust,

which act the same as sandpaper would on
a rough surface.

The time is fast approaching when all

will recognize the fact that vacuum sweep-
ing is one of the potent factors of self

preservation.

The Union Blind and Ladder Company,
(Inc.), 328 Howard street, offer to architects
and builders a perfect rolling partition.
Here is what the company has to say about
its goods:
"Our Rolling Wood Partitions do away

with the objectionable sliding or folding

doors, which are always out of order, oc-
cupying space for pockets at the sides, thus
reducing the number of desirable seats from
which an unobstructed view of the plat-

form can be had, in school-rooms, churches
and halls. The partition is made of slats two
inches wide, through which flat steel bands
pass, tastened at the top and bottom with
an adjustment to take up any shrinkage.
They are held in place at the sides by
grooves, and roll up and down the same as

a window shade. Their application is very
simple, consisting of a shaft upon which
are drums containing heavy steel springs.

The shafts are supported at each end by
lugs, the partition is fastened to the spring
drums, and with the exception of being
held in place by grooves at the sides, is put
up and operated the same as a common
window shade or curtain. The lugs taking

the place of the shade fixtures, the shaft

and drum of the roller and the partition of

the cloth shade. Where they are used be-

tween class-rooms in school buildings we
apply a blackboard surface of liquid slating

to one side of the partition, and if necessary,
furnish a hanging blackboard for the other
side.

"We can cover any width opening by
means of separate partitions and movable
posts, which, when the partitions are rolled

up, are quickly and easily removed, leaving

the whole width entirely unobstructed.
"Their adaptability to churches and Sun-

dav-school rooms can readily be seen, the
floor space can be divided into any number
and any size of class rooms, or when rolled

up one large unbroken space obtained. Our
partitions are made of white cedar, oil

finish, ready for putting up. Our goods are
all made in San Francisco and supplied at

shortest notice."

R. R. Harris Telephone Montgomery 222! C. I. Chubbuck

CHU oCK & HARRIS
SALES AGENTS

Terra Cotta Chimney Pipe, Hollow Tile Fire Proofing, Pressed Brick, Flue Linings
Vitrified Salt Gla/ed Sewer Pipe, Grease Traps, Fire Brick Dust, Fire Clay

Bee and Lamb Brands Imported Cements
COHMON, CLINKER, STOCK AND HOLLOW BRICK

Office, Atlas Building, Room 402

604 MISSION STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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The wet and dry dust separating tanks

thoroughly cleanse the air. The dry tank

by means of centrifugal motion and gravity

separates the heavier particles of dust,

while the wet tank completes the process by
passing the air current through the atom-
izer anda column of water, leaving the re-

maining matter in liquid suspension. The
final removal of dust is simple and sanitary

—from the dry tank by dumping trapvalve,

and from the wet tank by drainage direct

to the sewer.
It is so simple in operation that a child

can intelligently operate it, as all that is

necessary is to turn on the electric current

to start the motor.
It is inexpensive, costing only about ^

cents per hour, and in one hour's time 200

yards of carpet can be thoroughly cleaned.

No labor is expended in taking care of it

as an especially designed oiling system
keeps the entire plant thoroughly lubricated

for at least six months without attention.

Medical science has conceded that the ma-
jority of diseases are directly caused by
germs. It is a well known fact that dust
is the lurking place of the insidious germ.
The question is how to dispose of dust. It

is true that brooms serve to remove it to

a certain extent, but the atmosphere be-

comes saturated with the finer particles, and
this settles back into the carpets, walls,

hangings, etc. The vacuum sweeper removes
i* thoroughly and renders dusting unneces-
sary.

Aside from the fact that it is sanitary
the process of vacuum cleaning tends to

save carpets from wear. It is not the travel

on a carpet that causes it to wear out, but
the grinding of sand and particles of dust,

which act the same as sandpaper would on
a rough surface.

The time is fast approaching when all

will recognize the fact that vacuum sweep-
ing is one of the potent factors of self

preservation.

The Union Blind and Ladder Company,
(Inc.), 328 Howard street, oflFer to architects
and builders a perfect rolling partition.
Here is what the company has to say about
its goods:
"Our Rolling Wood Partitions do away

with the objectionable sliding or folding

doors, which are always out of order, oc-
cupying space for pockets at the sides, thus
reducing the number of desirable seats from
which an unobstri\cted view of the plat-

form can be had, in school-rooms, churches
and halls. The partition is made of slats two
inches wide, through which flat steel bands
pass, tastened at the top and bottom with
an adjustment to take up any shrinkage.
They are held in place at the sides by
grooves, and roll up and down the same as
a window shade. Their application is very
simple, consisting of a shaft upon which
are drums containing heavy steel springs.
The shafts are supported at each end by
lugs, the partition is fastened to the spring
drums, and with the exception of being
held in place by grooves at the sides, is put
up and operated the same as a common
window shade or curtain. The lugs taking

the place of the shade fixtures, the shaft

and drum of the roller and the partition of

the cloth shade. Where they are used be-
tween class-rooms in school buildings we
apply a blackboard surface of liquid slating

to one side of the partition, and if necessary,
furnish a hanging blackboard for the other
side.

"We can cover any width opening by
means of separate partitions and movable
posts, which, when the partitions are rolled

up, are quickly and easily removed, leaving
the whole width entirely unobstructed.

"Their adaptability to churches and Sun-
day-school rooms can readily be seen, the
floor space can be divided into any number
and any size of class rooms, or when rolled

up one large unbroken space obtained. Our
partitions are made of white cedar, oil

finish, ready for putting up. Our goods are
all made in San Francisco and supplied at

shortest notice."

Telephone Montgomery 2221

SALES AGENTS

C. I. Chubbuck

*, fw

Terra Cotta Chimney Pipe, Hollow Tile Fire Proofing, Pressed Brick, Flue Linings
Vitrified Salt Glazed Sewer Pipe, Grease Traps, Fire Brick Dust, Fire Clay

Bee and Lamb Brands Imported Cements
COHMON, CLINKER, STOCK AND HOLLOW BRICK

Office, Atlas Building, Room 402

604 MISSION STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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One of the most successful brass manu-
facturing plants on the Pacific Coast is that

of the Standard Brass Casting Company on

Clementina street, between First and Sec-

ond, San Francisco. Although a compara-

tively young enterprise, being less than four

years old, the company has had remarkable

success and has outgrown its limited quar-

ters, until to-day the most troublesome

problem confronting its managers is the

question of more room. The secret of the

Standard Company's success has been its

aim to produce only a high grade quality of

A>7t' HuiUima of (.lobe Elfctrical Works. Monterey.

goods. The principal product of the fac-

tory consists of brass water goods. Prac-

tically all of the output is made from the

best quality of steam metal. The works

were established by J. C. Higgins and N.

Alper, in 1902, beginning with a small foun-

dry and doing jobbing work exclusively.

Since then a complete finishing shop with

up-to-date equipment has been installed,

comparing favorably with any of the big

Eastern brass goods concerns. Outside of

the water goods department the company
also manufactures a full line of street rail-

way equipment, such as trolley wheels,

harps, etc. The Standard people are also in

a position to figure on any job of brass

goods in competition with material being

sent out here in large quantities from the

East. The company also manufactures ar-

chitectural brass and bronze work, very

good samples of which may be seen on

many of San Francisco's big buildings.

4» 4» «f»

Will Erect Plant.

An interesting item of news in the sand-

lime brick industry is that of a contract

recently signed between the Schwarz Sys-

tem Brick Company of New York and Mr.

W. F. Barnes of San Francisco, for the

erection of a sand-lime brick plant in the

latter city. Mr. Barnes is a man well known
throughout the West, having for many

years been engaged in the box, lumber,

basket and barrel business. These various

industries naturally employ a large quan-

tity of machinery and this has placed Mr.

Barnes in a position to judge intelligently

of the various merits of the different kinds

of machinery offered to the sand-lime brick

industry. Mr. Barnes made a tour of this

country, extending from the Pacific to the

Atlantic Coast, and has visited several of

the plants erected by each company offering

sand-lime brick machinery. The selection

of the machinery of the Schwarz System
Brick Company by a man of the experience

and standing of Mr. Barnes is quite an ad-

ditional victory for the machinery, which
received the Grand Prize at the St. Louis

Exposition. Mr. Barnes has been appointed

the agent for the "Scientific System" for

the States of Washington, Oregon, Califor-

nia, Idaho, Nevada, Utah, Arizona and New
Mexico, and the plant which he will erect

in San Francisco will undoubtedly be an

important help to him in demonstrating to

the purchasers in the above territory, the

peculiar advantages and excellence of the

Schwarz System Brick Company.
Regarding the Schwarz System the Pot-

tery Journal of Berlin has the following:

"To scientific chemist Schwarz we must
ascribe the merit of having recognized the

process taking place in hardening by steam
and of having now also pointed out ways
and means for satisfactory manufacture of

excellent calcareous sandstones. This mod-
ern process of manufacture of calcareous

WF WILL Yor

EMPLOYER'S LIABILITY

SURETY BONDS
GENERAL INSURANCE
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506 CALIFORNIA STREET

Tel. Main 5018 San Francisco, Cal.
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sandstones as worked by Schwarz is based

on the following principles: The moisture

and the temperature must be so regulated

that undesirable chemical combinations are

prevented; the hardening process must have

begun evenly before pressure and be carried

to such a point that the work can be per-

formed successfully with a minimum addi-

tion of lime. A great advantage in the

working of this system is the circumstance

that onlv ONE machine is required for

mixing the material and preparing it for

pressure, whilst formerly a large number
of apparata were needed for mixing and
separating, as well as arrangements for con-

veying."

!
ARCHITECTS SPECIFY

FU R I N ci'S
Improved t m Laundry Tray

Best Tray on the Market

T. N. FURLONG, Manufacturer

1221 Market Street, SAN FRANCISCO
j
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Modern, practical, •conomlcal*.

As necessary to modern build-

ing equipment as electric light-

ing. Admit perfect ventilation

and cleaning from the INSIDE.

Used in the best and largest

residences and office buildings

in Los Angeles

Descriptive Literature

sent on request.

HIPOLITO SCREEN AND SASH
COMPANY

634-638 Maple Avenue

Main 1806 Home 5190
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We have during the past year equipped with Safes more modern
office buildings than any other safe manufacturers in the world.

PITTSBIRO SAFKS
are the most modern and best constructed fire-proof safes m tisc

world. They contain every improvement known to the science
of safe construction.

Send for further particulars and catalogue.
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IRON FOFNOFRS. ! ;M ilM:! l^S. l-XCHINISTS

ARCHITECTURAL AND STRUCTURAL IRON CASTINGS

Contractors for the Installation

OF Electric Wiring in Buildings

Works: Cor. Bay and Kearny Streets

Office: 63-77 Fremont Street SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

WM. J. AXFORD Telephone Mission 265

MISSION FOUNDRY & STOVF WORKS
AXROtvu BROS., Proprletorii

M^utactur^r. STOVES AND RANGES
PLUMBERS' SUPPLIES, MANTELS, GRATES, HARDWARE
SPECIALTIES AND ORNAMENTAL BUILDING CASTINGS

2256-2258 HARRISON STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Hercules Plaster Fibre, being purely of

vegetable matter, is not affected by lime

and is therefore durable and will not rot or

decay besides being very strong. Lime
does not destroy vegetation, while it will

eat and destroy anything in the shape of

animal matter. Lime is used to eat the hair

off the hides while preparing them for the

tanning process. Hercules Plaster Fibre,

not being an animal matter but a vegetable,

is, therefore, not subject to the action of

lime. A canvass of the most practical plas-

terers has resulted in the unanimous ver-

dict that Hercules Plaster Fibre is all that

is claimed for it; and prominent buildings

here, such as the St. Francis Hotel, Aron-
son building. Third and Mission streets,

Merchants' Exchange building and a host

of smaller buildings, testify to the excellent

qualities of this fibre. There is not a city

or town on the Pacific Coast without this

fibre, and it is fast gaining favor in the

East, as well as in British Columbia, where
American products are not strong favorites.

The plant of the Hercules Manufacturing
Company is at 423-431 Ninth street, near

Harrison, San Francisco, and a cordial in-

vitation is extended to all those interested

in building operations to call at the factory

and see the process of cutting, cleaning,

separating and final packing, ready for de-

livery, in small bales, each of the correct

proportion to mix with one barrel of lime.

These small bales are also crated fifty in
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MACHINE BOLTS
FORCINGS

OFFICE

' ft Street San Francisco

Telephone Main 1938

BctiK, r^^ii at Telei2:raph Ave., Bcrkcky

Fine Building Sites can be bought of us . . .

. . . Prices reasonable and Terms to suit

WE ARE SELLING THE CHOICEST RESIDENCE PROPERTY
IN BERKELEY

SEE US BEFORE ! i f
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ONETO JAMES CAZZARETTO

Box 461 Builders' Association

Telephone West 2818

G. B. CAZZARETTO

The Co=Operative Artificial Stone Co.

Granolithic Steps. Buttresses, Posts, Columns, Caps, Wainscoting,

Balustrades, Abalone Shell Work, Etc. All Kinds of

Concrete and Cement Work

Office and Factoir s. E. Cof. Bay and Fillmore Sts. Swa Francisoo, Cat.
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a bundle, making a neat and convenient
package for shipping.

The manager of the Hercules Manufac-
turing Company is Mr. A. M. Sheakley, a

plasterer by trade, who has devoted his life

to the trade and to the perfection of the

machinery used in the manufacture of this

fibre.

With the Sacramento Contractors and

Building Crafts.

John W. Haley of 2014 Tenth street, Sac-
ramento, is one of the best-known bricklay-

ing contractors in the Sacramento valley.

Mr. Haley has followed the trade for more
than a dozen years, and has been in business
for himself about half that period. Some
of the most pretentious buildings in and
around Sacramento have been constructed
bv him, including the Marshall Primary
school, the Gormley building, the Odd Fel-

lows building, the Clunie building, the Fox
residence and the new home of Sacramento
Lodge of Elks, now under course of con-
struction. Mr, Haley, by the way, is a

prominent member of Sacramento Lodge of

Elks, and he is also Past President of Sac-
ramento Parlor, Native Sons. One of the
largest jobs undertaken by Mr. Haley out
of town was the rebuilding of the Natoma
Winery after its destruction by fire.

Concrete construction is the coming
building material, and nobody realizes this

fact better than James McGillivray of 2319
G street, Sacramento. Most of the fine con-
crete sidewalks in the Capital City were
built by Mr. McGillivray, and the concrete
foundations and fire-proofing for such pre-
tentious buildings as the Ruhstaller Brew-
ery were put in by him. Mr. McGillivray
also furnished all the mastic rock asphaltum

for the brewery building. The foundations
for the Sperry Milling Company's plant, the
Phillips warehouse and the new W. P. Ful-
ler building were put in by Mr. McGillivray.
From now on he will make a specialty of

fireproofing, and will bid on work both in

and outside of Sacramento. Mr. McGilli-
vray is the distributing agent for the well-

known Cordelia rock.

t- •t*

The Sacramento Pianmg Mill and Furni-
ture Company has been doing business in

the Capital City for about three years and
has worked up a reputation that some of

the older planing mills of Sacramento may
well look upon with envy. The material
turned out by the Sacramento Planing Mill

is of a high class, which probably accounts
for the company's pronounced success. A
specialty is made of doors, windows,
screens, mouldings, brackets and turnings.
The company also makes a large number of

beer chests, supplying the entire output for

one of the large Capital City breweries.
The company has done the mill work for

quite a number of pretty homes, the two
cottages at 19th and H streets, shown in

this number, residence of Mr. Rasmussen
and the F. L. Hansen flats ir^ San Francisco
being included in the list. The company's
plant is at 6th and R streets, Sacramento.
Its manager is R. W. Mill and its secretary
is W. G. Forrester, both wide-awake and
enterprising young men.

Adolph Teichert is one of the busiest
cement contractors in Sacramento. His
residence and office are at 2401 J street.

Mr. Teichert is best know as the manufac-
turer of artificial stone for sidewalks, resi-

dence foundations, etc. He has been in the
contracting business in Sacramento many

W. A. BOSCOW,
Manager Oakland Branch

Telephone
Main 581

Redwood Manufacturers Co.
Redwood, Pine and Cedar Doors,

Windows, Mouldings, Mill Work,
House Finish, Tanks, Etc.

m
Oakland Branch :

HIRST AND ALICE STREETS
2 Blocks east of Webster Street Bridge

Take
Alameda Street Car

Removed
from 3d and Broadway
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years. He was formerly with Goodman of

San Francisco, the firm name being the

California Artificial Stone Company. Mr.
Teichert worked on the James Flood^„build-

ing in San Francisco, and on the residences

of Charles Crocker, the Stanfords and the

Hopkins. In Sacramento he built the "Bee"
office, in so far as the cement and stone

work was concerned, the John Breuner
building and considerable work on the

Capitol building.

C. W. Dailey of 418 15th street, Sacra-
mento, is making a specialty of store and
office fittings and cabinet work. He has
been in the contracting business in Sacra-
mento for nearly a quarter of a century,
and during that time has probably built

close to a hundred cottages, besides many
business blocks of a more or less preten-
tious character. He built the Mutual Sup-
ply Company's ice plant, which cost. $32,-

000, and which is one of the best cold stor-

ac^e plants in the state. He also built the
Marshall Grammar school, the Singleton
building, at the corner of 5th and K streets,

and the Weizel building, on the opposite
corner. Mr. Dailey also built the storage
plant of Clauss & Krauss, on 17th street,

and he has been employed in remodeling
quite a few business houses and churches.

Fifteen years a bricklayer and brick con-
tractor, is the record of George L. Herndon
oi 914 T street, Sacramento. A native of
that city, Mr. Herndon has grown up with
the town, and few men in the building
trades are better known than he. He is a
member of Sacramento Parlor, Native
Sons, and is also a Red Man. Recently he
was given the contract for the brick work
on the new Red Men's Hall, to be erected

in Sacramento this spring at a cost of $40,-

000. Among the buildings erected by Mr.
Herndon in the past few years is the Ruh-
staller Brewery, the Corporation House,
the Morehead building at Chico, brick

building for Belfour, Garret & Co., at

Grimes' Landing, Colusa County, and a

sherry house for J. B. Bradford & San at

Bruceville. One of the most recent struc-

tures to be completed by Mr. Herndon is

a 250-foot store building at Auburn from
plans by Architect T. Patterson Ross of

San Francisco. Mr. Herndon was at one
time foreman for Thomas Whitehead, con-
tractor for the Southern Pacific Company,
in the Pacific Improvement Company's
work.

The Palm Iron Works at Sacramento
supplies practically all the iron and steel

work for the big buildings in and around
the Capital City. The company has lately

moved into its new building at 15th and
K streets and is now in a position to handle
big orders at short notice. Besides orna-
mental and structural iron and steel the
company does a large business in iron

doors, grating, fences and wire work of all

kinds. Mr. Palm was the lowest bidder for

the iron and steel work on the State house,
which is shortly to be fire-proofed and
strengthened from plans by Sutton &
Weeks of San Francisco.

^ 4»

G. Edward Hook, successor to Hook &
Son of Sacramento, is acquiring quite an
enviable reputation as the builder of resi-

dences and bungalows. He is making a

specialty of this line of building. Mr. Hook
has erected a number of houses, built partly

of shingles and partly in rustic effect, and
this class of homes has proved especially

popular. Besides residences, Mr. Hook

r-^*
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Concrete Bridge at Pollasky, Cal., Ten 75-foot Spans, Reinforced with Corrugated Bars.

Designed by Jno. B. Leonard, C. E.

KKiATED STEEL BARS E(

REINFORCED CONCRETE

These bars are carried in ^ t 1^ in San

Francisco and can be furnished in any

length up to 30 feet. Special designs

for any class of work in reinforced

concrete furnished free of charge.

SEND FOR CAXAUOQUE

JOHN B. LEONARD, C. E., Agent
608 CROSSLEY BUILDING - - SAN FRANCISCO

TRLKPHOINE ORXINT IIS
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does quite a little work in flat building and
store and office fitting.

The following is a partial list of last

year's building by Mr. Hook: H. C. Keyes,
residence, M, 24th and 25th streets; Chas.

Mier, bungalow, 16th, M and N streets;

Geo. Hignett, four apartment house, 12th

and O streets, two flats, 12th and O streets;

Chas. F. Rowland, ten-room residence, J,

28th and 29th streets; William Greene, six-

room, shingle and rustic, two-story cottage,

23d and P streets; Dr. Chas. Van Norden,
$7,000 bungalow on Aeolia Heights, Auburn,
Placer county, Cal. r' Mr. O. C. Schultze,

residence in Dixon, Solano county, plans
drawn by R. A. Herold.

Sinclair & Bessey of 513 J street, Sacra-
mento, architectural sheet metal workers,
furnace men and ventilating engineers, hold
the foremost position in Northern Califor-

nia in their line. The firm's large plant en-

ables them to undertake and complete work
of no small magnitude. Up-to-date speci-

fications embody many features unknown
to the trade twenty-five years ago, wood
and cement ornamentation being replaced

with artistic designs in galvanized iron,

copper and zinc. The architect must have
implicit confidence in the ability of the

metal worker to appreciate and carry out

the detail of the work. Sinclair & Bessey
enjoy the reputation for correctness in in-

terpreting the architect's plans and carrying
out the work satisfactorily. During the past

five years this firm has finished the metal
work on the following buildings in Sacra-
mento: Capitol Hotel, Gormley building.

Residence

1766 L. Street

Telephone

Main 1898
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CONTRACTS TAKEN IN ANY

PART OF THE VALLEY

Fresno,
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Architectural Sculpture and Decoration for

Interiors and Exteriors

3. LI^ ^^ojiett
iVlODEUER

Plaster, Ornament and Cement Work

Phonk Jessie 8926

Plaster Ceiling and Mantel from
the Manelta Studio

125-127 TENTH STREET San Francisco
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We offer to Architects and Builders a Perfect I

tolling Partition. Dividing rooms of any size into
many, or combining many into one at will. They
work so smoothly and have so much to commend
I hem to those designing or building Churches,
Schools, Town Halls, Lodge Rooms and Assembly
I
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alls, that we want you to write us for detailed
niformation about them and our patent Inside
Sliding Blinds.

1 ik I nion Blind & Ladder Co., (Inc.)

'? ^'oward Street San Francisco

CAPITAL 997
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General Electric Co*s
Motors ...
Edison Lamps
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Corporation House, Odd Fellows' Temple,
Turner Hall, and the Odd Fellows' Hall,

Lincoln. To have completed such work for

a gentleman of Mr. Herold's exacting su-

perintendence is a sufficient testimony that

Sinclair & Bessey have the undoubted abil-

ity to handle work intelligently and prac-

tically. This firm has inaugurated a special

department to handle the heating and venti-

lation of buildings, and their long experi-

ence enables them to give the best results.

T. J. Pennish of 830 Q street, Sacra-

mento, is a very busy man these days. He
is doing all the plastering in the big Elks'

building, as well as the addition to the

Capitol Hotel. Mr. Pennish does both

plain and ornamental plaster work. He has

had twenty-five years' experience. He has

done so much work in and around the Capi-

tal City that to enumerate it would fill

more than a page of this magazine. Turner
Hall, a recently completed structure in Sac-

ramento, was plastered by Mr. Pennish.

His work has always given satisfaction,

which accounts for his remarkable success

as a plastering contractor.

Home Tel 6052

CLAYTON LEWIS
ConsultinK Eagioetr In Mechanics and Electricity

419 Byrtie Building Los Angeles, Cal.

/^ \Rl
DESIGNERS, ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

BANK VAULTS, VAULT DOORS, SAFES AND COMPLETE BANK
EQUIPMENTS. JAIL AND PRISON CONSTRUCTIONS

Telephone Main 1032

BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH OFFICE VAULTS AND SAFES

Agents DIEBOLD SAFE ANO ! OCK CO., Canton, Ohio

2!6 California Street, San Francisco
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For Sidewalks, GardenMOnC Walks. Etc.

Concrete Foundai
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Cellar Floors

Fence Coping, Etc.

Adolpm Teichbrt
CEHENT CONTRACTOR

Residence: 2401 J St., Sacramento, Cal

Phones, Capital 984. Bell Main 690

lilvCiriC3l vO.t Inc.

CAL CONTRACTORS

Fixtures, Wiring,

Electrical Supplies and Motors

We take pleasure in corresponding with intending
builders and architects anywhere on the coast

relative to interior wiring, installation of
isolated plants, telephones, and every-

thing pertaining to electricity.
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Gas &
MAURICE C. COUCHOT, 604 Mission St., San Francisco

Used in the following works in 1905:-Bekin's Bldg., West Mission and 13th Sts., San hrancisco; S. F,

Electric Co.rStation C, San Francisco; California Gas & Electric C orp.. Martin Station, San

Mateo County; Marysvil'e Public Library; Substation Bldg., for Standard

Electric Co., Redwood; Highway Bridge in Stockton.

Plans and Estimates furnished to responsible parties. Best System for Loft

Buildings, Warehouses, Etc.
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By means of P. & B, Building Paper, a frame building can be
made to possess nearly all the advantages of brick and stone
structures, while entirely free from the many faults found in them.
Moisture and earth gases are kept out, drafts prevented, and the
heat of summer and the cold of winter excluded. :: :: ::

Booklets and Samples Free.

Paraffine Paint Company
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Concrete
Fire Proun'na for L-tnsc huHdfra
Concrete
Concrete
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Distributing Agent for
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JAflES McGILLlVPW
2319 Q STRhbi

Capital Phone 92-2bens Sacramento, Cal.
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C. J. Mathews, successor to Miller &
Mathews, is another of Sacramento's popu-
lar contractors and builders. Many build-

ings in the Capital City have been put up
by him, and just now he is kept busy on
large jobs outside the city. He has prob-
ably done more building outside of Sacra-
mento during the last few years than any
other one contractor in the Capital City, and
it has all been of a high standard, too.

"Perfect satisfaction guaranteed" is the
motto of Siller Bros., contractors and build-

ers, whose office and mill are at 1614 13th
street, Sacramento. The firm furnishes es-

timates on all kinds of building, besides
general jobbing and mill work. Members
of the firm are J. L. Siller and L. G. Siller,

both veteran contractors. The Capitol
building. Turner Hall and Odd Fellows'
building are among the many structures
put up by this firm.

grates. Mr. Brennan has been in the tile

business for the past fifteen years, and his

friends say that what he doesn't know about
it isn't worth knowing. Prior to going into

business for himself three years ago, he
was employed by the Havener-Mier Com-
pany. Since going into business for himself
he has done nractically all the tile work in

Sacramento. His wood, brick and tile man-
tels are noted for their artistic design.

C.A ^MSiilH! !'\LN

nHOUSE,
SHIP

Dealers in Oils, Mixed Paints, Copper Paint, Sub-

.marine Compounds, Marine Paints. Ship

Painting a Specialty.

T. I. Brennan of 920 J Street, Sacra-
mento, has almost the exclusive trade of
the Capita^ '^'*\' '- '•''- ^oors, ^^ '
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KNICKMANN & NOCENTI
Contrmctors for the New Falrmount Hotel

HIGHEST GRADE WORK FOR WAINSCOT, COLUMNS,
PILASTERS, PANELS, BALUSTRADES, MANTELS, ETC.

525, 527, 529, 531 WEST 26TH STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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